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ABSTRACT.
This study is concerned with the origins and the develop
ment of Indian asceticism before the time of the Buddha.

In

the first chapter we have tried to define the concept of
asceticism and fix its typology.

We have included the practices

of Upasana and Yoga in asceticism.
The second chapter is devoted to the study of asceticism
in the Indus Civilisation and in the Samhitas.

We have taken
/Y
each Samhita separately and studied tapas. vyata. sgama and
other terms which may have a bearing on the subject in the
context of the cultural material as revealed in that particular
samhita.

We have studied also such personalities as the muni.

yati and vysTtya.

In dealing with the vfcatya We have concen

trated only on the book XV of the Av, leaving aside the
materials found in the Brahmanas for the second chapter.

This

has involved a general criticism of the views of the scholars
who have worked on the subject, and a re-appraisal of the
AV.XV. which has led to quite different results.

In the third

chapter we have again dealt with the terms seen in the Samhitas .
Along with this we have studied the sacrificial practises
involving austerities such as fasting, dietary regulations,
keeping vigil and so forth.

These regulations are not only

observed separately but are gathered together in the Diksa
ritual which has been treated exhaustively.

We have suggested

that the diksa
was the arche-type of later austerities.
*4

In

this period new ascetic personalities such as the Carakas, and

the Vaikhanasas: appeared.

The Vyatyas have been again dealt

with exhaustively and have been found to be an organised
community containing shaman-like priests.

It has been ten

tatively suggested that they might be identified with the
people of the copper hoards of the Gangetic valley.
In the fourth chapter we have treated the material found
in the Aranyakas and the Upanisads together.
developments in the ascetic modejof living.

We find new
Asceticism comes

predominantly to mean self-discipline, beside the earlier con
ception of asceticism as self-mortification.

Though the

ascetic mode of living was accepted in later Vedic society, it
had not been integrated as a social institution in the frame
work of the Asyama system.

The practices of Upasana and Yoga

are seen to be well-developed by the end of this period.
The fifth chapter gives a short summary of the views put
forward in the earlier chapters and a short comparisoi*6£ the
conclusions arrived at with the Jaina and the Buddhist evidence*
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PREFACE.
This is the first full-length study of Indian asceticism
as reflected in the Vedic literature before the time of Buddha
We have confined ourselves primarily to the Sarq|hitas, the
Brahmanas, the Aranyakas and the Upanisads.

However, we have

sometimes had to refer to the Sutras for the purposes of under
standing certain vedic passages or rites.

The problem before

us has been to determine the origins and nature of ascetic
practices, ideas and persons in the Vedic literature and to
indicate similarities between this Asceticism and that of the
Buddhists and Jainas and other ascetic sects.

Secondarily,

we have attempted to indicate the generic relationships
between thi>4 vedic and prebuddhistic asceticism and the
ascetic movements of the sixth century B.C. in India.

To

determine the nature of asceticism of this period we have
attempted the study of certain key-concepts such as tanas.
vrata, ^jsama, and other related ethical terms.

We fully

agree with Whitehead1s dictum that, "the fate of a word has
to the historian the value of a document1
.1

A comprehensive

2
study of the term vsata has already been attempted by Apte

3
and in more details by Schmidt.

They have paid detailed

1. A.N.Whitehead.
Religion in the making (192!?) pp.ltt.
2«j/.M.Apte "APR about visata"' in the ftqvfeda B.D.C.R.l.III.
3 . H-P.Schmidt. Vedische Vtfata urid Awestisch Urvatha.
4. See.EBE.2. (1908).Article on U indu Asceticism, pp.87-88.

terms as muni. yati. vaftkhanasa. vratya.
literature as types of ascetics.

who appear in later

Hauer tried to derive Yoga

from the community of the Vyatyas whom he regarded as non1
aryans.
We have tried to re-study the problem of the Vtfatya
and have arrived at different conclusions.

The problem of the

origins of Yoga, which we have included in our definition of

2
asceticism,

2
is still quite controversial.

Jacobi tried to

establish that Jaina ascetics derived their practices from the
Brahmana ascetic, while Basham

derived asceticism from non-

5
aryan sources.

Chanda saw in the Yati and Vtatya non-aryan

ascetics with the developed techniques of Dhyana-Yoga surviving
from the Indus Civilisation.

We have had to take into account,

therefore, together with actual physical austerities, dietary
regulations, modes of mental discipline and special techniques
to induce mystical experience and spiritual realisation, as
reflected in the Vedic literature.

Yoga, in its later develop-

ment, is primarily introspective and its essence does *■£ lie in
shamanistic ecstasy.

We believe that even in our period it
6>
contained an element of psychological analysis.
Falk has
detected a type of Yoga psychology in the Vedic literature,
while Mrs.Rhys Davids has painted out the growing importance
1. J.W.Hauer: £>Te Anfange der Yogapraxis.(1922)pp. 172;
Der Vratya*
2. See below Chapter I.
3. SBE.22 pp.XXlll-XXX.
H-. The Ajevikas, pp.*+-!?. cf.G.C.Pande. Studies in the Origins
of Buddhism, pp.321-22 ff.
5. MASI.^l. pp.25-26.
6 . M.Falk. The oldest Psychology: Terminus a quo and aspects.
Indian Journal of Psychology XVlll(-3-lf)»

of mental principles inch as manas citta or samkalpa in the
Vedic literature which was developed further in Buddhism and
Yoga texts.

We have devoted less attention to the analysis of

these psychological concepts, leaving this to the philosopher,
and have concentrated rather on the practices of Upasana which
A
seem to be directly connected with those of Yoga - a fact which
1
has already been noticed but not studied in detail.
We have
also tried to trace the origins of the Asrama - system and its
implications injfecjfar as it involves an open acceptance of the
Moksa-ideal.

We have briefly considered the Vedic and non-

vedic influences at work in the sixth century B.C., which led
to the various new ascetic movements.
The problem here was
3
posed by the contention of Basham * that these were mainly nonvedic in origin while Jacobi put forward the view that the
Jainas and the Buddhists patterned themselves after the Brahmana
ascetic.

Asceticism is a socio-ethical phenomenon and there

fore in the treatment of ascetic tendencies we tried to study
it within the famework of the historical conditions of the
times.
We would here express our deep gratitude, regard and
affection to Professor A.L.Basham who has supervised the whole
of our research work and by his constant assistance and encourage

1. C.A.F.Rhys Davids The Birth of Indian Psychology•1936•London#"
Chapters II.VII.
2. M.Falk.R.O.IJ-I^on Upasana: Pandey.G.C.op.cit•pp.303-0lf: also.
K.Narayanaswami Aiya£.
The Thirty two Vidyas.Madras•(1916)
p.p.1-6 .
3 . The Ajiyikas pp.^-5 See also Pande.op.cit.pp.321-22 ff.
4. SBE.22.pp.XXlll-XXX.

ment has laid us under deep obligation.

must also thank

Dr .D.Friedman, Reader in Indian Philosophy, and Dr.J.G.de
Casparis,lecturer at the department of History who helped in
many ways when Professor Basham was on leave to India.
would also thank Mr.C.A.Rylands, Senior Lecturer in Sanskrit, who
cls

helped 1*6 with some knotty problems of Vedic exegesis, Mrs.J*.
Makowiecka, who translated some French and German works for »le^s
and Mr.N.K.Wa^le for assistance in preparing the typescript.
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CHAPTER I« ASCETICISM - AN INTRODUCTION»
The word ’’asceticism11 comes from the Greek word askcsis.
which means training.

The metaphor is taken from the wrestling

place or palaestra wherein victory awards thosewho had best
1
trained their bodies.
The word ascetic, therefore, has come
to be associated with a person who undergoes physical austerities
to train himself like the wrestler or the athlete.

In Sanskrit,

however, the phenomenon of asceticism is called generally
tapas.ya from the root /tap - (to heat).

This referred to the

practice of the austerity in which the ascetic (tapasvi) under
went the practice of beating himself before the fire.

The

other terras used for asceticism are samnyasa. vairagya. and by
a further extension of the term asceticism which is not general,
we may include yoga also.

Samnvasa refers to an attitude of

life which aims at non-possession and poverty.

The word is

2
derived from the root as - to throw.

The word does not occur

at all in the early Vedic literature and not even in the early
3
Upanisads.
The term Vairagya refers more to + mental detach
ment and isolation and is also found in very late Upanisads.
In early Vedic literature another term fl£rama", which means
"Effort11 "striving", is also used and may be taken to refer to
ascetic practices.

Thus, in early Indian asceticism, the

llE.b. article on "Asceticism" eleventh edition/
ERE*.vol.II.pp.73*ff • relates the term to the greek verb "askeirf
which meanstfto exercise or practise".
2.PW.»7»PP«651+; Mov^ier-Williams. Sanskrit-English Dictionary,
s.v.
3 .PW.*6.pp.1*+10.

attitude towards asceticism is more physical, than mental*
consists of physical austerities rather than of mental
austerities.

Asceticism, as these terms indicate, is usually

rather negative in outlook, esoecially in early tribal societies.
1
Durkheim treats it as f,the negative cult11.
Physical
austerities in the early societies may consist of abstentions,
and what Durkheim calls "a whole system of interdictions11, and
positive acts of self-mortification and self-torture.

Pain and

suffering are essential elements in any ascetic practices which
are of various kinds.

But asceticism proper contains the

ethical element of self-discipline and self-isolation from
everything profane which is generally identified with the world.
This leads to a formulation of two types of asceticism - one of
them can be called "primitive asceticism11 and the other, as
"mystical asceticism".

Primitive asceticism can be different

iated from "mystical asceticism" by a reference to the ends for
which they are practised.

The continuity between the two,

which leads us to call them by the common name "asceticism", is
provided by the austerities, painful practices which are
indulged in in both, and which le^d Durkheim to call "mystical
asceticism" a "hypertrophy of the negative cult".
Primitive asceticism is universal in that the austerities
such as fasting, mutilations, flagellations, chastity and other
typesofpainful privations are found in most of the primitive
tribal societies.

These austerities are of various kinds and

1. See below.
2. Durkheim. op.cit.pp.311.

"take the place in the social, moral, magical, and religious
life of savages which asceticism (i.e.mystical asceticism)
holds in that of more advanced peoples1
.1
divided into ten types by Macculloch:

These austerities are

Adolescence iniation

ceremonies, admission to acret societies, initiation to priest
hood, flagellation, fasting, mourning ceremonies, tabming,
medical austerities and self-restraint which includes continence.
The first three of these types can well be reduced to a single
type, that is, initiation austerities.

Iniation ceremonies

concerning the adolescent and the would-be priest include many
practices such as fasting, keeping vigils, silence, eating

2
special type of foods, and chastity.

It is noticed among

most of the societies and even in the advanced societies.

The

purpose of these austerities undergone during the initiation
ceremony, is to bring about a complete change in the character
3
of the initiate.

He becomes divine and has a sacred character;

he is reborn through it.

In the Vedic context the initiation

ceremonies were of two types;

for the student and for the
b

sacrificer.

The initiation of the student called the Upanayana

had already come into existence and bears a remarkable similt>y
arity to the ascetic mode of life which was formulated/the end
of the V«dic period into the fourth asrama.

After the perform

ance of the Upanayana the initiate is called the "twice-born"
(dvija)•
2. See ERE.Vol.
Article on Initiation; P.Radin.Primitive
religion pp.S^-lOl: 111-31;
3 . See below. Chap III. on "Diksa" Cf.Durkheim.op.cit.pp.309-105
notices the character of initiation in the Australian
societies the features similar to the Vedic diksa.
The
initiate is called as "that which is from the forest".
b • R.B.Pandeya.Hindu Samskaras.pp*
5. CF.ERE.Vol.II.227#

Beside the elaborate initiation austerities for the
student, we find the ascetic practices in the sacrificial
consecration, which is similar to the initiation ceremonies.
Fasting as an austerity forms a part of initiation
ceremonies.
Tylor

But it may be practised independently also.

noticed that "fasting accompanied with other privations

and prolonged contemplation in the desert or the forest" are
la
practised among the primitive tribes.
"It maybe an act of
penitence or of propitiation;

a preparatory rite before some

act of sacramental eating or an initiation;

a mourning ceremony;

one of a series of purificatory rites, a means of inducing

2
dreams and visions;

a method of adding force to magical rites".

Voluntary fasting entered into by the ascetic-mystic is not very
different from the fasting done by the primitive man except in
the defined ideology which was put forward by the asceticmystic.

This ideology of the ascetic-mystic was dualistic;

it shunned the world regarding the body as evil, and mortified
it.

In primitive asceticism the purpose of fasting is regarded

as a practice which may make the body fit for the receiptbn of
3
the sacred in the form of food.
Fasting was^ a good means of
*+
5
procuring ecstasy and exaltation for religious ends.
Huxley
gives the scientific explanation for the ecstasy generated
through fasting.
la." Cf.ERE .Vol. 5. PP.75#9 ff.article on "Fasting".
2. ERE.Loc.cit•
1. Radin op.cit.pp.16; 111-12;
b . Tylor.Loc.cit.
^
uk 114-2.**
5. Doors of perception. Penguin Series.

'

Flagellation was common in primitive asceticism as well
as in mystical asceticism.

Among primitive people it was

probably employed to drive away the "malignant presence of
demoniacal powers", or to bring back the ecstatic person to his
normal condition.

Flagellation was institutionalised among the
1
medieval Christian ascetics.
It was a sort of "surgical
operation".

The pain is inflicted rather as a means of hurting

the evil powers than of making the victim suffer and thus
frightening the evil powers to make them depart.

Sometimes it

was done Vi^the height of religious exaltation or to evoke
religious ecstasy through the poisonous juices of the plants or
through the disturbance of the enzyme system of the brain through
la
festering wounds.
It was moreover regarded in primitive

2
asceticism as procuring magical productivity and fertility.

In

mystical asceticism it was the effective means of subduing the
"s o u ^ s evil-yoke-fellow" the body and of inducing visions by
casting out evil.

Connected with flagellation and scourging is

mutilation of bodily organs.

In primitive asceticism the

practice of continence and self restraint was prevalent but that
was from no high idealsitic and spiritual reasons but for the
3
sake of "food supply" and "tribe supply".
But later in
mystical asceticism it was thought of as essential for the
spiritual life.
Besides these physical austerities, a type of austerity
1. Cf.The Flagellants, but this is of a different
in
the later Indian Asceticism.
la. Huxley o p . c i t . p p . ©
2 . ERE*vol.2. PP.22o-29; Vol.6 .pp.^9-50* article on "Flagellants"
3 . G.Murray.Five stages of Greek religion.p.5*Cf.Frazer.Golden
Bough Abridged Edition. 1925*I*ondon.— *139« says that it was
practised for the sake of food and "victory in w a r " . and not
for "moral Durity".

may be seen in sacrifice, in the course of which "something
is forfeited in order to establish a right and beneficial
relationship with a transcendental source of strength and
1
vitality1
.*
Whatever may have been the original motive of the
2
3
sacrifice, the gift, the sacramental feast,
self-denial and
self-sacrifice plays an important part in it.
The practice of physical austerities thus in primitive
asceticism is motivated primarily by the desire of power and
vitality, success, long life, and children,which could be
attained through other types of activity such as prayer and
sacrifice.

Primitive asceticism is a means of persuasion as

prayer is, but prayer generally persuades the god while
asceticism may not.

It may persuade the power which is con

ceived magically as inherent in an object.

The nature of

power which such asceticism may try to induce the power- to be
in the hands of the ascetic is difficult to determine.

This

supernatural power was regarded as: f,a force altogether distinct
from physical power which acts in all kinds of ways for good and
evil and which it is of the greatest advantage to possess: and
i
control?

This was the definition, of Mana, given by Codrington,

and this mana has been conceived in personal and impersonal
terms.

The same power is conceived of as of an impersonal

character and also as a personal being endowed with power or
TZ

2.
3.
5.
6.

E.O.James. The origins of religion. pp.tfW
Tyler PC.ii.pp.376-91*
R.Smith. Religion of the Semites. i9Ol.pp.338 accepted by
Murray. Five Stages.pp.36.
Heiler. Prayer, pp. 19#
Heiler. Prayer, pp.29 ff*
R.H.Codrington. The Melanesians. Oxford. l891#pp.118-19
See P.Radin. Primitive Religion, pp.12-11*.

capable of successfully performing arduous acts.

This

magical aspect o.f the power seems to pass into -mystical
•
•
• >*
*
asceticism too, and JLs met in Vedic thinking. - The power can
be generated by the activity of the persons concerned through
1
the agency of elemental forces such as fire or the sun.
The other result of the various austerities is visions and
intense experiences which are thought to have a liberating
influence and which probably deepen the personality of the
primitive.

These visions and new perceptions could be induced

2
through drugs such as peyotl and mescalin.

The visionary

experiences induced by austerities are of praeternatural light
and colour, and involve the perception of certain subjective
forms, and ordinary humdrum objects assume a new significance.

3

The visionary experience, however, may not be happy and cheerful.
b

The shamans have been noticed to have "terror-visions11.

Huxley

himself speaks of the experience of fear of t!being overwhelmed,
of disintegrating under a pressure of reality greater than a
mind accustomed to living most of the time in a cosy world of
5
symbols could possibly bear*.1
This experience may be due to
the feeling of Tremendum of which Ottojs speaks and which leads to

6
a feeling of helplessness, powerlessness and insignificance.
In primitive asceticism and in mystical asceticism such visionary
experiences have been encountered, and in the early Vedic liter-

7
ature the experiences of the Muni may be referred to;

the

pattern included certain hallucinatory experiences such as that
1.

Gonda.1 1HGocls,ir and Power's1* in the Veda.' pp.^T-ff•in

2.

Cf. iUHuxley. The Doors of Perception.Zaehner. Mysticism*
Appendices.A.and B. and also Chapter I.
Huxley, op.cit.pp.80-81.
p .t .o .

3.

*+♦- P.Radin. Primitive RSligion. pp.l6*+-65*
5* Huxley.op-cit# pp.k 6 .
nc
6 . R.Otto. The idea of Holy pp.. 2.2. •'vv •
7.
RV.X»136*

>

I(
oi flying in the air.
In these experiences the shaman, the Muni, the primitive
ascetic find their liberation and the experience of expansion

*1
which is so much referred to by the mystics.

The visionary

experience induced by fasting and other austerities may be akin

2
to the madness, insofar as madness has any religious quality.
The primitive ascetic, who has these visionary experiences,
is found in almost all societies and has been regarded with
respect and awe, as nearer,than the ordinary man.to the super
natural.

He is called "primitive" because

still have an aspect of neurosis and mania.

his experiences
The shaman is the

prototype of such ascetics and he is thought to be a victim of
epilepsy, catalepsy and various other psychological maladies.
Asceticism therefore might be regarded as a social structure,the
function of which is to absorb such neurotics who are religious
minded and are thought to possess special power.
Different from primitive asceticism is mystical asceticism
which has a definite philosophy of the world and the self.
Mystical asceticism has a complete distrust of the world and it
regards body as an evil adjunct which has to be ultimately
annihilated but during life, has to be purified so that the
contact with the supernatural force or the deity may be
established.

It is quite likely that th# mystical ascetic may

not believe in any deity as such and regard the world as dualisti<
as consisting of matter and spirit, and the state which he
1 . Zaehner. Mysticism. pp.^O-^*
2 r Zaehner. op.cit. pp^Xtfl*

wants to attain, maybe simply the isolation of the spirit from
the matter through austerities and purification.

Such dualistic

philosophy, if atheistic, aims at "disunion, isolation1
,1 "unity11
A
which has been lost due to some corruption.
Most of the Indian
philosophical systems have such an aim.
The way of Purification which is adopted by these mystical
ascetics, is one of suffering, undergone through various
austerities which are common to ••primitive asceticism and
1
mystical asceticism?
That suffering* has a sanctifying power,
1
James
has been accepted by most of the mystical religions
thinks that asceticism in general may be due t o (

reasons:

it may be an "expression of organic hardihood disgusted with
too much easel1

It may be undertaken for the love of purity,

or as an act of service to the deity.

Asceticism, moreover,

may be due to pessimistic feelings about the self and combined
with theological beliefs concerning expiation*"

"The devotee

may think that he is buying himself free, or escaping worse
suffering hereafter, by doing penance now'.1

Asceticism maybe

due to moreover "genuine perversions of bodily sensibility"
which may be masochistic.

Asceticism, which means suffering,

in this context, is not to increase power or to induce visions*
which must be rather ancillary results, but is born of a deep
religious pessimism about the fallen soul.

1.
2.

Asceticism then

Durkheim. op.cit. pp.209«lo;
W.James• Varieties of religious experience pp.29^97.

becomes a technique to give freedom to the imprisoned soul
from the evil body, to enable it to achieve the isolation from
the corrupting matter or union with the deity.

Mystical

Asceticism thus could be divided into theistic and atheistic
types.

In mystical asceticism therefore, the condition, on

this earth would be regarded as a fallf

What the ascetic

tries to do is ,!a systematic letting die of all the propensities
of life11,

"annihilation11.

As the terras Samnyasa and vai-tfajya

show, the attitude is one of withdrawal, detachment#

The end

of life as conceived in a theistic mysticism postulating the

2
duality of the soul and the deity, would be to achieve the unity
of the soul with the deity, inwhich the soul still exists, as in
the system of Ramanuja.

The non-dualistic end of life is

regarded as the realisation of the complete identity of the self
with the Absolute, the single unity which alone exists.

The

technique of this type of realisation '^especially developed into
the Yoga System.

In dualistic mysticism it is possible to find

room for emotional worship and erotic attitudes.

Ultimate

happiness is realised through suffering by a 'deliberate dis-

3
orientation of the individual soul.

This disorientation is

achieved through his voluntary privacy and solitude, which
involves a "process of desocialisation11 leading to the unifica
tion of one's inner life, by a conscious withdrawal from the
community.
lT
2#
3*
5-.

This isolation and withdrawal into oneself,shunning

Heiler. Prayer.' pp. 138•
Zaehner. Mysticism, pp.1^9#
Cf.Radin.pp.lO6-O7 .ff*
The concept is borrowed from P.Holmes. Solitude and Privacy
but we do not take his view that this aspect of cultural
delineation of one's bio-social participation in the com
munity is an index of the declining nature of a culture.

the world of sensuous life is what is called in Christian
mysticism the via purgativa.

By this withdrawal asceticism

asserts an individualism, which it would be difficult to find
in a tribal society where such a close communinion^ists between
the individual and the community.

In the tribe the individual

in a way exists because of the tribe, so that any such worldrenouncing and life-denying movement, concerned primarily with
the individual and his salvation, would find no favour with the
tribal society.

This means that individualistic mystical

asceticism can only be a feature of an advanced society where
the necessities of life are ample and where the society is able
to sustain a considerable number of non-productive members.
Asceticism, moreover, may be regarded as an institution to
resolve the conflict in a social system where the hierarchy of
the classes is fixed and unchanging,
virtually non-existent.

and social mobility is

However, extreme individualism which

is the result of asceticism may turn into what the psychologists,
1
call, the ,fautarchic fantasy11.
The psychic experience which is invoked by mystical
ascetic practices, is in itself a reward and an end.

As the

2
mystical experiences are transitory and do not last for long,
it becomes•incumbent to go on performing the practices which
induce thejp.

Mystical experiences may not last more than half

an hour, at most two hours.

1.
2.

Drugs such as mescalin may prolong

See Holm.s. P.op.cit.
See the Ideology of Privacy.chap.Vl.
pp.l0 2 .H^fiJames. The varieties of religious experience pp.381notices four characteristics of mystical experience:
ineffability, noetic quality, transiency, and passivity.

such experiences^.

Mystical experience is rather intuitive

and non-intellectual than rational, and it may be that(mostj of
the immense literature of Indian philosophy is but an attempt
at rationalizing such experience.

The ascetic^? is primarily

an introvert mode of living, of quietude and silence.
experience itself is one of profound stillness.

Mystical

This mode of

living emphasizes this contemplation, meditation, suspension of
volitional and emotional life, which would lead to psychological
investigations, self-analysis and self-exploration, which ends
in the realization of an inexpressible reality.

Silence is

both the means and the end of such an ascetic life.

CHAPTER II
ASCETICISM IN THE
INDUS VALLEY CIVILISATION AND THE SAMHITAS
India, since the dawn of her civilization, has
been the house of diverse races and cultures.

In

attempting to reconstruct a history of pre-buddhistic
asceticism we must start with the Indus Valley Civilization
where this fact of diversity and unity is already
inevidfcfcence.

From the discovery of this culture a

different notion of the course of the Indian history has
come about.

Where once early Indian history was looked

on as the "progressive intermingling of the cultured
Aryans with savage aborigines"^, the Aryan invasion of
India now suggests "the arrival of barbarism in a region
already highly organized into an empire based on a long2
established tradition of literate urban culture" .
The
Indus Valley Civilization has been found over a large
■3

tract from Rupar to S<fcfetkagendor , a distance of 1,000 miles
It has been found eastwards up to Ukhi 19 miles west of

1.
2.
3.

Bloomfield. AthaVaveda p.2 .
Piggott. Prehistoric India pp. 257-58.
Wheeler.
Indus Civilisation p.2. Early India and
Pakistan pp. 9U-95*

Meerut, and in the south in Kathiawad and jjjMjarat (Rangpur1 ,
Lothal1 , Somnath, the Ilalai district) and also in
2
Mehgam, Telod, and Bhagataron . The Indus Civilization
exemplifies the vastest political experiment before
■3
the advent of the Roman Empire , coverihg about half
a million square miles, with probably two capitals.
The chronology of the Indus Civilization has not yet been
settled,

Wheeler dated it from 2,500 B.C. to 1,500 B.C,

k

but lately has accepted the view that it might have emerged
"probably a little before 2,500 B.C."

.

Indian scholars

are prone to think that this gives too little time to
the Vedic culture for full evolution and is incongruous
t

with the flydence of the BoglhazKWEi inscription
a

(Cl,1+00 B.C,), which seems to refer to Vedic Indian
c.

deities, rather than to Indo-Iranian deities •

1,

Taking

Indian Archaeology, A Review 53-5I+; for Lothal, 8 .R,
Rao,
"The excavations of Lothal" in Lalit Kata No, 3-U
(1956-57); quoted in Wheeler EIP pp, 97-98.
2, Ind. Archaeology. 1957-58.
3, Wheeler. EIP p.98. Also Indus Civilization p.2.
h . Wheeler.
Indw^Civ. p.5> PP. 8U-93. Piggott. p.211
pp • 2U0-1+1 •
5. Wheeler. Early India p,9U.
6 . Wintevni^3 History of Indian literature IP?, 305.
HILpp. 72-73. Keith RPVU p.32; Vedic Age p.20 also
G.C. Pav*d6 Studies pp.252.

the mftin date of 2,300 B.C. when the Indus culture was
at its height of glory and power1 , they arrive at the
dates of 2,800 B.C. - 1,800 B.C.

It seems probably

that the Harappans started their career early in the
first half of the third millenium B.C.

[Some scholars

have, however, tried to prove that the Harappan culture
2
is antedated by the Vedic culture, but this view is too
•2

absurd to merit any argument .]
owed nothing to the Aryans.

The Indus Civilization

The population of the

Indus Civilization was very mixed and varied.

In the

twelve skeletons, examined by Sewell and Guha, four races
are represented, the Proto-Australoids, with flat nose
and thick lips, related to the Australian aborigines
and modern Indian tribes; the Mediterraneans, with long
heads and narrow noses and tall, related to the Middle
k
Eastern types; Mongoloid and Alpines . It has been put
forward that the Indus Civilization is JiraWdian in origin^

1.
2.
3.

U.
5.

Vedic Age. pp. 19U-95.
L. Samp IOIV.
Wheeler EIP. pp.102.
Marshall has conslusively proved the earlier date of
the Indus Civilization and its non-aryan character.
MIC (l.p.110) See K. Chatto padhyaya for the
criticism of the view of L. Sarup the 9th AIOC
(Vedic section) Trivendrum. Basham.
The Wonder p.2hMarshall opjcit. Basham op.cit. pp. 2U-25; Wheeler
P P . 51-52; Vats 1.238.
S.K. Chatteiji Vedic Age. pp.156-58; C. Kunhan Raja.
History of Philosophy (Eastern and Western).

~ s t u d ie s

on the basis of religious similarities and the existence
of the breed of Mediterranean and Proto-Austroloid in
South India and also the survival of a DraKidian language
in Brafcui in the North-west.

Father H. Heras has

claimed to decipher the Indus script and to find in it
an archaic Tamil1 .

[Where it survives well in the first

millenium B.C. the drift of the Indus culture on the
west coast towards the south may be regarded as another
argument.]

But these theories are little more than
2
conjectures and in no way proved . Wheeler has seen a

Mesopotamian origin of the Indus culture through the
3
dispersal of the idea of civilization , but he himself
recognises the fundamental difficulties in ceramics
and political structure tending towards unity.

"But

this Civilization though contrasted to the Egyptian and
Sumerean as specifically Indian, rests upon the same
fundamental ideas, discoveries, and inventions as

in

1.
2.
3.

to-h nd e- M .e d ite v v * n « < * * C .u .ftu v e V * & I
n
P

ctv*f>£ .
Basham op.cit. p.25.
\^N
Wheeler Indus Civilization pp.93* EIP p p .100-f£10U
he gives two very strong arguments, the use of the
timber in the tower construction at Mohenjod^fco
(p.102); the developed idea of town planning (p.105)

they do”1 .

Wheeler himself regards this culture as

”too exotic to be regarded merely as a Mesopotamian Colony”
......”a parallel product of similar stimuli at a
p
somewhat later date.”
However there exist local
cities’bf Pre-Indus date with a strongly walled citadel
3
armed with Rectangular towers of stone and mud-brick”
like Kot Diji which provide a pattern of local
development.
The high material culture of the Indus
Civilization is well attested by the remains of the
handicrafts, artifacts, pot sherds, seals, and artobjects.

Trade and commerce were vigorously carried on

with foreign countries^from the coastal towns like Lothal.
The religious beliefs and rites of the Indus
people cannot be as definitely known and elaborated as
the material culture because of the 'notorious incapacity 9
of the surviving material objects to give definitive
expression to the thoughts of their makers.

1.
2.
3.
U.

Childe.
Wheeler.
Wheeler.
Wheeler.

Our

New light, pp.222 (ed. 193U).
Indus Civ. pp.93; Cf. Basham op.cit. p.15*
EIP pp.106-07.
EIP pp.!08-09ff.

ignorance is enhanced by the paucity of decipherable
written records.

However, the Indus religion seems to

have been a curious and fascinating-medley 'of many
religious

and observances1 ,

V C is polytheislm

pure and simple. The religion consisted in the worship
V
of the Great Mother-Goddess and the Male God, many
smaller Goddesses and "Kouros" male gods; of the
FhaiftrC symbols - yoni and linga; and probably of the
Proto-^iva.

It incorporated a belief in, and worship

of, Animals-mythical; like the Unicorn, natural, like
the Ram, and the Bull, and mixed, as representations of
five animal heads in one body; of trees and tree deities,
of snakes and of water and probably of the River Indus.
It believed in the efficacy of human sacrifice and
'
animal offerings. All this must have involved a separate
_

class of supervising priests who might have been invested
2
with political authority , representing a Templeautocracy of the Mesopotamian type.

1.
2.

Marshall 1. pp.82ff.; Wheeler.
Vedic Age. pp.l85ff.
Wheeler.
A.I. No.3; 19^-6.

Madame Van Lohuizen

the Ind. Civ. pp.8Uff.

de J^eeuvv has tried to identify a room in the HR area
house as that of a pries t**-.
How far did asceticism exist in this
civilization?

And if so of what type?

The social and

economic conditions were favourable for the ascetic
movement, not only because of a prosperous economy and
rigid social classes, stratified hieracarchically,
probably involving social oppression and economic exploitation
of the lower classes.

Whatever revolts against the

extreme uniformity and conformism there may have been,
we shall never know of them.
Scholars have tried to find some evidence
of ascetic practices, resembling later yoga and
connected austerities.

This evidence consists of three

steatite seals and one cult-object in steatite - the
image of a priest or king, or a priest-king, probably
o

a mongo1-Alpine-type .

The white steatite image with

head and bust, seven inches in height, with eyes half
closed and centred on the tip of the nose, suggests,
—

according to Chanda , "a form of dhyana yoga", known as

1. J.E, Van L, de Weeuw/. Notes sur un groupe de
constructions se trouvant dans la zone HR de Mohenjodaro.
In Arts Asiatique II. 2. 1955* pp*lU5-U9.
2. Basham.
The Wonder pp.2U
3. MASI. No.Ul.

'Sambhavi-mu*dr5,'L.
by MacKay

2

This evidence is however, doubted

who compares it with the tradition of

"narrowed eyes11 in the clay figures of Kish and Ur.
But the trefoil showing the religion nature of the Artobject suggests it to be a religious posture.

Chanda

sees in this art object the representative of the Yatis
^
and the Vfcatyas of the later times^.
The three seals which bear the iconographic
conventionalized representation of the Male God,
conspiciously add to otWf knowledge about yogic and
ascetic practices.

One seal*4 shows a three-faced God,

seated on a low throne, with legs bent double beneath him,
heel to heel and toes turned downwards.

His arms are

outstretched his hands resting on the knees.

The arms

are covered with bangles but the lower limbs are bare
and the phallus (urdhva-medhra?) seemingly exposed but
it is possible that it may be the end of cincture.

On

his head is a pair of horns; surrounding him are four

1.
2.
3.
h.

Paqde.
G.C. op.cit. pp.256 n.20.
MacKay. Early Indus Civilization. 19U8 p*53; Cf.
Wheeler (The Ind. Civ. p.6U) too doubts it.
Loc cit.
j
Marshall.
Mick. PI. XII. 17-

animals, the hull being conspicuous by its absence.
Marshall has identified this figure with 'Proto-Siva?>
in his PaSupati and Mahayogin aspects'1'. On two other
p
seals he is depicted with snakes in the same ffritualistic
posture" but with only one head.

It seems quite likely

that this person of the seals might be a prehistoric
form of Siva.

Yoga seems to have its origins in the

Indus Civilization*^.

A french scholar has suggested

that Yoga, owes its origins to the Mongols^, and if
any relationship of a yogic YMVic|r& with the steatite
image with mogoloid features is accepted, theVe might
be some basis for this view.
conjectural.

But this seems very

Another important fact is the association

of Yoga v/ith a particular deity.
These all too few but remarkable indications
of the religious practices, especially ascetic ones of
the Harappa culture, suggest the origins of Yoga.

1.
2.
3.
U.

MICI p.80 B.A. Saletore identifies the Yogin as the
figure of Agni (N.H.10 July 1939); controverted by
G.M. Moraes (NR. 10 1939); cf. Aiyappan JASBL , 19U0.
MIC III. PL. C X VI. 29, CXVIII. II.
R.P. Chanda.
Indo-Ar^an Races pp. 99ff; lU8ff;
K. Chattopadhyay*.Pravasc* Bhaga 37, IChanda 2. pp.557 ffMousson-Gursel. feeUlotV

Other types of ascetic practices might have been
prevalent but we do not know of them*

The nature of

prehistoric ascetic practices was not necessarily
negative and other-wordly.

It seems that the yogic

practices might have been practised to get power and
prosperity as a form of magic*
The Indus Civilization did not suddenly disappear*
It had to undergo its death agonies through "long drawnout and progressive" decline, visible in the deteriorating
standard of living, weakening of the civic authority*1
and finally of political authorities.

The final blow was

dealt Vith by the invasion of the Aryan barbarians2
with little respect for organized city life like the
latter-day Mongols under Changez Khan*

The Indus culture,

destroyed in the centre, survived, however, in its far
3

flung coastal towns .
The Harappa culture came to an end as a supreme
power by the time the Aryans came in India.

1.
2.

3.

Various

Wheeler.
The Indus Civ. pp.91-92$ EIP pp.111-12.
Wheeler.
The Indus Civ. pp.92-93; EIP 113-lU.
Other
causes like the annual Indus floods and the wide-spread
deforestation (EIP pp.112-13) must have contributed
to the weakening of the Indus people.
S.R. Rao.Lalit Kala. Nos. 3-U.
(1956-57).

cultures such as the Cfjtietery H.culture, and the Squatter
cultures known as Jhukar and Jhangar, have been found
overlying the Harappa sites1 .

They have been linked with
2
Aryan activities and movements from Iran and Afganistan •
Heine Geldern has ascribed the celebrated bronze dagger
of about 12th cent. B.C., found at Port Munro in the
Suleiman Range west of the Indus, and a copper trunnionaxe from the k u p r H W Valley on the Afgan border to the
Aryans .

It has been suggested that the fight of Indra

with the dasas and dasyfts may represent the struggle of
the Aryans against the non-Aryans, presumably the Indus
people^.

The reference to the Purs has been taken to be
5
to the walled cities of the Harappa culture . Piggott
takes the exploits of Indra in releasing the waters as

1.

Wheeler.

The Ind. Civ. pp.52; EIP pp.llU-16.

S. Piggott

*L.pp.
2.
3.
k.

5.

Wheeler. EIP pp.115
R. Heine Geldern. "The Coming of the Aryans and the End
of the Harappa Civilization” . Man LVI (1956) p.151;
quoted in Wheeler also. EIP pp.115.
CHI I pp.8U-8 6 ; Keith RFVU I p.23U; Macdonellw VM 157;
Wheeler.
Ind. Civ. pp.90-91.
Wheeler loc. cit.

referring to the Aryan destruction of the Baluchi bunds,
built to protect the settlements from floods'1'.

This

view has been, however, controverted by a few Indian
scholars, who take the word*dasa and dasytt to be mere
demons as traditionally portrayed, as "foes of Rite, dark,
o

and mis-shapen, of strange speech and evil"*1.

The

reference to the Purs is regarded as nothing but a
"poetic and fanciful representation of clouds in the
3
interests of myth” .

—
It seems, however, that dasas

and dasytts were probably human beings^ and various
physical epithet like "of unintelligible speech" (
"noseless" (anasa) and "bull-lipped" (vrsa^ipra)^, and
also the cultural terms like "not$ observing vows"
£
(avrata) suggest that they represent pre-aryan and

1. Piggott
loc. cit.
_
2. See K. Chattopadhyaya: Dasa and Dasya in the
(Proceedings of the 19th International Congress of Orient
alists.
Rome) - quoted in G.C. Pande Studies. pp.253-5U.
3. Pa^de loc. cit._
U. R.S. Sharma.
Sudras in Ancient India, pp.8-9> ff;
See also Ved. Ind. S.V. 3 Q n Dasa - Dasy4U
5. Rtf VII. 99* U. For a struggle of the Aryans against them
see R.S. Sharma. Loc. cit. Winternitz. HIL. I pp.636U. ff.
6 . See No. 2 following page.

and non-vedic peoples.
The history of the earliest Aryans may he
from the Rgyeda, - which is found only in one recension that of Sakala, consisting of 1028 hymns divided into
ten hooks.

The composition of the hook must he placed

in the earliest times of the Aryan settlement, not only
on account of language1 , hut also on the grounds of
2
cultural development and geographical horizon • The
upper limit of the Vedic composition could not he earlier
than the first half of the second millenium B.C.,
probably seventeenth sixteenth centuries^.

We do not

accept the astronomical datings attempted independently
by Tilak and Jacobi^.

The upper limit being thus

provided by archaeology, it can not he said whether the
R^tfeda was composed in India.

Theories have been put

forward that it was composed outside India, for instance

1.
2.

J. Wackervagel Altnidisches Grammatik.
I. pp.xiii ff.
Ludwig. Der Rayeda. III. 3; also pp.183; Winternitz
HIL I pp.57-58* ff.
3. For various views see Winternitz. HIL pp.290-91;
Max Muller. HASL 1859. 1200 B.C. - 600 B.C. the
period of the whole vedic composition.
See HIL£
pp.292-93. for his later views; cf. Schroeder L.von.:
Indiens Litterattin und Kultur pp.291 ff.
U. E.G. Tilak (1) The Orion or Researches into the Antiquity
of the Vedas Bombay 1893; (2) Thp Arctic Home in the
Vedas. H. Jacobi, his paper in Fe*t*cVv<»*ir au. R. von
Roth.
1893 PP*58-73. See also H. Eubler
Ind. Ant. XXIII. 189h. pp.238 ff: Whitney W.D.
Ind. Ant.
XXIV. 1895. pp.361 ff; a fuller bibliography in H I «
pp.295-96.

1
p i
*»
by J. H^tel , by Hillebrandt ‘, Ludwig .

Hillebrandt has

tried to show the close connection of the Indians and
the Iranians by equating certain geographical names like
that of

the river Saraswati with the Iranian Harahvaiti,
_

the Hariyupiya

_

with the Iryab or Haliab, the tribal names

like Dasa with the Iranian Dafcae and so on.

These

identifications have been doubted by Keith and Macdonell^
5
but accepted by Ranade and Belvalkar . It seems that this
view can neither be proved nor disproved because there
is nothing conclusively against the view of Hillebrandt.
We feel, however, that it may be reasonable to suppose
a close relationship between the Indo-Aryans and the Iranians,
both inheriting common culture .

But the composition of

the Veda should be put in India in which the remembrances

1. IF XLI. 1923; 188; criticised by Winternitz. HILI pp.317.
2. Ved. Mythologie. i. 83-118; 5. Per Rjqvjeda. III. 198.
3. Wheeler sees in this the survival of the name Harappa;
EIP pp.113. N.I.; See also A.A. Macdonell HSL London
1900 p.12; Keith.
RFVU. 1. pp.3-U; See also JRAS. 1909
pp.721-6; 1910 pp.U58-6i+; See also the fantastic dates
given in A.C. Das. Rcjvedie India. 1. 356ff•; HIL.
pp.29U -98 ff.
km Keith. RFVU. 1. p.7-8; also p.7 n.6.
5. Ranade and Belvalkar.
See Creative Period pp.10-11.
R.G. Ehandctftkar
XXV. 1918 pp.76ff.
6 . Keith op.cit. pp.8 .

of earlier associations are hinted at'*'.

The great

majority of geographical names mentioned in the hymns
may be easily identified with places and rivers in the
Indian sub-continent.

The lower limit of the RV is

quite indefinite in point of time, but all the other
Samhitas, relatively speaking, presuppose it,

2
Macdonell,

basing his conclusion on the simularities between the
Veda and the Avesta, both in language and religious ideas,
suggests a late date.

But there are a great many

differences in religious ideas as well as cultural set
up,

Doubt has been expressed about taking language in
3
this case as decisive • It seems that roughly speaking
the composition of the latest of the R^vedie poetry should

be taken to lie about 1100-1000 B,C,, to allow time for
the many linguistic and cultural changes before the time
of the Buddha,

It has been suggested that the Rgveda

contains materials from the earliest to (almost) the latest
L.
period of Vedic literature , This view would be going too

1.

2.
3*
U.

A, Hillebrandt. Aus. Alt-und Neu indien, Breslan 1922
PP«1 (quoted in Winternitz l.H.I^L. pp*306) also Zll.
Ill, 192U* pp.l ff* shows the traces of relations with
the Western countries especially in the 8 th mandala;
(In GGA. 189U, pp.6U8 ff.) the Vlth mandala i6 regarded
as an earlier book by him.
A.A. Macdonell ERE VII. 191U. pp*i+9ff. It.".: . p
H.I.L. pp.308. B.V.Kame£var Ah^ar.
Quarterly Jour.
of the Mythic Society. XII. l.p.U.
K. Chattopadhyaya.
The place of the Rqyeda-Samhita in
the Chronology of Vedic literature. VIII. AIOC Mysore.
1935* Also see IC3* July 1936.

far in one direction.
The relative chronology of the RV within the
i
text itself is another matter.
The t V d e n c e could he
provided hy the absence of the Radapatha on a hymn of three
verses 1 .190; and three verses of three other hymns
RV. VII 59. 12; X. 20.1; X. 121. 10.

SaXalya was earlier

than Yaska who refers to him in the perfect tense1 .
Various methods have been applied for the purpose of
2
relative chronology • The family mandalas are composed
of tristichs (traas) - tfevidently because in ritual,
as a rule, groups of three verses,and not whole hymns or
-2.

single verses, are used” .

.

The eighth, mandala is known

as the ”Pragatha-mandala” , for the

■uci^Ltr Priest n e e d s

invariably the Pragatha verses, which are drawn from this
h
mandala.
The
ninth
mandala
is
devoted
to
Soma
Payamana
•
•.
9 •
—

1. See E.K. Ghosh in Vedic Age. p.227; p.237. n.6a. cf.
Husing quoted in HIL pp.307-08 - who brings down the
final reddition to second century B.C.
2. Bloomfield. JACS. XXI, 2nd part. 1901. pp.U2-U9;
also JAOS XXXI. 1910. pp.U9i‘f. The test of the Metres see E.V. Arnold. Vedic Repetitions, pp.535 “ff*; 6U0.
687; for the use of linguistic i.e*. grammatical, lexical,
metrical, ritual, meaning and so forth to decide the
relative chronology of the repeated passages; also
JAOS 1901. pp.U6-U7.
3. Vedic Age. p.228.
U. HIL. !• p.58. Note. 12. in Vedic Age. p.238.

The first mandala falls into two parts: The first fifty
hymns were composed by the Kai&fes, who were the authors
of the eighth mandala also, and these fifty are arranged
on the same principles as those of the eighth book; the
rest of the hymns are arranged on the principles of the
family books.

The tenth mandala is of late character*1'
2
containing Atharvanic material . Its 191 hymns equal
those of Book I in number, but parts of it are not very

late for some of the hymns/addressed to Soma PaVamana.
This*book dye virtually repeated in the Book IX .
The principles on which the family mandalas have
been arranged with regard to deity, metre, and the number
of verses contained in the hymns have been summarised by
U

Ghosh .

*
Each family-mandala opens with a group of hymns

dedicated to Agni, ijn mediately followed by another group
addressed to Indra.

Then follow in each family-mandala

groups of hymns dedicated to various gods, the relative
positions of these groups being determined on the whole
in the descending order according to the number of hymns

1.
2.
3.
U.

Keith. RFVU - I p.2.
See Bloomfield.
JAOS XXI. 1901. pp.U3-^4-.
Oldenberg. Prolegomena, pp.252-53*
Vedic Age pp.228; See Oldenberg. Prolegomena, p.192.

contained in each or, when such groups contain each an
equal number of hymns, in the descending order according
to the number of verses contained in the first hymn of
each group.

It follows as a necessary corollory to this

rule that if in a family-mandala
several deities have
•*
as their shares only one hymn each, then these single
hymns should be put at the end of the Mandala
and arranged
• •
in descending order according to the number of verses
contained in each.

Within each deity-group the order

of hymns is determined chiefly by metre, again in the
descending order, the hymns in Jagati coming first and those
in Gayatri coming last".

The principles governing the

composition of the eighth mandala was "to group together
all the hymns of each individual author, and then to
arrange the hymns of each such group into subgroups of
hymns addressed to particular deities, and that in such
a manner that the verse-numbers of the first hymns of these
subgroups would be in a descending order"*1'.

The Vale*-

Khilya hymns, have been added at the end of the VIII

1.

Ghosh.

Vedic Age. pp.229

mandala.
They are regarded as late^and it has been
••
suggested that because theVAldkhriya hymns are inserted
at the end of the eighth mandala this may well have been
2
regarded at some time as the last mandala . This is
also indicated by the fact that the ninth mandala consisting
exclusively of Payamana hymns, collected out of the
other mandalas,
which shows that the ninth mandala
is a
mm
> •
later collection.

-5

Hopkins , however, contends that the

eighth mandala has no claim to antiquity.

However, the

ninth mandala is generally more archaic in language and
metre than the eighth .

The reason of this collection of

Payamana hymns was suggested by Oldenberg to be for the
convenience of the Udgatr priests .
is the latest of all •

The tenth mandala

The growth of philosophical

1. 1. Scheftlowitz. Die Apokryphen des Rgveda. Indogcrena
nische Porschungen I. Breslak. 1906;*also in ZDMG. 73 * 9
pp.30ff; 1919; 7U. 1920. pp.l92ff; 75. 1921. pp.37ff;
Oldenberg. Die Hymnen des Rqueda I. Berlin. 1888.
pp.56n ff; GGA. 1907. 210ff; A.B. Keith. JRAS 1907
pp.22Uff; see also Ghate's lectures .pp.63-6U.
2. Vedic Age pp.229.
3. JAOS. XVII. pp.23ff • 9 Keith (RFVUI. p.2 n.l) Confirms
this quoting Bloomfield Ricjveda-Repetitions. pp.6U0ff,
based on the a*rdence of repetitions.
U. Bloomfield op.cit. pp.6UU.ff.
5. Prolegomena, pp.250.
6 . Oldenberg.
Prolegomena. pp.263f*f.

conceptions, and abstract deities, the atharvanic material,
the linguistic peculiarities, like the disappearance of
the old particle sun, the rare occurrence of hiatus, the
developments in metre, all confirm this view^.

What all

this evidence points to is only the relative chronology
of the collections, not the relative chronology of the
hymns, which is difficult to put in any order, based
2
on one criterion •
The composition of the R^veda should be attributed
both to natural poets and to priests.

That there is a

ritualistic bias in not only the hymn-collection of the
family books,— the principle of putting Agni before Indra,
who was in the Rcpieda the predominant God, proving this —
was noted by Oldenberg^.

Winternitz appears right, however,

1. Keith. RFVU. 1. P.2.
2. Cf. Arnold’s attempt. Vedic Metre. 1905. Criticism by
Keith.
JRAS 1906. pp.U86-90; 718-22. 1921. pp.726-29;
see Bloofield JAOS. 21. pp.U2-U3ff; Wtist’s Stilgeschichte
und Chronologic des Rqveda. Leipzig. 1928; Cf the use
of the statistical method used by Lanman: Astatistical
accound of Noun-Inflection in the Veda; The conclusions
on dating pp.577-78ff. JAOS X.PP; Hopkins Pragathikani.
I. JAOS. XVII. pp.22-92 esp. concerned with the
examination of the wad-occurrences.
3* Prolegomena, p.367. Rel des Veda. 189U. p.3. - A theory
of completely ritualistic tradition of the RV Samhita
put forward by Hillebrandt. Z DMG. XL. 708; GGA. 1889.
pp.i-j.18ff. Bezzenbargers Badtrage. vol. VIII p.195. has
been repeated by Oldenberg. Prolegomena p.519; O^A 1907
pp.211ff.; Keith. RFVU. 1. p.l. But B.K. Ghosh supports
him pp.227. The ritualistic role of the sacrifice in
the RV times has been justly appreciated by K.R. Potdar.
The Sacrifice in the Rgveda 1953* 9 who justifiably belittles
its importance in the’Rgvedic context.

in emphasizing the relative lateness of such conceptions^,
which must have arisen at a time, when the ritual would Ww-e,
begun to assume greater importance, which is reflected in
the YdgUfL veda Samhitas.
Accepting, therefore, the priestly hand in the
organization of the hymns of the Rcjveda of the later
date, we suggest that there was an earlier stage in the
Rgyedic religion when it was more natural and less
ritualistic^.
Before plunging into the study of the Rqvedic
asceticism we may outline in short the nature of the fcqvedic
religion.

The Rqvedic religion was neither a sophisticated

product of priestly machinations, encumbered with ritualism
and sacredotalism, nor a simple, primitive nature-worship.
%

It was neither a primitive and vague monotheism , nor
4
a henotheism . There is, however, a henotheistic tendancy
to be noticed in the Vedic religion.

It was "an appearance

rather than a reality produced by the indefiniteness due

1. HIL. pp.73-7U.
2. Keith RFVU. 1. pp.l2-l4ff.; also see a useful summary
of the discussions on the arrangement.in Ghatefe lectures
on the Rq^eda. pp.58-82.
3. Schiradt. W. The origin and growth Religion pp.l72ff.
4. M.Muller. HASL pp.526, 532, 5U6; see Bloomfield The
Religion of the Veda. pp.199*

to the undeveloped anthropomorphism, by the lack of
any vedic god to exaggerate his own greatness and to
ignore other gods, and by the growing belief in the
unity of gods (....) each of who*might be regarded as a
type of divine"^.

Vedic religion is primarily polytheistic

involving a belief in many gods and a few goddesses and
a host of minor deities and their worship with a simple
ritual and hymnal prayer for basically secular benefits.
The gods have generally close connection with natural
phenomena but they were probably not themselves the
natural phenomena.

Most of the gods have

an arrested

anthropomorphism and lack of individuality

due to "unforgetting
2
adherence to and constant presence of the natural phenomena11 .
Some gods like Mitra and Varuna and Aryaman

have been

regarded as personifications of ethical concepts and by the
end of the Rcjvedic period we see the rise of abstract deities
such as anger (Manyu) Faith, and devotion,
supporter^.

Creator, and

Few of the main gods of the Vedic religion

1. A.A. Macdonell. VM pp.17. cf. Whitney PAOS. Oct. 1881;
Oldenberg Rel. des Veda. pp.101; Keith RFVU. I. pp.88-89*
2. Cf. Macdonell VM pp.l5-18ff.
3. P. Thieme Mitra and Aryaman.
Transactions of the
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.
No.Ul. Nov.
1957 pp.72-73; Dum6zil. Mitra-Varuna. 19h S; both
against the view of Macdonell. VM. pp.29-30.
% Macdonell. op.cit. pp.119.

are Indra, Varuna, Agni, Soma and other solar and abstract
«

deities.
For the study of RqVedic asceticism, we shall
have to, first, consider certain words which have come to
be closely associated with ascetic practices in later
times, and examine them in a socio-religious and ethical
contexts of which asceticism is a phenomenon.

The type

of asceticism prevalent in Rgvedic times was quite different
in conception than the later types of asceticism which
appear at the end of the Vedic period.

The fact is reflected

not only in the changing significance of the terms but
also in the appearance of new ascetic personalities.
Tapas is the first term which catches outf attention.
It occurs as a substantive only twelve times throughout
the RV.

The word is derived from the root tap- which

has the primary significance - to burn, make hot, and also,
to cause pain1 .

The heating of the life principle (vaytt)

of a person is mentioned, which shows the incipient
2
connections between life and warmth, reflected in tapas .
3
The yelling of Angiras makes both the worlds hot . The

1. RV. II. 23. 1U; II. 2U. 9; III. 53. 22; I. 105. 8 ;
III. 53. 1U; VIII. 18. 9.
2. RV. VII. 10U. 15.
3. RV. III. 31 t 10.

sun and fire are called upon to burn the demon1 .

The

heating of the earth and Heaven is accomplished through
2
3
speech , and speech is a burning weapon , like fire.
The root tap has a sense of a moral pang too; on the commission
of an immoral act^.
the head •

There is a reference to burning in

The root tap, however, acquires an ascetic

nuance only in the latest sections of the RV.

Indra

conquers heaven only after performing tapas •
There are derivative words like tapus occurring
in compounds like tapur.jambha t tapuragra, and tapurmurdhana,
generally used as epithets of Agni, or singly^, which
has the significance "hot, burning".

Similarly the words

tap ana and tapayisnfo, occurring together only once, have
o
the sense of physical pain and moral suffering .
Tapas, a neuter derivative, has various shades
of meaning.

1.
2.
3.
k.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Agni, tapasvan, is asked to burn and torment

RV. VI. 59. 8 .
RV. III. 31. 10.
RV. X. 68. 6 .
RV. X. 95. 17* The PururavaQ hymn; alsoX.3U.11. The Gambler
RV. IV. 2. 6 .
hymn.
RV. X. 16.7.1; see L. Renok. Etudes sur le vocabulaire
du Rqveda Premiere Serie. Pondicherry. 1958.*
RV. II. 3 k . 9 ; VI.59.2; etc.
See Geldner. vol. III. p.ISU.
The Gambler
hymn.

(tap-), the demons with his tapas\

Tapas, it seems,

is the power which is behind the burning; without tapas
there would be no burning. Agni with his tapas, breaks
2
down the mountain • Soma is brewed with faith, right
speaking (ftayaka)truth, and tapas^.

Geldner^ has taken

tapas to mean ardour, fervour (in prayer).

We think that

here tapas may just stand for the physical exertions and
processes involved in the pressing of the Soma.
is the ritual austerity.
more frequently.

In the X

Tapas

mandala
it occurs
0
«

Manyu is asked to protect the ysis

and kill the enemies with tapas-^. Agni is prayed to kill
_
_
c
the demons (yatudhana) with tapas . The relations of
tapas with creative activity become more manifest^.

"That

one was born through that power of Tapas", from the waters.
The relationship of tapas with waters is carried on thrdghout
the Vedic period.

In the famous "Hymn of Creation" it

1.
RV. VI. 5.U See
Geldner Vol.II. pp.98.
2.
RV. VIII. 6016. Geldner. II. p.380. "Glut” .
3.
RV. IX. 113.2.
U.
RV. uber. Vol. III. p.119* "Inbrust".
5. RV. X. 82.2; 3. Cf. Geldner’s
this "ardour, der
Feuerreifer, die gluhende Begierde".
6 . RV. X. 87. lUa. Geldner. III. p.279, gives the sense
of Glut".
_ _
7. RV. X.129.3d. tapasastan mahinajaya-taikam.
See Geldner. Vol. III. p.360. n.Ua.; Macdonell
Vedic Reader, pp.209* "‘Reat".

is conjoined with desire (kama)1 which is noticed again
2
in the Bralunanas . In another cosmogonic hymn tapas
—

is the Primeval Power from which rta, and truth, are
horn and then night and the ocean (samudro/)^.

The cosmic

heat, is only one of the hypotheses put forward hy
the Vedic philosophers, as the origin of the Cosmos, from
a single principle.

Other Cosmological principles like

water and ether, were also put forward^.

This represents

only one of the many attempts to discover the one
principle of creation.
In one passage at least of the tenth mandala
Tapas has the definite sense of ascetic practices-'.

Those

who are invincible through tapas, those who have gone to
heaven through tapas, those who have made tapas as (their)
•I
power, (or dominion - mahah), let him go to them. Later
in the hymn, the fathers

are called tapasvat, (full of

1. RV. X. 129.4.
2. Cf. Ait. Er. IV. 23.1; V.32.1 etc..
3. RV. X._190.1._Rtam ca satyara cabhiddhat ta^aso’dhyajayata
tato ratry ajayata fatah samudro arnavah.
See Geldner. III. p.404l, L. RenoH. *Hymnes Sp£culatifs
du Veda. Paris 1956. pp.137; 257.
4. B.M. BarUa.
Pre-Buddhistic Philosophy, pp. i - s>b
;
Ke ith.
_
_
_
_
5. RV. X. 154.2. Tapasa ye anadhrsyas tapasa ye svar^ayuh
tap£ ye cakire mahais tafi’s cid*evapi gacchatat.
See geldner III. p.384; Griffiths, trans. Vol. IV.
p.394.

tapas), and the seers^are said to be born of tapas
(tapoja) and full of tapas (tapasvat). Aiagiras is said
2
to create the cows through tapas . The wife of the sacrificer
says of the newborn-babe that it i s ’born of tapas,
■5

existent through tapas" .

_

h

In the Valakhilya hymns , it

is said that the seers while performing the sacrifice,
saw those places, which the contemplative (dhira) had
created; and that Indra and Varuna had given hearing, thinking
speech, and reflection.
Thus the etymological meaning of the root tapto burn; is extended to the sense of to cause pain.
Together with the substantive tapas the phrase has the
sense "to do penance", which occurs only once, and that
in the X

+ Vi

book.

The root may have the sense "to torment

oneself", but this sense is not very definite in the
Rcjveda.

1.
2.
3.
U.

A different meaning has been taken by Bhattacharya^

RV. X. 15^5.
RV. X. 169.2. Geldner. III. p.39U. "Bemilhe".
RV.X.
RV. VIII. 39.6; See Geldner. II P.380; "Benulhe"; L.
Renott: Etudes, loc. cit.
5. Graasman Wodterbuch zum Rqveda. pp.521, Mayrhoffer
A Concise Etymological SsnsJ^Rit Dictionary pp.U77;
PV/ 3 pp.2U5-k6.
6 . I. H.Q.9. March 1933.

based on the later meaning of the root tap in the
sense of thinking (alocana)^.
Griffiths too took such
p
a view . As far as the R<jve(^a
concerned, there is
no justification in this interpretation, except in
the case of the valakhilya hymn VIII. 59*6.

Suryakanta's

attribution to the root of only cne sense - that of heat
is too narrow to be acceptable.

Tapas has definite

ascetic significance in the VIIIth and the X th books.
In other books it has merely the notions of power and
heat.

Tapas however seems to be a concept which comes

into prominence in later thatvin the earlier portions.
It has its obvious connections with Agni, who is the
only god to be designated as tapasvat.

The use of

tapas in the service of mythology is already laid down
which paves the way for greater elaboration in the
Prajapati myths of the

BrabmanOlS.

Tapas is thought

to be an activity which is fruitful in the attainment of
*
heaven and supernatural.
Thus we find, in the RV,
very little in the nature of asceticism and ascetic

_

/

1. Sayana too notices this, and Samkara; esp. on the
MttndaKa up.
See below.
2. Hymn of the 5£veda.
on X.15U*2. IV. p.39U. - Tapas
Fervour - "lit. warmth, heat, religious fervour,
asceticism, austerity, selfdenial, and abstracted
meditation .
3* A grammatical dictionary of SanSteit (Vedic). Delhi
1953. pp.118*

personalities.

This comparative absence of ascetic

practice within aryan circles, however, does not prove
that it was non-existent outside them.

It seems that

this slight emphasis on asceticism as a mode of religious
behaviour is connected with the socio-economic conditions
of the times,
achieve heaven.

Tapas was performed to get power and
It was thus a this-woridly ascetic practice

which was favoured in so far as asceticism was favoured
ft**'
at all. It seems to have been a comparatively innovation
towards the end of the Rc^Vedic period.

The term tanas

is already an ethical concept as well as a "power-concept”^
and the latter usage probably led to the former.

At

this period tapas has still to be put in relationship
with other "power concepts” like tejas, OJAS, and
VARCAS, and with ethical concepts like VRATA, ?TA, and
DHARMAN,

The word Vrata has been used in the classical

Sanskrit in the sense of ’'religious observance” and
”vow” which stands for occasionally ascetic vows too*
In the RV it occupies a very important place, which is

1, The term "power concept” is used by Gonda: "Gods and
Powers” in the Veda, pp.58,

indicated by its frequent occurrence.

The derivation

of a term from a verbal root may sometimes give an
important clue to the meaning of the concept or the term.
But it is primarily the context and the use which must
decide the meaning.

The term vrata has been derived in

many ways by various scholars.

Max Muller'1' derived it

from the root vr - to protect and then goes on to show
the development of the meaning as "what is enclosed, protected"
"what is fenced off , what is determined, what is
■3

settled, and hence like dharman, law, ordinance" , "laws
U
or ordinances of gods". Bergaigne offers a similar
etymology and suggests a parallel in varutha and varman
and defines the concept as "protection".

He offers the

whole vedic conception of law in four terms rta ("adaptation")
dhaman ("institution") dharman ("conservation") and
vrata ("protection").

The root/v^jias rarely the sense -

to protect.
5

The other etymology suggested by Whitney

1.
2.
3.
U.

is

Rqveda translation vol. I. pp.225-28; SBE32: pp.236-U0.
He sees this meaning in RV. V.U6.7.
esp. in RV. 1.23.1; 11.8.3; III 32.8 etc.
La Religion Vedique Part III pp.210-71. Chapter on
II*
|

Ap

r]p

T

I
I

5. Pr ACS JAOS. il. pp.CCXXIX ff.

2

from the root vrt - to proceed and the imagery involved
is that of the path, the way.

This is thought to he

confirmed by the connection of vrata with the verbs of
1
motion •

2
Keith supports this etymology , and Apte has

attempted a very detailed examination of most of the
Rgvedic passages to fit them in his elaborate semantic
3

scheme , which seems to be superfluous, and his 11divine
and human phases"*4 of the meanings are true only in a
phenomenological sense.

^

The third group of scholars has suggested the
derivation from the root vrto will,9 to choose.
•

The

PW, Grassman, and Kane and others follow the ancient
3
etymology of Yaska-', who gives three meanings of vrata
—

c

as action, vow and food .

The PW gives nine meanings -

will, command, law, prescribed order; subservience,
obedience, service; domain; order, realm; calling, office,
custom; religious duty, worship, obligation; any under
taking; religious or ascetic performance or observance,

1 . Cf. Hopkins. Ethics of India pp.3U-35; Rhys Davids and
Stede Pali-Text Society Dictionary, s.v.
2. TS translation HOS 18 pp.30. n.2.
3. Apte: "All about Vrata" B.D.C.R.1.3pp.U08-U80.
U. Apte op*cit. pp.U09-10 ff.
5. Nirukta. II. 13. on RV. 1.2U.15. See H. SkBld. The
Nirukta pp.331-32.
_
6 . Cf. S. Varma. The Etymologies of Yaska. (1953) pp.58.

vow, sacred work; vow in general, fixed purpose; other
1
specific senses •

2
Kane tries to give a semantic evolution
-

from the original meaning of vrata as w i l l ,to the will
of the person in power, to a tfcommand or law made into
others", law or obedience"; "when commands are obeyed or
duties are performed in the same way for long they
become the patterns of obligation, i.e., customs or
practices. "When persons believe that they must perform
certain acts as ordained by gods, then arises the sense
of religious worship or duties.

If a man imposes upon

himself certain restrictions as to his behaviour or
good to win the favour of the gods that becomes a sacred
vow or religious observance".

Thus Vrata has, in his

opinion, many meanings starting from command or law,
obedience or duty, religious or moral practices, religious
worship or observance, sacred or solemn

voy /

taking, then any vow or pattern of conduct.

or under
Kane seems to

bring out the semantic evolution of the term through a
logical process of deduction, assuming that the will is
the will of the god - a higher being - which becomes

1. cf Kane.
The v/ord Vrata in the Rqveda JBBRAS 29.
(195U). pp.1-28; also in H. of Dh.S. Vol. 5. pt.I.
p p .2 ff.
2. Kane H. of Dh.S. Vol. 5* pt. 1. p.5 ff#

a command and so forth.

In the later half of the

passage he turns from the divine will to the human will.
He does not finally choose either alternative neither
does he cite any R^vedic passages to illustrate this
duality. Starting with the meaning of "command" he may have
\Cv1j

to concede the etymology to the indo-£uropeanAV e Y
speak, which he does not take into account.

- to

Starting

with Meillet^ most of the European philologists such as
2
^
ii
Oldenherg , 7/ackernagel , Schmidt and Thierae , Thieme
explains the word vrata in terms of Proto-Indo-European
and finds parallel in the Russian word Rota - "oath" and
maintains that Vrata and varuna come from the same root.

He thinks that the neuter plural vrata reflects a Proto-I.E.
collective stem vr-ota (from ver "to speak"), formed like
r-ota "wheel".

He finds the nearest formal relation

of vrata with the nouns like uc-atha vidatha, which
have some difference in accent from vrata but that
difference, he thinks, can be explained by observation of
similar change in greek words.

It is quite difficult to

1. Quoted in Hans-Peter Schmidt. Vedische Vrata und Awestisch
Urvata pp.9 ff»
2. Olden berg. Die Weltanschauung der Brahmana texte
(henceforth vTB) pp. 188 f f.
3. Quoted in Schmidt Loc. cit.
U. Indo-Iranian Journal vol. 3* pp.lUU-51.

pronounce any judgement on Thieme’s scheme.

The

evolution of meaning on this etymology would start
1
2
from speech, command , rather than vow which Schmidt
has championed as the single meaning of the term.
The word vrata occurs about 220 times in the RV
and has been found in association with many gods.

In RV

it is said that the vratas of Varuna are inviolable
(adabdha) and that the constellations disappear by day
and the moon goes on shining through the night.

It is

difficult to see how vrata can have the sense of "vow"
here.

Law is followed by the moon and the constellations.
U

Vrata of RV. (1. 25.1 - 2) could be construed as vow .
"Whatever vow of yours, 0 God Varuna, we violate, human
as we are, do not give us as a prey to death, to be
destroyed by your, to your fierce anger when displeased^
It seems quite odd that the vow of one person should be
violated by another.

Vow is primarily made by a person

to oneself and if broken by him he suffers from the guilt

1. Cf. Pokorny. Indogermanisches Etymologisches Worterbuch.
13. pp.1162-63. (1959).
2. Schmidt op.cit. pp.lU6-i|-7.
3. RV. 1.2U. 10 See Apte. B.D.C.R.I. 3 pp.U30. section 37;
Schmidt op.cit. j?p.L6._
U. YACCIDDHI TE VISO YATHA PRADEVA VARUNA VR AT AM •
MINT MASI DYAVI DYAVI etc. See Griffith trans. Vol. I.
p.UT. ApTe. op.cit. pp.U50 ff.

J>& .

or sin of breaking hiw own vow.

It seems quite likely

that the phrase which has such a form as this verse has,
may have the sense as the "vow made to the God" instead
of the "vow of the God".

But this twist in the phrase

is quite rare and has not been noticed by Schmidt who
regularly translates such occurrences as to break the vow
of the God.

There are passages where the translation of

vrata as vow seems inapplicable^.

"Why has the KinQ (varuna)

caught us, what vrata have we trangressed.

'Who knows."2

This seems to show again that vrata here as vow would be
inapplicable.

The laws of the king have to be followed

by men or they are punished.

The vratas of Mitra and

Varuna are spoken of together , and it is said that
Aditi summons the kings Varuna and Mitra to the birth of
Daksa
and Vrata^.
m

The word occurs once in connection
5

with the Varuna, Mitra, and Savitr , and with the

6

Adityas .

About nine times the vratas of Savitr are

1. RV. VIII. 25.16; VIII. hi.10.
2. RV. X. 12.5 ab. KIMSVINNO RAJA JAGRHB KADASYA’ TI
VRATAM CAKRMA KOVIVEDA".
3. RV. III. 387£; 55.6; V. 63.7; VIII. 25.17.
h . RV. X. 6U.5.
5. RV. X. 36.13.
6. RV. 1. 136.5;
II.27.8; VII.66.6.

1
mentioned •

2
The sun guards the vrata of everyone .

Here Vrata seems to mean "vow" rather than law because
it is observable in the Vedic religion in which men ask
the gods to help them in the performance o f the vows
which they undertake to please the gods.

Reference is

3
made quite often to the vratas of Varuha , vratas of
Indra

U

5
6
7
and of Indra and Agni , of Agni, of Soma .

The

Q
vratas of the All-Gods too Is quite frequently referred .
The word is found thus more frequently in association
with the Solar deities than with other gods.

Agni seems

to have as close relation with vrata as the solar deities
o
have. The vratas created by Gods are in Agni , and
the gods are said to be the followers of vratas, probably
of Agni'*'0.

None breaks the vratas of Agni when he has

1. RV. 1.22.6; II. 38.2;3;6;7;9. IV. 13.2; IV.53.1+;5;
X.10.5.
2. RV. X. 37.5 ab. VISVASYA_HI PRESITO RAKSASI VRATAM
AHELAYANN UCCARASI SVADHA ANU.
3. RV.‘l.2h.lO; 15; 1.25.1; 91.3; II. 28.2;8; III. 5h.l8;
VIII. 25.16. VIII. h i .3;7; VIII. 1+2.1; etc.
h. RV. 1.62.10; 183.3; 8h.l2; 101.3; II. 2h.l2; III. 32.
8; VII. 31.11; 1+7.3; VIII. 1.27; 32. 28; IX 9.5.
5. RV. VIII. ho.8.
6. RV.1.31.1; 12; 69.7; 128.1; lhh.l; II. 5.h; 8.3; III
3.9; 6.5; 30.h; VI. 7.5; 8.2; lh.3; VII. 5.h; 6.2;
X. 12.5. 122.2.
7. RV. VIII. 1+8.9; IX. 35.h; 6; 53.3; 61.2h; 69.1; 70.h;
82.5; 86.37; 102.5; X. 25.3; 57.6.
8. RV. 1.31.2; 36.5; 90.2; III. h.7; 7.7; 56.1; 60.6;
VI. 15.9; VII. 76.5; VIII. 103.1; 9h.2; X. 2.h; 65.11;
33.9;66.9; 166.h.
9. KV.1.36.5.
10.RV.1.65.2.

granted an audience to the chieftains present*1'.

Earth

and heaven follow the threefold (tridhatu) vrata of
2
Agni , and all the gods are seed to be born according to
3

the vrata of Agni •

The seers call themselves the

upholders of the vratas of Agni (tasya vratani hhuri
posino
vayam)^.
• *

Vrata seems to be religious observances

in accordance with the laws of Agni.
The vratas of Gods
5
are spoken of collectively . Agni is called the knower
of the divine vratas .
the divine vratas*^.

The goddess Usas does not break

The general treatment of the

passages seem to indicate the sense of law in vrata
though they might be explained, though less adequately,
in the sense of vows, and the context and use which should
o
be the primary criterion of meaning suggest law than vow.
The word vrata occurs with various verbs
specially of observance or of breaking.

Vrata occurs

1. RV.1.69.4 ab. NAKISTA ETA VRATA KINANTI NRBHYO YADEBHYAH
SRUSTIM CAKARTHA. *
2. RV. tfll. 5.4.
3. RV. X.122.2.
4. RV. III. 3.9.
5. RV. 1.70.1;_92.12._124.2 - as DAIVYANI VRATANI; III.
606 as VRATA DEVANAM; VII. 76.5 cd.
6. 1.70.1 cd.
7. RV.l. 92.12; 124.2.
8. Cf. J.R. Firth.
The technique of Semantics.
Transactions
of the Philological Society. England (1935) pp.36-72.

1W>*
—1
-2
—3
with M#mi , with a + mi , and with pra + mi .
—

A

The

meaning of the verbal root is to break, violate^4, and
the verbal root occurs about fifty times.

Apte

5

relying

on the interpretation of RV (1.12U.3) takes it as a
verb of motion and derives the meaning of "to deviate"
or "to miss".

But Apte already presumes what he has to

prove, that mi has a verb of motion, contrary to all the
instances.

The sense of mi "to break" fits in well with

the meaning of vrata as vow or law.
never breaks the divine laws.

The goddess Usas

The gods do not break the

£

lav/ of Indra .

"The vipras have composed prayers and

praises for Indra,pervading and great.
”7
never violate his vratas .

The wise sages

The other root dabh, occurring

specially in the phrase Adabdham vratam, comes with vrata
Q

four times1', and mostly refers to the sense of vrata as

1. RV. 1.69.7; II. 8.3; 38.7;9; III. 32.8; 56.1; VII.
31.11; U7.3; 76.5; X.III.U.
2 . RV. V.69.U.
3. RV. 1.25.1; II. 2U.12; VIII. U8.9; X. 2.U; 25.3.
U. See Monier-V/illiams.
Sanskrit-English Eictionary s.v.
5. Apte op.cit. pp.Ull.
6 . RV. III. 32.8.
7. RV. VII 31.11; cf. VIII. U8.9; X.ll.U.
8. RV.1.2U.10; III. 5U.18; VII. 66.6.

lawflh/l With verbs of motion such as sac

1

and anu + sac

2

"to follow"ibo.The wise are said to follow the vratas of
3
Indra to get eminence , and many gods, such as Varuna
and the sun and also the rivers, follow Indra*s vrata^4.
Vrata occurs with the verb "i" "to go" •

Varuna and

Mitra follow the vrata (vow) and thereby make the
sune rise in the sky •
together with anu^.
vratas of Rta.

Vrata similarly occurs with gam

The gods are said to follow the

(Rtasya deva anu vratagur.)

The gods follow

the vratas of the gods (deva de^anam anu vrataguh).

The

two passages are very significant apparently implying
that.they follow the order, the right and their own law.
It is comparatively rarely that we find the gods referred
to as following their own laws or the laws of another
gods.

This may imply a general belief in the independennce

and sovereignity of each god.
The verb "car" together with anu occurs with vrata
o

only twice .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Human beings follow the vrata of

RV. 1.84.12; 1.101.3; V. 67.3; VII. 5.4.
RV. IX. 82.5; VIII. 25.17.
RV. 1. 84.12.
RV. 1.101.3. Cf. VII. 5.4; VIII. 25.12.
RV. IV. 13.2; VIII. 40.8.
RV. IV. 13.2.
RV. 1.65.2; III. 7.7.
RV. III. 61.1; VIII. 25.16.

Vispati1 .

With the root vrt2 , vid^ "to know” , cit^1

—
5
together with "a" and%bhi", spas "to perceive", and
“ 6
7
“8
'
bhus , upa + ksi , and dha and vas vrata occurs.

Vratas

—9
10
are protected (the roots pa and raks ' ) by gods.
Agni and Soma guard the vrata of the sacrificer11, and
in this context the word cannot but mean the vow of the
12
sacrificer. Varuna guards the everlasting vratas
. The
—

Vratapa Agni guards the vratas

.

Varuna is given

the task of protecting the vrata in distinction to Indra
who kills V r t r a ^ .

It is said that, "no one, not even

one with a hundred Atmans shall live beyond the vrata
of the gods"

15

.

Law seems plausible.

Dirghatamas

1. RV. VIII. 25.16.
2. RV. 1.183.3.
3. RV. II. 5.U
k . RV. 1.70.2; VIII. 32.28.
5. RV. 1.22.19.
6. RV. 1.136.5;31.2; III. 3.9.
7. RV. III. 59.3.
8. RV. V. 66.2.
9. RV. IX. 70.U.
10.RV. 1.62.10; 90.2; 93.8; V. 63.7; VI.8.2; VIII. 67.13;
X. 37.15; with abhi in RV. IV. 53.U; VII. 83.9; and
anu in RV V.69.1.
11.RV. 1.93.8.
12.RV. V.69.1; VIII. 67.13.
13.RV. VI. 8.2.
1L.RV. VII. 83.9.
15.RV. X.33.9.

says to the horse, that 11you are Yama, Aditya, Trita
though the secret (guhya) vrata11 .

Besides the vratas
2
of the gods, there is a reference to the Aryan vratas ,
and it is said that the gods have spread the aryan vratas
•*
a-nA
over the earth . It may mean here the religions* culture*
Related to this verse rather negatively are those
verses which contain the expressions anya-vrata, apavrata,
and avrata.

The word anyavrata is a compound meaning

"one who has a different vow” or "one who follows other
religious observances” .

The anyavrata incurs the haired

and anger of God A g n i \
The anyavrata is more precisely
5
_
defined later where he is said to be inhuman (amanu§a),
non-sacrificing (ayajvan), godless (adevayu), a dasyu.
Vrata thus, by negation has relationship with sacrifice,
belief in god, and the Aryan way of life.

The same

impression is gathered from another verse where the dasyu
is again said to be anyavrata^.

The Dasyu-riteless, (akarma)

It RV. 1.163*3 ab. Cf. Schmidt op.cit. pp.88-89*
2. RV. X. 65*15*
3* Vrata has been taken here to mean as realm in the PW
and Apte. cf. Kopkins. Ethics of India pp.3U-35*
U. RV. V.2C.2. See Apte op.cit. pp.U?8-79; Schmidt op.cit.
pp.93*96.
5. RV. VIII. 70.11.
6. RV. X. 22.8.

i=> ‘

unthinking (amantu), inhuman (amanusa) and anyavrata dwells beyond the pale of the aryans who pray the god
Indra to destroy the dasyu, who is evidently in close
contact with them.
The word avrata occurs eleven times in the RV.
The avrata is differentiated from the sacrificer and is
probably identified with the dasyu^.

He is brought
2
under the subjection of those who press the soma . Soma
Pavamana puts the hated avratas in the pit .

Indra hurls

Z O a Hv

n

down from heaven ancjL-he ll» the non-sacrificing avratas,
who are competing with the sacrificers^*.

The avratas

are described as dark-skinned, hated by Indra .
avrata is godless and sleeping (aiuisvapam) .

The

Sleeping

and laziness are considered as characterisitic of those
7
who are more full of asuri-sampatti .
-

-

Indra kills the
Q
avrata for Manu and tears down the black skin . An
g
avrata dasyu named Pipru is mentioned by name . ■•dvil.c

1.
2.
3.
U.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

RV. 1.53.8.
RV. 1.132.U.
RV. IX.73.8.
RV.1.33.5.
RV. IX.73.5.
BV._VIII. 97.3.
Gita. XVI. Uff.
RV. 1.130.8 ab.
RV. 1.101.2.

■"the dasyus are generally identified as avratas^.

The

Aryans want to defeat the'avrata dasyus with their
vratas.
These passages show that
the

dasyu.

the avrata is primarily

Vrata has here come to have the sense of

law, and secondarily of rites and religious vows.

The

dasyus donot seem to he imaginary devils hut they seem
to he aboriginal peoples of pre-Aryan India.

Avrata is

a stronger term than the word anyavrata as it negates
the very existence of the "other" way of life and
religious life.
Another term showing the ethnocentric contempt of
the aryans for the dasyus 9 way of life is apavrata which
occurs only three times through the RV.
low

the apavratas for the sake

seers Atris found

Indra lays
p
of the anuvratas » The

the sun which had been clouded over

by the Apavrata darkness with the help of the fourth
(turiya) brahman^.

Elsewhere the seer prays the god

1. RV.1.175.3; cf. IX. Ul.2
2. RV.1.51.9.
3. RV. V. U2.9.

63 •

Brhaspati: "Make their wealth flee, who enjoy it without
being pleased by the Ukthas; keep them away from the Sun
who are apavrata, haters of the prayers (or brahmanas)
(brahmad^rs) and yet prospering in their vocation (prasava)"1 .
It is quite likely that the word was applied to both
2
fallen aryans and non-aryans •
Another phrase sucivrata occurs eighth times
in the RV, invariably a^an epithet of a God or Gods.
The word suci is derived from the root sue - to shine.
The phrase would mean then - "one of shining laws" or
"of pure vows”^. It occurs as an adjective with the
h
S
6
A^Vins , with Mitra and Varuna^
and Agni . Mahivrata
«
occurs five times as an adjective to Agni^, Varuna^
9
and Soma . The compound consists of "Mahi" and vrata,
the former occurring more than hundred times, qualifyinng
words like sravas, ksatra, Karman.

1.
2.
3#
&.
5.
6.

Schmidt makes it

RV. V.U2.9.
Cf. Kane, op.cit. pp.11-12. Apte op.cit. pp.U79; U83.
Schmidt, op.cit. pp.98-99.
RV. 1.15.11; 183.1.
RV. III. 62.17; VI. 16. 2 k .
RV. VIII. U3.16; X. 118.1 and the superlative form
sucivratatama in VIII. UU.21.
7. RV. 1.U5.3; X. 115.3.
8. RV. VI. 68.9.
9. RV. IX. U8.2. IX. 97.7; IX.100.9.

synonymous with Mahiksatra1 , which is doubtful.

It

may be taken to mean simply ’’one whose laws are many or
whose vows are great” .

Puruvrata is used once as an

epithet of Soma meaning ’’whose vratas are many or num^erous” .
■5

Vrsavrata occurs twice as an attribute of Soma .

The

word vrsa means bull and would mean ’’one who has the vrata
of the bull”^.
in the RV.

Soma is compared sometimes with

the bull

The Soma offers closer parallelism with the

bull in its "wavy-twisted leaves looking like the horns
of the bulls", "the four sounding holes made during the
Soma-sacrifice which sounded like the bellowing of the
R
bulls” . The word dhunivrata occurs only twice as an
adjective of the Maruts^.

The word dhuni occurs about

ten times in the RV, sometimes as a name of a demon"^
O

and as an adjective of Indra

Q

and of Agni .

derives dhuni from dhu "to shake” .

2 .0

The Nirukta

The word occurs once

with the Muni in the seventh mandala.

It would be translated

1. Schmidt op.cit. pp.100-101.
2. RV. IX. 3.10.
3. RV. IX. 62.11; IX. 61+. 1.
U. Cf. Apte op.cit. pp.U85;Kane pp.18-19.
5. Cf. Kane loc. cit.
6. RV. V. 87.1; V. 58.2.
7. RV. VI. 18.8; VIIS192U; X.113.9.
8. RV.1.17U.9; V.3U.5;8;VI.2012.
9. RV.1.79.1.
10.Nirukta V. 12. on RV. X. 89.5. It could bederived from
the root DHVAN to sound, roar, but dhu seems better.

as "one who has the vow of trembling (or shaking)"1 .
Madhuvrata (RV. VI. 70.5) and priyavrata (RV. X. 150.3)
2
are similar in import. Similarly istavrata ' may mean
as "one whose vratas are desired".

Another term is

harivrata, used once in the RV , and the word hari, having
the sense of yellow, or green, comes to mean "who vow£
is to be yellow".

Suvrata occurs five times.

In one

of them, which is a gift-praise (danastuti) of Svanaya,
the poet prays to the gods not to make the suvrata heroes
decay^.

Suvrata is contrasted to Apavrata and avrata.
vAir

5

The gods themselves are suvrata
a Suvrata king^.

and Soma is comp^^ed witi

The epithet dhrtavrata occurs about

nineteen times in the RV as an adjective to the gods Indra
Agni^, Savita^, the All-gods10 , Varuna1 1 , Mitra and
Varuna
•

12

, and Indra and Varuna
•

13

.

Schmidt calls the term

an aditya-word because it occurs twenty-two times out of

1. Cf. Kane op.cit. pp.15.
2. PW.l. pp.831.
3. RV. III. 3.5.
4. RV. 1.125.7.
5. RV. VI.49.1.
6. RV. IX.20.5; IX.57.3.
7. RV. VI. 19.5; VIII. 97.11.
8. RV. VIII. 44.25.
9. RV. TV. 53.4.
10.RV. X.66.8.
11.KV.1.25.8; 10; 44.14; 141.9; II. 1.4; VIII.27.3; X.66.5
12.RV.1.15.6 ; VIII. 25.2.;8.
12.RV. VI.68.10.

eighty-four passages with the Adityas^.

It may he

translated as "an upholder of laws or vows". With regard
o
to one verse of the RV. (1.25.6) Apte has wrongly
interpreted the verse hy taking the phrase "dhrtavrataya
_/
dasuse" as not referring to the human worshipper and
translating as "who makes a gift to (Varuna) him that is
dhrtavrata".

But this is unacceptable because in the

main clause there are two deities and the word dhrtavrata,
if referring to the gods, should be dual.

Here the word

seems to refer to the human worshipper who has kept his
— *
..3
vow.
Similar expressions like "sutasomaya dasuge
or
"sudevaya dasuse"^ lend support to this view.
Another epithet vratapa is used nine times, as
5
6
—
7
an adjective to Agni , Indra and Vastospati .

Two more

words savrata and vivrata are the last terms to be
imes

examined.

Vivrata occurg'juag seven.
In six verses it occurs
A Q
as an epithet of the horses of Indra . Grassman takes it

1. Schmidt op.cit. pp.16. But see J. Gerschevitch JAOS
79 (1959) pp.196 ff. Who criticises this notion.
2. Apte op.cit. pp.U30.
3. RV. 1.1U2.1.
U. RV. VIII. 5.6.
5. RV. 1.31.10; VI.8.2; VIII^ II.1
6. RV. V.2.8. Bevanam vratapa; cf. X.32.6.
7. RV. X.61.7.
8. RV. 1.63.2; VIII.12.15; X.U9.2; 105.2; k ; 23.1.

to mean as "nach vershiedenen seiten strebend", "sich
nach verschiedenen Richtungen verbreitend".
it to mean as "of divergent vows"1.

Schmidt takes

But thd horses are

called "well-yoked" (Suyuj) and "vivrata" .

Why should

the horses of divergent vows, meaning thereby disobedience,
C\Y\d

A

not obeying commands.? So Thieme^ ingeniously suggests
A
another meaning - "to be of bird’s vow", formed by joining
vi meaning bird with vrata, which may be compBared with
vrsavrata.
••
The meaning of savrata is not to be determined by
contrasting it with vivrata but in the context of its own
occurrence.

In one verse

h

the poet says that, "Prom

you both (Heaven and Earth) are born things of diverse
forms and savrata".

In another verse Heaven and Earth are

themselves called savrata .

In both cases "possessing,

performing, or maintaining vratas" seems to be better
than the meaning "of similar vows".

An examination of

of the Rgvedic passages in which Vrata occurs has shown
that in this Samhita vrata has several meanings but not

1.
2.
3.
U.

Schmidt op.cit. 97*
RV. X.105.2.
Thieme.
Journal 1959. pp.lU9-50
RV. VI.70.3.

as many as the PW., Kane, Geldner and Apte, have
K6\

seems to imply especially meanings o \
A
a
realm,surroundings,and culture pattern.- Whitney’s single
suggested.

It

interpretation of the word as meaning "procedure" or "course"
is quite inadequate; similarly unsatisfactory is Schmidt’s
suggestion that the word has the single meaning of vow.
It has a few inter-related meanings in which vow (which
includes religious observance and behaviour), and law
provide the main themes.

Which of the two is the "single

abstract centre, one unambiguous notion that is named
by the term"'1' is very difficult to decide.

Neither the

etymology nor the context helps us to determine this and
it is largely a question of subjective bias whether we take
one or the other.

In the RV all the passages could be

explained on this supposition.

It is hardly possible to

find any associations of ascetic concepts in this word.
Vrata is primarily an ethical term in the R^veda.
Asceticism too, being primarily an ethical activity,
might be expected to have a relationship with this term.

1. Thieme. IIJ. 10. p.lUU.

There is no obvious connection between vrata and tapas
in the RV.

The association of the word vrata with

asceticism must have developed when the proper and persistent
\v

performance of the law of the Gods orolthe vow undertaken
r\

by the religious man himself developed into the ascetic
psychology, which derives so much satisfaction from the
persistent performance of arduous self-imposed tasks.
A vow has an intimate connection with the will.
may be connected with asceticism proper.

Thus it

Hov/ever it has

also close connections with rta and dharman, terms which
we shall briefly examine.
The ascetic notions in the RV are th*±s not very
well developed and defined, so far as the term tapas
is concerned.

AlliKed ethical concepts like rta, vrata

and dharman have to be looked infto discover any associations.
Rta is the most important ethical concept in the early
Vedic period.

It occurs about 290 times in the RV.

Etymologically the word is traced to the root U. £.

The

word is closely connected with the Avestan asa and Old
Persian Atfta1 .

1. Macdonell. VM. pp.7. "Order, rite"$ RFVU. 1. p.83, also
n.8. Luders. Varuna.
II p.652-53; See C.D.~Buck A
Dictionary of selected synonymns in Indo-Suropean
languages Illinois, pp.1180-81.
Ilya Gerschevitch.
The Avestan Hymn to Mithra (Hence forth AHM) Cambridge (1959).
pp.6-7; pp.153-55.

The poets speak of the "womb" of Rts"*-, of the
2
3
house (sadana) of Rta , the stream of Rta , the milk
1+
5
of Rta . Rta is considered as great .
The gods and goddesses in the R<jveda follow the
path of Rta.

6

—

Sarama and Usas follow the path of Rta ;

Indra and Agni too do the same^.
are born in rta

8

The gods and goddesses

9
and are guardians of rta , the charioteers

of yta10, observers of rta (rtavan)11.

This last form

of the word may well be compared the the Avestan aSavan-

1. RV. III. 62.13; 18; V.21.U; VI. 16.35; IX. 8.3; X.65.7;
8 ; X.68.1+; 85.21+• See Liiders op. cit. pp.599-601 ff.
2. RV. VII. 53.2; IV.21.3; IV.1+2.U; II.3U.13; X.100.12;
cf. The Sadana 1.8U.U; IX.12.1; dhama 1.U3.9; 1.123;
9; VII.36.5; X.12U.3; Liiders op.cit. pp.581+-85ff;
also 605; ff. 608; 610.Iff.
3. RV. 1.67.7; VII.U3.U ( X.1*3.9), V m . 6 . 8 ; IX.33.2;
IX.63.U; 11*.21. Liiders pp. 1+73 f t *
1*. RV.1.77.3; III.55.13; VII.8U.5. Liiders. pp.6l6 ff.
5. as brhat. RV.1.75.5; 151*1U; IX. 108.5; Mahat X.66.1*;
cf. the greatness of Rta 11.23.17; VI.1*9.15; VII.65.2;
X.8.5; cf. Liiders op.cit. pp.580-81 ff.
6 . RV. V.l+5.8; 1.121*.3 respectively.
7. RV. III. 72.7; III.31.5; VII.1*1*.5; IX.7.1.
8 . RV.III. 51*.13; VI.10; X.138.2; See Gonda Epithets in
the Rqveda. p.lOl* - rtgah used for Usas.
9. RV.1.1.8; III.10.2; i.llfi.7 rtapa for Usas in 1.113.12.
Soma IX.U8 .U; IX.73*8; Mitra. Varuna. VII.61*.2;
Adityas. V.151.3.
10.RV. III. 2 .8 . IV.10.2 ; VI. 51.9; VI.55.1; V n . 66.1 2 .
Variina Mitro asyama-yay^in r tap's rathyah. ab. V I 11
72.3.
11.Rv!lil.6 .10* IX.96.13; II.35.8 ; IV.73.7; VII.3.1; VIII
75.3; III.538 (too Gods) used as epithets for men in
X.15&.U; See Liiders. Varuna. II pp.5U5 ff.

(Old Persian artavan) and thus it goes hack to Indo1
*
Iranian times * The word has been translated as "owflng,
p
possessing, truth” • The Gods are the knowers of rta
(rtaj#a)?

The fathers too are called ,fthe knowers of rta”^.

The Gods are given other epithets such as rtavradh which
has been translated by Roth^4 "an Gerechtigkeit - FrbmiiiigKeit
sich erfetyewd, ^ei&ig gesv^nt", and by Geldner^ "fromme
Wetfke metjLhrettd” , ’die Wahrheit

den wahren Glauben

StShpkend, Glaubens^tatfk, den rechten Wa^del fbrdereud” .
G
~7
8
The Maruts *, and the Goddesses' are increasers of Rta1
.
•
_
9
Similar are the epithets rtasapa connected with rta

an(^ rtasprs (connected with rta)10. The Gods become skilful
11
12
(daWsa )through rta , and £ta keeps them together

1.
2.
3.
1+.
5.
6.

GerBhevitch op.cit. pp.156.
Cf. Liiders. Varuna1.15. "der Waluheit besitzerde".
R£s. V.58.8;VII.35.15; 38.8; 1.72.8; IV.19.7;
V.i+3.6;58.8.
RV. x.15.1; 6U.16.
PW. I. pp.1051-52.
Glossar. pp.1+0. Cf. Monier Williams. pp.22l+. increasing
or fastening truth or piety; cf. Liiders op.cit. "dilrfch
die Wahrheit Wachsend".
7. KV.1.W+.U+.
8. RV.1.13.6, l.li+2.6; also See VI.15.18; VIII.66.10.
9. Cf. Liiders (Varuna II555-69(.
10.1.179.2; X.668; V.U1.6; VI.21.11; 50.2; VII.56.12.
11.V.67.1+ (the Adityas), 1.2.8. (Mitra + Varuna;
56.3.
(others;.
12.RV.V.68.1+.

Rtapesas which occurs only once, as an epithet of Varu^na^
means "one whose adornment is rta"1 .

2

Mitra and V a r u n a

rule over the world according to rta .
the rta
of Varuna
.
•
•

The rivers follow

Mitra and Varuana
are the lords
•

(pati) of pta^, which expression again occurs only once.
Agni is said to become Varuna, when he strives for Rta .
There is special relationship of the God Varuna, and
of the Adityas, with rta .
Various views have been held about the meaning
7
of rta. Roth , gave its various senses as an adjective,
"according to law", "orderly", "right","honest", etc;
as adverb,

"properly",

"rightly"; as a substantive (a)

Compact Order; Rule (bestimmung); Ordinance (satzung),
sacred work; retena he interpreted as "according to form
and rule" (in Form und Regel);

(b) The Order in holy

things, sacred customs (BratJch); rule, pure work; divine

1.
2.
3.
4.
3.

RV. V.66.1. c f . Geldner.s.v.
V.6$.7« rtena visvam bhuvanam vi rajathah.
II. 28.4-*. Rtam sindhavo varunasya yanti.
R.V. 1. 23-5* S.V; also Ldders Varuna II p.402.
RV.X. 8 .5 . bhuvas caksrn maha rtasya gopa bhuvo varupe
yad :rfr5rya vesi; See Oldenberg. R el.des Veda 199; Keith pp.
6. Bergaigne. III. 24*9; Oldenberg loc. cit. Keith
p p .84-857. PW. S.V.

IS

Order (Gesetz); belief as essence (Inbegriff) of religious
truths;

(rtasya sadanam, sadah, sadma, yonib, padam,

nabhih;) not only of the central concept (mittelpuni^t),
of belief and cultus on this side; of Altar and similar
conceptions, especially also of the sumpremely holy
(allertoei&gsten) on the other side;
the religious Truth; =satya, etc.

(c) Right; truth; esp.
Roth thus considered

the idea of Order to be the central conception of fita,
which virtually agrees with Geldner's view1 . Oldenberg
2
throught that rta stood for "World order" , which could
be applied in natural, ritual, and moral spheres and
this idea of order had concept of Right inhering in it.
Both these concepts, together explain the whole phenomenon
later on, for linguistic reasons, he also accepted the
meaning of the word as truth .
Bergaigne

, on the other hand, thought that the

1. Glossar. pp. 39-4-1 f f ; also in his translations of the
Rqveda HOS. 30-34-.
2. Rel. des Veda. pp.1973. NglJW. 1915 167-180.
Zur religion und Mythologie des Veda.
1. rta.
4. Rel'vedique. III. pp.210 ff.

that the concept of law was the intrinsic meaning. Liiders1
2
following von Andreas and Wackernagel , insisted on
interpreting rta throughout as truth, a meaning which
has been accepted by most scholars, as one of the meanings
of rta in the RV. His view has been confirmed by the
*
Avestan evidence . It seems, however, difficult to accept
this view in toto.

Firstly, the uses of rta are so

various that it is difficult to explain the R V . passages,
by this single meaning.

For instance in the RV. rta

is used many times together with satya .
rta are said to be born from tapas.

Both satya and

There must be some

difference in the formal concepts for them to be used
together as two different principles.

Ldders himself

notes a large number of such passages where satya and rta
occur but he dismisses them as nothing more than
5
"stylistic variations" . There seems however to be no
doubt that the word anrta in the RV. has not as yet acquired

1. Varuna II pp.4-15 ff •
2. Ldders SPAW 1910. 931; Wackernagel and Andreas. NGGW.
1911. pp.28.34-.
3. Gerschevitch. op.cit. pp.153 note asavan. But C f .
W. Geiger. WZKM. 4-1. 1934-• who sees in the term - the
senses- "right" and "justice".
4-. RV. X.190.1. See Ldders. pp.64-1-4-2.
5. Luders. op.cit. II p.64-1; on R V . 1.105.12. IX.113.4-;
X.85.1. GeldBBr, however, translates rtaspati vaya in VIII.
26 21. as the lord of truth,
.

the sense of falsehood.
right"1 , therefore,

It can mean "unrighteous",

"not tfujjfe", "f alsbiood".

"not

It may be

true to say that anrta comes to have the sense of nonrta after satya has replaced rta, and then the linear
development of the term starts, as Satya itself has the
2
sense of reality .

3
Indra is called the son of Satya ,

and there is a prayer to the lords of Satya in which
A
many powers are invoked . It seems that the idea of
existence and reality was the primary element in the
concept and what was existent was regarded as the true,
and the good.

Both the senses are common in the Rqveda.

It seems, therefore, that rta has the primary senses
of Older, and right and trutlr which could explain
almost all the Rgvedic passages.

Linguistically, however,

it seems that the significance of rta as truth is IndoIranian, as the combined testimony of Ldders and
Gerschevitch^ seems to indicate; but in the Rqveda, rta
has a wider cosmic sweep than is attributed to the word

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cf. RV. VII. 86.6; X.10.6. RPVU.l. pp.248-49.
See PW; Grassman S.V.
PS.VIII. 69.4.
RV. VII. 35.
Cf. Hopkins. Ethics of India pp.2-3. notes that "it
countes a certain "harmony"....between ideal and
practice", and compares the Chinese concept of T a o ,
which is in itself a cosmic power, while rta is regarded
by him as the order instituted by the Wise Snirit aa
regulator of the world".
6. Gerschevitch. The Avestan Hymns.

IS

by Ldders, "phe3=e neatly defined three fold meanings
of rta in natural, sacrificled and moral spheres'1are merely critical explanations of the occurrence of
m«y
the term in its contexts.
It^very well be doubted
whether it is necessary to give this threefold meanings
when a simpler and more etymologically and contextually
better rendering of the concept could be given. Rta,
2
the order, is attributed to particular gods . According
to Rta Gods sacrifice .

Thus rta appears in two aspects,

as instituted by the Gods and as observed by the Gods.
This duality of the concept is quite obvious in other
instances, when it is said that according to the rta
of Varuna, the rivers flow

and that in accordance with

rta both Mitra and Varuna reign^
•

•

This means that we
•

cannot speak of the right or order, being established
by the Gods.

It is both self perpetuating and preserved

by the Gods.

At least it is possible to find statements

in support of both the views.

The Rgvedic aryans were

1. Hopkins loc. cit* RPVU pp.83; Bloomfield. Religion of
the Veda pp.220.
2. RV. 1.105.12; II. 28.4; III. 54.3.
3. RV. IX. 8.1.
4. RV. II. 28.4.
5 . RV. V. 63.7; also see 1.85.6; V.I2.1; VI. 68.2; VII
75-1; VII. 34.8. VII. 56.12; X.108.4; X. 123.4.

themselves not certain which view to adopt and allowed
such fine points of theology to remain uncriticised.
Rta occurs with tapas only once in the Rgveda
where Rta
is said to be born from tapas1 .
t
v

But tapas

here evidently implies creative power and has little
to do with asceticism.

The concept of ethical virtue,

as embodied in rta, may have suggested that ascetic
activity was to behave in accordance with fta.

Tapas

was still a new concept in the £gveda.

Rta has its
p
vows (vrata) which are followed by the gods . The
commission of incest was not only against a?ta, but also
3
against the vrata of Mitra and Varuna .
Another term which is important for the study of
asceticism, is dharman, derived from the root dhr,
with the suffix-man.

It occurs both in the masculine

and the neuter genders, "the former being agent nouns
and the latter, verbal abstracts"

like similar words

such as karman and brahman occurring in compounds and in

1.
2.
5.
4-.

RV. X.190.1.
RV. 1.65.5.
RV. X.10.
Macdonell Sanskrit Grammar, pp.206-10 on stems in
- man; C f . Wackernagel-Debrunner. Altj^discnes Grammatik
II. 2.p.754.

"transfer stems" in -ma, which have been regarded as
"of late occurrence""1".
The masculine "dharman" occurs as an epithet to
the Gods

P

and also pious people

occurrence.
the R V .

3

.

But this is of rare

The neuter dharman occurs about 70 times in

Btymologically it has the sense of "that which

supports", from which the meanings of law, characteristic
(svabhSTva of later philosophical significance) and
custom may be deduced.

The use of the term with the
L\.

meaning of "charact e n s i t c " seems widespread , while
"custom" seems to fit in many cases .

Indra makes the

streams flow and the trees blossom and bear fruit
6
according to dharman . Heaven and Earth stared .apart
7
according to the dharman of Varuna . The Soma is invoked
to flow in accordance with the dharman of Varuna and
O
Mitra, furthering rta . In such places the concept of
dharman seems to be law.

Dharman, however, differs from

other words for law in one important respect, that

1. Macdonell op.cit. pp.207.
2. Agni X.92.2; Soma IX. 97.23; Surya X. 170.2; Food
in the Food hymn 1.18.7.1;
3 . RV. X.21.3.
4. RV. 1.55.4; V. 81.4; IX. 97.12.
5. RV. 1.164. 43; 50;V. 26.6*, IX. 64.1; VIII. 43. 24.
6. R V . II. 13*7 ab*. Yah puspi^isca grasvas ca dharmansc dhi
dsne vyavaniradhgra.yah I
7. RV. VI. 70.1 cd.
8. RV. IX. 107. 15.

dharma keeps up the customary practices and traditional
roles in accordance with which the Gods rule the world.
The sense of "duty1' seems not to be involved in its
use in the RV., though this meaning has been accepted
by Geldner1 .

This conservative element in dharma is

quite patent in the phrase - tain dharmani prathamany
2
asan" . The sense of dharma as law is also visible
elsewhere^.

Agni is caLled the inspector (adhyaksa)

of dharma , and Indra is called its maker (dharmakrt )y .
The wise Mitra and Varuna protect the vratas (laws)
with the Maya of the Mysterious, in accordance with
dharma, and in accordance with rta you both govern all
the world".

This defines the respective meanings of

the three terms dharman, rta and vrata.

Dharma taken

as customary law, vrata as the divine law and rta as the
natural law seem to satisfy the requirements of the
context

7

.

Elsewhere reference is made to a Dharmanaspati

1. Trans, of RV. VIII. 52.3; (Vol.II. p.374) also c f .
V.814-d, 1.14-. 10c.
the dharma of Mitra.
2. RV. X.90.1b.
3. RV. III. 3• 1 .cd. IX. 64-.1; X.56.3; X.14-9,3.
4-. RV. VIII. 4-3.24-.
5. RV. VIII. 98.1.
,
i#
6. R V . V.63-7 ab Dharmapa mitravaruna vipascita vrata
Rflksethe a surasva mavava See Geldner II. 72. Rtena_
visvam bhuvanam virajathah.
7. See Geldner. translation S.V; Glossar p.90 as "nach dem
Gesetz, nach vorschrift"; Bergaigne. tes Dieux
SottVeraims pp.221.

and his vratas, which seems to conform to the above
views'1"•
Dharma has little ascetic association in the
R V , and it rarely occurs with tapas.

There are two

substantives - muni and yati - which stand in later
times for ascetics.

Muni occurs three times in the RV.

The word has been derived from the root -man -"to think"

2

connected with n w o s ^ , from which the fenglish word monk
is derived.

Muni is a holy man endowed with divine

inspiration who has attained a more or less divine nature
by his spiritual activities which include contemplation,
drinking intoxicating potions, and going into trances.
In later times he is primarily celebrated for his vow
of silence.

He is, in the RV., a person of magical

powers and of abnormal actions.

In the VIII^11 book

of the RV Indra is called on to be the friend of the Munis
The poet refers to the trembling of the Muni, in a hymn
to the Maruts

, which reminds one of the epithet

1. RV. IX. 35*6. Dharmanaspati seems to be Soma.
2. Unadi Panini. IV. 122. See also Pw. Vol. V. s.v*
Grassman*WR pp.1050.
3. Monier-Williams. Sans. Dictionary, p.785.
4. VIII. 17.14. drapso bhetta £uram sasvatoram Indro
muntoam sakha. See
XXXII. 376.
Geldner. R V .
translations. II. p.37; Grassman translates the word
c- muni as "Beggisterter".
5. K V . V I I . 58.8.

"dhunivrata"1 , with reference to the Maruts, which may
be applied to the Muni also.

The word tfdhuni" has been

2.

derived by Grassman from the root dhvan, and taken to
mean "roaring” (rauschend, bransend)".

But a better

derivation is from the root "dhtr" or 'd i m ” to tremble,
shake; thus 'dhuni" would mean shaking.

This meaning is

compatible with the character of the Maruts, who shake
trees and vegetation, as they pass by.
This trembling of the Muni might have been a
result of the ecstatic trance which is described in
^
4
greater detail in another hymn called the kesin stlkta .
/

Sctyana describes Kesin as the God Stxrya, which view is
supported by Bloomfield, who regards this hymn as the
"glorification of the sun as a muni, a solitary ascetic"
On the other hand, the hymn seems to us to imply the
exact opposite ---

it is the muni who is glorified and

compared with the Sun.
having long hair".

The word kesin simply means "one

Kesa, however, can have the sense of

See above p . 2,. Grassman WR pp.687; P W 3 . p.969-70.
Monier Williams, s.v. pp.517 •
JAOS. XV. 167ff; SfiE 42. pp.626. In the same way he
interprets the Brahtsdtacarin hymn (XI. 5)of the RV *
4. RV. X.136.
1.
2.
3*

rays if it is used in connection with the Sun or flames, in
connection with fire^.

It is, however, quite likely

that kesin was used as an epithet of Indra^.

Here,

however, it seems simply to mean the muni, with his
/
5
long hair, which is referred to as muniffjssa xn the AVP .
The kesin is said to bear and uphold A g n i , heaven and
earth, and is identified with the sun (idam jyotih)^.
In the next verse the description of the muni is given,
which makes it certain that the hymn is in glorification
of the muni, rather than of the Sun or Rudra.

"The wind-

girdled Munis, wsar dresses, saffron-coloured and dirty
(ma|a)^, and go the gliding way of the wind on which
the Gods have gone before"^.

This journey through the

air refers to the miracles performed by the muni.

His

association with the wind is more specifically emphasized
in subsequent stanzas - 3h; ha; and the 7

, where he is

said to go through the atmosphere, or to be established

1.
2.
3.
4-.
5*

RV. 1.14-0.8; 164-.4-4-.
,
Grassman WR.,s.v. on kesin pp.352.
See below.AVS. VIII. 8 .17.
PV. X. 136.1. Cf. A V P . V.35.5.
Grassman WR p.1011.
Translates it=as Schwttttziges or
abgetragenes Gewand".
This word occurs only once. Cf.
Ait. Hr. VII. 1 5 .7 . Kxmn nu malam krrn ajtinam.
j
6. RJL. X.-136.2. Munayo vatarasanah pisahga vasate mala
vauasyanu d n r 3[jim ^anti yad devSrso aviksata. “

on the wind.

The Wind is said to have churned the

world for him.

The Muni is the friend of the Gods1
p
and is striving after the Gods (devesita)~• He has

crossed over both the oceans.

He is a friend, sweet
7

and most friendly (sakhscsvgrdur m a d i n t a m a h )^.

This

emphasis on the friendliness of Muni seems only to
vl

o\

/

indicate comparative ignorance about him.
The kesin drinks
Zj.
5
some intoxicating potion (or water) with the god Rudra ,
which explains his ecstatic or intoxicated (unmadita)
state^.
Thus the picture which we get of the muni from
the hymn is that he stands in special relation with
the Gods, the Wind and Rudra.

He drinks an intoxicating

potion and becomes ecstatic, in which state he thinks
of himself as going through the air, carrying earth
and heaven and seeing the whole of creation.

He thus

presents a picture of some sort of a shaman who has

1. RV. X. 136.4-.
2. RV. X. 136.5*
3. The word "madintamah"is used generally for the Soma.
See Grassman WR. pp.982; RW. s.v.
4. The term visa has the sense of poison in the later
classical literature. Grassman. WR. pp.1307 takes it
to be water.
But it is here some sort of potion made
out of herbs. (566.3=
).
5. X. 136.7.
6. X. 136.3.

mystic visions.
the mystic1 .

He seems to combine the shaman, and

There is no reference to any physical

austerities undertaken by him, and he is still in
no way connected with tapas.

Otto has tried to give
/

an interpretation of the figure of kesin in accordance
2
with his theory of the holy where her the divine is
experienced by a person by a prior faculty of apperception
and the divine is expressed in terms of a power, termed
by Otto numen which is variously characterized: by
terror, a sense of otherhess,wonder, a consciousness
3
of power and a feeling of the presence of power . This
feeling is expressed within man himself, and Otto refers
to the muni of the RV. X.136 , as a typical example of
the primitive practitioner of the Numinous.

Whatever

may be the validity of the Otto's idea of numen, it
does present a neatly defined concept of religious
feeling.

The muni of the RV evidently feels himself

to be a powerful being, in turn with the divine.

This

feeling of power is a characteristics of the mystical

1. Ved. Index p.167.
2. The idea of Holy. Penguins.
3. Gottheit und Gottheiten der Arier. pp.l- 1 5 .
criticised by W. Printz. ZDMG. 87. 1933; Keith
JRAS 1933 p.813 ff.
4. Op.cit. pp.82.

experience.

But we cannot find in the Muni all the

ideas of Otto's numinous quality, such as terror.
It is a difficult problem to determine his origins
and his relationship with a particular society.

Hatter^

thought him to be the prototype of the later yogins
and connects him with the vratyas, whom he believed to
be outside the pale of orthodox Vedic society.

Chanda

2

regarded him as an outsider and an intruder into Vedic
society from the disorganised and defeated Harappan
culture .

A similar view has been supported by Keith

and Macdonell .

But is there anything that is essentially

non-vedic about him?

There is nothing to suggest that

he is non&ryan except the "comparative rareness of the
mention of the muni in the Vedic texts"

, but how many

other types of religious persons have been described in
the Vedic texts?

Where is there any description of

religious ecstasy in the Samhitas?

The element of wonder

1. Die Anfawge der Yogapraxis. p.170.
2. Indo-Aryan Races, pp. IMS
; MASI 41. Calcutta 1929.
3* C f . Patide. Studies in the origins of Buddhism.
Glmerye Indian Sadhus . pp. 12-13 f f •
4. Vedic Index pp.167-168; c f . Oldenberg.
Das Rel. des
Veda p.404.
5- Vedic Index loc.cit.

at the feats of the muni is quite natural and would
be expressed by the aryans and the non-aryans alike?
The existence of Shaman-like figures within Vedic
society is not an impossibility.

He may have had some

affinity with the seated god of the harappan seals but
it is wrong to posit any generic relationship between
them.

The arguments are not conclusive.

Such a person

as the m u n i , a wizard and medicine-man, would be an
outsider in any community, but such persons must have
existed within both vedic and non-vedic societies.

The

muni is a type which might well have synthesized some
religious ideas of the non-vedic groups and the process
of synthesis between the aryan and non-aryan cultural
elements would thus have started with him.

However, the

repeated assertion that the muni is a friend of the Gods
Indra, Rudra, and Vscyu, and of the people, may simply
be an expression of an attempt of assa.uj4^ the awe and
uneasiness felt by the people at the expression of the
sacred which, in the person of the muni, can turn
dangerous.

The comparison of the muni with the sun might

be in part due to penances carried in connection with the
sun and the fire.

The other figure of the Yati will be

5

discussed later1 .

The slight importance of asceticism

in the Rgvedic culture seems to have been due to two
factors --- religious and social.

The religious factor

is that the relationship between man and the god was
achieved through sacrificial ritual which was of a simple
p
natureu The God was pleased through the performance of
the ritual and prayer, who gave a fulfilment of desires
of the worshippers.

The values of life were primarily

utilitarian and this-worldly .

The idea that suffering

pleases the god, was not prevalent.
The social condition, moreaer, was not congenial
for the development of the world-denying asceticism.
The type of asceticism which was prevalent, was that by
the practice of which one may attain power.

The society

in this early period was primarily a pioneering society
and mobile group which has to fight its way through hostile
aliens which conditioned the mentality and attitudes of
the people, and gave a direction to all energy for the
preservation of their own skin.

The tribal solidarity

1. See below.
Chapter III.
2. Keith RPVU1. 25*3* f f * Bloomfield: Religion of the Veda,
pp.31,65, 182.
3. RV. IV. 32.4; II.1.6; VII.59; VII.24.6; VII.67.16.
X.47.1.

and unity was more in accordance with the situation of
war and struggle'1'.

The state of economy was undeveloped.

The Vedic Indians were primarily pastoral and
agricultural.

The little community of the Rgvedic aryans

could not but have the type of asceticism which would
2
help them in their success in war and acquisition of
wealth^/ The Atharvaveda, connected with the mythical
fire priests Atharvan and Angiras 3 , had other names also 4-.
It is completely different from the other Vedic Samhitsrs
in giving importance to the magical and grhya rites in
contrast to the Soma rites.
and "witch craft charms".

It contains "holy charms"
The priests connected with

this Samhitas are three-Atharvan, Angiras, and Bhrgu,
and they have been compared with the shamans, magicians
and witch doctors of the primitive religion*
The A.V. consists of songs intended to "appease,
bless and curse" (the demons, the friends, and the
cl

enemies, respectively)

.

It was connected with the

1. For Social and Political Conditions see Vedic Age.
Caijp. XIX and XVII; Keith in CHI. 1. pp. 89 f.
2.
3. Winternitz HIL 1. pp.119-20. This relationship has
been doubted by Weber (IS. 1. pp.295 f f .) Whitney
(OSL 1. 18); but has been conclusively shown to be true
by Bloomfield. SBE 4-2. pp.XXI; XXX ff; Atharvaveda p.l £.
4-. Bloomfield. Atharvaveda. pp.7-9.
5• Madhusudana. I S .1.16.

exorcism of hostile magic and the expurgation of evil
influences, for the amelioration of material conditions
and the promotion of worldly welfare.

The AV originated

probably in the grhya sacrifices, which are quite
atharvanic in spirit in their inception, but were later
thoroughly "Rishified and Bra&manised"

"which estranged

them from the AV"'*'.

But the AV contains independent
2
priestly materials also .
The SamhitS of the AV is available in two recessions
—

the ^aunakiya and the Paippafoda.
L\.

AVP each contain twenty chanters .
contain 5038;

The AVS and the
/
The AVS is said to

(Whitney) 6000, (Bloomfield) 6015 (S.P.

Pandit) 6680 (Geyarat) mantras?

There is no reason to

think that the text ever contained less than books 1-XVIII
Book XX^*1 is a collection of RV passages, and book XIX
7
has the character of "an after gleaning" . The
prapathakas end at the book XVIIIttL, and the kafcsika
ignores the book XXt h .

divides the AVS into

1. Bloomfield.
Atharvareda. p.24.
2. Bloomfield, op.cit. p.50.
3* Bloomfield op.cit. pp.97-100; for other non-available
reccusions.
Bloomfield op.cit. pp.12.
4. Bloomfield, op.cit. 34-35*
5* R.G. Trivedi.
Vaidika Sahitya p.113.
6. H0S7* p.cXLI.
7* HOS 8. pp.895-8.
8. HOS 7* pp.CXXVII ff.

<?2.

three parts: hooks VIII-XII, distinguished by the
heterogeneity of subject and probably of Brahmanic
origin; books XIII-XVIII - each book marked by the
unity of subject dealt therein.

The first division

is the most atharvanic in character, abunding in magic
and witchcraft, charms and spells.

It has been suggested

that it was the "original nucleus" of the Samhita^
but this is in no way proved.

The internal ordering of
2
the books has been carried out without any principle .
The relation between the AVS and the AVP has
been summarised by Bloomfield^:
AVS

I-V = AVP I-IX

AVS

VI-VLL = AVP XIX. XX.

AVS

VIII-XI = AVP XVI

A VxD XII = AVP XVII
AVS

XIII, XIV
=

AVP XVIII

XVI, XVII
/

Of the AV'S book XV there is only the beginning in the
AVP.

In general, perfect textual correspondence is rare;

about one-eighth or one-ninth of the AVP is original.

1. HOS 7 pp.CXLII.
2. C f . Bloomfield op.cit. pp.36-A0.
3. HOS P.LXXIX; Bloomfield op.cit. pp.lA- 1 5 .

In the AVP there is extreme irregularities of the
metre and predominance of the amijstubh^.
The extant reductions of the RV are indisputably of
o
later date . It probably belongs to the early Br£htw?\ana
period.
this.

The widening geographical horizon attests to
The mention of the rivers Yamuna and Varanavati

and the regions of Ariga and Magadha indicate that the
North eastern part of India was coming under aryan
colonization .

The tiger is mentioned which was found

in the swamps of Bengal •

The knowledge of anatomy
5
is comparable to that of the BrahtVlanas . The development
of the Prayascitta literature (AV VI. 110-121) has
its parallel only in the Kusmanda hymns of the TA
(II. 3-6) and the Ssnmavidhana Brahmana (1.5)*

The

extraordinary exaltation of the Brahmanas, and the clear
recognition of the four castes also point to the
lateness of the text.

The monotheistic tendencies of

the AV are comparable to the Brahmanas1 exaltation of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bloomfield op.cit. pp.41.
Bloomfield op.cit. pp.2-4. Winternitz HILI. pi.23-126.
S B € 42. p.376.
Macdonell. SL. pp.146-147. Ved. Index. 11.244.
Hoerfcle Osteology, pp.109 ff.

Prajgpati.
This proves only the late character of the
AV samhita as it is found today.

It means merely that

"the latest hymns of the AV are later than the latest
hymns of the RV"^.

The Brahmanic features of the AV

must be explained as an attempt to give it a respectable
character so that it might be acceptable to the
followers of the Soma cult.

It has been suggested that

while the priestly religions of the three vedas joins
the Avestan

j

-worship, the Atharvanic charms

and practices are rooted in an I-E antiquity, on the
basis of the remarkable similarity between Indian and

2

German^ magic charms .
Tapas in the AV occurs more frequently than in the
RV.

The root tap- has primarily the sense of "to burn,
*
to blaze" and in that sense it occurs many times . It
Zl
has further the sense of giving physical pain . The
sun is prayed not to burn.

The blaze of the sun can be

harmful as well as propitious.

The idea is that the

1. Winternfte op.cit. 1. p.12.7*
2. A. Kuhn KZ XIII. pp.749-774 - auoted in Winternitz
HIL. 1. p.152.
3. AV. VI 91.2; VII. 69.1 (=72.1), X.8.19; XII. 1.20.
4. AV. XII. 3.43. Agni raksas tapatu; VIII. 2.14. Dam
te silrya STtapatu.

power can be both for good and evil.

A form like

"taptah"^ has merely the sense of "being heated".
2
Similarly tapuh might be interpreted in terms of
heat only, but this heat, with the power inherent in it,
is invoked to destroy enemies through the agency of gods
such as Agni and Indra and Soma.

The word tapurvadha

comes as an epithet of the disease takman^ and has been
translated by Bloomfield as "takman with the burning
weapons"

, and by Whitney "as heat-weaponed"

.

Heat as
c
a weapon against demons is recognised in the RV also .

Tapfrragra is an epithet of flames (arcis) and has been
7
translated as "heat-pointed" , and Agni is prayed to
smite the demons (raksas).
The verbal participle tapyamgnah
—

has some ascetic

association in the fikastaksc hymn and. elsewhere

R

, and has

1. AV. IV. 11.3; VII. 75- 1.2.4.5 (= VII. 77); IX. 5.6;
XII. 3.29.
2. AV VIII. 4.2; 1.13.3; taptni'isi II. 12.6.
3. AV. VI 20.1.
4. SBE42. p.3; 469. cf. Monier-Williams Sans. Dictionary

p.'437.
5.
6.
7.
8.

HOS 7. p.295; cf. RV. VIII. 4.50.
RV. VII. 104.
Whiteney HOS 8 p.485 on VIII 3.23.
AV III. 10.12; XIX. 56.5 (Dream or sleep hymn).
P>995-

HOS 8

been translated as "practising fervour"; but it seems
that it is better translated as "practising austerities".
A dream is said to be "born from the mind of one heated
(tapyamaCnasya)".

The root can have both senses- to

practise austerities or to practise fervour, but the first
is better for "austerities" being a wider term includes
the latter;

After the performance of various nerve

racking practices it is quite likely that bad dreams would
arise•
Tapas occurs only once in the AV book 1^ where
it means simply heat and its power.

In the second book

tapas occurs in association with the gods Agni, Vayu,
2
Silrya, Candra and Apah . "0 Agni that tapas of yours,
with that burn him, who hates us and who we hate"

Whitney

translates it as "heat" which may be quite plausible in
the case of the Gods ^ - f i r e and the sun,but is inadequate
in the case of the waters and wind.

Tapas must connote

power and potency, but does not exclude the aspect of
heat, which is exemplified in the terms associated with it,

1. A V . 1.13.2. HOS. 7* p. 14-.
2. AV II. 19.20; 21; 22. Agni
tapa y o ' sman d&i*esti yanri
MS 1.5.2.1; Weber IS XIII.

Hymn to lightening.
yat te tapas tena tamprati
vayam dvismah.
also in
181; Whitney’p.62.
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arcis (flame) and socis (light) while the aspect of
power is exemplified in terms haras ("rage" Whitney;
"flame” , or "fury" Monier Williams^ better form "power of
seizing") and tet
jas (fiery energy) .

The hymns show

only the tendency to call down the Vedic pantheon to
take part against the hated enemies and abhorrent wizards
and look on all the Gods as equal powers.

The association

of tapas with other Gods like the wind and the waters
indicates the independence of the concept as power from
the concept of fire.
In the third book the personified etfaetaka
ceremony, undergoing austerities, bears Indra as Son^.
Indra is the lord of strength (sacipati) and power^.
Tapas as a power concept therefore should have relationship
with Indra.

The cosmological aspect of tapas is also

brought out in a passage comparable to RV. X. 129.
In the hymn extolling the Draught Ox it is said
that people go to the world of good deeds (sukrtasya lokam)

1. Monier Williams p.1289.
2. Gonda. "Gods and Powers" p.43.
3. A V . III. 10.12 Ekastaka tapasa tapyamana jag ana garbham
mahimanam indram.
A. Keith R P V U . 1. p.124 f f ; K. Chattopadhyaya, quoted
in G.C. Pande Studies. pp.2£6-^7

through tapas and observance of the vrata of gharma^ .
Manyu "Anger" is prayed to protect the poets and to kill
2
the demons with tapas . In another hymn in praise of
the "rice-mess offering" (odana) it is said that
Prajapati "the first born of Righteousness cooked the
rice-mess (odana) with tapas"...and "with this which
(odana) they discovered with tapas and toil (^raWa)
the being makers (bhutakrta) went beyond death.

Here

occurs the first association of tapas with Praj&pati,
which is so much emphasized in the Brsrhmanas. Tapas
/
coming in association with Srama (physical effort) begins
to take an undertone of mental austerity and devotion,
which is emphasized in the MundaKa up .
In the hymn about the wife of the Brahmana,
_

f

MSCtarisvan is described as "of stout rage and mighty tapas
_
/
Matarisvan is "the personification of a celestial form

1. IV. II.6. C f . R V . X .154•2. = AV. XVIII. 2.15; Whitney
HOS. 7. p.164-. "penance", Weber IS XVIII. 39. D£ictssen.
Geschichte 1. 1.232.
2. AV. IV. 32. 2;3. C f . R V . X.83. Weber IGXVIII. 129;
Whitney HOS. 7* p.203* "fervour".
3. RV. IV. 35. 1. ab; 2 ab. Weber ISXIIII. 139; Whitney
HOS 7 p.208.
4-. See below.
j
,
5* A V . V. 17.1c. vTduharas tapa ie(gram mayobhuh...
Weber 15* XVIII. 222; Whitney p.24-8.

of Agni"1 , and this explains his relationship with
tapas.

Here tapas should mean power.

The brsrhmana,

who destroys the hater of the gods, has his teeth "smeared
o
with tapas" (tapasg bhidi gdh£h) . The BrShmanas
themselves kill the hater of the gods, who steals the
cows of the BrSihmana with tapas and rage (m a n y u .
Tapas again stands for a power used as a weapon against
any enemy, directed through charms and spells.

The

used tapas as a weapon is quite magical in character.
The idea that a person is filled with power, generated
through various ascetic practices, which can be used
by him for or against any other person, is quite
prevalent in magical belief in many ancient and
primitive cultures.

Tapas in such cases is pure magical

power, which envelops even a magical amulet of three metals
In another magical charm Indra "sharpens" the tying-up
of a girdle with tapas.

This presumably implies that

magical power is infused into the girdle so that Agni

1. Macdonell VM p.72; Macdonell thinks his basis in
nature as the "lightening", but the wind aspect of
his personality too is clear cf. A V . XII. 1.51.
2. V. 18.8. Bloomfield SBE 42. 1 p.432. "Holy Fire";
Grill, p.43.49 "Glut".
3. A W . 18.9.
4. AV. V. 28.1. cd. tapassr-vistiisnri. Whitney p.272.
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may tie up the enemies .

Tapas also has associations

with sacrifice, which, in the A.V., is quite magical
in character.

In a charm, recited at the offering for

a son, the sacrificer performs the sacrifice with
p
tapas
"of like origin ascend the great sacrifice,
as it is performed, with mind, with tapas".

Again

tapas, coming together with a mental principle (manas),
has the sense of physical,in contrast to mental,
austerity.

The girdle (of the student) which is said

to be "born of tapas, daughter of faith"

, is tied by

the student with brahman, tapas and toil (srama)^.

The

girdle is prayed to give him thought (mati) , wisdom
(medha) , tapas, and power (indriya)^.

Tapas in this

hymn, appears in both the senses which has been noticed
elsewhere - physical austerities, and magical power of
a special type.

Tapas as physical austerity is thought

so important that a hymn is produced praying Agni to
make ones tapas successful.
we perform penance.

"0 Agni, penance with penance,

May we be dear to what is heard

(srata), long-lived and wise".
]

-----------------------

1. A V . VI. 104.2b. tajDasewdrena samsitam.
2. A V . VI. 122.4 ab yajffam yantam manasa brhantam anvaroharni
tapasa sayonih. Whitney E O S .
7.p.122-23.
"fervour".
3. A V . VI. 135* 4a. £raddhsya duhita tapaso1dhijata.
4. AV. VI. 133.3.
5. AV. VI. 133. 34. cd.

Similar is the incantation in the next verse.

This

charm was employed on the occasion of the upanayana
ceremony, in a medha.janana rite.1

The period of

studentship was considered as one of practising austerities.
Tapas was necessary to acquire knowledge and wisdom and
even long life.

This tendency was further developed in

2
the Upani§ads.

By undergoing tapas one acquired know

ledge as well as power.
The association of tapas with the Maruts
who

3

use this weapon to destroy ”the enemy who wears the

fetters of hates,” is explained because the Maruts, being
the followers of Indra, are regarded as warriors.
In the V U I t h Book tapas occurs three times,
one

of which is in a Rv. verse.^

The other two verses

- 5
are from the two mystic hymns, extolling the Visra.1.
"What three great ones there are, the fourth one separate
as speech - the wise priest (brahman) may know it by tapas
in which one is joined, in which one is.”
1.
2.
3.
1+.
5.

The priest has

Kafct6.S. 10.22. Quoted in Whitney. SOS 7 P.U30; Henry
21+.87 ”austerit£”*
See below.
Av. VII.77.2.(Sr82.2). Henry p.31.99; Whitney. HOS 7
pp.l+S3.
Av. VIII.3.13 = RV. X. 87*
AV. VIII. 9.3*
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to undergo penances to know about the secrets of the
mystic Viraj.

In the following hymn, the poet speaks

of the journeys of the Viraj.

"She ascended, she

approached the seven sages, the seven sages called to
her; 0 brahmapvati, cornel

King Soma was her son; metre,

vessel; Brhaspati, son on Augiras, milked her; and milked
from her, brahman and tapas; upon that brahman and tapas
the seven seers subsist"; he subsists on brahmavarcas
who knows this."^
a cow here.

The metre Yiraj is represented as

Brahman and tapas seem to be two modes of

religious behaviour practised by the sages.
to brahma splendour.

Tapas leads

Tapas probably includes devotion

and faith, a mental conviction, which is not generally
given in the AV but is necessary for the success of any
magical activity.
In the Xth book there is a prayer to Agni to
2
3
kill the demons with tapas.
In the skambha-hymr tapas
occurs four times, together with vrata, faith, right (*ta)
and truth (saty^ and in the first verse a question is asked
1.
* 2.
3.

AV VIII.10.25* A prose hymn; in Paipp. XVI; Henri.29*71
Whitney HOS 8 P.514*
AV. X 5*49* Henry 14.62. also Calaus Altindisches
Zakbetritudlpt-171*
AV.X.7-

"in which organ of skambha, was tapas existent?"'*'

The

question is not answered and instead we hear, in the
p

eleventh verse, that tapas keeps up the vow (vrata).
Skambha is the cosmic principle identified with brahman
3
and the Adityas,
and it is said that all the worlds are
in skambha and tapas is in skambha too*/*
Whitney trans5
6
lates tapas as "penance" and Henry, as"l1ascetisme",
which is hardly admissible.

Tapas is here rather a

Oomsological power which is fiery in nature, and boon of
penances.

Skambha itself is said to be born from toil

(£rama) and tapas.^
In the hymn to the Cow, brahman, tapas and ?ta
g
are said to be established in the Cow, and the gods subsist
9
on the C o w /
The seers, sons of seers, born of tapas, are
invited to eat the brahma-rice dish.**"0

This relationship

between the seers and tapas is already noticed in the RV (X.154)*1.

AV.X.7.1. Henry p.22. "1 *ascetisme"• Whitney HOS 8* p.5^9*
"penance", Deussen Geschichte 1 .1 .310.
2. AV.X.7.11 ab.
3* AV.X.7*22,23* On the nature of Skambha.
see Henry p.68*
Shende. The Foundations of Atharvan Religion, p.125-26;
Whitney translates it as "frame of creation" but better is
"support" from the root -skarobh- to support, see Bloomfield.
Atharvaveda. p.88*
4* X.7.29; Cf. X.7*30. Where the same is said about India too.
5. Whitney HOS. 8. p593*
6. Henry: op.cit. p. 2^.
7*- AV X.7*35a yah sramat tapaso jato...
8. AV.X.10.33* Deussen Geschichte 1.1.234; Henry.35*85.
Whitney HOS 8. p.605*
9* AV.X.X.10.34*
10. AV X.L.L.26.cd.
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This is similar to the relationship with the student
which is emphasized in AV. XI.5 - a hymn praising the
student,^

who is said to protect (
2
uphold heaven and earth with tapas.

pr.) the teacher,
Tapas has here

the sense of ascetic practices which exalt the student
to the company of greater beings.

Whitney translates

the sentence: "he fills the teacher with fervour," but
the root py which is associated with maintenance and
protection seems more appropriate in this context than
3
££ to fill.
The student is said to have been "born of
brahman, and clothing himself with heat (pharma) to
have stood up with tapas*
The student protects heaven
5
and earth with tapas.
Later it is said that he exists
with the rays of the two fires (i.e. the sun and the
terrestrial fire) and with tapas*

It seems that

austerities of some sort are alluded to here.

fire

The stage

of studentship is regarded as tapas (austerity) and it is
Ky rr\y\

1.

2.
1+.
6.

Deussen Geschichte 1.1.277* entitles the begum as "the
Brahma pupil as incarnation of Brahma." Hillebratfdt
(VM.l.p.1+71) basing himself on XI.5*3** thought that
there is a reference to the relationship of the sun and
the moon in the relations between the teacher and the
pupil. But this is too farfetched. Whitney is right
in thinking that this is in praise of the Vedic student
(HOS 8.p.636). See Bloomfield Atharvaveda p.89* and
SBE 1+2 p.626. also Henry 111+7150*
XI.5.1.2.1+.
33* See Monier-Williams sv.PW sv*
AV XI 5.5.ab.
5. AV XI 5.8.10*
XI.5 .11*

said that the King protects this country (ra§$ra) and
the gods kill death (mptya) with brahmacarya which is
tapas.^

flThe student shaping these things (i.e. the

bodijy organs enumerated in the verse 25) stood performing
tapas on the back of the water, in the ocean; bathed, brown,
2
ruddy, he shines much on the earth.”

5
Bloomfield^ has

suggested the brahmacarin extolled in this hymn is the
Sun, who as a student is engaged in the performance of
his vows and "by an easy transition, all the functions
and powers of the Brahmacarin are made the basis of a
momentary cosmogonic and philosophical account of the
origin and the existence of the universe,”
There is no doubt that there are various
stanzas of this hymn in which the physical nature of the
sun seems to be alluded to,^

and the student has much

to do with both fire worship and sun-worship.

The hymn

however is primarily a glorification of the student rather
than of the sun.

Tapas being the chief characteristic

both of the student, with sense of austerity and of the

1

. Xli5*17>
19.
XI.5»26 Whitney’s translation p.6U0.

2.
3.
h.

5.

SBE. k2 p.626.
XI.5.1,5,6,11,23,26.
Cf. Bloomfield’s v i e w s on RV.X.136.in JAOS XV.p.l67ff**

sun in the sense of heat, must have facilitated the
identification.
In a hymn extolling the ucchis^a (the remnant
of the offering)^ right (rta) truth, tapas, country, law
(dharma) and action (karman) are said to he in the ucchifta.
Karman is action, and is thus connected with austerities,
both of which are said to he in the sea (arnava) a n d
the proper generic relationship between the two is established
later, where it is said that tapas (penance) is born from
action (karma)
In the Xllth book tapas occurs in three hymns.
In the very first hymn of the book extolling the earth, it
is said, that lfgreat truth, formidable right, consecration,
penance (tapas) brahman, and sacrifice sustain the earth.
1.

2.
3*
1+.
5*

Deussen Geschichte 1.1.305*10. regarded it as the
"residuum in general" beyond the cosmos. That is to
say, the Brahman; but see Bloomfield SBE 1+2 p.226; 6 2 9 ;
Henry, 120.156. Stee Shend«.
XI.7.17*
XI.8.2. Deussen Geschichte 1.1.27 on 77; Henry 123*160.
Whitney p. 1+058, p. 61+7*
XI_.8.6. cd. tap>o "hy jajne karn^anas tat te jye^tham
upasate.
_ _
XII.1. lab. satyam_brhad rtam Itegram dik§a tapo brahma
yagfiah p^thivun dharayanti.
trans. Henry 17a,215;
Bloomfield SBE 1+2, 199*6.39* 'Whitney HOS 8, p.661.

Later, the seers are said to fashion (lit. sing out-ud-arc)
the Cow, by their sacrificial session, sacrifice and tapas.
The cow seems to represent the earth.

1

The importance of

verse is in its putting an equal premium on the value of
sacrifice and austerity.

The poets pray that their
2

austerities and truth may be known to the rice (odana).
Tapas probably connotes the physical austerities connected
with the cooking of the rice.
In the hymn to the Cow of the Brahmana, it is
*

said to be "created with toil (srama) and tapas, acquired
by brahman, and established in rta".

Tapas is the

creative heat generated by austerities of fire.
In the hymns to "Ro‘bita"~the "ruddy sun"r and
-

Rohini,

L

their people are £aid to be botfn of tapas.

5

In

the next hymn Rohita is called a tapasvin and it is said
that "he mounts the sky with tapas, he comes to the womb
and is born again; he has become the overlord of the

1.

2.
3.
U*
5.

XII.1.39. The significance of this statement is quite
unclean. The relations of tapas and water are noticed in
the RV, but their phrase appears to be a magical formula
and perhaps has no logical meaning.
XII.3.12. Bloomfield p.186 "shall take note of our rel
igious fervour and our truth",Whitney HOS 8.p.l69» "know
our penance and also truth.". _
_
_
AV.XII.5.1. sramena tapasa systa brahmana vitte rte £rta
AV.XIII.l. which probably has an allegorical exaltation
of the king and the queen" too (Bloomfield SBE 12 p.66l)
AV.XIII.l.10.

gods."1

The sun here is expressly compared to an

ascetic, allusion to which has "been noticed elsewhere.

2

One who knows this god Rohita possesses brahma, tapas,
fame and brahma-splendour.

Later, it is said that

"this sun (aditya) has risen with all tapas, subduing
the rivals to me; may I'be not subject to the rival" (sapattta)
Tapas must mean here power and heat, which seems also to
the sense elsewhere, when Ekavratya is said to become
5
brahman, tapas and truth.
Tapas occurs three times
in the XVIIIth book but all three citations are §gvedic
repetitions;^.
In the XlXth book the goddess who is prayed t<r
7
’hot to injure wisdom, consecration and tapas".
This
reveals an important aspect of the Vedic gods who are
regarded as powerful enough to be able to violate the
austerities of the human beings.

The damage which they

could do would be to put obstacles in the way of their
proper performance, as in later classical literature,
1.
2.
3.

AV.XIII.2.25 Rohito divam aruhat tapasa tapasvi. sa
yojrunt aiti sa i jayate punah sa devanam adhipatir
babhuva. Whitney p.719*
Cf. XI.5; RV.X.136.
AV.XIII.4*22. in Prose. ’
Whitney HOS.8.p.732.
AV.XVII.1.2U* Corresponding to RV.1_.50.13* except
the variant sa&asa in place of tapasa.
Also in TB

111.7 *6 .

5*
6.
7.

AV.XV.1.3*
XVIII.2.l6;l8 = RV.X.15U; XVIII.2.8. = RV.X.16U except
the variant tapasah in place of the RV. tapasa.
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rather than to withhold the fruits of the ascetic
practices undertaken.

Generally the Gods are thought

to be helping human beings and protecting them.1

But

soon tapas was to be elevated to a higher sphere where
it achieved its independence of the gods.
Tapas yielded sovereignty.

"Desiring the

auspicious, heaven-knowing sages did penance and con
secration, and from that is boon, sovereignty, strength
and o.ias (virility)."

In another hymn the gods Agni,

Vayce, Surya, Candra, Soma, Indra, the waters and brahman
are prayed take the worshipper "where the brahma-knowers
go by consecration and tapas. (austerities)"^
In the AV.^

Time is personified as a cosmogonic

principle.

Tapas, as in the skambha hymn, is said to be
5
6
—
existent in Time,
and born of it.
Kala, conceived as
the year (samvatsara) is identified with Agni and the sun,
in the Brahmanas, and can thus have a direct relationship

with tjapas*r_♦Tapas,coming together with brahman, is here a
fiery power-pervading the universe.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

AV.1.6.1; 111.12.5, 20.5; VI.108.2; VII.40.1.
See
Linden-Concept of Deva p.58 ff.
AV.XIX.41.1. Bhadram icchanta y § % a £ svarvidas tapo
diksam upanisedur agre/tato ra§tram balam oja£ ca
jatam tad asmai deva upasamramanti• Cf. TA.111.11.9;
TS V.7.4. Whitney HOS.£8 p.963.
XIX.43*1. Yatra brahmavido yanti diksaya tapasa saha.
Agnir ma tatra nayatu. etc. in XIX.43.2-8.Whitney HOS 8p.965
XIX.53.54* See Macdonell VM.ppl20; cf. The Conception of
Zurvan. R.C.Zaehner, Zurvan. (Oxford 1954).
XIX.53.8.
6. XIX.53.10 also in XIX.54.

In the Paippalada recension, most of these
passages containing tapas occur, and a few others are
also to be found.

The AVP XVI.72.3~U text is very corrupt,

muddled, and obscure.

The only important point to be

noticed is that in it tapas and brahman occur together1
-2
Another hymn - one of the abhicarikafti or charms for the
-

destruction of enemies runs:
"those who have performed tapas and are
tapoji§nu for them, the tapas-doers, the
tapas-performers, this (this woman’s son I
destroy)11

Tapas is here connected with

magic and sorcery as elsewhere in the AVS.

Tapo.ji^ftu

is a word not occurring elsewhere and evidently means
"one who has won ( jl) tapas."
tapas".

or "one who excels in
k
— 5
Similar words are tapasvin tapasvan^ which

have been noted in the RV. too.
Tapas in the AV. has thus three meanings, "heat",
"ascetic practices" and "spiritual (or magical) power and
energy".
1.
2.
3.
U.
3.

Heat or fiery energy is here generally connected

Cf. X. 11.6.7*
Cf. Bloomfield Atharvaveda p.66.
AVP XVII. 22.8. ye tapas cakrur ye tapoji^navas te(bhyo)
tapask£dbhyas_tapaskarebhyo amum (amu§yaya£am anu§yaJi
putram a vescami).
AV.XIII.2.23.
AV.V.2.8 = XX.107.11 = RV.X.120 with a variant.
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with Agni and the Sun, enabling them to destroy demons
and kill enemies.

In the sense of "ascetic practices11

it denotes sometimes the performance of sacrificial duties
j'*which meaning is further elaborated in the Yusamhitas
and the Brahmanas.

It has a magical connotation too,

which

seems to be the main aspect of tapas as an activity.

Tapas

includes in the AV,

the hard life led by the student,

in his guest after knowledge and wisdom.

For the same

reason tapas is closely connected with the p§is.^
The
2
£§is are said to be born from tapas*
They attain heaven
through tapas and consecration and bence obtain their wisdom
and spiritual power.
tapas

as a weapon against

Various Gods, Agni,
r

Similarly the gods in the AV, use

^

the demons and to

Aditya,

li

*5

Rohita,

bring victory*
~

—

Brahmacari as the

_

*7

Sun

Prajapati and other gods abstract deities like skambha
o
and Ucchi^ta are said to have tapas as their essence of
their being.

This must imply that a fiery energy and

spiritual power is regarded as the basis of the whole cosmos,
which idea is a legacy from the Rgvedic times.

This

cosmogonic tradition has a subsequent history in Vedic
1.
2.
3.
k.

5.
6.
7.
8.

AV.V.17.6; VIII.10.25; XI.1.26; XII.1.39; XVIII.2.15.16.
18; XIX.U3.1.
AV.XIX.Ul.l; VI.61.1;
For instance in AV: VII.77.2; VIII.3*13;
AV.XVIII .2*.
AV.XIII,1 .
AV.XI.5.
AV.X.7*
AV.XI.7*

literature.

But we have to distinguish another type

of spiritual power which is horn of ascetic practices.
This idea has a wide acceptance in the magical weltattschaung
of the AV, hut a clear ambivalence is to he detected in
regarding tapas of an individual as heing successful hoth
through the goodness of the gods and also independently.
The former view is generally incompatible with magical
practices7

tfhere the correct performance of the required

actions should lead automatically to the desired result,^
Therefore in spite of tapas having generally a coercive
aspect, which was growing predominant, the gods are still
generally its overlords,

Tapas is not purely magical.

Tapas is an activity which becomes comparable to
sacrifice

ajfia)?

Sacrifice is said to be born of tapas*^

Vi§nu is prayed to sacrifice with tapas .A

Diksa as a

symbol of sacrifice as well as an activity, pure and power
ful, in itself, is closely connected with tapas.

The

— —
5
6
Dik§a occurs about eleven times, quite frequently with tapas.
These facts seem to indicate an acceptance of ascetic and
sacrificial modes of religious activity which yield similar
1.
2.
ft.
g.
6.

See Macdonell. ERE 8 . pp311-321 "Vedic Magic”,on asceticism
and magic. p.313-lft*
AV. XII.1.393. AV. IV. 3U.1.
AV.V.26.7*
AV.VIII.5-15; VIII.9.17; XI.7.8 ; XII.1.1,5,3;XIV 2.52; XIX
fto.3; ftl.3# ft3 .1-8 ; XV.16.5 .
av.xii.i.1;5.3; XIX.ft0.3; fti.i; x 1x.ft3 .1-8 .

U3

results.
Tapas as austerity, is related with Crania in many
AV. passages.

5rama occurs about eight times^in the AV,
p
with tapas about five times.
Srama has the sense of
effort and the root sram- has the connotation of being
wearied and tired,
also^-

3

—

which is visible in the term £ranta

Tapas has a connotation of devotion and an ascetic

nuance, which is absent in 3rama.

Srama is any kind of

activity, which is arduous and religious.
Tapas as a power concept is akin to Brahman, which
occurs about 200 times in the AV.

This has various

meanings - as speech, power of speech,

the priest etc.,.

With tapas it occurs in the sense of the power of speech
5
and speech itself about 17 times.
Both have magical
connections and both have cosmological extensions.

Brahman
£
skambha, however, is said to be born from tapas and £rama.
Like tapas, there are other terms, such as ojas, te;jas,

which are connected with fire and have the sense of power
and fiery energy.

Tejas occurs about 72 times in the AV,

excepting its occurrence in compounds and is primarily
/f t

Vi.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IV.35.2; VI.133.2; X.7.36; XII.5.1; XI.7.17.
AV.VIII.8.9; XI.7.17; X.7.36; IV.11.10; 35.2; VI.133*3;
XI.54; XII.5.1*
AV.VI.50.2; VI.74.2; XI.1.30.
AV.IV.20.3.
AV.IV.35.1 .2 ; VI.133.3; XII.51; v.6.9; vill.10.25; X.7*33;
XI.7.17*. XII.1.1; XIII.4.22; XV.1.3; XIX.40.2.3; XIX.43.8;,
53.8; 54.1;
AV.X.7.36*

n q

connected with Agni and Indra.
tapas.

It rarely occurs with

The reason probably is that tejas and tapas

both have the sense of fiery energy,1splendour, vital power,
efficacy, and if one term is used in any context, the other
becomes superfluous, though sometimes both are used together.

2

Tejas however is more closely connected with fire than with
any other activity or principle which might generate it. It
is a power born of the fire, residing in any human body.
When a reference is made to the tejas of the year^f
one is reminded of tapas as existent in Time (K a l a Tapas
only rarely occurs with orias or bala (physical power) in
the AV.
Tapas as an action is related to ethical principles
of conduct.

Tapas and truth occur twice together,^ as

principles of action.

It occurs with yta about seven times.^

Rta is used about 70 times excluding the compound words like
ytar*3ata, (AV.V.15.1-H, XVIII.2.15); ytasata, ytastha (IV.1
ptavana, rtav^dh.
1.
2.
3.
k.

6.
7.

)

Rta has not as yet acquired the exclusive

PW.s.v.; Monier Williams p.i+5U; also Gonda lfGods and Powers’1,
p.58;
Look above AV.II.19; also cf. V.19*
Pilliozat J. La doctrine classique de la medicine indienne.
Paris,19U9> P-135; 136. Tejas is called ”un rayonnement
calofique d 1activity*1. See below Chapter IV.
AV. 111.5.8;
5. See above XIX.53j 5 k .
AV.XI.7.17; XII.3.12.
AV.X.7.1; 11; 29; 30; 10.33; XI.7.17; XII.5.1.
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meaning of Satya; both terms are used together,^making
it certain that yta has not the sense of satya alone.
However, anyta is opposed to satya, which indicates the
2
growing predominance of satya over £ta.
Tapas occurs
with dharma which is acquiring the sense of duty ■'and
law.^
Vrata appears rarely with tapas in the AY.

The

word vrata has lost the importance which, relatively
speaking, it enjoyed in the RV.

It occurs about 70 times

throughout the AV. Many of the phrases used in the 3Jg Vedas,
such as madhuvrata. puruvrata, pri.yavrata. istavrata, harivrata and sucivrata have disappeared.
The verbs with
c
C
which it generally oecurs are car, i. (to go), dhr (to
uphold),^ and in a new collocation v/ith the verb
(to
8
—
eat)., which becomes more frequent in the Brahmanas as it
is primarily used in a ritualistic context.

The collocation

of this verb and Vrata became common because vrata came to
stand for certain types of food or even milk or water, as
l.cfiAV. X.7.17; XII.5.10; XV.6.2.
2.
AV.II.15.5; IV.9.7 etc. cf. XIV.1.1.
3.
AV.XVIII.3.1. Whitney HOS 8. p.848; V.1.2;
4.
AV.VII.5.1; 26.5; IX.10.25; XII.l.17; VI.132 1-5 VII 25.2.
5.
AV.VII.U0.1.
6.
V.27.77. V. II.3. also in the word dhrta vrata in VII.88.1. VII.
62.1. XX.54.2.
8.
VI.133-2-cd.

the Niruhta shows**".
The meaning of the word has still the same duality
which was noted in the RV.

In various places H r , vrata,
mmm

has the sense of law.
p
law of all the gods,

v

The draught/is said to follow the
while later there is a reference

to the "vow" (vrata) of the hull, and the verse runs:
"twelve indeed, they declare those nights of the vow
(vratya) of Pr^japati; who knows the brahman within them that verily is the vow of the draught-ox.
Similarly people are said to he "of the same vows."^
But the Yak$a,

is said to follow the "aminating, exciting
6
*7
vrata" of Viraj and Henry is right in taking it here as
law."

But it is said that "the eating of food hy the
Q
householder after the guest has eaten is vrata"*,
Vrata
has thus a moral aspect.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The proper service of the

See ahove.
IV. 11.2. Deussen 111.232;;
Whitney. HOS 7 p.lo3.
Whitney*s translation. HOS. 7 p.166. on IV.11.11 cf.
IX.1.8 the cow is said to follow the vrata.
VI.74*1. Bloomfield SBE 42 p.35* "purpose".
Whitney HOS 7. p.336. "Courses", Cf. VI.64.2
(=RV.X.191.3).
On his nature see Gelaner. Ved. Stud. III. 126 ++.
A.K. Coomaraswami, the Yak^as. 2 vols.
VIII.9.8.
Henry p. 27* cf. Whitney p.508. "Courses".
AV. IX.6.38.

" g u e s t " h a s been a customary duty laid on the house
holder by the scriptures.

Vrata comes as a principle of
2
activity, together with tapas, effort, brahman, faith..

The period of studentship is regarded, it seems, as one of
vows.

The girdle ( methata) of the student is said to

be "eater of the vow".*^

The metaphor is not only that of

the eating of vrata, but also of being dressed in vrata.
Ida, in whose domain the godly-minded are purified, is
asked to dress the worshipper in vrata.^

Vrata seems to

acquire here a sense of power, produced after the observance
of the vow.

The lord of vrata Agni, adorned (samalAa)
5

by vrata is prayed to shine forever.
Vratapati and
_ g
Vratapa,
are used exclusively for Agni.
Varuna and
Adityas have lost the close association with the concept,
As is to be expected if it has come within the sacrificial
circle of thought.
Avrata is used as an epithet of the disease takman^
1.
2.
3.
1+.
5.
6.
7.

N.J.Shende (The Foundations p.105 ff.).
gives a mislead
ing term "the social deity" for him.
X.7.; VI.133.k .
VI.133.U.
VII .27.1. ab.
VII. l b . k .
It occurs only twice AV.XIX.59*1 (=RV. VIII.11.1;)
AV.XX.23.5.
AV.VI.20.1.; also cf. VII.116.2 (=VII.121.2). Bloomfield
on takman. SBE i|2. p.i+51; Ved index 1 p.29^-96••

which may mean "lawless" which is "better than Henry’s
11
1
2
impious"
and Whitney’s "ill-behaved one".
in import is

Similar

"apavrata" which is used as an epithet of

darkness with which the Maruts are prayed to pierce the
enemy’s army.

Anuvrata occurs four times out of which

three times it is as an epithet to characterise the wife
3
obedient to her husband^ and once for the son in relation
to his father*
With tapas, vrata comes only twice and in both cases
it is uncertain in its meaning.
This survey of ascetic and ethical concepts shows
a development in their meaning and associations, which
have magical overtones and religious bearings.

In some

sases it is quite difficult properly to indicate their
inter-relationship, because of the inherent difficulty in
getting an exact verification of their meanings.

The

picture to be drawn from their study, in the A V . , is quite
different from that of the RV, which might be expected as
due to changes from religious to more magical and superstitions
beliefs and actions.
1.
2.
3.

This picture has to be supplemented

Henry p.46 cf. Bloomfield SBE 42. p.3. 468.
HOS 7 p. 295.
111.2.5.4. Grill p.54.
"Gefug" Whitney HOSq7.p.l31
"submissive"; XIII.122; Rehu^v is obedient (anuvrata)
to Rohita; XIV, 1.42.
(The earth).

by the study of the ascetic personalities
which appear in the AV.

The figure of the Yati,

whom we examined in the RV, remains unchanged*.^- But

L

we find a new legend, which is repeated many times in
p
the Brahmanas,
about Indra killing the yatis.
The verse runs:

"Z

"Indra a swiftly overcoming friend,

who slew vrtra like the yatis and (who) split vala like
the Bhifgus".^

Whitney takes "yatir na" as meaning

"like moving", but §ayana takes it as "parivragahah" or
"asuryah praja£" (the children of the Asuras).

It

—

_

seems that the word "Yatir na" is a mistake for "yatin na".

5

The Muni, another figure of ascetic significance,
is noticed in the Av, as in the RV.
found in the AvP,

The RV X.l36 is

with an additional verse.

There is

no indication that a particularly magical use was to be
made of this hymn but in the AVP a singular and unique hymn
about the Muni is to be found.

As the hymn has not been

noticed before, we give a full translation.

It shares
r 7

some repeated lines with another hymn of the AVS,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

which

See AV.XX.U9.5.
cHap-UL
■
See below Chap. IV* _ _
_
AV.II.5.3* Indras tura^an mitro vtftram yo jaghana yatir
na. Bibheda Valam Bh^gur na...
Based on Whitney*s translation.HOS 7* P* W w
Vedic Index II. p . 185, n.i|.MuirQST. 5* U9* n.92.
AVP. V.3 8 ..

is a charm for relief from madness and spirit-possession,
which seems to he the aim of this hymn also.
Vs.l.

May the gods release you, crazed (or intoxicated
unmattam) from the demons, from the imprecations
(sapatha). organic disease, and sin committed against
the gods.^

Vs.2.

0 powerful, VajfftjJ (indra), serving the mortal/
bending the demons, chopping off the owl; protect him
(who is) becoming a muni for us for the sake of the
2
great battle.

1.

2.

AV.P.V.17.1* devainasad ummaditam k§etriyac chapathad uta.
Muflcantu tasmat tvam deva unmattam rak§asas pari.
V.17.1a= AVS VI.III.3a; V.17.1.d= VI.III.3b; V.17.1.=
VIII.2*27c. devainasa = devakilbi§a in RV.X.9*7-16.
Where Sapatha also occurs compare sapatha in RV. X. 87*15;
AV II.7*2; 5; IV.9*5* Comp. Kgetriya in AVS. II.8.2-5;
II.10.1.
It does not occur in the RV. Devainasa is
comparable to devahe^ana in AVS Vl.llii*
Both meaning
"sin against the gods; see Bloomfield SBE.i+2 p.520;
Pro. AO.S. March 1891*. JAOS XVI.
Munim bhavantam marya^i_vavyto sak§anoy_aknu u l a k a n i k ^ t i .
Atas tarn no adhi pahi *vajin* indrena medi b^hate ranaya*.
A.

The first line is hopeless, unless_the proposed
reading is accepted: instead of ulakanikrati we
read "ulukanikyti."
The owl (uluka) has magical
connections; the word uluka occurs twice in the
AVS VI.29*1; VIII.4.22; and in_AVS_VIII.U*22.
Indra is prayed to kill the ulukayatu (the owl-deraon)•

B.

Vavito may be va + av$t = turning towards.

C.

Akmu = probably from the root aflc. to go.
verse does not occur in the AVP.

D.

Vajin = an epithet of Indra(RV.VIII.52.i|*ValakhIlya
hymns) •*

E.

Indrena = a variant of Indriyena (the special power
of Indra).
cf. RV.1.101+.6; 1.165.8 ; X.16.1.

The

Vs. 3

As, 0 Agni, the Gods, the wise gbhus, released
this crazy (or intoxicated) person far from sin (enas);
(so may you do);
for you;

so £ak*a (Indra) may create fearlessness

release you from sin (enas) and subdue the

devils.1
Vs. 4

As the cows are the refuge, the a^vinis for men,
on the earth;

0 muni, so you (are) of this crazy person;
2
may he come down to the earth.
Vs. 5

The earth upheld the muni, the heaven protects

him;

and all the beings too (protect) the muni; and

Indra upheld the muni.
Vs. 6

0 Agni, Release this man for me, who, well bound

by Grahi, prattles senselessly;

so make a fortune for

him, that he may be free from disease and not crazy.^

1. Yathagfle deva pbhavo mani^ipo (amu)m unmattamL aspjavin ara
enasah.
Eva te Sakro ahhayam krnotu muncasVainaso vinayasi rak§a£L.
2. Yatha gava^ca bhumyam puru$a£vinya Okasa£.
Evon mattasya te mune sa gphpatu p^thivini anu. A. A£vinl,
the mother and wife of the A^vinis, here of men. Cf. AVP
VII 2+9*
3. Muniml dadhara^pvthivi muniTtt dyaur abhi jfaksati.
Munirti hi vi3va bhutani muniro Indro adidharat para rak^as
suvami te.
z
This verse does not occur in the A v !i$; except the AVP V.17.
5e:
a superfluous addition metrically and semantically from
A V rj IV. 13*5• with the variation that instead of rak^as
“Yak§am" occurs.
i+. Imam me Agne puru^am mumugdhi Yo Vibaddho grabya lalapiti.
Ato*dhi te kynavad bhagadheyam anunmadito agado yathasat.
(A) Found in A V fs also;_A.V.P. V.17.6 ab; AV'3 VI. III.l ab;
with variants. Cb) Grahi is a female spirit of evil, a fainting
fit. A V f3 VI.112.1,2. speaks of the pa£as of Grahi (Cf.RV. X.
161.1.) Grassman W.R.P419* P.W. S¥.

Vs.

7

MayAgni quieten you, you

whose mind is disturbed;

I, the wise one, sacrifice for you;
crazy.
Vs.

8

that you may not be

1

May

the Apsaras give thee

again (the mind or normal

health?), so the Wind and the quarters again;

again Yama,

and the messengers of Yama, may release you again
si-n(amhas) > for life, not
This hymn

from

for death, rather for security.

is comparable to AV*&VI.Ill; which has many

similar expressions and it seems that both hymns are meant
3
for the same purpose,
the cure of spirit-possession.
Spiritpossession can be of two types - possession by a good spirit;

or

by a bad one.

1. Agni§ te ni^amayatu yat te taw mana uddhrta»\ juhowftn vidvaiVs
te havir yathanunmadito bhavatu
This is comparable to AV*J VI.III.2. but there are variations.
AVP has ''uddhrt^m'1; and the "c" of AVP is completely different
from "C" of AV*S.
2- V.17.8. Punas tva dur apsarasaspuna* vata puna* di£ah.
Punar yama puna* yamasya dut§s te tva muficantti amhasaft.
Jivatave na martave atho ari§tatataye.
A. AVP V.17.8 a b ^ A V ’S VI.III.ftab. See Bloomfield. SBE.i+2
P.33. Whitney HOS7P.361; V.178 cf. RV. X.60 .8 .
3. See Whitney H03 7.P.361. notes that katt^ika regards it as
one of the matrinamani hymns, and uses it in a rite to cure
the possession by demons.

In this chawi the possession is thought to be due to sins
committed against the gods, and maledictions by others and
devils.

How does the muni come in here?

The muni is also

a person who is intoxicated and possessed, a phenomenon
noticed in the RV;1

but he is possessed by the gods and

not by evil spirits.

The muni is rather mystic than a madman,

though both share common physical characteristics at the time
of the trance and ecstacy;

the prattling of the muni, the

intoxicated (unmatta) condition (in RV.X.136. due to the drink
of the poisonous portion) and so forth.

The referenceVthe

"scattered brain" (uddhrtam manah) may be apt for both.

The

phenomenon of possession has been connected here with the
2
Apsaras.
The character of the Apsarases is not very definite,
but they are c ailed the wives of the gandharvas^ and also
"mind-confusing" (manomfch).
to protect the rnind.^

In the RV they are called upon

Bloomfield connects them with madness

through the madness of love which they evoke.^

The association

1. Gf. RV X.136.2.
2. See AVP.V.17.8.
3. AV'S 1.7*5 . 9 II.2.5* the latter is another of the Matrnamani
hymns together with VI.III.
4. RV X.II.2; Pischel. Ved. Stud. 1.188.
5. RV X.95.14. the Puru-MtfVadi story; also T S .Ill.h.8.4. the
G-andharvas pnd Apsarases made him made that is mad;
also
III.4.8.8. See Bloomfield SBE 42 P.520-21.
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of the muni with the cure of madness, must indicate that it
was believed that the muni could cure it.

This shows the

magic-doctor aspect of the muni’s function which is revealed
in another charm where the medicine-man is said to kill the
disease apacit with the root of the Munideva.1

There is

probably a veiled reference to the visions of the muni in
the term "municaksu".

There is little description of the
■3
dress of the muni but there is a reference to munike^a
referring to the copper coloured dishevelled hair.
Different from the muni is the character of the student
(Brahmacarifl), who has a whole hymn in his praise as other
beings such as gkambha, rohlla.^

The stage of studentship

(Brahmacar.va) is by now well established.^

The youth goes to

the teacher, is initiated by him in various subjects, and leads
an arduous life.

He is long-haired, wears a bihck deerskin,
6
7
brings fuel for the teacher; begs,
and does penance.
The
latter function included tending the fires of the teacher.
This exposure to fire is an essential part of his penance.
He is compared with the sun in the hymn.

Sun-worship too was

A
1. AV*S. VII.74.1. Cf. AVP XIX.3 6.2; on Apacit see Bloomfield.
J.A.O.S. XIII. P.CCXVIII. Pr.AOS Oct.188?.
2. AVP/V.34.5. Cf. the incomprehensible. AVP XIX.48.8.
3. A V f£ VIII.60.7; AVP. XVI.80.8. Weber IS V.2 5 .
4. AV*S XI.5. also see AV'S V.175; VI.133-3; VI.108.2; XIX.19.8.
5. Cf. AV'S VII.109.7;
6. AV*3 XI.5.6.
7. A V rS XI.5.9.

probably a part of his
All this has a

daily life.

He observes chastity.

generic similarity to the life of the ascetic,

who also begs, does fire-penances, and observes chastity, and
has long hair.

This can mean two things: one that the stage

of studentshipis either modelled on
life, which was already existent;

the pattern of an ascetic
or that the ascetic life

was patterned on the pattern of the student life.

It seems

that the former hypothesis is more likely.
Another enigmatic person, about whom, much has been written,
lVn ft* AVs
is the Vratya, to whom a whole book^has been devoted.
The
word Vratya has been derived either from Vrata or Vrata,

both

from the same root "vr" to choose.1

Vrata has the sense of

"multitude, assemblage" in the RV,

but does not seem to have

the sense of guild as Zimmer suggested.

3

It occurs only once

in the AV'S ^ in which too it has the sense of multitude.
The word Vratya is derived from the word vrata and means "one
of a group" .
The Vratya book is the third grand division of the
5
Atharvanic collection.
It is mainly in Brahma#a-like prose
£
but has sometimes metrical rhythm.
Hauer thinks that the

1. PW. Sv. VI.1502. Hauer De¥ Vratya p.l79f. Monier Williams s.v.
from Vrata or connected with the root vp;
Macdonell. Sanskrit
Dictionary, s.v. "Vrata".
2 . RV.Ill.26 .6 ; V.53. II. V.75.9. IX.14.2; X.34.12; Cf. Pancavrata in RV. IX.14.2; it occurs with "ga$a" and £ardha" in
RV V.33*11; with "ga#a" in RV III.26.2.
3. Zimmer. Allindisches lefaen p.162; See Ved.Index. II. p.341*42;
Grassman. WR s.v.
4. II.9.2. cf. Whitney. H0S7 P.30 "troop".
5. Whitney- Lanman. H0S8 p.769.
6 . Cf. XV. 17.8.

AV/vV is a survival of a v a s t Vratya literature glorifying
the Kkavrat.ya, as the divine original of the earthly Vratya.1
But this is in no way proved.

Some indirect proof of the

existence of a Vratya Brahmaj^a is provided by the similarity
of the XV. 10-13 to the Ap. Dh. Sutra. II. 3*7- 12-17>^
which Haradatta,

on

the commentator, notes that this portion of

the Ap. Dh.S. is from an Atharva^a Brahma^ia.

But no such

brahma^a is at present in existence.
Haradatta may have been misled by the prose-like
character of the A.V. XV. and the Brahmapa-like identifications
-

_

of the Prana s , V.yanas, and apanas of the Vratya,
-

it to be a Brahmapa.

Already in the AV*3

3

into thinking

the Vratya-book

is invoked as two books, and the old amikramafli as W n m a n
5
already noticed,
divided the book into two - the first from
XV. 1 to 7 and the second, from the 8 to the 18.

This shows

the changed character of the book, but does not prove the
existence of any AV brahma^a.

Buhler is correct in holding

the view that Haradatta was mistaken in taking the AA^CV
as
1
a brahma$a.^

1. The^Comm. Vol. 13•; Der Vratya pp.298-99 . He thinks that the
AV VIII-XIII are of the Vratya tradition; based on the com
parisons with the Jaimvttiya Br5hma:pa$ 1.10; J.UJ3. 1.34; and
AV X.8; 35; 36; VIII. 6; IX. 6.
This is however unproved,
as it is based only on the evidence of the similarity of
style which is too subjective a proof.
2. Buhler. 3BE. 2. trans. p.118 n.15.
,3. AV'% XV. 14-18.
4. A V ' J XIX.
5. HOS. 8 p.770.
6. SBE. 2. lYlfefci.p.xxv-xxvi.

The AV XV is typically athatoan in style and composition,
1
2
comparable with the Brahfflacarin hymn and the Atithi hymn.
The Vratya, the student and the guest are all praised, as
human beings and also as divine persons, both aspects inter
changing without any consciousness of disparity or contrast.
Both aspects - human and divine - interpenetrate and are inter
mixed.

So it is correct to say, on the one hand, that the

Vratya book is an exaltation of the Brahman, as Bloomfield,^
Yteber,

l±

5

- D*

Laruiian , and Sampurnanda,
A

6

hold, but it is doubtful

whether Vratya should be taken for Siva;

as Gharpeutiei*

thought.^

In the opening parya^Lyas, it is said that the
_
o
Vratya gave an impulse to Prajapati and that he (the Vratya)
_

-

became Mahadeva, I£ana, and the rkavratya.

9

In the later

sections he is conceited in the aspect of the Cosmic person.10
Hauer thinks that the secret tradition of the Vratyas was a*'
theistic mysticism with the Purilsa as the central conception.11

1.
2.
3•
!+•
5.
6.
7.
8.

AV XI.5
AV IX.6
Atharvaveda p.
Indian literature p.112.
HOS 8 p . 769-70.
Vratyakha^tja of the AV. Banaras. 1955*
J. CharpevJtier. WZ-KM.25.
It is not absolutely certain whether the second sa refers to
the Vratya or to Prajipati, but in our view the former is
the more natural interpretation.
9. AV XV.1. 1-7
10. AV XV. 3-7; ih-18.
11. Der Vretya p.301.

i zy

Such a monotheistic conception was already known in the RV,1
and is not out of place here in view of the recurrence in the
AV, of the glorification of a single principle as the Brahman,
such as the Skamkha, the- Pebt-a, Kala.

However it is quite

likely that the Vratyas had a developed monotheism, of their
own, without any "borrowing from the aryans.

But here we are

already assuming that the Vratyas are different from the aryans,
2
which will "be discussed "below.
Basing ourselves only on the
AV XV.We cannot say much about the identity of the Vratyas.
It is certain however that, they were a group of tribal
people, who were the worshippers of Ekavratya.

Charpevatier

thinks that they were the originators of the Rudra-Siva cult,
and were connected with a religion looked down upon in the RV.

*

Bloomfield too sees a "Sivaitic influence” in the AV XV^* and
regards the gods Sarva, I£ana, etc. as the forms (murti) of
Rudra.

There is no doubt that there is a strong current of

Rudra worship in the AV XV.
I3ana.

5

The Vratya becomes Mahadeva, and

The archers Bhava, Sarva, Idana, Pa£upati, Ugra,

Rudra and Mahadeva are said to be his attendants.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6

But this

Cf. RV X.90;
Macdonell. VM p.4.
See Chap. Ill section on the Vratyas.
W.2. KM 23. pp.151 f t ; W2 KM 25 pp.335ff.
Atharvaveda p.94*
AV XV. 1.4.5 cf. XV. 1. 7. where there seems to be a veiled
reference to Nilalohita. Cf. V3 XVI.7.51. 2-4 also Keith
RPVU 1. p.142.
6. AV XV 5; Arbman Rudra, p.29 thinks Bhava and Sarva to be nonard^ans without any proof. See Keith RPVU p.144 n.6.

\

2.1

in no way justifies the identification of the God of the
Vratyas with Rudra-Siva.1

Rudra, no doubt in the course of
2
time, absorbed some non-vedic elements in his character,
and the Vratya-god may have contributed some of these.
There is a close relationship of the Vratya with Prajapati>

Prajapati and Parame^fhrn follow him in his journeys to all the
intermedial quarters,^- and when he goes towards the people
(T

(praja), he does so in the role of Prajapati."

This relation

ship of the Vratya with Rudra and Prajapati is very similar
to that in the Brahma$as.

However the Vratya has some

6
"7
relationship with other gods too such as the All-Gods, Varuqa
and Soma.
The Vratya in the AV, seems to be more closely connected
with the Rajanyas, than with any other class.

It is said that

“the Vratya became excited (ara.i.yat) and from that the rajanya
was born.

He moved towards the people, the kinsmen, the food

and the proper food (awrad.va).

He, who knows this, the

beloved abode of both the people and other kinsmen; the food
and the proper food.“^

Later it is said, that he moves towards

1. See Keith JRA3.1913. pp.155-60; RRVII. II p.338; Winterintz
Zeitschrift fur Buddhismis VI pp.48-60.
2. Keith. RRVU 1 p.11+8;
3. AV XV 1.1.
4. AV XV 6.9; 7.1.
5. AV XV. 11+.11.
6. AV XV 2.1.
7. AV XV 2.3;
XV 11+.3.
8. AV XV 2.4;
XV 11+.1+.
9. AV XV 8. 1-3.

3

\lo

the peoples followed by sabha, samiti, the army and the wine
(sura).1

Further the Vratya "remained standing for a year.

The Gods asked, Vratya, why do you remain standing?
fetch me a throne (asandi).
a seat."2

He replied,

They brought for that Vratya

This association of the Vratya with the throne

may indicate his loyal aspirations.
of royal power in the rajasuya.

The Asandi is the symbol
Later, the householder is

told to regard him as auspicious guest and welcome him, or
the former would (wouSd) the K§atra and the kingdom (iastra).^
The retinue of the Vritya is quite regal.
prostitute (pum£cali),

It includes the

the bard (ma&adha) attendant (paris-

kanda), chariot horses (vipathavaha), chariot (vipatha)> with a
charioteer ( sarathi) and the forerunner (purabaara).

The
g

journeys of the Vratya over-shadow his all other activities.
He goes to all the four quarters to the end of the earth^ and
across the ocean,

which reminds one of the journeys of a king

in the royal ceremonies.

But these evidences do not prove that

the Skavratya was the "prince of the Brahmavids" and the

1. AV XV 9 .
2 * AV XV 3. 1-3.
3. Beni Prasad State in Ancient India pp.50 also see Renott
Vocabulaire du Rituel Vedique pp.32.
4. AV XV 10.1,2.
5. AV XV 2.1.
6 . AV XV 2.1-4.
7. AV XV 7.

'‘emperor of a far larger world" than that comprised hy the
ftryan settlements".1

This view is based on a false identificat

ion of the "viraj" of the AV XV. as the kingdom described in
-

2

the AV Bhumisukba,"" which is supposed to be the kingdom of
Ptthu Vaihiya described in the Harivam^a and the Pura^as.
The attempt to establish a relationship of these journeys of
the Vratya with the Mahavrata ceremony and hence the attribution of the Mahavrata ceremony to the Vratyas, is far-fetched.

3

The wanderings and journeys of the Vratya have led to the
view that the Vratya was a member of a group of roving men, a
member of a fellowship that was outside the Brahmanical pale.

L

They have been regarded as "non-brahmanical outlaws, vagrants
who wander about in a sort of gypsy wagon".

There is nothing

in the AV XV to support the view that they were outlaws.
might have been vagrants, as their wanderings show.

They

The

picture of the Vratya is one of a respected and respectable man
who is regarded as a guest.

It is said that "if a thus-

knowing (evamvidvan) vratya comes to whosoeverfs houses as a
guest, himself approaching him he should say: Vratya, where do
you live, Vratya (here ) is water;

Vratya, let them (i.e. the

1. N.N. Ghosh Indo-Aryan literature and Culture (Origins):
pp. 17 ff. pp.23-27.
2. AV XII.1.
3. Hauer Der Vratya on Mahavrata pp.230-66 ff.
1+. PW. SV.
5 . Hopkins. Transactions. Connecticut Academy XV.

servants) satisfy you;
your will (vaja) ,
let it be so."1

as you please, let it be so, as

let it be so;

as your desire (pikaroa) ,

It goes on, "then to whosesoever*s houses

if a thus-knowing vratya comes as a guest, when the fires
are taken up and the Agnihot0ra establish*^, himself approaching
him he should speak, Vritya, please permit, I am about to
(2 J
make an oblation. 7 If he permits, then he should sacrifice,
if he does not permit, one should not perform the oblations.’^
Later, the act of taking the Vratya inside the house and
3 mi .
giving him shelter is eulogised as a virtuous deed.
This
shows that the Vratya was positively a homeless wanderer, and
a pious man, quite likely a monk.

But an Avrat.ya,

bearing
Ll
the name of Vrat.vabruva, was not to be hospitably received,

The word Vratyabruva may indicate that the person named
Vratyabruva, was to talk and preach about the Vratya - the
divine person.

Prom the fact that the householder has to ask

the permission of the Vratya to perform the agnihotra, it
does not follow that he was against sacrificial ritualism.

5

The ascetic associations of the Vratya are seen in the
wanderings of the vratya and the ascetic practice of standing
for a year on his foot in the worship of the gods.

Hauer has

1. AV XV. 11. 1,2.
2. AV XV. 12.
3. AV XV. 13.
k . AV XV. 13. 6;7•
5* Cf. K. Chattopadhyaya. Calcutta Review 192U, p.287 ff.

2

thought that the Vratyas were k^atriya yogfijjs.1
cannot he decided on the evidence of the AV XV.

This view
Yogic

connections, if any, can he discerned only in the importance
given to the seven Pra^as, seven apanas, and seven Vyanas,
identified with various gods and goddesses, consecration,
2
year, seasons, stars and so forth, which is similar to the
identifications attempted in the Brahmapas.

3

The conception

of the Vratya as the Cosmic person whose right eye is the
sun, and the left eye, the Moon;
and left ear is Pavamana;

whose right ear is Agni,

whose two nostrils are the night

and day, and whose head is the year;
the God of the yoga system.

h

has little to do with

The Vratya, however, is identified

with tapas, satya and Brahman.

5

He becomes

difficult to say whether the word mahat

6
mahat .

It is

here stands for the

samkhya-principle or is just an epithetmeaning great.
latter seems to be the possible sense/7

The

The Yaj&iveda

consists of'liturgical stanzas and formulas"?hat is the utter
ances, accompanying the sacrifice, in verse or prose, and the
term va.ifls stands for both.

The text is primarily concerned

with sacrificial theology and sacrodotal ritualism.

This is

the veda of the Adhvaryti priest.

1. Die Avifange der Yagapraxis im Alten Indien pp. 172 ff.
2. XV 15-18.
3. See below.
k . XV 18.
5. XV 1.3.
6. XV 1 .3 .
7. Bloomfield. Rel. of the Veda p.33. VediclVad:^ II. 183.

Patafijali1 remarks that the Yajttrveda has one hundred and
2
one schools, which is thought by some to be probable.
The
five schools, which are extant at the present times, are,
(l) the Kafha^a Samhlta. (2) the Kapisfchala-katha. (3 ) the
Taittinya • (4) the Maitraya#!. (5 ) the Va

•

The five

have been divided into Sufc&a and &r§$a, already noticed in
the Sataoatha Brahmana,^

referring to the Sukfta-Yajttin§i.

The cause of this differentiation is sought by Indian comm
entators in the pure well-arranged text of the Vajansaneyi
Saijihita of the Sukfia Yajttiveda in which the M a n t r a portions
are separated from the Brahina$a portions, and the mixed
Ii
character of the k^s^a yajurveda.
vVinternitzJ and the Ve$<& Index" doubt this opinion, the
former thinking tha

the VajatX. Samh&ta was first named

adityani in the Sat. Br."^ as noted above, and the other
Samhitas were called Kp§$a by contrast.

How far this view

is correct is very difficult to say, but it is quite obvious
that the texts of the Black Yajurveda present a very mixed
mosaic of the Mantas and the Brahma#as, and it is quite likely

1. Introduction tohis Bhasya.
2. Winternitz HILI
p. 1 6 9 .
P>AU3. 3B XIV 9.4. 33; cf. IV 1+.5. 19. Later B g .Av^bp.VI.i4.33.
Ait. Br. V.10.
i+. 3aya$a Introduction to the YV.Samhita; HASL. P. 35*0-5)
5. HILI p.172 note.
6 . Ved.Ind. II. 183 note.
7* The Pura#as too have the story that the Yajna-valkya received
the n^anfras from the God Sun.

that this distinction impinged on the minds of the later
compilers of the Vajasaneyi Samhita, and, fortified with
this, the Pahrajnic legend may have helped them in naming it
thus.
The four Samhitas of the

Yajilrveda, universally

regarded as earlier than the Vajaneyi Samhita, have a generic
similarity and material identity, excepting the various forms
of grammatical cases, words, phrases, and the different
borrowings from and approximations to the Rgveda.

Yet they

draw upon the same pool of the Common Vedic Concordance which
differs from the Va.jas Sam, and Sat. B r .1

The Maitrayaru*

Katftaka-Kapisthala and the Vajasneyl have been regarded by
Keith as derived from one source, while the Taittirlya springs
2
from another derivative form of the original YV.
The
relative date of the various schools has been a point of con
troversy.

That, the Samhita mantras are later than the RV,

has been proved by Oldenberg,

and they may be dated after

the Sainaveda, but before the AV and the VS.^ t & e Attempts
have been made to argue for an earlier date for the kafihaKa
T

and Maitraya^ii Samhitas than for the Taitliriya,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eggeling 3BE. XII. P. xxvii
Keith. HOS 18 pp. lxxxix; x c ,
Prolegomena pp. 296 ff.
Keith. H03($pp. clxv. ff.
L. von Schroeder

R

but this

view has been criticised "by Keith,^
same date for them all.

who argues for the

Their relative chronology does

not however affect the views expressed about asceticism,
fbr generally, they are of the same opinion with regard to
tapas and other related concepts
Samhitas comes to acquire a

Tapas in the Yajuiriveda

new significance, besides that

connected with the sacrificial ceremonies.

Most of the

passages in which tapas is observed, are common to all the
branches of the YV.
times.

In the T3 it occurs about twenty-three
2
Tapas is closely allied with dik§a and Agni,
T

-

together with mind (rnanas) and understanding (medha).

This

tendency to associate tapas with sacrificial activities has
been noticed earlier.

The sacrificial goat is identified

as "the bodily form of penance, the lustre of Prajapati.""'
The Lord of Penances (tapasaspati) is invoked by the seer to
approve of his penance and his consecration, so that he may
speedily attain fortune and the truth.^

The title Lord of

Penances may be applicable to Agni or Prajapati.

Tapas, as

a potent power derived from the essence of Agni, who was

1. HOS. 18 p.xci-xcvii.
2. T3. 1.2.2. dik^ayai tap*ase 'gftaye svaha. cf. K3 II.2.
Kaps. 1.14; M3. 1.2.2; VS IV.7.
3. TS. 1.2.7; K3 II.6; Kaps. 1.19; MS 1.2.5; V 3 . 26. H0S.lbp.26.
It is a hymn in connection with the purchase of the 3ama.
4. K3 11.8. Kaps II.2; M3.1.26. Keith. HOS 18 p.29.

closely connected with sacrificial ritualism, was thus linked
with sacrificial processes, which yielded to the sacrificer,
similar types of power.

This potent power, tapas, has been

identified with the Vajra.1

The legend is related that
2
Tva^t^j when his son was slain, offered Sftrna to all the
deities except Indra>

Indra then forcibly drank the Sama and

disturbed the sacrifice.

On this Tva§ty sacrificed in order

to produce an enemy of Indra, when V*»tra was born.
and Indra both became afraid at his birth.

Tva^ty

Visnu gave his

strength (virya) to Indra, which enabled him to lift the
weapon; and Indra^iis requested to grant his power (indri.ya)
to human beings, which he dfyd&, when given a sacrifice.
v
In the story it is said that Tva§tV sprinkled the Vaja with
water (asina^and then the Va/a became tapas which indicates
that somehow tapas and water have close connections.

The

Aiigirasas are said to have placed their consecration and
penance in the waters, while going to the heavens.

The

sacrificer bathes in the waters and this secures consecration
and penance.

3

The origin of this relationship must go back

to the idea of the water-worship.
have power and purificatory value.^
■■

■

—
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Water is thought, here, to
The waters (apatO are
- —

- ■■

—

„

.

1. TS.II.1+.12. K3.XII.3* M3 II.4*3* with variations.
V.5*4*7*8.
Tapo vai sa vajra asit.
2. Similar legend in TS II. 5*1 where the name of Tva§t?fs son
is given as Vi^varupa; also II.5*1>2; VI.5«lil;2.
3. T 3 • VI.1.1; K3 XXIII.1; Kaps. XXXV.7; MS II.6.1.2.3;
4* Of. AV VI.91 as a medicine.

invoked “to cleanse from moral guilt, the sins of violence,
cursing and lying'1.1
with the waters.

Besides this, agni is closely associated
2
The waters are said to produce Agni.
~z

Agni is the embryo (^arbha) of the waters.

This provided

another link between tapas and the waters.

Besides in the

cosmoganic hymns, the ocean, representing the waters, is said
to be born from the tapas,

l±

or tapas existing in the waters.

5

Another type of cosmological speculation with which tapas
became consistently connected, was the story of creation by
Prajapati.

It is said that "Prajapati desired (akaiuayata):

may I produce (s^j) progeny.
1tapyata).

He practised penances (tapo

He produced the snakes.

duce progeny.

He desired: may I pro

He practised austerities a second time.

produced the birds:

He practised austerities a third time.

He saw this speech of the consecrated (dik^ita vadam).
spoke it.

He

He produced progeny.

He

If after practising tapas,

one speaks the speech of the consecrated, that sacrifice
produces progeny."

1. RV. 1.23.22: X.9.8. See Macdonell VM u.85; also VI.5. 7;
X.95-7; 1.23. 19-21.
2. AV. 1.33*1; Cf. Apam Napat. Macdonell. VM p.69 .
3. RV. III.1.12-13; also RV X.1+5.1; XIII.1.50.
See Macdonell
op.cit. p.92.
1+. RV X190; See Bartta B.M. Pre-Budchistic Philosophy pp.8-9 ff.
5. RV.X.129.
6. TS III. 1.1. a Brahma:p.a on the Mantras- concerning the con
secrated. SB III.1..2.11. Keith HOSrfcpp.223.

Here there is no reference to sacrifice performed for
eJi

creation.

Prae$tjjng auterisites is sufficient.

This

suggests the growth of belief in some circles in the
priority of tapas over sacrifice.
of the consecrated"

Speaking the

"speech

(dirksita vadam) is significant.

The

speech of the consecrated has to be, disconnected prattle'*'.
It may suggest that the performance of tapas leads to
prattle i.e. ecstasy, which will yield the desired result.

2

In another cosmological story it is related that :
In the beginning the waters, the ocean alone existed.
Prajapati becoming the wind, moved in them.

There he

saw h e r ^ , and becoming the boar he took her away. ^ S h e
extended, and became the earth.

On her Prajapati made

effort (sram) and produced the gods, Vasus, the Rudras,
the Adityas.

"They spoke to Prajapati:

(progenies).

He replied,

"may we produce

"As I have produced you with
L \.

tapas, desire progeny in tapas"

.

He gave them Agni

as a support (ayatana) and said, "Make efforts with this

1. See below.
Chap. Ill, on consecration.
2. Ts. VII. 1.5* The story is to explain the Gargatr#atri
rite.
$. It is not said, whom he saw.
4-. TS. III. 1.5* Yathaham yusmans tapasa'srksye^am tapasi
prajananam ichadhvamiti.

)Mt>

support", and they made efforts with that Agni, and
produced many things; the cow, saad the sacrifice -asfcfc.
Here the creation of the gods is through the efforts
of Prajapati who gives Agni as a means of creation.
A

This definitely shows that tapas as a creative power
was imbibed, from Agni after ascetic practices.
The sacrificer says "0 Agni, tejasvin, may you
tet
jasvin among the gods; may you make me, full of
te j a s , varcas, and long living among men; I sacrifice, to
you, for the te jas of tapas, for consecration"'1'.

The

Tejas of Agni is furthered by the sacrifices and Agni
is prayed to impart to the sacrificer similar powers.
Tejas is born out of tapas.

Tapas occurs very rarely

with tejas in the Y V Samhitas though in the KS alone
tejas occurs about 120 times.

In the YV Samhitas tejas

generally has the sense of brilliance and it occurs,
also, in general with the "brilliance or light concepts"
p
like sukra, and jyoti .

Tejas as power implies rather

spiritual power and ojas, physical power .

it is moreover,

1. T S . III. 3.1. C f . VS. VIII.
where the terms tejas,
varcas, and ojas are prayed for; Keith H0SI8p.255.
2. Cf. KS.1.10; VI.9.
3. KS. V.2.

connected, primarily with Agni1 .

One prays to become
2
full of tejas with the tejas of Agni . Tejas, seems
to be thus connected with Agni and tapas.

Agni is

not only the giver of tapas, but it itself waxes with
the tapas of other gods .

The sacrificer tries to

increase his tapas, consecration, and vrata through
sacrifice

Zl

.

Similarly the seers undergo penance to

get knowledge and the truth.

The legend is told that

Prajapati saw the metre viraj and through it he produced
the past and the future and hid it from the seer
JamadagjfDp), who saw it through tapas^.
a long history.

This idea has

The seers are said again to strive and

practise austerities to see those metres with which the
gods had gone to heaven^.

Again, it is repeated that,

looking auspicious, heavenknowing seers practised
(upa-sad) tapas and conservation, and then the kingly

1.
2.
3.
4.

KS. VIII.12; VIII.1; X.2; XI.1.
KS. V.5.
TS. V.1.11 KS (ASV). V .6.2. MS. III.16.2; VS. XXIX.1.
TS. IV.7.9. KS. XVIII.11; kaps. XXIII.11; Ms.II.11.5;
VS. XVIII. 1 9 .2 .
5. TS. III. 3.5.
6. T S . V. 3-5 this is the Brahmana on TS. IV.3 .12.
Keith p.424.

power, might, and strength (ot
j as) were born1 .

This

passage is- clearly shows the importance of the practice
of austerities.

This association of tapas with the seers

is quite natural and helps to explain certain other
passages where the potsherds are wished "to be heated"
o
with the tapas of the Bhrgfis and the Angiras . The
Bhrgus and the Angiras were the fire-priests

, and

therefore this may have special significance that tapas
has the duality of meanings - heat and power.
there is a prayer:

Elsewhere

"that which is your tapas, may I not

be excluded from that"

.

Tapas is like a pod from which

everyone wants to share.
Tapas in the sense of an ascetic practice is
5

clearly used in the Kadru-Suparni* story .

—

Kadru defeated

Suparni* in a dispute about each other's form (rupa).

1. To. V*7*4-*6. Bhadram pasycwta upasedur agre tapo
dlkssm rsayah suvar vidah. tatah Msatram balam oja£ca
jSTtani.1 . . . .
2. TS. 1.1.7. KS.1.7; kaps. 1.7; MS.1.1.8; VS.1.17.18.
3. R V . X.14.6; VIII.4-3.12; Bloomfield.
SBE. XLii. p.xxvii.
Atharvaveda p.9-10.
4. TS.1.17.6. K S . XXXII.5;
MS.1.4.7; This is a comment
on yat te tapas tasraai te ma'vrksi in TS.1.6.6.
KS V.5.6; MS.1.4.2-4. Keith p.8§.#
5. TS VI.1.6. KS. XXIII.10;
XXIV.1; Kaps. XXXVII.2; MS.
Ill.7.3.4; SB. III.2.4.1-6; See the story: Oldenberg.
ZDMG XXXVII. 67 ff.

Kad.ru is identified with the earth and Suparnf, with
heaven, whose children are Jagati and Tristubh.

The

story goes on, "this indeed is tapas when a man gives
away his wealth"1 .

This is the first instance of tapas

being equated with giving one's wealth away as gift
(daksinSi).

Daksina must be held to be the origin of the

idea of dsftia which is so much eulogised in Indian
2
tradition and is praised in the Upanisads . This idea
in this period was primarily confined to liberality to
the priests, who performed the sacrifices for the house
holder and brought him health, happiness and heaven.

The

priests praised this act of giving ad nauseam and they
had to do so, because it was the means of their subsistence.
But the moral valuation which might be inherent in such
judgements must not be lost sight of, for charity and
liberality need considerable self-denial, howsoever much
they may be assured of increasing returns in a hypothetical

1. TS. VI. 1.6; Etat Khalu vsrva tapa itysrhur yah svam dadafi.
2. Cf. BAU V.2.3. Chttp. III.17.4. Cf. KS XIII.. II the
sacrifice of the goat is the offerings of tapas.

hereafter1 ,

Liberality is however a part of the

sacrificial religion.
Consecration is thought to
2
be tapas , an idea which is typically that of the
Brahmanas.
♦

The text runs:

"One should be consecrated

for twelve nights, twelve months are the year; the year
is Prajapati; this Prajapati indeed is he who is born
from tapas".

The importance of the nights, in the

performance of the consecration, and the elevation of
the doer to a divine rank are very imoortant points
to be noticed

in tnis passage .

The Lord of Tapas, and

the Lord

of consecr^ation

are prayed to

acknowledge the penances

done by the

sacrificer •

The collocation of tapas

with the root

man is new.

Here still the complete sacrifical and

later Mimansaka indifference to the Gods is not recognised.
The Gods are still prayed to to reward the performers,
and have power over human activities.

This attitude

1. Hopkins.
Ethics of India, pp.60.117•
Compare a
popular verse which runs as follows:
An orator may be
found in ten thousand men, but a giver (data) may
not exist at all. vakta dasasahasresu, data bhavati
va na va.
2. TS. VII.2.10.3. Cf. KS XXXIV.12.
3. On Conscration, see chap. III.
4. KS. II.2; MS.1.2.2.1 Kaps.1.14.

is still valid in the AV^.
Tapas is regarded as "the phlegm of the sacrifice
a s it is of a warrior (ratha).
feasible interpretation.

This seems the only

In its usual meaning of

'cnariot' ratha here makes no sense at all.

*He is the
2
tapas of the sacrifice, who becomes a tapasvin ". Tapas
obviously means here "power" and is thought to be as
fundamental in sacrifice as phlegm is thought to be to
*
fu y
c+
the human body , the »©>e form^energy which together with
the aerial and liquid forms maintain life.

The

sacrificer is thought to be a tapasvi, which implies
that tapas includes exposing oneself to fire.
to say, a fire austerity.

It is so

Fire is said to be born of

the tapas of Agni, and through him visvakasman produced
all the creatures .
Tapas thus in the YV Samhitas has changed its
character.

It is more closely connected with consecration,

which is itself thought to be tapas.

The sacrificial

objects and processes have been identified with tapas.

1. Linden pp.66-67*
2. KS. XXXIV.9* tapo vai yajflasya £lesma yathsr vai
rathasyallesma ivam; yajflasya tapo, yd tapasvi: bhavati.
3. Zimmer. Hindu Medicine^/TJrTphlegmlpp.136-37^
4. K S . XVI. 17* Yo gnir agVies tapaso *~cthl jsrtas. 6 f .

Liberality is considered as tapas.

However the primary

meaning of tapas is still twofold: ascetic practices
and power.

In the Yajurveda, however, tapas is more

closely connected with sacrifice than with ethical
concepts such as dharma, or rta.

"Through tapas, through

consecration one attains the sacrifice, one gains
sacrifice"^.
brahman.

Tapas is scarcely seen in collocation with

It is still a weapon of great potency, used

2
against enemies .
4.

and indriya .

3
Occasionally tapas occurs with tejas-'

Tapas is regarded as a necessary act for

creation and we already find the legends of Prajapatis
austerities.

The Gods are called "born of tapas"

(tapeja) 5 , which is comparable to the term sahoja 6 .
V r ata, though it occurs rarely with tapas,
depicts another aspect of Brahmanic asceticism.

It has

little to do with fire or fire-austerities but is
connected with sacrificial processes.

Various gods are

1. C f . KS. XXIII.2. d^ksaysr vai tapasa yajnam prapnoti.
Yajftam eva avarundhe! C f . Kaps. XXXV.8; MS.Ill.6.4.5 .
TS.VI.1.2.
2. KS. XXXIV.9.
3. TS. III.3.1.
4. KS. XXXVI.1; MS.1.10.6; TB.1.6.2.
5. KS. XL.9. cf. XV.6. MS.11.6; 8;
6. See Gonda. "Gods" and "Powers" in the Veda p.47.

associated with it1 , but primarily Agni and the Aditya
2
3
The epithets vratapa and vratapati^are exclusively
4
used for Agni. Dhrtavrata is still used only for Varuna
gods.

The Brahmana is called a "vow-upholder" (vratabhrt)

.

The meaning of "vrata" as vow is focal in the
yvsamhitas.

A fervent prayer to Agni to come to the

aid of those who have undertaken a vow is made:

"0 Agni,

Lord of vows, you are the "vow lord" of the vows, may
this my body, be in you, that your body may be in me;
together, 0 Lord of vows (protect) the vows of us two,
practising the vow"^.

Another type of the prayer is:

"0

Agni, Lord of vows, I shall perform the vow, may I be
7
able to do it; make it agreeable to me" . Vows are

1. Varuna in TS.1.2.8.5 = RV. VIII.42.1; III.4.11.18 =
RV.1*.25.1 Visfciu TS.1.3.6.12 (= RV.1.22.19); Aditya
1.5.11.10 (= ‘SV.1.24.15 = TS. IV.2.1.10); Ptisan
I.5*10.11 (a new verse); Sarasvanta III.l.llIl3
(= A V . VII .40.1); Silrya (IV. 3.11.7 a new verse); Indra
II.5*4; Agni 1.1.10.7; 1.2.11.3; 4; 1.3*4; 1.5*10.8;
1.6.7; 1.7*6; II.2.2.
2. TS. 1.1.14.13 (= RV. VIII. 11.1}, VI.1.4. 5 .6.
3* TS.1.11.3; 1.2.11.3* 4; 1.3.4.16; 1.5*10.8; 1.6.7.5; 6
1.7.6.15; II.2.2.2; II.5.4.11; VI.1.4.5-6.
4. TS.1.2.10.9; I.8 .I6.7 (= RV.1.2 5 .10).
5. T S .1.6.7.6; KS. XXXI.15* MS.1.4. 5 .
6. TS.1.2.11.3; KS 11.8; Kaps. 11.2.3; MSI.2.7; VS.V.6.
together with tapas and diksa; or in TS.1.3.4; KS.III.
1. Kaps II.8* MS. 1.2.14; VS.V.40; Keith HOSI 8.p.40
7. TSI.5.10.8, KS VII.3; ^ . 1 4 ; Mo.I.5.4; KS. VII.3;
Keith HOS. 18 p.79* n.3.

\ciS

generally sacrificial rituals, such as the upasthsma^,
which the sacrificer performs in the night.

Worship

in the night is thought to be more efficacious than
worship in the day time.

Agni is respected (medhya)
o
through the performance of vows (vrata) . But vrata in
the context refers to fasting, which may be regarded as
an austerity but which is also^part of sacrifice.

A

.
*
person who puts forth eight pasherds for Agni is vratya^ .

Vrata is regarded as the food to be eaten during
sacrificial ceremonies, as in the TaiWfnaptra rite when
4
one drinks warm milk" . During the upasads, which are
a part of the jyotistoma ceremony and continue for
several days

, the sacrificer eats a particular kind of

food which is described as "full of t a pas, heavenly
6
named su(
j aghana" .

1.
2.
5.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7
"Gruel is the vrata of the raijanya."'

TS.1.59. Cf. KS. VII.10. Kaps. V.6; MSI.5.12.
T S .1.5.9; 1.6.7. Cf. KS. XXXI.15; XXXII.72. MS.1.4.5.10.
TS.1.1.14-.9; also II.2.2.2; 1.1.14-.9; cf . KS . XXXII. 5 .
MS.1.4.7.
TS. VI.2.2. See Keith p . 505. Cf. KS XXIV.9; Kaps. XXXVIII.
2; MS III.7.10.
Keith RPVU. II. p.492.
TS. VI.2.5 "Sujaghanam nsrma vratam tapasyam suvargyam"
Keith p.506.
TS. VI.2.5.

There are various regulations about eating
food in the YV SamhitSis.

There is an injunction against

eating the flesh of the bird, because in the agnicayflna
the altar is built like a bird,

"The bird is fire; if

the agnicit (piler of fire) ea^ts the bird, he would
eat the fire; he will go to evil.

He should, therefore,

observe the vow for a year, for the vow does not extend
beyond tae year"1 .

Such vows might have an ascetic

significance, but it is more sacrificial and magical
than ascetic.

Sacrificial ideas are predominant.

The

performance of an isti to get rid of a sin, as Indra did
after slaying visvartTpa, is a vow.
Vrata thus has some conceptions of moral acts and
sacrificial vows, but it scarcely comes together with
other ethical terms such as dharman.

Dharman in the

yvsamhit 3Ts occurs in not more than twenty passages,
especially with Mitra and Varuna.

The sense of dharman

is generally "law" of Varuna or Mitra and Varuna, which
upholds the earth and heaven^.

Idsols supported by

1. TS. V.7*6.1.
2. TS. 11.5*1; also TS. 11.5*4.
5. KS. 13.15* p.135; 25*10; 2.12 p.12.

)S*>

the fixed law of Mitra and Varuna^.
The Gods are said
*
2
to be firm through dharman • Ethical ideas stand
apart from tapas.

Rta similarly occurs throughout the

Samhitas many times

, but is rarely related with tapas

or even with dharma.

Generally Rta occurs only in

Rqvedic verses.
Thus in the YV Samhitscs ascetic practices as
connoted by tapas are allied with sacrifice.

Tapas

becomes a principle of liberality and generosity.

Primarily

however, tapas stands for fire austerities which are
thought in the YV to be part of the sacrifice.

The

notion is that as one exposes oneself to fire, he heats
himself, and thereby he performs an austerity.
is considered as a means to certain ends.

Tapas

Tapas itself

becomes an end; as a power which can be very potent
and beneficial.
and wisdom.

Tapas is a means to achieve knowledge

It leads one to heaven.

tejas, and power.

Tapas gives one

As an activity tapas is undertaken

by Prajsrpati to create the world and the gods too are
lL

exhorted by Praj^pati to act similarly .

1

KB

But tapas has

1 11

2 ! Ks!j5.7* p.348 (= RN. X.173-4).

3.

K3.ll.12 p.108 (= RV II. 278); I 5.8 p .146 (RV.14.40.5);
K8.35.6. p.347 (= RV.IX. 74.4); 39.10 (TS.IV.3.11.5 ).
etc
4. Look above.
el;c

not achieved a complete independence of being because
the Lords of penance is prayed to acknowledge the tapas
undertaken by men.

Here the idea of Tapaspati might

be similar to that of Karmadhyaksa (superintendent of
Action)1 .

The idea still

be genial

and predisposed towards a particular activity

for it to be successful.

lingers that the Gods have to

This indicates another

tendency, which is towards the creation of gods connected
with special activities.
connected

with tapas.

Agni is the god who is
Asceticism in the Samhitsrs

remained still primitive and undeveloped.

It was primarily

denoted by the term tapas and secondarily by srama.

Tapas

must have included practices which involed fireausterities, some sort of solar penances.

Its character

has not remained unchanged, but in the SamhitSis it was
primarily thought to achieve power, energy, health,
happiness, and heaven.
practised it.

It pleased the gods, who themselves

The practice of tapas was completely Vedic

and seems not to have been due to any aboriginal
influence.

Tapas is comparatively rare in the RV, but

it is favoured in the yvsamhitSTs and the AV Samhitas.

/
1 . Cf. Svet. up. 6 .1 1 .

In the YV it becomes closely associated with the
sacrifice, and its primacy over sacrifice is seen
in the creation legends where PrajSpati practises tapas
before creation.

It has given rise to a theory that

tapas must have some close relationship with Yoga or
might have been Yoga itself1 .

Yoga itself is thought

by modern practitioners to generate heat or electrical
energy in the body.

It seems probable that in these

early times a similar view was held.

Tapas is one of

the constituent factors of the Yogic practices.

The

creative aspect of tapas is noted in its earliest
occurrences.

Tapas as a power has connotations similar

to those of tejas, ojas and so forth.

As an independent

method of achieving the desired goal, it must have proved
competitive to the sacrificial method, so much so that
the priests included it within the sacrifical theology
2
and called tapas the "phlegm of sacrifice" . The Gods,
Agni, the sun, and PrajSTpatliare most closely connected
with tapas in the Samhitas.

This connection is natural

1. K. Chattopadhyaya. Presidential Address (Vedic Section)
Ninth All-India Oriental Conference. 1937- p.165.
2. Look above; section on the YV.

and gave to tapas most of the qualities and powers of
Agni.

Tapas, of all the terms for power such as tejas,

oJas etc., is the term closest to Agni.
connected to both sacrifice and magic.

Agni is closely
Therefore we

find tapas so much invoked both in the AV and in the YV.
Fire as such has been the object of worship and
philosophical speculation among many communities1 .

Tapas

as the symbol of Agni comes to have all the importance
of the god.

Tapas, however, is still within the control

of the gods who are entreated to make it successful.
This was due to the character of the Vedic religion where
the gods are thought to be omnipotent.

As a religious

act it is connected with vrata, dharman and rta, which
are primarily ethical terms and change their significance
in varying contexts.
The ascetic personalities like the muni, yati,
brahmaca^in, and the vrsrtya, are well-known in the
SamhitSis.

They are definitely ascetics.

The vrsrtya

seems to be, however, a member of a tribal group with
its own cultus.

The muni, and yati seem to include both

1. Keith. RPVU 1.
; Gonda "Gods" and "Powers" in the
Veda pp.58-39 ff; M. Eliade: L'Chaman»s±t>e pp. z / Q •
Yoga pp.|olK-

aryan and non-aryan ascetics.

They are the outsiders,

the mystics, living on the fringe of the Vedic bociety
and not fully integrated with it.

We do not find any

trace of any organisation among them.

They must have

formed classes by themselves with individual differences
within each class.

They do not seem to have had any

special association with any particular deity except that
the VrSTtya seems to be definitely related in some way
with Rudra deities1 .

The Brahmecsrrin has to be included

as an ascetic for, to all intents and purposes he lives
like one.

The student, Brahmacarya, as an srsrama, occurs
2
only in late verse . The student's life began at an

early age and by the end of this period, he was sent to
the teacher's house and studied the sacred texts while
practising tapas .

Tapas thus had a very wide application.

Asceticism was prevalent, but the ascetic tendency
predominantly was not other-wordly or life-denying.

It

had not been exclusively given to the torture of the
body and mortification of the flesh.

There is no

1. See Above.
2. RV. X.109.5. See Vedic Index. 11. p.75*
3. R.K. Mukherji Ancient Indian Education op.54- ff; Vedic
Age pp.391-92, 45^-55 ff.

consciousness of any evil as embodied in the human body.
There is no dichotomy between spiritual and human
values and no denigration of the one in comparison
with the other.
This undeveloped state of asceticism was due to
thus a philosophy of life which was not conducive to the
growth of the life-denying world-negating mode of life.
This state of affairs was also a produce of the social
conditions in which the Vedic aryans found themselves.
The early immigrants found themselves constantly encountering
enemies, who resisted to their colonization.

This meant

that the Vedic aryan had to arm himself with all the
physical and spiritual powers to fight for his very
existence.

Therefore they could not but think of this

world and live here happily if allowed to exist.

The

social organisation of these aryans accordingly put
emphasis on martial qualities and success.

This outlook

expressed itself in the values of life which were of this
world.

Vedic bociety at this early period was primarily

a pastoral society but agriculture became increasingly
important, indicated by the recognised sacredness of
the cow1 , which must have coicided with the territorial

1. Vedic Index. 1.231-33. CHI i p.102. Cf the hymn of the
cow m the Av X.9.

settlement of the Vedic tribes1 .

The social organisation

was patriarchal and hence the importance of the birth
of a son who gave homage to the dead fathers and kep
them fed in the kingdom of Yama.

The growing

specialisation of occupations like that of the priest,
racial conquest and intermixture, and absorption of
non-aryan peoples contributed to the rise of the caste
system, which was not so rigid and oppressive in the
Rqvedic times but came to be so by the end of this period.
The non-aryan elements in the Vedic society are noticed^9
the harappans and other tribal peoples must have had
to come to an accommodation with each other.

The

geographical horizon in the RV is primarily north-weatern
parts of India

but by the end of this period the

aryans were thrusting themselves into the gangetic valley^
from the brahmavarta region.

The frontier had still not

been fixed and settlements were still temporary.

In the

early Vedic texts we hear of so many fights and battles

1. Vedic Index. 11. p.590-91 - the names of various tribes
are given.
2. CHI. 1. p.92-95; 127-29; Vedic Age pp.586-87.
5. R.S. uharma.
The Stldras in Ancient India Chap. II.
4. CHI l.p.79; Vedic Age. pp.241-42.
5. Bloomfield.
Atharva veda p.4.

IS7.

with the Dasas and Dasyus and among the aryans themselves
but in the later Samhitas the fights and battles are
scarce and the enemies in the AV are primarily
personal enemies rather than tribal enemies.

The AV is

full of battle charms 1 and shows that the fights are
not over as yet.

The trend is still towards colonization

2

and movement towards the east .

Under such circumstances

the position of the king became strengthened.

The

rqvedic society organised into villages (grscma) headed
by village-leaders (gracmani')^ was ruled by a king (raja)
with the assistance of Sabhsc and Samiti

4

.

By the end

of this period the power of the king was considerably
enhanced .
Thus by the end of the Samhita period asceticism
could not but have been conceived in terms of success
and power.

In terms of eschatology too asceticism was

deployed to go to heaven , but ritual in the early Vedic
period was predominant but in later times asceticism
comes to vie with it as an equally powerful means of
achievement and fulfilment.

1. AV. XIX.20; V I.13; XIX.13 (= RV. X. 103); VII.86;91;
9 2 ; 9 3 ; 108; 1 1 0 .
2. C f . G.C. Pawie. Studies in the Origins of Buddhism p.
264-. compares it with a frontier civilisation with its
characteristics - sense of insecurity and robust optimism,
its premium on success, and its reliance on religion
as mbans unto that.
&
RV. x.62,11; 107.5.
4. Vedic Age. p.552-53 ff.
5. Bloomfield. Atharvaveda p.73-74- ff.
6 . VM p.165 ff.
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Asceticism in ------——
the Brahmanas.
W- 1

The Brahmanas, primarily ritual texts devoted to
the description and explanation of various sacrifices,
are of various dates and it is difficult to put them in
relative chronology.

Some of them are very late and

differ considerably from the usual Brahmanas.

Such are

the Samaveda Brahmanas, SamaviciKana, Arsj^eya, Mantra
Devatadhyaya, Vaynsa, and Samhitopa^lsad, which have
been nut into the sixth group in the Chronology by
1
Ranade and Belvalkar.
The Gopatha Brahmana is also of
very late character and Bloomfield thinks it to be later
r 2
3
*+
even than the Vaitana Suta, though Caland and Keith
against this view and put it earlier.

In the

earliest group of the Brahmanas have been put the AB, PB,
and TB, along with the Brahmana portions of the Yvsamhitas.
1.

Creative Period, pp. 3 6 ; Weber Indian literature. P.7*+*

does not consider some of them as Brahmanas.
%

See also

Macdonell HSL P. 210 -1 1 ; Winternitz. HIL. p. I 8 9 .
2.

Atharvaveda P.102; Creative Period loc.cit; Winternitz

HIL. P.190.
3.

Vaifana£uita. P.IV. WZKM.18. 190i»
JRAS. 1910. < 1 3 4 - Ait

191.-ff
r
y
n
a
kKa

jf-

'$4

Macdonell thought that PB and TB are the "most archaic
m
£
of the Brahmanas11 next to the YV prosjlportions, on the
evidence

of syntax and vocabulary and also from the

fact that the TB jls accented, and PB is known to have
1
2
been accented in its original form.
Keith has ably
demonstrated however, that the AB (1-V) too must be
regarded as belonging to the earliest group, and he
3
traces borrowings from the AB by PB and TB.
The perfect
in its original present sense occurs quite regularly in
the first five chapters of the AB, as it is used in the
3a
earliest portions of the Brahmanas, while the perfect
tense is used as a narrative tense in the AB (VI-VIII)
showing its late character.

PB is universally regarded

as one of the oldest Brahmanas, and uses the imperfect
generally for narration as the AB does.

But Caland

doubts whether the use of the imperfect can be regarded as
5

,fpointing to an older stratum of language.11 which argu- __
1.

HSL.P.203.Cf.Creative Period. P.3&j AB (I-V) and PB are

put in the first group while TB and KB, and the Brahmana
portions have been put together in the second group, accept
ing Keith1s view that AB is older than the B r .
2.

RV Brahmanas pp.

3.

Contrast the view of Wackernafel. Altindische Grammatik 1 .

XXX*

1 1 . 1 . 1 8 9 . ^ ° regards it later *tban the IB; PB aod the T£. Similar is 1be
•’ v i e w of MaccJooeH )>rob^blfy H S L P . 2 0 5 .
. P.V.B
H OS • 25. pp. g 6 -87.

b.

RV Brahmanas HOS.25.P.85.

5.

Pancavimsa Brahmana trans Calcutta 1 9 3 1 XX.

ment is hardly admissible.

The imperfect is overwhelm

ingly the tense of narration in the first five sections
of the AB but in VI it becomes less prominent and in VII
1
and VIII it yields to the perfect.
This change from
the use of imperfect to the perfect for the purpose of
narration is not seen in the PB.

But the suggestion of

borrowing by the PB (IV.1.1) from the AB (IV.17) to which

2
Keith alludes
reversed.

without giving any proofs, might well be

Moreover, the relevant passages in the PB and

AB differ from each other considerably.

The TB, a con

tinuation of the TS, belongs to this early group, without
3
a single voice demurring in its attribution.
But there
is a further problem which is connected with this one.
If the AB is earlier than the Brahmana portions of the
TS and if the TB is just the continuation of the TS, then
1.

Keith. HOS.25. P.85.

2.

Keith. HOS.25. P.209-1 0 .

3.

HSL. P.211; Weber Indian literature (trans). pp. 9 2 .

b.

HOS. 25. P. ^5

_1*_

UI

the AB should be earlier than the TB.

Ranade and

Belvalkar have therefore,put the TB later than the
AB and the PB. But this is against the opinion of
1
Macdonell and Keith himself is not at all definite

2
about it.

It is clear however that all these

Brahmanas should be put in one group for all practical
purposes.
The next and later group of texts consists of the
AB (VI-VIII), the JaiMiniya Brahmana (JB) the Sadvimsa
r

/

Br., the Satapatha (henceforth SB) and the ICausitaki Br.
The JB has been thought by some to be earlier than the
3
I<PBj and has been so dated by Caland.
But only the JB

5
and the SB possess a fully developed literary style.
Keith too has argued against the JB being put before the

6
AB.

Ranade and Belvalkar put it in the fifth group along

with the JB, the Mantra Brahmana, and SB (X-XIV), later
than the TA (excluding the U&nisacf
1.

HSL

2.

RPVU• 1. P.19.

3.

Winternitz; HIL

b.

Caland. Pancaviipsa Br. P. XVIII

5.

Vedic Age. P.*+l6.

6.

H0S.25. P.:
M-6-V7. Cf.

) and Ait (1-111 in-

loc.cit.

P.191.
Qv-sr

_

5
-

I4x

eluding the Upanisad); and Samltfhayana Arattyaka (exeluding the Up.).

This seems to be a lower place in

the chronological scale than is indicated by the sub
ject matter dealt with in the JB.

Wackernagel has

shown quite
Primitive
features in the language of
1
the JB.
It must be put next to the early group of the
Brahmanas.

AB (I-V); PB; and TB; and earlier than the

KB and the SB.

The KB borrows heavily from the AB

(I-V) and is more systematised and richer in content
than the AB.
SB is regarded as one of the latest pro2
ductions.
But this book too contains early and late
materials and may be divided into two parts, books I-IX
3
and X-XIV.
The latest texts in the Brahmanas group
consist of the JUB and other Brahamanas.
The centre of Brahmanic culture was situated in the
4Kuru-Pancala Country,
and the chief focus of activity
must have been Hastinapura, as archaeology has shown.
This has been identified with the city Asaudivant, the
_
5
capital of Janamejaya PafcLksita; The Aitareya contains
1.

___

Alt*idische G-ramV^atik. I. XXX; Whitney JA0S.11. P.CXLVII.

Id.

KeHb HOS 25 -P.3 * Hy 2,4-2.7 -H.

2.

Keith HOS.18 p.Cii t; Wackernagel. l.P.XXX; Wiytternitz
HIL. P .1923 also n. *+.

3 . Weber Indian literature; P.119-20; HSL P.213; HIL.I.P.19*+.ff.
b.

HSL.P.207; P3 deals with the sacrifices performed on the

banks of the rivers Saraswati and ^{rsacfva-(i SftHSL.P.210.

5.

Vedrc Age. 251-52 Cf. Ait. Br. VIII.21.

IL i
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the first reference to the Avid>lt?as and other southern
or eastern tribes, outside the Aryan sphere of activi1
2
ties. The A3 divides the country in five parts.
The
Colonization of the East beyond the Sadanira is related
in the SB.

Hat hay, the king of Videglfla (the older form

of Videha), whose family priest was G o t a m a Raitngana,
was living on the Saraswati when Ag>*i Vaisvanare went burn
ing to the earth towards the east, up to the river
Sadanira, followed by Mathay.

The Brahmanas never crossed

the river in former times but then they crossed it and the
land was highly cultivated and fertile for the Brahmanas
3
*+
caused Agni to taste it through sacrifice.
Weber inter
preted the story as telling of three stages of Aryan
colonization of the East, f^ijst from the PcMjab*, to the
Saraswati, from the Saraswati to the Sadanira, and in the
latest Brahmanic period, beyond the Sadanira in the Videha
1.

AB. VII.18.

2.

AB. VII. l b .

3.

SB. l . b . l .

*+.

Ind. Stud. 1. P. 170 f*

im
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country.

Fick showed that even in Buddhist times the

people looked to the north and the north west as
preserving the right culture.

So the age of pioneering

and colonization in the north seems to have been at an
end.

The Vedic aryans were coming into contact with

various peoples.

Society had become settled and there

was an intensification of the social tendencies which
were noticed in the early Vedic period.

The Caste system

had become rigid and the ranks and roles of various social
classes were clearly defined.

The Stfrdra was the mfterv\b*.v

of the lowest of the classes, born without god and sacri-

2
fice but owning many cattle,

and his position was not
3
so hopeless as was thought by Keith and Macdbnell.
Un

doubtedly he was the most hard pressed and exploited class.
The Vaisyas, engaged in agriculture, and trade and industry were above the Sudras but below the upper two classes
of the Ksatriyas and the Brahmanas.

The AB gives three

attributes of the Vaisyas - as "tributary to another'1,
( anyasj/a

baliKrt

) flto be lived upon by another

1.

SBE.12• P. X L i .

2.

PB. VI.1.11.

3.

Ved Ind. ii.256. based on AB.VIII.2 9 . which is inter/

preted differently and quite correctly by Sharma;
y

/

Suaras
t

in Ancient India, p.59-60; which is against Vedic Age.Pp 4-51-52.
b . Ved Ind. i i . P. 333-31*-.
I'

\4 5

-8 -

_

1
(Anyasyadya) to be oppressed at with (Yathakamajyeyah).
Economic activities at this period were considerably
diversified.

Various trades and industries and occupa

tions could be inferred from the reference to the profes
sional names drumbeater (adambaraghata), grinder at a mill
(upalapraksini), worker in thorns (kantakdkarfc) Smith
(karmara), herdsman (gopa), fisherman (Kaivafrta), Kulal-a,
potter (Kaulala), huntsman (govikartana), bowmaker (juakara),
carpenter (taksan), musician (talaVa), gatherer of wood
( Dar^vahara

), charioteer (Dhursad), smelter (dhruatr),

carver, fireranger, basketmaker (bidalakarl), jeweller
(manikara), washerman (malaga), potter (mrtapaca), Charioteer
(yantr, rattorn,

,r^sathakara), slaughterer (sastr),

luteplayer (vinagathin), seller of dried fish (sauskala),
weaver (siri/), winebrewer (surakara), elephant keeper
(hastipa), etc.

Most of these names have been noticed in
2
the accounts of the Purus am edh 04, Srestbias
or wealthy
traders are referred to. Currency of a type was making its
3
*
appearance.
And the Sea was known.
Thus society was
1.

V I I .29.^Translations are of the Ved. Ind.

2.

VS. XXX. T-B HI-4 .

3.

Vedic Age. p. to-61. but Cf. CHI 1. p. 137*

-9-

1

economically much more advanced and settled than that of
the earlier period.
lower and higher.

Occupations had come to be graded as
,
/_
The Vaisyas and Sudras both adopted

1.
many occupations.

The K^striyas consisted of the king

and the nobility around him. The king was unpunishable
2
3
(adandya),
and was regarded as ffdevouring the people11.
Larger kingdoms existed at this period, than before, as
the royal sacrifices show. There was a definite increase
if
in the royal power, which was secured rather by the
5
impending fear of anarchy than by the divinity of the
person of the king.

The increase in the royal power, and

the consolidation of the position and power of the
Ksahu^as

in general must have threatened the position

of the Brahmanas as a class, who, however, had, through
the development of ritualism, and the right to drink the
Sorna

, secured their ritual predominence.

taken for or against this.

Sides were

The AB was definitely for the

6
King while elsewhere it was said that the K s a t r ^ a could not
/

1.

See R.§ Sharma. Sudras. Chap III.

2.

SB. V. j4 ~ 4 ~ 7 *

3.

Ait Br. VII.29. VIII.12.17. SB.1 .8 .2.1 7 . IV.2.1.3.17;
XIII.2.9.6 .

h-.

CHI.l.p. 130-31 ff. Vedic Age. p.p.430-31.

5.

Cf. The "state of nature/ as described in the SB.XI.1 .6 .2*f.
Oho sal. A history of Hindu. Political Theories .1923 .pp A l -*+2 .

6.

AB., VII.2 9 . also SB.

1
exist without the help of the Brahmana.
There seems to have been clear rivalry between the
two classes, which was ultimately more or less solved
by an equitable distribution of spiritual and politicoeconomic power, thus avoiding a clash of interests.
Asceticism developed in these fairly settled social
conditions, which became the norm

of later times.

The principle that the Bods of a particular society tell
us as much about its condition as any document seems
valid in this instance.

Their personalities tell us

much about religious conceptions.

In the Brahmanas an

faa hoc mythology1 had grown which is fruitful in our
investigations.

It is said that fin the Vedic hymns man

fears the Gods, in the Brahmanas man subdues the Gods

in

the Upamsads man ignores the Gods and identifies himself

2
as the God.1

Like all general statements this is only

a half-truth.

In the period of Brahmanas the influence

of the Gods in general had declined, giving prominence to
ritual acts on the one hand and such principles as tapas
manas, and brahman on the other.

Moreover;one supreme

unifying principle is sought for throughout - and is found
1.

VS. XXI.21; Sec.Ghoshal op.cit. fel-rte ; Beni ?ra$a<J •State
in Ancient Indial

2.

K.S. Macdonald.

Chap.fC H*
The Brahmanas of the Veda (BV) p. 102.

I fc*
-11-

monotheistically in the figure of Prajapati.

Most of

the other vedic deities have been pushed into the back
ground •
1.
Prajapati

is many things at the same time. He is
2
3
the father and the son.
He created the beings,
the
*+
5
Gods,
and the sacrifice,
sometimes after practising
tapas and sometimes without doing so. He gets rid of
^
6
the evil Death (p*apmarn m^tyu) through tapas.
He is

7
identified with the Year (Samvatsara),

8
and with Brahman.

Prajapati is very closely related to mind (manas), and
9
is identified with it.
This connection is made clear
through the act of creation, which is closely related to
desire (kama) and resolve (samkalpa) which is made through
mind.
1.

Mind is declared by Prajapati to be prior to

Keith. RPVU II P.M+2-M+; Levi La doctrine, pp. 13 *8;
Macdonald. BV p.112; Oldenberg. W.B.; Creative Period.

pp. 3V 3 ff.
2.

SB. V.l. 2. 26-27.

3.

PB XVI It.1-3 . TB.1.1.5.*+; 1.2.6.1.; MS.1.66. Gopatha
II. 3-9 .x x 1.1-1 .

*+.

See below.

5.

TB.1.7.1.*+; TS.III.3 .7 .; MS.1.6.9-

6.

SB. X.*+.*+.1.

7.

SB.1 .2 .5.1,3 ; XI.1.6.13.

3.

SB. VII.3.1. 4-2.

9-

TS.II.5.11; TB.II.2.9. 1-10.
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speech (vac).

In creation tapas too is needed, and

seems to have an element of meditation about i t .
Meditation was becoming more important, and the men
tal heat of tapas was furthered by such psychic act
ivities.

Thus Prajapati was becoming more of an

ascetic in the Brahmanas, in spite of his identifi
cation with sacrifice.

In the PB, we are told, how

Prajapati, keeping silence, meditates (dhya), with his
mind, and what was in his mind, became big.

In the

MS we are told that he meditated with his mind and be3
came pregnant.
These stories have a generic similar
ity to the creation-myths in which tapas is the central
■ty*
concept.
We would not unduly emphasise this point of
his connection with mind and tapas,

however, as he is

5
also as closely connected with speech and Brahman.
This relationship of tapas with Prajapati must have been
facilitated by the relationship of Prajapati with the
sacrifice, whose symbol was fire, and his connection with
the Year which had such close relationship with the Sun.
1.

SB. l A . 5.8-11.

2.

PB. VII.6.1.

3.

MS.IV.2.1.

b.

See below.

5.

PB. XX. l*+.2.

SB. V.1.3.11; VIII.1.2.9.; XI.1.6.18.

Another God, who is prominently connected with tapas
/

and yoga in Classical times, is Rudra-Siva.

One ele-

*

ment in the personality of Siva was probably contri1
buted by the Harappan seat deity, and another element

2
by Rudra.

Whatever may have been his original nature,

Rudra is connected very closely with Agni in the
3
BrAhmanas, and even earlier, in the AV and YV Sahmhitas.
t

In the Brahmanas Agni is given the names of Rudra, S a W a ,
/

'

Pasupati, Ugra, ASani, i3hava, and Mahan Deva.

*+

In the

5
Vratya book of the AV there is a strong Rudra influence,
so much so that Charpentier thought that the Vjratyas
6
worshipped him, though this view is not convincing.

His

associations with ascetics is not made very explicit in
the Brahmanas.

The M u m

in the RV is said to drink a
7
poisonous potion with Rudra,
a fact which had already
1.

See above.

2.

Macdonell. VM P.76-77. RPVU IP.l*+6->+7 f.

3.

AV. VII.87.1; TS.V.if.3.1;SB.VI.1.3.10.IX.1.1.1.

V.

SB. VI. 1 .3 .7; Cf.l. 7 .3 .8 .

5.

Look above.

6.

7.

WZKM.23.l5l •»; 25.355 ff.
X. 1 3 6 .

1.

been noticed by Arbman.

This seems to be quite

significant in that Rudra is closely connected with

2
herbs and medicine;

and Oldenberg makes him the God
3
*+
of mountain and forest.
In the TS Rudra is given
the epithet of VYUPTAKBSA (with disordered hair).
Keith is correct in pointing out the danger of putting
any undue emphasis on this, but it is not to be brushed
aside in view of later history, where various elements
of diverse origins go to make up the personality of
Siva.

The relation of Rudra is frequently with w ^ r d

personalities and actions and thus it is probable that his
personality contains elements associated with ascetics
of a strange types.

This is quite clear from his

association with robbers, thieves, forestdwellers and
5
other social malcontents.
But curiously enough Rudrafe
name never occurs in connection with tapas or with
fllight-terms11.

Rudra, how ever, does not seem to be a

6
completely non-aryan God, but is a god who contains many
non-aryan elements.
1.

Rudra. P. 297 H.

2.

VM. pp. 75-76. RPVU 1. loc-cit.

3.

Rel-des Veda. p. 216-27.

k.

TS. IV.5.5* - RPVU 1.P.150; Arbman Rudra. loccit.

5.

In the ^atarudriya Section of the VS XVI; TS.IV.5.

6.

Cf. Creative Period. P.79; RPVU. 1.P.1^+8.

I \ L*

• ' ;-15The Gods, in general, have been brought into
definite relationship with asceticism and tapas becomes
an established mode of practice for them,as will be
seen below*
The sacrificial ritual in the Brahmanas is of more
importance than the worship of the Gods, and in a way
overshadows all other ways of thinking and behaving. it
1
developed from a simple ritual offered to a deity through
2
the medium of the fire (or fires) in the early vedic
times.

It was not essentially an act of magic though it

had the same sort of compelling power to please the Gods
1.

Keith.HPVU.l. pp. 252-56.HOS.18.pp*G.iii H; K.R. Potdar:
•

/

Sacrifice in the Rgveda. pp. 28^-290 traces four
stages of the development of Vedic sacrifices: first
stage being characterised by the worship of the indi
vidual deities by individual efforts; the second of
joint divim-fies

by co-operative efforts, with the

help of the priests, third, development in the mode of
the sacrifice; and fourth transition to the Brahnanical
aspect of the sacrifice.
2.

Chronology is arbitrary.

Macdonell. ERE. XII. P.6.11; Potdar op.cit.PP. 1+5-1+8;
121 - 22; use of three fires in pre-Rgveaic times.
Oldenberg. SBE. ^0 P.IX. Rel des Veda. P.3^8*2.
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1

who granted men's wishes.

In the Rgveda the priests

do not claim to control the Gods and the sacrifice has
2
not become an autonomous mode of religious life.
Anthropologists have put forward various theories
on the origin of sacrifice, such as ancestor worship,
gift-offerings, fertility-rites, or communion with a
3
deity.
The idea of sacrifice is quite complex already
in the RV, not to speak of the Brahmanas.

In the

Brahmanas the ideas of 1,1k-: inaggzgT the various sacri
fices—

assistance to the sun in his daily work of
b

rising by the Agnihotra,

the help given to the moon to
5
be reborn and wax through the New Moon-offering,
ancestor

w

6

worship in the Pityyajnas, the fertility rites in the
1.

Macdonell. ER3.VIII. PP.311 -1 2 . Vedic Macjic "Of.
Keith RPVU.p.379*•M We cannot believe that there was
ever a time when the Vedic sacrifice was not filled
with magic elements." For a different view. Potdar op.cit
Chap X; ritual based on the concept of "devotion" dev
eloped by Velanfcfer. RBV.1952. cited by Potdar which
seems more correct.

2.

Keith RPVU.l.P.260.

3 . E.O. James.

ERE XI.PP.5-7.

*+. Oldenberg. Rel-des.Veda p.*+39*
5.

M. Muller. ASL P.2^9* on R V . l . ^ A .

6.

Oldenberg Op.cit. P.M+2; Potdar. Op.cit.

*7128.29.

I [M
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Caturmasyani,

the gift offering idea in the animal

2
sacrifices,

victory in war in the Vajapeya - show only

a variety of reasons of the origins of the sacrifices.
Another idea which has been put forward as the origin
of Vedic sacrifice is that of self-redemption (atifRs^wcx
3
^
mskpayana)
supported by Eggeling,
but this idea is
5
fairly late.
But sacrifice, has also an ascetic element in its
origin - a self denial, a purposeful destruction of
important things in life to please a deity by undergoing
the pain of deprivation.
1.

In sacrifice one gives away

Keith. RPVU..11..322.; On the Sunasiriya... op.cit.ii.
P.323. TS. pp. CV.

2.

SchjUyab Das altindisches Thieropfer pp.XV.XX; supported
by Oldenberg.

]lel des Veda p p .355-59; emphasises the

point that the animal might have been sacrificed to
secure strength for the sacrificer, as in the horse
sacrifice or in the sacrifice of an ass to Nirrti by
him who has broken the vow of chastity, and desires to
regain what he has lost.
3.

S.B. XI. 1 .1 .2.; 1.2. 3 .6 .; X I .22.5.TS.VI.1 .116.

b.

SBE. bb P. XVII-VIII; XXXIII.

5.

Keith. TS. pp. CVI.

r/s
-
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something dear to oneself, to a deity.

This giving away

(tyaga) needs considerable self restraint and moral
courage on the part of the sacrificer and exercises a
drain on the economy which, in effect, should breed a
spirit of frugality and puritanism.
accepted as comparable to tapas.

Sacrifice is

It will be shown later

how the Gods were believed to attain immortality through
tapas.

This ascetic element in sacrifice is emphasised

in its comparison with tapas, with which it has many
points of contact.

As in tapas, so in sacrifice fire

plays the all-important part, and so also the God
Prajapati.

The sacrificers were also occasionally the

seers who now consciously thought tapas to be efficacious.
Moreover;philosophy of sacrifice, as it developed, brought
into prominence the theory of self-sacrifice (atlraa-t.y7.ga)
which came nearest to the ascetic ideal of self renun
ciation.
In a completely different way sacrifice contributed
to the development of ascetic and yogic practices.

The

inevitable accompaniment of hymnal praise together with
the ritual offerings necessitated the regulation of the
breath and it occupied much of the thought of the
1
Brahmanas.
There was an intense development of sacrificial
4 2
symbolism in the latest period of the Brahmanas which it
1.

See below.

2 . Keith. RPVU.Ii .P.l+65-66 •
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was absolutely necessary to understand and realise
through mental concentration and meditation, together
/

with faith (Sraddha).

Symbolism in sacrificial

philosophy is connected with the development of the
piling-up ceremonies (citis) which have not been much
studied.
Faith was thought to be very necessary for the
fulfilment of the sacrifice.

Faith is the form of con1
secration as Satya is of the vow.
It is thus of as

much importance as is consecration.
2
with faith, never becomes sinful."

"One who sacrifices
Faith is not a mere

mechanical conviction in the efficacy of the ritual but
something deeper, and more devotional.

3

Yajnavalkya

thought that the sacrifice of truth in faith11 would
1.

/
SB. XII .8.2 .*+.

___
_
VRATASYA RUPAM \ A T SAT YAM STAB DIKSAYA.

YAC SRADLHA

Gf. SB. XI1.1.2.1. SRADDHAYA VAI DEVAH
—
V
DIKSAM - NIRAMIMATA.

2.

SRADDHAM*ALABHYA YAJATE NA PAPIYAN BHAVATI• TS.1.6.8.
MS. IV.l.h-.

3.

S. Levi. La Doctrine du Sacrifice, pp. 108-09. l i b . 15.

1
suffice in place of the sacrifice of food material.
It contained elements thus “which were not mere accept
ance of a tradition, or belief in the ancient seers,
but also an individual exuerience through consecration.
2
It was a mental attitude, intuitively induced.
The idea that there was an experience of ecstasy
produced from the sense of union with the deity in the
h

ritual, akin to the yogic ecstasy, is plausible, but
these two types of ecstasy belong to completely different
spheres of religious activity and even the experience
of ecstasy as induced in the vedic ritual is difficult
3
to substantiate.
Keith, however, has pointed out that
another type of ecstasy was produced by soma-drinking,
which was already systematised in the Indo-Iranian
5
period.
Soma is some kind of a plant, which yielded
6
an intoxicating juice which was pleasing to the Gods,

7
"and was praised as the God Soma (i.e. Moon) in the R V .
1.

SB. XI.3.1.1.

2.

See Chap. IV. on the Up. Compare. Faith in Buddhism.
Gc C.pckrtde ' S P u d , ' c s ' \ n ~the

3.

O r i g i n * o f £v4cttbiS""\

P-P. $ 1 i - s z i .

Keith. KPVU. I.pp.27^-75; Bggeling. SBE.26. Introd.
P. XI

it.

Halier Die Anfange der Yogapraxis in alten Indien
pp. 116 ff.
5. Cf. Soma - Haoma complex in M* Habtg AB Introd. P. 6 1 -6 2 .
6 . Keith. RPVU.l.p.166-67; Macdonell TO P P .107

7. Winternitz. HIL.l.P.58-59-

f#

)78
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It has not been possible to identify the plant

and it

is quite possible that it is now extinct. Soma is
2
3
intoxicating,
and exhilarating. It is called amrta.
N*
*
Soma stimulates the voice and impels the Fathers to
5
perform great deeds.
Various mythical stories are
woven round Soma, its purchase by the Gods at the price
> 6
7
of Vac,
its being brought from heaven by an eagle

8
or by Gayatri

in the shape of a bird.

By the time of

the Brahmanas the Soma sacrifices were considerably
9
elaborated and are described in detail.
The Drinking
of Soma evoked mystical experiences and was said to make
1.

Vedic Index.II .P.*+75.

2.

RV. 1.125.3; VI.20.6.

3.

Cf. P. Thieme P.52. St>Udien Zur Indogerm. Wortkunde
Und Religion ge-schicht. Berlin. 1952, On this

word

who thinks that amrta means vitality, as Leben,
Lebenskraft, rather than Unsterblichkeit.11 on RV.1. 2 3 .1 9 .
RV. IX.7^.6; VII.76.1;
b.

R V . V l A 7.35 IX. 8*+A .

cited in Macdonell VM.P.IO 9 .

5.

Macdonell loc.cit.

6.

Weber 15* X. 36 O.

7.

RV. IX.68.6 etc.

8.

SB. XI. 7 .2.8 . Keith RPVU.l. P.I 6 9 . AB.III.25-27 The Suparna Story.

9 . See Keith H0S.25. P.53 f ; BPVU II. P.326-27 H.
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one's mind quite acute.

Already in the RV Soma is
1

extolled as "themind of the seers, the maker of seers".

2
One realises the God after talcing the Soma.

This fact,

apart from the elaborate ritual built around the Soma,
is quite interesting because of the similarities to the
practice of many ascetics and mystics in drinking various
3
types of potions and drinks to achieve experiences
similar to those hinted at in the Samhitas. This reminds
5
one of the potion drunk by the l&funi, and his mystical
visions as well as his experience of self extension.
In the Brahmanas these experiences are not the main
feature, but they become part of the whole ritual philo
sophy with different aims in view.

In the Brahmanas
b

Soma is said to be the drink of the Brahmanas alone

and

6
also to be their king.

It came to be a factor in the

political philosophy of the times with which we have no
7
concern here. It is still said that it gives joy and
1.

RV. IX.9 6 .18.96.6 .

2.

RV.VIIIA8.3.

3 «j.H.Leuba Psychology of Religion.pp.

1{-I4 ; compare R.C.

Zadhner. Mysticism sacred and profane.
h.

£>B. XII.& 7.2.1.

5.

rv. x . 1 3 6 .

6.

KP.JAYASWAL.'HINDU POLITY’pp.204-05.

7.

SB. XII. 7.3.12.

1

power*
However, the most ascetic in character in the
sacrifices was the rite of consecration undergone by
the sacrificer for the Sorna-sacrifices.

Dikea makes

its appearance in the YV Samhitas but the word is not
seen in the R V •

The purpose of the rite is quite

clear - to make man completely pure through rigorous
2
practices, which are ascetic in character.

Oldenberg

sees in the word diksa, the desire to serve the God,
deriving the word from the root D2.S - to serve.

Weber ,3

on the other hand, interprets it as the desiderative
/
of the root DAS or DAKS lfto make oneself fit for a
thing” .

Hillebrandt relying on the derivation of the

word from the root DAH ,!to burn '1 gives a completely
different interpretation.

He thinks that the ceremony

was a ritual preparation for death by fire to reach
the heaven of VISMI4 and refers to the incident of
/ 5
sage KALANOS of TAKSASILA and cites other references
to show that the consecration was followed by an offering
1.

SB. XII. 7.2.1J+.

2.

Rel-des Veda P.393. Z D M G A 9 . 1 7 6 ; GGA 1 9 1 7 .pp.328 #.

3.

15 X. 357-58.

I+.

RL P. 125; Ved. Mythologie. i. **82 $*; compare
referred to in the SB.III. 2 .2 3 .

5.

Cf. MS.III.7. 8 ; AB.II. 3 .II; KB X. 3 .

dh)

Ksati

)g)

-2*+to Agni and Soma, which was to free the sacrificer
from the obligation of dying by fire and, therefore,
the offering was not eaten.

But this is untenable,

not only on linguistic grounds but also on ideol1
ogical ones. Keith did recognise that the loss of
'h* in a word quite possible, but that too need not be
conceded if the word could be derived from das7 or
daks, as favoured by Oldenberg.

Moreover the atymo-

logy of the word is no clear evidence of its content
or of its usage in the language of the period.

The

idea of religious suicide, moreover, is quite foreign
to the whole body of the Brahmana philisophy.

Life

for the Brahmanas in general, is good and full of
happiness.

There seems to be no strain of such pessi-

2
mism, as might induce one to give up o ne!s life.

We

hardly find any reference to suicidal attempts, though
the philosophy of the Brahmanas does by implication
suggest a self-destruction by Prajapati in order to
create, to resuscitate life, the sacrificial ritual
being one process by which to compose the organs of
1.

In DAKS I and DAKSAT in R V . 1.1^1.8; 130.8; See Keith in

h o s .i* * T.S
2.

c Trans)

In*-roc| . p p. c ^ V

Keith RPVU.l.P.302-03; Eggeling. SBE.M+ P.XXXVI * r M .

If 2.
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Prajapati and recreate him.

The sacrificer himself is

identified with Prajapati and so has to destroy himself
symbolically, and to recreate his own body as he would
the body of Prajapati through the AGNICAYANA.

Thus

though a philosophical argument could be found for the
incorporation of a rite of self destruction in the
sacrifices there does not seem to be any evidence that
this end was perceived in this rite.

Moreover, though

the idea of redeeming oneself by offering a substitute
does not seem to be the dominant note of the vedic
sacrifice, we have instances of such substitute sacri2
fices, as in the SUNAHSEPA story.
However, these ideas
are too scanty to support the argument of Hillebrandt.
The sanctity of the offerings in the sacrifice is to be
3
held as the reason for not eating them.
1.

Eggeling. SBE.U-3. Introd. P. XIV.XV.H. Keith RPVU II
pp. *+5^-55- C f . A.K. Coomaraswamy* Xtina-Yajna:
Self Sacrifice HJOS. 6 . Feb. 19*+2 .

2.

AB VII.17; 1 8 ; See Keith. HOS. 25. P. 61-6 2 # .

3.

Oldenberg Rel. des Veda. P.336; Keith RPVU.l.P.303;
JRAS. 1907- P. 91+0-1+l; Compare it with the offerings
given to Rudra which are not eaten because of the
sacredness of the sacrificial objects.
of ta boo .

It is an idea

)£3
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Thus the purpose of diksa seems to be to purify
oneself rather than to immolate oneself in fire symbol
ically or to worship the deity by undergoing such aust
erities as are involved in this rite. Keith, however,
1
'ji*>
thought that the chief purpose of the rite was to evoke
..

ecstasy and religious exaltation and compared it with
the exaltation of the Bacchants produced by their wild
running and tossing of the head and also with the exhaltation of the Muni of RV.

It is difficult to accept

this interpretation for various reasons.

First, there

is a total absence of any allusion to an ecstatic frenzied
state in the descriptions of the rite.

Secondly, the

exr>licit purpose of the rite is said to make one mare by

2
making him like a new born babe, sinless and blissful,
3
as is accepted by Keith himself.
This embryonic state
brought about through the rite of consecration, was
thought by Oldenberg to be only a primitive feature, gone
out of fashion from the Brahmanic speculation.

But this

aspect is not to be neglected because the Brahmanas them
selves emphasise it consistently, and this ideal of
1.

TS. (trans) HOS. 13. p. CXIII. RPVU. 1. P. 301.

2.

See below.

3.

RPVU. 1. PP. 302-03.

12b
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becoming like a child again, is quite common in
religious practices.

The generation of religious

ecstasy and frenzy, in the course of the rite is quite
possible because the austerities involved in the conse
cration rite are very rigorous.

But that would be only

an incidental effect rather than the chief end.
Descriptions of the diksa ceremony are scattered
throughout the Brahmanas and the hymns employed are taken
1
2
„3 _
_>
from the KATHAKA , KAPISTHALA, Maitrayarii VAJASNEYi
5

Samhitas.

The AB version

6
version of the KB

seems to be older than the mystic

,7
or SB, but seems similar to the JB

versions.

To be eligible to perform diksa one had to be
,
8
a Br^hmana, Bajanya, or a Vaisya.
When one has started

the performance of the diksa, he should not converse with
1.

KS. II. 2; 3.

2.

Kaps. 1.1*+; 15*

3.

MS. 1.2.2.

b.

IV. 7-10.

5.

AB. 1.1-6.

6.

KB.VII . b .

7.

SB.III.2.1-2. Compare the GB 1.3.17-23; I . b .

which

Bloomfield (Atharvaveda P.11^-15) regards as based on^ihe
8.

SB. Ill.1.1.10.

Vaifona

-

28 -
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'

1
a Sudra except through someone else.

Its duration is
2
variable, for seven days at the Asvamedha , for twelve
3
b
days or for twenty three days as at the Purusameaha,
5
or for one year as at the Agnicayana.
The story of the consecration of Ke^in Dalbhya is
6
related in two Brahmanas - IBB and JB.

In the KB version,

it is said that Kesin Dalbhya was not consecrated.

A

certain Yajnasena in the form of a golden swan (Yajnase^a7
hamso hiranmayo) flew to him and said, "You have not been
/ _

1.

Gf. the exclusion of the Sudra from other rituals, not
only in performance, as of agnihotra but even partici
TB. III. 2 .3 .9-10 . See R.5.Sharma.

pation in it.
/ _

•

Sudras pp. 77-7 8 .

Similarly no contact with the Sudra
/
in the Pravargya ceremony. SB. XIV.1.1. 31 .etc.

2.

SB. XIII.1.7.1.

3.

SB. XIII.1+.i+.l; JS.II 373 (in the Gavamayana).

b.

SB. XII. 6 .1.2.

5.

SB. VI.2.2.28 for the reason of this long time See SBE.
*+1 . P .181 n.

JB.II.55-56 Prac!.nayoga also recommends

the same period.

6 . K B .VII .b. HOS. 25. pp. 385-86.
7.

This might be the Sun who too regarded as a golden bird
See Macdonell. VM. pp. 31-32.
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consecrated, I know the consecration11, and told it to him.
We are further told that a certain sage, whose identity was
not known to the author but who, it is said, was either
/

Ula Vaisnevrdh or Itanta Kavya or Sikhandan Yajnasena
said that, ,fbodies are consecrated by that sacrifice but
that man is consecrated indeed whose gods within are
consecrated.

The sacrifice has to be done with faith, then

it perishes not.’1 The phrase ,fgods within11 stands for the
1
breaths, Diksa is actually identified with the breaths

2
elsewhere.
The hut of the man to be consecrated is called his

3
fV o m b ,f and is built near the fire.
The sacrificer takes
**
5
a bath, gets his hair cut and is anointed.
on a new dress

and sits on a black antelope

1.

See below.

2.

SB. XIII.1.7.2.

3-

SB. XIII.1.7.2.

b.

§B. III.1.2.11.12.

5.

6b . III.1.2.2.3.

6.

&b. I11 •1.2. 2o •

7.

SB. III.2.1.1.

te i
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idea of the sitting on a black antelope skin is important,
as we find in the Harappan seals, too, that there are a
1
pair of antelopes beneath the sitting God.
Antelope
skin was probably thought to give cower.

Antelope horns

2
are tied to his dress,
self when he itches.

with which he is to scratch hirn3
He is not allowed to eat beef

though Yajnavalkya had different opinions about it and
says that he does not mind eating it if it is tender. He
if
drinks milk only.
The consecrated person is enjoined not
5
to speak during the daytime but if he has to speak he
should stammer.
all the time.

He is also asked to keep his fist clinched
It is said that if he speaks a lie or does

something sinful, while he is consecrated, he must worship

6
the Sun with Japas.

The consecrated person must have his
7
emotions under restraint. He must not become angry.

During the night he should not sleep, but if he cannot keep
1.

Look on previous page.

2.

Cf. the horns tied on the head of the Harappan Seal God,
but with a different purpose.

3.

SB. III. 1.2.21.
S3. III.1.2.1.

5.

SB. III. 2 .2.1* III. 2 .I.3 6 .

6.

JB.II.6 3 *

7.

S3. III. 2.2.2^.

awake, he should do so only after commending himself to
Agni.

He has to abstain from casual relations during the

period of consecration.

Before the final bath (Avabhrtha)

Mhe speaks his speech falteringly, and not effusively after
1
the manner of ordinary speech .*1
Thus what we have in the
diksa is rigorous asceticism.

Fasting, vegetarianism,

purification by becoming as a child again, keeping vigil,
silence, meditation, abstinence from sexual intercourse
and tapas - All are the parts of the diksa rite.

With tapas

the term occurs many times throughout the Samhitas and
2
the Brahmanas.
The interpretation of the clenched fist,
stammering sceech, and the use of milk as signifying child3
hood is quite obvious.
The Brahmanas themselves say that
f,he becomes an embryo who is consecrated.1*

In the AB

it

is said that, lfwith a garment they cover him; the garment
is the caul of the consecrated .'1
Though, as we have seen, there is no evidence of this
rite being based on actual suicide, it seems to have con/

1.

SB. 111.2.2.27-29. S3E. trans.

2.

See below.

3.

Cf. Keith. TS (trans) H0S.18. pp. CXIII - CXV.
/

k.

S3. III.2.1.6;31; AB. 1 .3 . Punar va etam irtvijo garbham
kurvanti yarn diksayanti...."

5.

AB. 1 . 3 . See Keith

HOS.25. P. 108.

-32 tained another idea, that of "ritual death", otherwise
there would be no sense in making a man an infant again.
1

But this is quite different from the theory of Hillebrandt.
2
In the JTJB it is clearly stated that the diksa is a second
1

death.

"They consecrate him, that is the second death;

shave his hair, and the beard, and the nails, clean his
bodily organs; he clenches his fingers; remains covered and
dressed.

He does not pour libations, and does not sacri

fice; does not copulate with a woman; speaks non-human
speech and then he becomes the form of death."

But this

consecration is not suicide; on the contrary, it prolongs
life.
Diksa thus does not seem to be meant to evoke religious
3
1+
ecstasy either of the Bacchant or of the Shamamstic type
though one of the basic elements of Shamamsin is a type of
1.

See above.

2.

JUB.III•9.1+. Atha Ya enam diksayanti tad avitiyam mryate.
Vapanti Kesa^masruni nikrntanti nakhan. pratyanjanty
arigani pratyacaty angulih*. apavrto (a) pavesthita “aste.
na juhoti. na yajate. na yositam carati .aamanusim vacam
vaaati mrtasya vavaisa tada rupam bhavati. Of. JUB III.10.6.

3.

Keith. RPVU. 1 .P.301-02; TS. H0S.18.P.CXIII.

b.

Eliade. L 1Chamanisme. P.371*

Wo

-33initiation rite* widely prevalent in many tribal communi1
ties.
This experience of frenzy cannot be seen in the
phenomenon of stammering, alluded by Oldenberg.

It is

better explained on the basis of the theory that the person
v
consecrated is trying to speak like a baby. Eliade has
suggested that diksa is a form of the techniques of
2
sweating, which is widely noticed among the I.E. peoples.
This again is unproved by the descriptions of the conse
cration rite in the Brahmanas.

It has been rather suggested
3
that this ceremony is not known to the Vedic Hymns and
by implication suggesting that it is of completely Indian

origin, and priestly elaboration.
correct view.

This seems to be the

The word diksa never occurs in the RV.

The

allusion to a rite in order to make the sacrificers born
b

again in the RV

cannot be taken to refer to the Diksa.

It seems to us that Diksa might have developed in relation
with the Agni-Cayana ceremony and it seems to have borrowed
1.

See ERE. article on ‘Initiation1.

2.

Yoga.

3*

Barth, quoted by Eliade. pp. 335*

b•

R V . VII. 33-13 Cf. Flatter. (Die Anfange der Yogapraxis

Freedom and Immortality p. 3&5-

un alten Indien. p.68 H.) thinks that the frog-hymn
(VII.103) alludes to Diksa, but this is hardly tenable.
He finds a reference to the stammering speech in RV
X. 106.5-

-3h-

the idea of a "ritual death" and the idea of self sacri
fice and re-integration and rebirth from the Agnicayana.
1
Thus it seems to have a completely Indian origin.
The result of the performance of the diksa is that
/
the man becomes a god; According to the SB he becomes
2
VisnuaM, while the KB declares that he who consecrates
3
himself consecrates himself as Agni."
In the JB there is
quite a mystical conception, which seems to be later
origin, which identifies the consecrated person with
b

"the person in the eye", the breath, Indfa, and Prajapati.
This concept of "the person in the eye" is developed in the
5
Up., as the Brahman. Diksa itself is identified with the

6
breath.

If one of the consecrated persons dies during

the sacrificial session, he has to be appeased and the
7
defilement is purified.
Thus we find that the Diksa is primarily a purificatory
3
rite with a good deal of obstetric symbolism,
employing
1.

Cf. La Vallee Poussin. Indo Europeans, pp. 368 H.

2.

SB. III.2.1.17.

3.

KB. VII. 3 .

*+.

JB. Ayam era diksito yo'yam caksusi purusah... sa pranah
sa Indro Prajapatis, sa diksitah.

5.

See below.

6.

SB. XIII.1.7.2. Cf. KB.VII.1. Consecration offerings are
done with the breaths.

7.
8.

PB. VI.10.1-3; IX.8.See Galana trans.pp.127-23; 219.20 ff.
Eliade*. Yoga;'Freedom and Immortality p.110.

-35completely ascetic methods - tapas, fasting, vigil,
vegetarianism, loneliness, meditation, chastity, and
silence.

One has to observe silence because then he

restrains his speech and keeps it to himself and thereby
1
appropriates the sacrifice to himself.
This leads to
2
a quite mystical and profound conception about silence.
Diksa is regarded as a vidya knowing which one lives a
long life and afterwards goes to heaven.
to reach the purity of childhood.
it.

It assists one

One is R e b o r n 1 through

Many of these elements go to make up the whole com

plex of ascetic activities which were carried on in later
times.
The other term standing for a complex of ascetic
activities is tapas which occurs extensively throughout the
Brahmanas.

It occurs in most of the creation stories in

these texts.

In the AB tapas occurs about twelve times.
/

In relation with the Ajya Sastra, the passage reads
"Prajapati was here one only in the beginning.

He desired

(akamavata);

May I be propagated and become greater. He
3
practised tapas ; he restrained his speech. After a year*
1.

SB. III.2.1.36-38:' \ III.2.2.1.

2.

See below. Chap IV.Cf. A.K. Coomaraswamy: The Vedic
doctrine of Silence. IC 3 , April 1937*

3*

translated by Keith as ,fHe practised fervour11, Hang ”He
underwent austerities” .

-
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he SDoke only twelve times.
he -uttered that Nivid.

Twelve padas has the Nivid:

1
After it all beings were produced .'1

The story reveals that Prajapati in order to produce the
world practised tapas and the vow of silence (mamuna). that
is, meditation.

The age old association of tapas with K a m a

is also noticeable, but creation is not directly through
tapas, but through a sacrificial process.

It seems that

tapas must be akin to some sort of Yogic activity.
A similar legend is again related where Prajapati is
said to want to propagate (ora-.ian) and to see the twelveday rite (dvadasaha) through tapas, ,fin the limbs and
breaths of himself (dvadasah-arn apasyad atnan eva:i,aesu ca
aranestt ca! .

He measured the rite out from the limbs and

the breaths, and produced the progeny (pragma) and cattle
(pasu).

The vision of the rite attained by Prajapati

through tapas is very like a Yogic vision.
There is a more cosmic account of creation by Prajapati
3
in a later passage.
Prajapati desired to propagate himself
and be multiplied.
1.

He practised tapas and then created the

This transaltion is after Keith with variations.

See

Keith. RVB.HOS.25.P.l58.Cf Hattg. trans. AB.vol.II.P.1^3.
on AB I I .33 .
2.

AB.IV. 2 3 . Keith op.cit. P , 21 b

3.

AB V.3 2 . Keith, op.cit. P. 256.

-
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worlds, the earth, the atmosphere, and the sky, ,fHe heated
(abhy-atapat) these worlds; from these heated worlds these
luminaries (.iyotis) were borns

Agni from earth, wind from

the atmosphere, and the Sun from the sky.

These were heated

again and from them the vedas were produced: the Rgveaa
from the fire, the Yajurveda from the wind, and the
Samaveda from the sun and from the heated vedas were pro
duced the three letters AUM.,f Here the essence of the whole
creation is shown to be tapas.

The connection of the

letters of A U M with tapas as an ascetic practice might
be one of meditation or of japa.
In a different type of cosmological myth the dependence

2
of the ultimates is shown to be on tapas.

Hirsjjj>ya-dan, the

son of Baida, said about the va^satkara that by it the
HOTAR establishes six things:

the sky on the atmosphere,

the atmosphere on the earth, the earth on the waters, the
3
waters on truth, truth on Brahma, and Brahma on tapas.

Hang

takes the sense of tanas as the "concentrated heat of medi-

b
tation", while Keith

takes it as "fervour*1.

The meaning of

Brahma has been taken in the Brahmanas to be a power connected
1.

Abhi-tap. This root occurs many times in the Brahmanas.
Keith translates it as "brooded over11.

2.

AB.III.6. Haiig. trans II.vol.II.pp.167-68. Keith opcit.
pp. 168-69*

3*

HaUg* loccit.

b.

Keith, loc.cit.

,
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i

with speech,

and tapas, a power born of fire and auster

ities connected with it.

The connection of tapas with

Brahma is quite familiar in the Brahmanas.
Similar creation legends are interspersed throughout
other Brahmanas.

In the TB, the legend is related that

Prajapati produced (srj) progeny.

He felt himself emptied.

He practised tapas and he saw his power (virya); it grew

2
and suddenly went up and became the virat.

In the Brahmanas

the power is derived from the austerities (tapas).

Tapas

seems to have the power of giving one a vision which
increases the power.

Prajapati is said to produce the
3
Asuras and the devas after practising tapas and the gods,
following advice of Prajapati, practised tapas and through
tapas saw Indra.

In this passage Prajapati advised the gods

to produce (jan) Indra and they are said to have seen
*
(anasvan) him and to have asked him to be born.
Earlier
Prajapati in order to create, practises tapas and produces
the trvrt
gods and the Asuras are born.
* • stoma and then the ^
1.

See below. Chap• I V .

2.

TB.1.1.10.1.

3.

TB.II.2.3-2.3if.
These references to “seeing" the Gods, hymns etc. in
the course of tapas seem significant.

\<\i
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The sacrificers, desirous of wealth are asked to perform
the sacrifice in the first half of the month (purva uaksa)
•

when the gods were born.

Human beings are invariably to

act as the gods have done, and thus become worthy of the
results which the gods themselves have reaped from acts.
/

Prajapati desired to create and he saw the DASAHOTR and with
✓

that dividing himself tenfold with the DASAHOTR he practised
x 1
tapas (atapyat). The ladle of that sacrifice was its
2
mental act (citti): its melted butter was the Citta: its
speech (vag) was this much (etavati) and this much was the
3
Yaj nakratu.
These various identifications in the Yajnakvatus
- which are known as the Catur -

Pane ha - Sad, - Sapta -

and Dasa - hotrs are very important for here in the sacrifice
psychical elements become identified with physical objects
and psychical activities with physical activities.

These

led to the emergence of the later Upasanas., and the virtual
5
elimination of the Brahmanical sacrifices.
The association
1.

TB.II.2.*f.l.

2.

See SSyanas Comm - "antahkarana virtti."

3.

Cf. Ait Br. V.25; Cf. Keith. RPVU II. P. 3 % .
Hotr formula.

b.

See below.

5.

See Creative Period P. 5l*

on the

JfO-

^ 7

of tapas with creation, through mental sacrifices led
to the development of the meditative elements in the
meaning of the word.

Creation through meditation is

thus an important contribution of Brahmana speculation to
1
later Yogic ideas.
Creation stories in the Brahinanas
is closely connected with these Yajna-kratus. More
2
important is the story of creation in the TB.
nAt first
there was Nothing.

There was neither sky nor earth nor

air.

Being non-existent (asat) it resolved (manoakuruta)
3
let me be. It became heated (atanyati). From that heated
one (tenana) smoke was produced, and then Agni, light
(jyoti), rays (arcis). blazes (marici) and it became
condensed like a cloud, and it clove its bladder and it
became the sea.

The passage goes on flHe becomes that, who
h-

thus knowing the power (virya) of tapas, practises tapas .’1
Here tapas is not merely physical austerity, but also the
fiery energy which gives power (virya).

Virya and tejas

1.

Cf. TB III.3.6.

2.

T3. 11.29.

3.

Sayana takes "atapyat” as "tapo'kuruta” and tapas as not
the krcchracandrayana and so forth but meditation
(paryalocana), see. TB.1.P.5+31*
t

*f.

-—

|

1

Ya, evam tapaso viryam vidvams tapyate bhavaty eva.

-w-

and other power concepts are thus dependent upon the
practice of tapas.

Virya and tejas are embodied sym1
bolically in a gold plate and the golden plate, when
2
worn, gives the power to him who wears it.
But here
one has to practise tapas to get the power (virya).

in

the same passage the story of creation goes on to show
- 3
how from the waters Prajapati was born, who wept (arodit)
at his ignorance of his being born and from whose tears
the waters (i.e. the ocean) were born, which solidified
into the earth, and became the atmosphere and the heaven
^t*
(dyans).
Prajapati practised tapas and became pregnant
(antarvan) and created the Asuras and other berujfs (piraja)
from his thighs.

The story goes on in the vein of the RV

(X.90) with variations on the same theme.
In the Horse sacrifice Prajapati is said to practise
tapas and bear seven goddesses who become the consecration.
All these creation myths a uniform character, a model type,
1.

SB. VI.7.1.^5 9.

2.

Gf. S B . I I I A . 1 .7 .

3.

Gf. the word RedasS which stands for the heaven and the
earth and this seems to have been the reason of its use
here.

If.

TB. II.2.9.:
if.6 .

5.

TB.III.3.10.1.

J*.

M

according to which Prajapati practises tapas, generally,
though not invariably sees some sacrificial procedure
and creates the beings, who too are admonished to do
likewise to get the desired results.

Tapas does not

seem to be a mere physical austerity, but mental direc
tion and control through which one "sees" and has a
•'vision11.

This model of the story is continued in other
1
Brahmanas.
The concept of tapas is further magnified in the TB.
"Through tapas the gods attain godhood (devata); the
rsis go to heaven; and through tapas we may destroy
enemies.

With that this whole world is conquered."

Svayambhu BRAHMAN is identified with the highest (param)

2
tapas, and the tapas became the first Yaksa.
of SVAYAMBHUBRAHMAN is quite theistic.
/

The concept

Tapas is closely

-

related faith (SRADDHA).

Prajapati is asked by tapas to

toil with tapas, to sacrifice him (tanas) and then tapas of
3
Prajapati will become true and he will attain heaven. Tapas
itself is thus transmuted in divinity.

To perform this

If
tapas one has to sacrifice with the GARU.
2.

The same thing

1.

See below.

TB.Ill.12.3.1. See PP.1^05-06.

3.

TB.III.12.7.5.

l+.

'An oblation of rice, barley, and pulse, boiled with
butter and milk for presentation to the gods or manes"
Holder-Williams . s.v. pp. 318 •

is said by Faith, truth, mind (manas) etc.

Tapas which

had been shown to be closely related with the Yajnakratus,
is also closely related to the Istis.

In the piling-up

ceremonies (citis) the bricks are identified with truth,
faith, tapas and self restraint (oama) and also with the

2
name (nama) and form (rupa) of the beings.
Elsewhere in the TB, the interdependence of cosmic
principles is expounded and in connection with the
SAYITRAGNICAYANA, the teacher says to the pupil that the
SAVITRXGNI is (dependent) on the highest sphere (paro rajas)
the latter on the sun; the sun on truth (satya); what is
that satya?

That satya is -£tapas£; tapas is strength (bala)

and strength is breath (prana)."

When the inquisitive

student wanted to ask more, the teacher forbade him saying
"do not ask beyond the breath (prana), or your head will
3
fall apart."
Such identifications are more frequent in
1.

Istis are sacrifices which are performed for specific
ends.

The model for

offerings.
(Jena 1880).
2.

them is the New-Moon and full-Moon

See Hillebrandt. Neu-una Vollmondsopfer
Also Keith. RPVU II. P.319;20.

TB. III. 12.7.5.

3 . TB. III. IO. 9 . 1+-5*

Compare below the style of this

dialogue with the YAJNAVALKYA-ARTA3HAGA dialogue in the

"

2

.

o\
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later Upanisadic literature.

In the TB itself tapas is

identified with the householder (grhapati) and Brahma with
1
the Brahmana and truth with the HOTAR.
The meaning of such
identifications is mystical and obscure.

What, however, is

interesting is the close connection of tapas with the pilingup ceremonies (citis) and the Yajna-Kratu which have become
very philosophical, meditative and symbolical.

The third

part of the TB contains quite late material which is con/

terminous with the SB.
/

In the SB similar creation stories abound in which
Prajapati practises tapas and the whole creation starts.
Prajapati was alone and then he reflected on how he might
,
2
be reproduced. He toiled (sram) and practised tapas.
He
produced Agni from his own mouth.

This Agni was Death, and

wanted to devour Prajapati.

Prajapati gave him some offering
3
of butter milk and so forth and thus saved himself.
Tapas
here seems to have the significance of some type of activity

which generates heat in the body which is identical with
Agni.

In the beginning, it is said, Prajapati existed alone

(or Prajapati alone was this universe).

He toiled and

1.

TB.III.12. 9.3; 7.

2.

SBE.12. P. 3 2 3 .

Eggeling takes it to be flpenance,f.

3.

SB. II. 2.1+.1.

ff.

*+.

Muir OST. P. 7 0 .

2.^2-

-**5practised tapas and then created living beings, which passed
away:

these

were birds.

Then he created reptiles and

these too passed away "for want of food" but they survived
after Prajapati had made breasts in the forepart of their
1
body.
The knowledge of the cause of the destruction of
these beings came to Prajapati through effort (srama) and
tapas.

Tapas gives power and energy to everyone and

Prajapati was no exception.

Prajapati, while creating the

creatures, practised tapas,; from him, practising tapas
t

/

2

—

(tepana) and tired (sranta) SRX went away, elsewhere, he is
3
said to have felt himself empty.
But he regained his
vigour (virya) through tapas.

Prajapati, through his tapas,

heated the three worlds and then the three lights were prob

ducea - Agni - Vayu, and Surya.
i

A very different type of story is narrated in the SB.
Evil Death (papnia mrtyuh) smote Prajapati, as he was creating
the living beings.

Prajapati performed tapas for a thousand

years, to shake off this misery. When he was practising
5
tapas, lights went upwards from his "hair-pits" and those
1.

SB.II.5.11 H. 12. P. 33*+.
/

__

2.

SB XI. *f.3.1; For the concept of Sri. See XI.^.3*2-3*

3.

Gf SB.III.9.1.1; X l*.2.2.Cf .TB.l.1.10.ljl.2.6.6;II.3.6.1;
II.2 A .U-.

b.

SB.XI.5*8.l-H.

5.

SBE.^-3 P.3 62.nU*."religious fervour (meditation) "austerities’

The story is noticed in the TB.

lights were the stars.
himself throughout.

In the thousandth year he cleansed

The cleanser was the Wind, and the evil
I

cleansed was this body.

This seems to suggest that the

cleansing process was some sort of breathing exercise
(probably uranavama) and was efficacious enough to stave off
the coming death for an indefinite period of time.

Later it

2
is said

that tapas is knowledge, and that ”let him who

knows the secret doctrine of these bricks (istikas) practise
.•
tapas and even who knows this tapas, and abstention from
%■

sexual intercourse, has a full share in the world of heaven .’1
Tapas here is closely connected with vidya and up"asana, and
it is enjoined that it should be performed with knowledge of
the sacrificial philosophy.

Sexual abstinence is regarded as

efficacious for success in one’s tapas.

The student similarly

asked to practise continence for the acquisition of knowledge.
Such creation stories are related in the GB too.
is ,fan atharvarnic

cc>s»vio

It

3
in upanisadic manner.”

Brahma svayambfcuva practised tapas,

and became heated; this

produced sweat (sveda) on his brow and then he knew the great
Yaksa.

He practised tapas again and a stream of sweat flowed

1.

SB. X . b . k . 1-2.

2.

SB.X.U.U-.*+. Tasmad evam vit tapa eva tapyeta yadu ha va
evam vit tapas tapyata amaithuriat sarvam hasya tat svargam
lokam abhisambhavati.

3 . Bloomfield Atharvaveda.P.107-08. See R.L. Kitra GB pp.12-17.
b.

GB.1.1.1-2.

2.^4

from his pores; he was pleased and thought that he would
support and sustain all, create all and obtain all.

The

story goes on to tell of the birth of Bhrgu and other
1
beings.
The interesting feature of the story is the
reference to the sweating of the God.

Tapas may have in its

complex purposes, that of sweating also, as has been noticed
1
in certain shamamistic circles.
But this is the single
reference to sweating in the Brahmanas and does not justify
the view of Eliade that tapas is a technique for ,fmagical
sweating1*, and Prajapati undertook in order to produce
2
"creative sweating".
Tapas is energy and power which can
take various forms.

It is also a technique of producing

such primordial power in gods and men.

But this aspect of

sweating is of minor importance. Tapas occurs again in the
3
so-called Pranava-up, which is probably a later cosmogony
written by a different author, deriving the creation from
the letter AUM.

"Brahman (neuter) produced Brahman

(masculine) on a lotus leaf.

He began to think, "How could

I relish (or experience) all the moving and not moving
(sthavara-jangama) things, all the VYHSTIS, all the words,
all the sacrifices, all the Vedas, all the worlds (lokas), all
1.

Eliade.

Le Chamanisme

pp. 3°2.

2.

Eliade.

Yoga. pp. 106-108.

3.

GB.1.1.16-30. Gf. SB.VI.1.1.8 ff. where Prajapati creates
Brahma and the Vedas.

b.

Bloomfield Atharvaveda pp.108-109; R.L.Mitra op.cit pp.17-13.

J+8- "2 ° L’

the desires with one syllable (AKSARA)." He practised
1
BRAHMACARYA and saw the syllable AUM with two letters
(DVIVARNAH) of four matras - all-pervading (SARVAVYAPI),
all-mighty (SARVAVIBHU) etc.

And from which all the sense

But that
2
one-letter RG was produced out of the tapas of Brahman.

organs and knowledge and sciences were uroduced.

The cosmogony ends with the glorification of the duties of
the Atharvanic priest.Later the idea is put forward that if
the Savitri verse is repeated mentally or orally in a vow
(vrata), then the vow is established in reality (SATYA).
The passage goes on to describe a sort of causal dependence
of persons and practises, which is quite familiar in the
/

early Brahmanas.

"KARMAN is praised (SAMSITA) through the

cattle (i.e. sacrifice), tapas, through KARMAN - truth
through tapas, BRAHMAN through truth, BrThmana through
Brahman, and through the Brahmana, the vow, and through the
vov/ the Brahmana becomes praised, voidless (ASUNYA) and un3
broken (AVICCHINNA)."
The passage is very important in showing the inter1.

Bloomfield p .109 takes it to mean "penance11, but precisely
it should be "chastity 11 which has come to be the general
significance of the term.

This shows the premium put on

chastity for a student.
2.

GB. 1.1.21. (R.L. Mitras ed.)

3.

GB.1.1.3^. Cf. II.3.2.

^06
-In
dependence of vow, act, truth, tapas and brahman, which is
emphasised in other texts too.
1
Prajapati Atharvan practises tapas to fashion the
CATUHPRASYAM BRAHMAUDANA.

The god VAISVANARA proauces
/

...

Angiras through the pouring of his semen in SRADDHA with

2
tapas.
Tapas, as a power personified and praised as such,
thus occurs very frequently.

The tapas of the Bhrgus and
3
the Angirases is referred to together with their tejas.

Tejas seems to be a product of tapas and means simply
brilliance, indicative of power.
(rupa) of consecration and tapas.

The cow becomes the form
Oblations are poured

forth for consecration and tapas and Agni,

as for mind

(manas) and for understanding (medha).

The sacrificial goat
6
too is regarded as the form of consecration and tapas.
Biksa*, tapas and Agni again come together and tapas seems to
7
be e q u a t e d with the other two.
"Tapas is agni, tapas is

8
madanti,11

so it is said in the course of the intermediary

1.

GB.1.2.16.

2.

GB.l .2.21+.

3.

SB. 1.2.1.13.Cf. GB.l.

b.

SB.III.1.2.20.

5.

SB.III.1.if.8 .

6.

SB.III.3 .3.8.C f .111.6.3-11.

7.

I I I . 3.2.
/
%
S3 .Ill A . 3 .10. Madanti is the boiling lustral water.

8.
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consecration (AVANTARADIKSA).

This is only one of those

symbolic identifications which are supposed to give the
power of the one substance to the other, based on the
1
principle of BANDHUTA.
Ranade and Belvalkar think this
_

relationship of Bandhuta to be primarily ,fmagical and not
logical 11 but in this case the logic of the identity of the
power known as tapas inherent in two substances can hold
good.

Tapas is identified with various sacrificial pro

cesses and elements.

Tapas is all cowerful.

The world is

2
won through tapas, which is the Upasads, and the altar is
/
3
piled up with tapas. Tapas is the NAVADASA STOMA.
The
/-

giving away of the grass (KUSI) to the gods is regarded as

b

tapas.

Similarly the taking of milk as the food during the

initiation period is regarded as tapas. The story is re5
lated that once vitality (amfta) went away from the gods,
who wanted to get it through tapas and toil (s^ama) and then
6
they heard the sound (ghos'a) of it. But they could not get
1.

CP.pp.62-63 H; Oldenberg. WB.pp.110-111 ff.

2.

SB.III.*+.*+.27 Cf.SB.X.2.5.3. ETADUHA YAJNE TAPAH YAD
UPASADAS TAPO VA UPASADAS....

3.

SB. VI11 .*+.1.1*+.

b.

SB.III. 6 .2.19. the KADRU-SUPARNI Story.

5.

SB.IX.5.1.1. ff.

6.

It might be an "audile" type of mystical experience,
evoked through tapas.
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hold of it unless they underwent the whole tapas, which is
non-eating (anasaka) during the UPAVASATHA.

This AMKTA

was the Soma which was given to Agni, who is the body (atrna)
of all the gods.

Thus fasting is regarded as an important

asnect of tapas, which is here asceticism in the sense of

2
physical austerity. Similarly, it is related in the AB
3
that the Rbhus obtained the right of Soma drinking through
tapas.

In the SAUPARNA story (AXHYANA) the Jagati metres

becoming SUPARNAS (birds) go to heaven and bring back tanas
_ _
if
and BIKSA with which the gods and the seers got King Soma.
Tapas becomes thus an important aspect of the Soma Sacrifices
and is thought to yield wealth. Tapas is even identified
5
with wealth (VITTA). Thus tapas is practically integrated
/
6
in the sacrificaial method.
In the ASVAMEDHA , after the
evening offering of the Agnihotra is performed, the King lies
down with his favourite wife (vavata) in her Ian behind the
7
GARHAPATYA fire without indulging in sexual intercourse,
and this is regarded as tapas which is efficacious for his
/

1.

SB.IX.5.1.6. From the word Upavasatha is derived the
Buddhist word Uposatha.

2.

A3. III. 30. Cf. AB.IV .13 too tells of persons practising
tapas and partaking of Soma reciting the metres.

3.

VM. pp. 131-32 ff.

b.

AB. III.25.

5.

AB. 111.25.

6.

S3.XIII.'b. 1 .9 .

7.

S B E A V . P.^ b ^ . n . b .

YL oC]
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In the performance of the MAHAVRATA rite, the object

of the desires is attained not alone through sacrifice and
1
oblations but together with truth, toil, tapas and faith.
Then one became tejasvin and truthspeaking.

Tapas is

SVISTAKRT
tapas is svistakrit
wins
. . . and who knows this that 2
...
all that can be won through tapas.

This meant that know

ledge of the identity of tapas with the SVISTAKRT is as
efficacious frhaa the actual performance of tapas.

This

sacrificial association of tapas is quite a natural growth
in its meaning, due to the influence of the situation.
the PB the stories are generally connected with Soma.

In
Soma

itself is said to be a mere herb (osadhi) among the herbs,
but through tanas it saw the Soma-chant and achieved sunrem3
acy (aahipatya), and roya.lty (RAJYA), and became honoured.
Yuktasva of the Ar4.girasas did tapas to recover the Veda
which had gone away from him, because Yuktasva, the younger
✓

brother of VASISTHA, exchanged the two newly born children
of the mares of SUDAS PAIJAVANA, the king of the IKSVAKUS.
Another story is related in connection with the ARISTA-SAMAN•
The Gods and the asuras contended with each other.

The Gods

who were slain by the Asuras, did not come to life but the
Asuras, slain by the gods, came to life again.
/

1.

SB.XII.. 1.3.23.

2.

SB. XI.2.7.18.

3.

PB. XI. 3 .9 .

The gods then

*2_|o
-53performed tapas and saw this saman and how the slain Asuras
could not be enlivened again but the slain gods could be
1
_
brought back to life,
VATSAPAKI performs tapas to find

2
faith through the Vatsapara-Saman,
tapas.

which was seen through

In most of these cases tapas seems to be more than

mere physical austerity.
yields a vision.

It must include meditation, which

In some places tapas has the power to

3
obviate the sin of killing.

SUMITRA KAUTSA

killed together

with INDRA killed the female, sacrifice destroying Asura,
^

^

_

DIRGHAJIHVI^ and an "inauspicious speech" (A3LILA VAK)
pursued him
deed."

and said "Being Sumitra you have done an evil

Grief (sue) tormented him but it was washed away
__

through a saman after the performance of tapas.
1.

PB. XII# 5. 2 3 .

A similar legend about bringing back
/

to life of the slain Gods is related in the SB.II. 6 .1.1.
See Caland PB trans. P. 28*+.
2.

PB. XII.11. 25-

3.

PB. XIII.6.9*10.
H. Oertel in:

See Caland op.cit. p. 301.n.l.

The same legend in JB.I.I 6 I-I 63 treated by

Actes du onzieme Congres International

des Orientalistes Paris, 1897* Section arienne pp. 225 ff•
See Caland PB. (trans)
*+.

pp. 328-29.

When he strikes against Indra in JB 111.159-60. JAOS XXVI
P. 6 3 .

Cf. PB. XVIII.1.9-10 Indra is reproached by "Evil

Repute" when he gave the YATIS to the hyenas; XIV.ii.28;
VI.1 0 .7 etc. See Keith RPVU.II.PP.^775 also Cf. PB XIII.
1 1 .1 0 . Vidanvant does the same.

*2)1

Agni wanted to become the eater of food and he became this
1
through a saman, seen through tapas*
Indra desirous of
2
tejas, and of haras practised tapas.
The seer Usanas
Kavya wanted to get as many worlds (loka) as the other kavyas
had, and he got this desire through a saman, seen through
3
_ _ *+
tapas . Tapas is identified with Diksa.
The practice of
tapas produced langour (sue) in the Angirasas.

Tapas is

equated with the householder because it is he who practises
6
,
it.
In the Purusamedha, however, it is the Sudra who is
7
identified with tapas.
The PB speaks of the form (rupa)
8
of tapas, which is identified as the saman.
The concept
9
of form is fairly common in the Brahmanas.
The form exists

10
as a living symbol of the existent reality.
visible symbol of tapas is s“aman.

1.

The living

This term is more con-

PB.XIV.3*19«cf.XIV .11.37• Agni does the same to get
hospitality (ATITKYA) everywhere.

2.

PB. XIV.9.3**.

3.

PB.XIV.12.5.

b.

PB. X X V • 5.2.

5.

PB. XV. 9 .9 .

6.

PB. XXV.18.3.

7.

See above.

8.

PB.1.5.10.

9.

Oldenberg WB.pp.102-08 ff; RPVU II. pp.^86-87* P.W.sv.

10. JUB.I l l .32; Cf .WB.p p .10^-05.Gf-,K^ffalk ,N

M iA jl/ H A T U

anaHftiPABHATU
/

(£aJjcut4>ar) iC f . the Name and form of Brahman in SB.XI .2 .3 .l-1*.

'ZIZ-
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ceptltal ‘W-ran and abstract than T A M #
Thus in the PB tapas is treated in a quite different
way than in comparison with the other texts.

Tapas here

is undertaken only to see and visualise a saman which yields
the desired result.

In such a case meditation seems to be

an essential part of tapas.

There are no creation stories

told in the PB connected with tapas.

The vision of a saman

through tapas reminds one very much of the story of the
2
Muni ETASA of the AB, who in a state of ecstasy, sees
hymns.

The PB is so schematically organized that it gives

an impression of being quite late.

There are no variations

in the treatment of the concept of tapas.

In the JB, however,

a less schematic and structurally loose appearance of the
various stories is observable.
is tapas.
1.

The means of attaining heaven

The gods desirous of heaven perform it.

3

_

-

KAKSTVAT,

Oldenberg. Buddha pp#Vf5-**6 ff. translates rupa as "corpor
eal frame,

compare AB.VIII.7*10 where the brahmana and

royal power, the essence of food, water and herbs are
called the form of KSATRA
(KSATRARUPAM
TAT), also SB.VII.
•
•
2 .*+.30 refers to the "defined form" (NIRUKTAM RUPAM) of
Prajapati. See also Gonda Gods "and Powers".P.97-93 takes
rupa as "manifestation" or "representation".
2.

AB.VI. 3 3 .

3.

JB.III.T.8 ; 79. I. 132; III. 258.

213
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desiring cattle undergoes tapas.

The Angirasas, while

practising tapas, are said to fall into grief which was
2
removed through a Saman.
The gods have recourse to tapas
and faith and attain tejas, power (bala), strength (indriya),
3
and vigour (virya).
The Angiras attain however, form (rupa)
and brilliance (Varcas) through tapas.
Prajapati creates
5
the seasons through tapas.
Prajapati was aggrieved and he
practised tapas.

The breaths told him about the sacrifice

6
which he performed.

Prajapati moreover practises tapas to

assist the gods in their fight against the Asuras.

7

Tapas

is resorted to by the Angirasas desirous of supernatural
8
9
power (RDDHI) . The PB already had said that "as he
practises tapas, with that he attains that prosperity which
1.

JB.III.19 8 .Cf .1 .217; also 1.1.60.

2.

JB.III.53.Cf. 1 .22*+.

3.

JB.III.117.

W.

JB.III.223.Cf . III.219.

5.

JB.III.1.Cf. 11 .252.

6.

JB.II.26l.

7.

JB.l.lOlf.

8.

JB.II.llf.

9.

PB.XXV.m-. 3 . Galana* s trans. pp. 6^ 0 . ,!Atha yat tapas
tapyate ya daivT tarn tena.
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1
is of the gods.’1 Tapas is identified with mind.
Tejas
2
is closely related with tapas.
Tapas as an act is con3
joined with good action (sukrta) and Istapurta..
This
connection with Istapurta adds an important dimension to
the conception of tapas.

The central idea of Istapurta is

that the acts of rituals and charity yield results in the
b

other world, without any divine interference.
The
5
results of these actions are imperishable which also seems
6
to be implied in the case of good works (sukrta). Both
these concepts are used here too together.
common characteristics.

They share many

All of them are parts of the

general concept of Karman.

But thefidea of Karman was still

different from the Upanisadic conception of an irreversible
moral law which guided the destiny of a man beyond this
1.

JB.III.360.

2.

JB.III.373; TB.III.11.1.2.3.

3.

J B .1.97.

b.

Gf. RV.X.1^.8.

5.

Gf. K B . V I I . J B . 1 1 . 5 3 . quoted by Keith op.cit. pp.^78 n.5*

6.

Gf. T3.III.lQ.il.3.

world and his rebirth.

All spheres of activity have their

deities and we hear of the lord of tapas and the lord of
consecration.

But we do not read of any lord of Istapurta.

Tapas too most often seems like an independent principle
yielding results but the god Agni or the Sun is prayed
to favour it or accept it.

The doctrine of the imperishable
1
character of the results of Tapas is still in its infancy
but the foundation of this doctrine is already laid.

2
Tapas is also identified with truth (satya) . Man is
3
regarded
as
untruth
(anrta)
and
the
gods
as
truth.
Truth
/
•
speaking is thus to behave like a god and this is regarded
as performance of tapas. Tapas therefore is regarded as the
Hupholding principle.
Tapas has close relationship with
Brahman.

Brahman generally occurs in the Bi'Shmanas in the

sense of the power of speech, tapas becomes a power born out
of ritual acts, fire austerities and meditation, and identi
fications with such psycho-physical entities such as the mind
and the breath.

In one passage tapas is regarded as the
5
womb (yoni) of brahman.
1.

Compare. Geldner (in Lindenau Zll.i.^n.) thinks that
The result of tapas persists and tapas itself is im
perishable esp. in AV.X.7.11;

2.

TB.III.10.5-1.

3.

SB.1.1.1.1.

b.

TB.III.7.1.10.

5. TB.ill.7 .7.1.
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1
The epithets tapasvin and tapasvat occur mainly as
epithets of Agni.
2
sacrificer also.

Tapasvin is used sometimes for the
3
Tapoja is used sometimes for the seer

or for the sacrificial strainers (pavitra).
5
primarily Agni.

Tapaspati is

Thus there is a considerable development in the ideas
about tapas which competes with sacrifice in importance and
efficacy.

Tapas is prior to the majestic sacrifices, the

rituals of which were first intuitively discerned in a
vision produced by tapas.

Tapas itself is identified with

sacrificial processes and the sacrifices seem to appropriate
to themselves the cosmic power and pretensions of tapas.
Tapas as a sort of yogic practice has to be undergone by
Prajapati, Brahman, Mrtyu etc. to create the world, to pro
duce children or to satisfy their desires.

Tapas included in

one complex concept many activities which were regarded as
austerities in later times - such as fasting, vegetarianism,
keeping vigil, meditation, even a technique of sweeting, and
abstinence.

In the Br^hmanas there is a growing association
0

1.

TB.III.10.1.2; AB. VII.6.

2.

&B.XIV.1 .1 .29; TB.III.7.6.3 .; G B .1 .5 .2 *+ .

3-

AB.II. 27.
VS. X.6. &B. XIV.1.*+.8. Gf. v . 3 . 5 . 16517.

5.

SB.III.1*. 3.9.; 6.3.21; GB. II.2. 3 .

•2.17
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of tapas with mind.

It seems to assume the garb of an

independent moral act which has an irresistible result.
Tapas, however, cannot be dissociated from its magical
1
associations and its inherent connections with fire.
Tapas
is used in the sense of mana or psychic power, magical in
content, and philosophical in tone, such as can be found
in one form or other in any religious society.

The type of

asceticism denoted by tapas is still not disruptive of the
social organism; rather tapas is utilised to give an added
strength to the social bonds.

Many of the “power concepts'1

such as virya, bala, tejas, etc. are all dependent on tapas
which is a term closely associated with Agni, from whose
domain all the other 'light terms" denoting power have sprung
up.

The cosmological dimension of the tapas concept is also

important.

But it cannot be accepted that tapas was thought

of as the basis of all creation, though it contributes one of
the most important elements of it.

This aspect must be

connected with fire worship and sun worship.
/

The idea of Srama is closely connected with the idea of
/

tapas.

The verbal root SRAM has two meanings - to toil,
2
strive, and to be wearied.
It seems that the second sense is

an outcome of the first.
1.

See above Chap. II.

2.

P.W. s.v.

It seems to be primarily concerned

Hower-Williams.
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-61with physical effort, connected probably with the activities
of worship.

In many of the creation stories Prajapati
1
undertakes srama and taDas to create living beings, the
2
3
triple sciences, and the waters.
Through the tapas and
srama of Prajapati the seven goddesses came out of the con
secration.

Agni is only the brilliant essence (tejo hasa)

of the heated and wearied (sranta) light Arka which is iaen5
tical with the waters.
Similarly the three lights are born
out of the tanas and srama of Prajapati.

"Creative

sweating" is produced out of tapas and srama. 7

'
Srama
is also

regarded as a power like tapas, which has a protective
8
capacity .
The hymn-creating (mantrakrt) and wise seers and the gods
9
attain the goddess speech through tapas and srama.
Quite
1.

SB.II.2.^.1. 5.1.1.

2.

SB.VI.1.1.8.

3.

SB.VI.13.1.

if.

&B.XIII .1.7.1.

5.

SB.X.6.5*2.

6.

S3.XI.5.8.1.

7.

GB.l.1.2.;1.12.

8.

T B . I I . 1.11.

9 . TB.II.3.8.5. Gf. SB. XII.1.3.23. IX.5.1.2.; AB.11.13; VII.15.

unintelligible is the statement in the Horse-sacrifice that
1
srama is evil (papma), and that it should be killed. It is
quite likely that this may be the expression of hostility
towards the technique of srama, or that srama, being
2
identified with the potter (XAULALA) in the PURUSAKEDHA,
\

#

7

incurred the stigma of being an inferior type of activity
and, therefore, one that should be abandoned.

Tapas too in
3

the Purusamedha, is given over to the Sudras.

This may

indicate that these lower classes were taking to ascetic
practices.
Another characteristic association of srama with the
if
root 11ARC11, pray, worship. The story is told about the
struggle between the gods and the Asuras for superiority
in which the gods were defeated.

The Asuras then began to
When the gods heard of

divide the earth among themselves.

it, they too wanted a share ana placed in the sacrifice
Visiiil, who was a dwarf (vamana) .

The Asuras agreed to give

only that much of earth to the gods as was occupied by
Visnii.
•

•

The gods enclosed him (Vi still) on all the three sides
• •

and put Agni on the altar and ,fwent on worshipping and
i ^

j

)

toiling (arcantah sramyany&s ceruh), and got the whole earth,
which is identified with the altar.

The gods do the same

1.

SB. VI.3.3-7.

2.

T B . 1 I 1 A .3 .1•

3.

loc.cif.

b.

SB. 1.2.5.1 - 7 ff.Cf.TB.III.2 .9 .7 . See SB3 12.P.59 n.

5.

This must be regarded as the origin of the Dwarf incarnation legend.

1

2L2.o
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to win the seasons, the year, and food through the PRAYAJA .
It is said that "bhe gods win that through srama which is

2
worth winning for them.1*

The gods "see11 the sacrifice
3
through srama and praising as through tapas,
or they see
—

‘-r

the AGNYADHEYA to overcome their mortal enemies the Asuras.
The idea in general is similar to tapas.

Srama, however; seems

to be rather a physical than a mental activity.

On the whole

tapas and srama lay down the basic foundations of the typic
ally vedic austerities which are as effective and potent as
' if
any other variety of ascetic practice. Srama as a primarily
physical austerity becomes a complementary concept to tapas.
The other important word is vrata which occurs in the
sense of vow beside other senses.

The various usages of

vrata remind one of the usages in the Yvsamhitas from which
*
they do not differ much.

The word as used in connection with

ritual involves both sacrificial objects and materials like
milk and food and processes such as any of the sacrifices
themselves.

In the Nirukta the term is interpreted rather

narrowly as the offering and e: ting of milk and other food
5
in sacrifice.
But elsewhere the sense of vow is predominant.

1.

1
S3.1.p.3 .3 .

2.

S3.1.6.2.3.Cf.7.3*2.IV.2.lf.l2;!?«1+*2,6.1+.l;X.1+.3*6;XI.5.9-1+
IV.l.l.l7;2.2 .M±.

3.

Cf.SB.I.7 .2.23;

!+.

II.2.2.9.

5.

See above.

-

6

*+-

1
The sacrificer, in the Upasads, goes to the four teats
of the cows for the sake of the vrata, which means here milk,
2
used during the sacrifice. Again in the DIKSANIYA iSTI
•

(one of the PAKAYAJNAS) vrata stands for milk.

•

• t

But it could

be explained as an extended significance of the term only.
Still phrases reminiscent of the Sainhita are used.

There

is a reference to the vrata of the Sun, while dealing with
3
the NIVIDS.
Vrata probably means here the law, which is
followed by the NIVIDS.

In the AB

the term vrata is applied

to the king’s vow before the battle - ,fhe should not sleep
before the enemy; if he thinks him to be standing, he should
remain standing; he should not lie down before the enemy.”
Vrata here is applied to a code of martial conduct.

While

discussing the prayascitti with regard to the weeping after
5
the establishment of the fires on the fasting day
(UPAVASATHA) it is said that sacrifice should be made to
Agni, the Vratapati. vratabhrt and vrataua and the
1.

A3.1.25. Keith.RVB.p.l26.TS.VI.2.3.1.SB.III.h.h.lh.

2.

AB.III.hO.

3.

A3.Ill.1 1 .Keith opcit pp.171 takes it to mean to follow
"the course of the sun".

"ADITYASYAIVA TADVKATAK AKU

PARYAVARTANTE".
*+.

AB.VIII.h-0. Keith opcit pp. 3*+3-

5.

A3.VII.8.Cf. KB. XXXII.7.

2_ZZ
-65phrase !IYAD VO VAYAM PRAMINAMI VRATANI11, is repeated.

The

term AVRATYA is used in the Samhita sense of ,fbreath of the
1
2
vow".
In the TB the AGNIHOTRA is the vow.
There is more
efficacy in the vow (vrata) protected (gupta) by the year
3
(SAHVATSARA), i.e. the Sun.
This is a new collocation of
the word with the root GUP.

But the vow has to be performed

by a “thus knowing 11 (EVAM-VIDVAN) person.

The Ceremony of

VRATOPANAYANA is regarded as efficacious in the production of
children.

Similar is another passage, which says, "He puts

all the desires (KAMA) in the fire who observes the VRATA
5
after establishing the fire."
The contexts are completely
sacrificial and vow becomes the dominant sense.
The gods are prayed to in very heartfelt terms to enable

6
persons to fulfil their vows.

Vrata seems to be sometimes

a sort of a personified power.

It is said that one attains

(LAMBHAYATI) the VRATA after sacrificing to Agni, the lord
7
of vows.
VRATA also seems to continue in the old sense of
"lav;", when it is said that "we could not grasp the VRATA of

8
those two gods (the Sun and the Moon)•

1.

SB.ill. 3 .3 .13 .Ill A . 3 .2.

2.

TB.1 . ^ . 2 ; 5.

3.

TB.i.5.3.1*--

if.

TB.III.3.3-2.3.

\

_

5.

The ascetic import of

-

,

\ /

1

—

TB.III.7.1.1. SAEVAN VA 330'GNAU KAMAN PilAVESAYATI YO 1GNU
AHVADIIAYA VRATAM UPAITI.

6.

TB.III. 7 .II 52.

7.

TB.III.7 .3-5-

8.

8.7*5* the VRATA of the Sun (ADITYA).

TB.II.8.9.1-Cf.H

2 2

?

-66VRATA comes out when DIKSA done in the night is regarded as
1
VRATA.
In the PB, Caland interprets the word in the sense

2
of "direction11, which could better be translated as
/

"observance".

The SABALI rite which is described in this

section is enjoined for those who, though qualified to get
food, do not obtain it.

It prescribes certain austerities

such as drinking only hot milk and sleeping on the bare
s

ground.

In the prayer to SABALI the sacrificerexclaims:
3 ^
"May I among the beings perform the mightiest vow". . In

another section dealing with the MAHAVRATA rite, it is
related that when Prajapati created the creatures, out of
himself, he was emptied, and he fell down.

To him the gods

brought the great VRATA, which restored him.

VRATA is

taken by Sayana as KARMAN, in the sense of duty, but in the
PB elsewhere, it is taken as food (anna),
more apposite in the context.

which seems to be

URATA, however, stands for

6
the Kahavrata rite in the PB.
/

In the SB there is a greater proliferation in types of
expression and more occurence of the term. Fasting (ANASANA)
7
is regarded as VRATA, in connection with the Full Moon
1.

TB.III.10.11.2.

2.

On PB XXI.3 .7. Caland. pp.552.

3.

Cf. Caland1s trans. loc.cit. "May I among the creatures
go along the mightiest direction."

b.

PB.IV.10.1 ;2. Caland*s trans. p p .68-69-Cf.TB.l.2.6.1.
JB.II.4-09.

f
5.

PB.XVI .7.5.

6. PB.XXI .15.2;*+;XXII.9*5 •

7* SB.1.1.1.7.
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sacrifices.

Speaking the truth is the vow taken by the gods

and one who enters on the VRATA (i.e. the sacrifice) is
1
2
Mnon-human,f (amanusa), and ffapproaches the gods” .
In the
consecration for the AGNISTQMA the word Vrata occurs in the
old sense of milk prepared with rice and barley, vegetables
3
and fragrant things.
The ritualistic interpretation of the
Samhita words is observable when the SB, quoting the RV
b

(1.22.19) identifies the word VRATA with food.
5
equated with the food of the Great One, Agni.

VRATA is
VRATA as

fasting is eulogised and it is said that fasting is the "head
— — 6
of the sacrifice11, and the ,!fast observance" is the DIKSA.
The term AVRATYA sheds more light on the nature of the
term VRATA.

One has to perform prayascitti in the Intermed

iary consecration if he speaks or performs that which is
7
"AVRATYA" .
Avratya comes to have a sense of sin or error,
that which is against the law, for which expiations have to

8
be performed.
1.

SB.1.1.1.5.

2.

6b.1 .1 .1 .1 1 .

3.

SB.III.1.2.1. Cf.III.2.2.740,l1-h;l6-19;2^;III.3.3.l5.IV.
6.4-.2.

h.

SB.VII.5.1.25.

5.

SB.XA.lJt.

6.

SB.XII.8.2*f .Cf .XIV.1.1.28.

7.

PB.III.3 . 2 .

8.

See Keith. RPVU.ll.P.356-57 on Expiations.

-68 Anyavrata occurs only once in the whole of the
1
Brahmana literature, where men and the Sun are said to be
2
"anyavrata".

One becomes victorious with tapas and truth.

The vratas of BKEJGUS, the Brahmanas RSjANYA, VAISYA,
RATHAKARA, and of the gods VARUNA, INBRA, and the Rbhus are
3
referred to.
The verb vratayati too occurs, as in the YVSAMHITAS, and
means to "follow the law or observe the vow."

Another term

"VRATYAM" is used in the sense of "in accordance with the
5
6
vow".
The poet prays to be "vratya" to the shining"Mitra."
VRATYA seems to mean"to be obedient to the law of".

A further

term "aurota" means a condition in which one does not perform
7
the duty imposed on one, for instance, of fasting.
A
consecrated person should not become angry, or speak anything

8
which is vowless (avrata).

Vivrata has disappeared, while

1.

See V.P.A. Ko£a. vol. IP.81.

2.

GB. l . b . 1 3 .

3.

TB.l.1.^.8.Cf.SB.Ill.2.2.15.

If.

SB. III. 2.2.10; 18 -,111.2.2.19;

5.

KB.XXVII .3.TB.1.7.*+.3 •JUB.ll.5.3 »2.

6.

TB.l.7 *^f.3*Cf.GB•II .1.1*+; TB.III.7 .1*9 refers to a
VRATYA PATNI.

7.

AB.VII.II.

8.

SB.III.2.2.2lf.Cf .III.if.3.2.AA.V.3.3.V.2.2.
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savrata

2
and Suvrata

come quite infrequently, in the

Samhita sense. The term "vratacarya11 is very frequent in
' 3
the SB, and reminds one of the later classical Tapascarya.
The term Vratapati

in the Brahmanas is in most cases

applied to Agni, the ore-eminent god of these texts, though
5
other gods too share this honour, esp. Vayu and Aditya.
/
^
Vratabhrd is another epithet used for Agni, and so is the case
7
with the epithet VBATAPATI .
Thus Vrata now appears in a completely different atmos
phere, where action and devotion combine to denote the initial
activity followed under the benign guidance and protection
of the God Agni.

Like tapas it is chiefly under the super

vision of Agni, which provided a connecting link with tapas.
It is an ethical term and^therefore^ its relationship with
tapas becomes more significant.
includes tapas itself.

As in the sense of vow, vrata

As vow, VRATA has intimate connection

with the will of the man.

It has, in sacrificial contexts,

1.

TB.1.2.1.18.

2.

AB.1.9;V.8.

3.

SB.II.1.M-.2;7;V.5.3.2.7;XI.1.>+.2j XIV.1.1.33;XIV.1.2.26;

If.

XIV. 2 .1 .2 2 ;II.2 .55; III.3 .1 -38;3-2 .3 1 •
/•
AB.VII.8. TB.III.7.3.5.;SB.1.1.1.2:III.2.2.22;2lf;III.l+.3.9;

6 .3 .21 .
5.

TB.III.7 . 7 ;

TA.IV.lfl.3.1+.6.

6.

AB.VII.8.T B . I I A .1.11; GB.II.1.15.

7.

AB.VII.8;TB.ll.lf.l.ll.SB.III.2.2.2lf;1t.3.9;6.3.21.

-70such senses as milk, and water, but that is only a derivative
sense.

Used for "fasting 11 it has more definite ascetic

nuances.

Vrata inculcates proper behaviour in accordance
1
with the laws of the gods, in the breach of vrata one
commits sin for which expiations are necessary.

Dharman and

Rta recede in the background in face of Vrata.

As an ethical
2
and ascetic activity it persists in the Upanisads.
As in

the Samhit'Ss, we think Vrata continues to have the basic
dualism in significance - that of vow and of law.
Morality as depicted in the Brahmanas centres round
certain concepts like satya and A\*rta, and p'a.pa and punya.
The gods are said to be true.
compacts but man is not.

They are true to their

The eye is the truth and if a man

sees a thing with his eyes, that is the truth. The God
Prajapati is said to have created the Gods with Satya and
3
the Asuras, with A*rta.
The relationship of Gods with truth
b

and the Asuras with untruth is clear in another passage

in

which the Gods, who speak truth consistently, are reduced
to poverty in the beginning but prosper in the end.

This

idea of suffering hardship in the beginning and enjoying
5
happiness in the end, is quite familiar in Indian thoughts.
1.

Cf. Oldenberg. WB.pp. 12lf--26.

2.

See below.

3.

MS. 1 .9 .3. Satyan* J)evak asr jant ani tana surah.

*+.

SB.IX 5.1. 13-18.

5.

The Gitas

Chap XVII.
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Truth is the pain conquering utterance; WAS tke
teaching
/
_
_
,
. 1
given to Satlceya Pracinayo^ya by u d ^ a l a K a A r u m ? and^
therefore,it should be always spoken.

Yajnavalkyasaid to

JanaKa that the sacrifice of Agnihotiu is to be performed

2
with truth (satya) in faith (^raddha).
There are some confusions about the duty of truth
speaking,vrKccteM

by the considerations because of reverence

shown at the sacrifice,

but power of £raddha, japas and satya

is as efficacious as the knowledge of the Agnihotra and its
performance.

But in another passage Aruna Aupavesi is quite

definite about speaking the truth.

A person who has

established the fires must not speak untruth. Rather he
if
should be a restrainer of speech, or speak not at all. Truth
speaking is made equivalent to Agni^Jadheya.

Satya is thus

very closely connected with speech, but in the Brahmanas it,More or less, assumes the importance of

Rta

and replaces the

latter and takes the idea of "Order11 as it should exist;
5
which is implied in the term itself . The sacrificer,
moreover, brings himself in relation with truth by the use of
the right words from the trayi vidya. Truth is identified
—
6
with the Apa±£, "through its connection with Varuna" who is
1.

SB.XI.5.3-13.

2.

SB.XI.3.13.

3.

KS.II.8 . See Keith P.365. RVB.

*f.

Kaura ea adds emphatically "speak ye not". See SBB. 1 2 .
P.312-13. Keith misquotes him.HPVU.PP.^f73 SB 1 1 .2 .2 .1 9 *2 0 .
Gf.Oldenberg.G-N. 191.5• PP. 177/f.
6 . See S.Levi.La Doctrine
pp. 152 #. the relation with water.pp.1 5 5 -6 0 .

5.
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both the God of water and the guardian of morality.

Satya*s

connection with tapas has been dealt with elsewhere (A3.III.6 .
JB.II.278 - Hiranyadant Baida.).

Levi translates satya as
1

exactitude and atfrta as inexactitude; but that does not
cover the idea of satya and aurta.
But we must look to a different aspect of the problem
of asceticism - that is of yoga.

In the yoga of the

Upanisads and of the classical times Prana is of immense
importance, which is already reflected in the Brahmanas.
There is great uncertainty about the number of pranas. Some2
3
If
• 5
6
times they are thought to be nine, seven, six, five, three,

7

8

one, ten

ana then it is said that there are one hundred and
9
_
one Pranas in the body. Pranas are in each limb of the body.

11
Prana is identified with the gods, savita , Agni
1.

op.eit. P.158.

2.

AB.l.^O. SB.

3.

SEE h-1 .P.9 3 .196,268,296,etc. JB.II.5 7 .

If.

SBE.41. P270.

5.

SB.VIII.l.3 .6 .

6•

AB. II .4.

7.

SB.VIII.1.1.6.

8.

SB.XI.1.2.3.JB.II.58.

9.
HV-

SB. v m .3.4-5"

SB.X.2.6.15.

1BI. AB.1.19.
lffl. S B .VIII »3

.

12. AB.II.4.II.39. SB.II. 1.4.20.

12
and the

1
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Lord of the forest, Vanaspati.

Prana is regarded as the

2
sacrificial offerings,

which must have led to the conception

of self-sacrifice as one lives onefs daily life.

It is
3

regarded as the enlivening principle of the Soma-sacrifice
because of the importance of long breath in singing.
is vigour end power (RETAS).

Prana

PFana in man is regarded as

the same as the wind.

White wind is the breath of Prajapati,

Prana is that of man.

The story is related that when

5
Prajapati produced creatures his Pranas went out from him,
_
6
and that these are the wind (vayu). In the Agnicayana section
the story is related how in the beginning there was non
existence (asad) and the seers were the ^sad; but the seers
were the Pranas which they got with tapas and toil. Prana
7
is thought to have been produced from speech , and is ^aid to
have practised tapas to obtain an atman, perhaps here a subtle
body.

This relationship of the breath with the speech is

quite obvious.

It is said that Prajjas leave him who speaks

1.

AB.II.10.

2.

A3.11.29.V.25.

3.

PB.1.6.16.

if.

AB.II.3 8 .III.2.

5.

SB.VII.1.2.1-5.

.

SB.VI.l.1 .1-5 .

6

7.

SB.X.5 .3 .5 .

2.g\
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impurity.

Prana is said to be the "immortal element 11
/

according to one opinion, but the SB controverts it declaring
2
that Prana is life (ayus) .
Speculation on Prana is quite well developed and the
3
obvious identification of Prana with the wind gave to the
Brahmanas a good subject of symbolism and a basis on which
to discover unity in the world.
aspect of the cosmic wind.

Prana is the individualised

It is sometimes recognised as

b

atman.
There are various types of breath and Prana is only
one of them.

Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana, are

already noticed in the YV Samhitas, but not in the RV, where
5
Prana seems to indicate "breath in general"
A clarification

6
of these terms has been attempted by Ewing who thinks that
Prana is the breath that moves upwards from the umblicus or
the heart - including both inhalation and exhalation; apana,
he thinks, has several meanings, like the breath of the anus
and the scrotum and of the large intestine; while the vyana
is the breath permeating all the limbs; and the udana is the
1.

S3.IX.1.2.23.

2.

SB.VIII.7 .3 .2O.

3.

JB.II.5^.

b.

SB.VIII A . 3 .8 .

5.

JA0S.22 (1901). pp. 2 $ b . A.H. Ewing. "The Hindu Conception

/

/

of the Functions of Breath", pp. 2^9-58.
6.

Loccit.

-75breath that carries the soul to the head in the Samadhi; and
the Sainana is the breath of the abdomen specially connected
with digestion.

These interpreitions,however,seem to be

based on much later physiological ideas and may not be
1

correct.

Brown, however thinks that Prana is the thoracic

breath, and the ‘apana, the abdominal one.

On the other hand,

2
Filliozat has a very generalised viewpoint.

He thinks

that Prana is the breath of the upper part of the body and
that ap*ana has connections with the lower part, while vyana
is the air of the middle part of the body.

The veaic trans

lators are not very decided and change their translations of
the same term.

But Bloomfield consistently regards Prana
3
as "inbreathing” and aplana as ”outbreathing” . Sayana in his
commentaries takes the opposite view and describes Prana as
being breath that goes out, Apana as breath coming into the
5
soul, and the Udana as breath without the body elements and
6
therefore more brilliant.
This only shows the variety of
the opinions held about these various psycho-physical entities
In the Brahmanas they are so confusingly interchanged that it
is anybody1s guess what they may mean.

In__the Brahmanas
there
m
________

1.

GY..'. Brown. Prana and Apana. JAOS 29 (1919)pp.l01+-12.

2.

La Doctrine Classique pp.l*f2 ff; 1^-8 ff.

3.

S B 2 A 2 . Hymns of the Atharvaveda; Of.the trans. of Hang in
the AB too.

if.

BAH1H• SAKCAHIKUPA PBANAH
• • on TS.IV. 3 .3 .

5.

PUNAAAi'TAH SANCARIR lTp A, or BAHIrtNIRGATASYA VA YOR
X t MJBHBIUKHIV^TTI.
DElIASYOTKSEPAKADADHIKATEJOYUiCTAH.

6.

:-:35_761

is an insistance on the purification of the breaths,
generally through restraint of speech or through sacrifices
but not through any technique of fl^nayama.

The development

of the practice of Pranayama however must have been assisted
from the idea of the holding of the breath in speech.
Speculation on Prana gave another direction in the search of
' _
2
the self. In the RV atwan has the sense of f1breath, life11.
During the later Brahmanic period Prana is regarded as a
different principle from the body and as its ”immortal
3
element” . It is a force which perculates each limb of the
body.

The length of life depends on the Pranas. The eleventh
__ *
5
(i.e. the chief) Prana is regarded as the Atman.
Prana is

6
identified with the fire,

which might have provided a basis

for linking tapas with breath control to increase the power of
the body.

In late times, the practice of yoga was supposed to
7
make the body ”full of fire” .
Prana was closely connected with
the other organic functions, which will be dealt with in the
next chapter.

1 . AB.II.lfO.
2 . VM. P.166.
3-

SB.X.2.6 .18.

Ik

SB.X.2. 6 .15.

5.

SB.III. 8 .1.3

6.

SB.X.2. 6 .18.

7.

svtt.u^> j l u

We must however turn our attention to the ascetic personalities
which are noted in the Brahmanas,

The first striking figure

is that of the Muni, who is mentioned many times.

We find

/

several references to the celebrated Muni BTASA whose story

1

2

3

is dealt with, in the AB , KB , GB , and also in many of
/
^
/
5
the SRAUTA SUTRAS.
Etasa is already mentioned in the AV.
Among all the versions of his story the longestds that of the
AB and the shortest that of the KB.

The other versions seem to

be derived from the AB which seems to be the oldest.
/

The story is related that STASA Muni, saw the lifeenergy of Agni, the unwearied one of the sacrifice.

He said

to his sons ,!Sons, I have seen the life power (ayas) of Agni.
I will chatter (abhi-lau-). whatever I speak, do not disregard
—“

—• —

^

/

A

it (MA PARIGATA) 11. As soon as Aitasa started speaking A
y—
BHYAGNI AITASAYANA, coming at a wrong moment, heard the mouth
of his father saying that, "our father has gone out of his
mind (ADRPAM MAH PITA )1.1
#

His father said to him, "Go away,

•

become a lazy sllttggard, who has killed my speech." He cursed
the sons of Abhyagni who are said to be the most sinful among
1.

VI. 3 3 .

2.

KB.XXX.5.

3.

GB.II.6.13* See Bloomfield. Atharvaveda. pp. 12*+.

b.

Ap. Sr.s. VIII. 3 .14*.S.Sr.S. XII.18.2.1-19.

5.

AV.XX.129.1.

6.

GB. "I will talk about it but pray do not scorn me for
anything I might speak".

2-3F
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the AURVAS.

The AITASA PRALAPA is said to be very beneficial
1
for prolonging life.
Another interpretation of this section given in the Br.
is that "it is the essence of the metres; by repeating it the

2
reciter puts speech into the metre.11

So while the sacrifice

is spread with the Aitasapralapa it is spread with the essence
of the metres.

The Aitasapralapa is fit for removing defects

in the sacrifice and for restoring its entirety for it is
imperishableness (AYATAYAMA AKSITI). The Brahmana refers to
3
•
«
the Aiyasenya verses and the Pratiradha verses,
and
5
6
Ativada and the Pravalhya verses, with the help of which
the gods defeated the Asuras, outspoke them and confounded
them.

A similar effect can be achieved by the sacrificer

himself against his rivals.
The Muni in this stage of the evolution of Vedic society
is regarded as a seer of hymns (MANTRADRASTRA). He is more
V
7
or less on a par with the other Rqvedic seers. The KB regards
1.
2.

Aitasapralapa ayur eva.
CHANDASAM HAISA
• RASO YADflfTMSAPRALAPAH. CHANDA HSVStfA
d
TADVACAM DADHATI.

3.

Identified by Keith with AV XX. 13*+• 1-^; Samk hay ana SY. S.
XII.23.1. See RVB.pp. 285.

b.

Identified

with AV.XX.135*1-3•

5. Identified

with AV.XX.135.1+.

6 . Identified

✓
with AV.XX. 133.1-6 etc.Sayaiia takes it to mean

ascheating with fair words, but Keith,
7.

KB. XXX.5.

as the riddle verses.

23(>-79them as the descendants of the Bhrgus.

They are said by the

KB to be the "worst of the Brhgus, because they were under a
curse by their own father, their own deity, their own
Prajapati.'1 This incidentally underlines the importance of
the father in the Vedic Society, who is regarded as a god.
As in the RV or the AV, the Muni is regarded as primarily
religious and spiritual, but here he is thought to be able
to see the hymns in ecstasy.

He seems to be integrated within

the Vedic Society.
but he is

A similar acceptance is visible in the AV
1
looked upon as a
person possessed with madness.

A similar

reaction is that

of the story seems to
a sign of

The purpose

be to indicate that such ecstasy isnot

madness but is a

productive of hymns.

of the son of Etasa.

spiritual phenomenon which is

The story illustrates the attitude of

the common people, but it also instructs them to regard the
Muni's ecstasy as Divine Frenzy and Enthusiasms

This probably

gives an interesting side-light on the method of hymn
creation.

The empirical and sceptic attitude of Abhyagni

is scouted by the religious persons of the time and he is
laden with the grievous burden of deadly sins.

This also gives

interesting evidence of the beginnings of disbelief and
philosophic doubt, which might be regarded as foreshadowing
the comparative Nationalism of the Buddhists and the Jainas.
2
A new word Munimarana (Saints1 death) refers to a place
«

where the Munis used to die.

In the PB this is connected

1.

See above.

2.

Caland trans. on PB.XIV .*+.7.

-801
with the Vaikhanasa Saman.

2
The story

is told that the

Vaikhanasas were dear to Indra and they were killed at the
place called Munimarana by Rahasyu Bevamalimluc (Rahasyu,
the ,fGod-robberlf).

The gods asked Indra about these seers.

Indra went in search of them but could not find them. He
3
then cleansed these worlds v/ith one stream and found them
at Munimarana and revived them by means of this saman called
the Vaikhanasa saman.

b
In the JB

the story is also tola, but some differences.

Rahasyu is called here the son of Malimluc, and Indra, while
searching for the seers, asks Hahasyu about them.
that he has killed them.

He replies

Indra then says that the killing of

5
a Brahmana is difficult to confess

and he has confessed it.

Rahasyu answers that he has taken on himself (the guilt of)
falsehood and Brahmana-killing, and that falsehood has gone
away from him and he has come to truth.

Indra then rewards

him v/ith a boon for his truthfulness, that he may have as his
progeny Brahmanas
who are identified v/ith the Taksus.
•
4

Then

\________

1.

See Caland. trans. P.358.

2.

PB. XIV. 1+.7.

3.

nadi - perhaps this refers to an early version of the
myth of the birth of the Ganga.

b. JB.III.190. See also Caland!s JB In Auswahl Ho. 193*
5.

Because the killing of the Brahmana meant death.

The

killing of the Brahmana is a graver sin than all

types

of murders except the killing of an embryo.See. Ved. Ind.
II. P. 8*+.

2gg>
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Indra revived the Vaikhanasas, through this simian which
because it was seen by Indra Vikhanas is called the
f,Vaikhahasfl saman.
Munimarana.
#

The JB version does not refer to the

There is more moral consciousness in the JB

and the sense of guilt is greater but the importance of the
saman is more in the PB than in the JB.

The importance of

confession, as a remedy against sins too is acknowledged in
the JB.

The etymology of the term Vaikhanasa is related to

Indra in the JB, but is not referred to in the PB.

Moreover,

the JB refers to the Vaikhanasas as the Brahmanas,
as the
•
*
Muni is called a Bhrgu in the KB.

The killing of the

Vaikhanasas by Rahasyu reminds one of the legend of the
killing of the Yatis by Indra, who is asked by the gods about
1
the condition of the Vaikhanasas.
2
In the KB there is a reference to a sacrifice called
MUNYAYANA, during which one "sacrifices to ^gni and ViswU
every time save at the Parvan, i.e. the new and full moon
offering, the four monthly offerings, the Ayana (animal),
3
and the Year (Soma) offerings .11
There are two different
b

Munyayanas given by Baudtiayana.
who desires everything.

This is a sacrifice for one

It is difficult to understand the

reason of its relation with the Munis.

It is likely that

some Muni like Etasa initiated it.
1.

On the Vaikhanasas; see below.

2.

KB.IV.10.

3.

This is according to S.Sv.$.111.11.7-10.quoted in Keith
RVB.P.363.n.l.
b.
B.Sx.S. XVI.30.

-
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Similarly while treating the "Turayana" sacrifice,
the PB

refers to Tura the deva-muni who obtained all his

2
desires by making this sacrifice.

The KB

says that the

sacrificer puts on a black antelope skin, while the PB
refers to the fact that he is performing tapas and attains

3
,fthat welfare that of the gods .’1

This further shows the

new special sacrifices associated with Munis within the
Vedic ritualism.

The black antelope may refer to a conse-

cration ceremony as Samkhayana states.

The name Tura mi|ht

be related to Tura Kavaseya , who is mentioned by the SB
/

in the list of the teachers in succession to Sanailya, and
who taught the science of Agnicavana. and who in the AB, is

7
the purohita of Janamejaya Pariksita.

Oldenberg regards

8
him as a later Vedic teacher.
1.

This Tura Kavaseya might be

PB.XXV.14-. 5.

2.

KB.IV.II. Keith RVB.pp. 368 -6 9 .

3.

Caland 1s trans. pp. 6 *+0 .

!+.

&SS.III.II.11-15; which gives two

processes in this - one

cake for Agni and VisHlA and a pap

for the A n _ G 0 ds, which,

the latter, is regarded as/including an imitation of the
Diksa, see Keith. RVB.pp. 3 6 8 .n.l.
5.

Cf. See ^eber. Ind. Sfefiiu.ii.P.312, quoted by Keith also
(loc.cit); also Ved. Ind. IP. 311*.

6.

X.6.5*9.

7.

AB.IV.27; VII. 3 b . VIII. 2 1 .

8.

Z DMGA2. P. 239.
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one of the descendants of the seer Kavasa Aifcusa, who was
the son of a slave girl, and was therefore debarred from
1

joining in the sacrifices, performed on the Sarasvati,

but

was sent by the seers to the desert, where he suffered
2
from thirst and lfsawff a hymn.
Then the seers accepted him
in their midst.

Kavasa seems to have performed austerities

in the desert, which makes him acceptable to the community
of the seers.

The genealogy shows some non-aryan blood in

the veins of Tura, the deva-muni.
Different from these seers were th^ Yatis,}who already
occur in the RV, as a tribe or mythical beings. The word
3
Yati may be derived from the root " y a r n 11 ?
It means
probably "to attach, to join11, but also "to attach oneself
^
5
to".
Yati occurs in the RV together with the Bhrgus and

6
seem to refer to "real persons".

Praskanva asks for that

strength (vTrya) with which Indra brought wealth to the
1.

AB.ii.19;KB.XII#35 See Keith. RVB.pp. 25-28; Ved Ind
I.P.1^-3-^.

2.

RV.X.30.

3.

P.W.sv. Moffter-Williams takes the original meaning to
be "to stretch" (based on Dhatupatha II. 2 9 ).

b.

RV.VII.79*2;X.13.2;5;esp. in "Yatamanah" in RV.VIII.
*4-3.*+; X. 1 8 .6 ; 7 7 - 2 ; See also Ved. Stud III.P. 1 1 -1 2 ;
Renou Etudes Sur le Vocabulaire du Rgveda.

Premiere

Serie (Pondicherry 1958) pp. Mf-:
*+6 .
5.

RV. VIII.3 .9* A Hymn to Indra; and also in VIII.6.18.

6.

Ved.Ind.II.P.185.

-

8

*+-

1
Bhrgus and the Yatis,

while in another hymn the Yatis and
2
the Bhrgus are said to have praised Indra.
In another

hymn however, the Yatis, together with the gods, are said,
3
to fashion the world.
The picture which one gets from
the RV about the character of the Yatis, is that they were
allied to the Bhrgus and that they worshipped Indra, who
brought wealth for them.

This does not show in any way

their non-aryan character.

The references to their national

ity are not very definite.

Indra is a friend to the kunis,

as he is to the Yatis.
In the AV, there seems to be only one reference to the
b
5
Yatis together with the Bforgus.
In the SV, the Yatis and
Bi rgus are again mentioned together but with different
readings.
Yatitr.

The AV has the word Yatir while the SV has the word

In the IV Samhitas the story is already told about

the violent death of the Yatis when Indra gave them to
the hyenas.

There are various versions of the story.

In

6
one version,

it is said that the Yatis were eaten and their

1.

RV.VIII.3.9.

2.

RV.VIII.6 .18.

3.

RV.X.7 2 .7 .

k.

AV.II.5 .3 . Yatirna, Bhrgurna, which is interpreted
differently by Whitney.

5.

SV.II. 3cA-.

6.

KS.XI.lO5 TS.II.^.9.10;MS.1.10.12513;I I .8 . XXXVI .7 .
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heads fell off and became the KHARJURA trees.

Their sap rose

■upwards, and they became the KARIRA trees, and the KARIRA
trees are connected with Soma.

The offering connected with

Soma makes rain fall from the sky.

In this version there is

no reference to Indra1s giving them to hyenas to be eaten.
1
Here, the Yatis seem to be connected with Soma and the rains.
In the other version Indra is said to have given the
/

Yatis to the hyenas (Satavakeya) who ate them on the right
side of the altar, and, therefore, the right side of the
altar is said to be defiled and an appeasement is made

2
necessary.

In most of the Brahmanas these stories are
3
repeated, but with different purposes.
In the AB a different
/

_

version is told by Rama MARGAVEYA to VISVANTARA SAUSADKANA
about the exclusion of the Ksatriyas from the right of the
soma drinking.

Visvantara Sausadmana, hating the SYAPARNAS,
/

performed a sacrifice without them.

The Syaparnas, hearing

this, went there without being invited, but Visvantara got
them evicted from the altar for being doers of evil deeds
and speakers of impure speech.
1.

But Rama iiargaveya, the hero

This relationship is quite clear from the RV.X.72.7 so
much so that Sayana interprets the word Yati as clouds,
C f . Keith.HOS.13 p. 132.n. sees some connection with the
"Eastern Monsoons11.

2.

KS .XXV.6 . Kaps.XXXIX.3 A ; MS.III.8 .5. TS .VI .2-7 •

3.

AB.VII.27-28. based on K e i t h s trans. RVB.pp.31^-155 See
also Hang, trans.II.pp.HBS-S^jCf.KB.XXXV.1.2.

b.

DD.Kosambi "Early Brahmuws and Brahmanism11 p p A 3 - ^ »

(P.T.O

(contd.)

(I9V 7) identifies this Rama v/ith Parasuraina

v/ho annihilated the Xsatriyas
twenty one times.
#

Kosambi

further proposes to emend the word MARGAVEYA into
"Bhargaveya".

Another Rama as "wise11 (asura) king is

referred to in the RV. (X.9 3 .1*+).

-8 6 /

of the Syaparnas, challenged this decision of the King, by
telling the story of Indra and the Yatis and similar legends.
He said that the gods excluded Indra from the right of soma
drinking because he had misused VisvarEpa, son of Tvastr,
laid low Vrtra and had given the Yatis to the hyenas, and
had killed the ARURMAGHAS, and therefore, Rama said, that the
Ksatriyas too were deprived of their right of soma drinking.
Then he tells Visvantara that the proper food of the
Ksatriya is the fruits of NYAGRODHA t UDUMBARA, ASVATTHA, and
PLAKSA trees, which are mysteriously identified with Soma.
The killing of the Yatis by Indra is regarded as an evil deed,
the guilt of which is borne on the earth by the ksatriyas,
who, being excluded from the right of soma drinking, are
regarded as lower than the Brahmanas.

This ritual inferiority

of the Ksatriyas is derived from such a mythological story.
In the PB there are five versions of the Yati-story.
2
Indra gave the Yatis to the hyenas and only three of them
were left: PRTHTJRASMI, BRHADGIRI, and RAYOVAJA.
"who will support us as sons” .

These said,

Indra replied: "I will11, and

having put them on (his back) he roamed about tending them.
Having tended them he said, "Boys, choose you all a boon11.
"Might (KSATRA) for me’1, said Prthurasmin, which he got
through the Partharasma s*aman; brahmavarcas was asked for by
Brhadgiri, which he achieved through the Brhadgiri Saman, and
1.

See Keith. RVB.P.316.n.l.

2.

PB.VIII.lA:XIII. b . 17;Cf.JB.1.185 in H. Oertel (JAOS.XIX.P.
125) has translated this story; see also Caland1s translatio

■2.^4
-87cattle were desired by Rayovaja, which he obtained through
the Rayovajeja Saman.
The story seems to suggest the extermination of the
Yatis, some members of whom survive.

Indra is shown as

tending and looking after them and roaming about, probably
to mitigate the sin of killing them.

Wandering seems to

have been an established method of getting rid of one's sins.
2

In the Sunahsepa story too, wandering is hightly praised by
1
Indra,
as mitigating sins. Whether the Yatis were aryans
or non-aryans is not definitely stated.

The desire for

brahmavarcas may indicate a longing for inclusion in the
priesthood.

Moreover, Indra seems to be at pains to redress

the wrongs of the Yatis by looking after them and granting
them boons.
In the other version of the story, it is said that,
Indra, after giving the Yatis to the hyenas, was reproached
3
by an inauspicious speech;
he felt himself impure and purit
_ ,
_
*+
fied himself through the Suddhasuddhiya saman.
In another
different version of the same story, Indra, reproved by the
1.

AB.VII.15.Cf. KB. XXXiii.3 . See below.

2.

AB. VII.13-18.

3.

See Keith.RPVU II.P.V77 who translates it as "Evil Repute"
but it seems to contain the idea that if something is
predicated of someone that comes to be effective in a good
or bad way, "Evil Speech" must have given rise to the idea
/

of Srapa, which was delivered by the seers,
if.

PB. XIV.II.28.; X I X . 7.
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inauspicious speech, resorted to Prajapati who gave him
1
the Upahavycjfrite.
ThisUpahavya made him fit for living
■" 1"■

*

■*

in society because the gods invited (up'S.h’avayanta) him.
The Yatis, from these accounts, appear to be holy men who
are the seers of Samans.

Though they are never said to be

non-aryans, they seem to

be so.The KB version of

makes them Bhrgus.

the story

But this does not preclude them from

being non-aryans.

The Bhrgus appear as a historical people
2
in the RV and are firepriests.
Kosambi has shown that the
3
Bhrgus have assimmilated non-aryan elements . The Yatis were
thus accepted as Brahmanas.

Kosambi however goes further in

his hypotheses and makes the Brahmins as a whole group to
belong to an older society than the Aryan Ksat^rjyas and says
that 11a Brahmana means a follower or descendant of Brahma
if
and the entire cult is pre-aryan."
The facts do not support
5
this contention.
His evidence, however, does indicate that
1.

XVIII.1.9.

2.

Bloomfield Atharvaveda pp. 9-10. Ved.Ind.II.pp.109-10. Cf.
P.L. Bhargava India in the Vedic Age pp.103-05 ff. on the
Bhrgu family based on a compcrison of the Vedic and Puranic
account.

3.

DD.Kosambi. "Early Stages of the Caste System in Northern
India11, pp.^ 1 -^2 . JBBRAS 19*+6.

b.

Kosambi "Early Brahmins and Brahminism".pp.*+2 JBBRAS 23,
19^7 •

5.

See below chap. IV.
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the Brahmanas as a priestly class do include non-aryan
priesthood, who must have been the surviving elements of the
Harappan culture. This hypothesis was already made by
1
Chanda,
and on this hypothesis Indra*s killing of the
Yatis as the leaders of a different system of religious ideas
and practices, becomes quite plausible.

Their character as

ascetics is also blurred because we do not find in any of
these stories any reference to their practice of tapas or any
other austerity.

However, connected with the Bhrgus, they

must also have been connected with fire-worship and, on the
evidence of the PB, with the Soma cult too.

A more definite
2
allusion to their religious character is in the Up.
Another type of ascetics, referred to in the Brahmanas are
3
.
,
‘
the Carakas.
The word is derived from the root car - to
observe, to wander, to move.

There are two types of Carakas.

One comprised the followers of a school of the Black YV
Samhita, to whom belong the two groups of the Hathas and the
Maitrayaniyas.

In the SB the opinions of the Carakadhvaryu

are referred to but only to be refuted.

They, however, seem

to be specially concerned with the problem of breath in the
5
sacrificial ritual.
In the offering of Omentum (vapa) the

1.

Chanda. Inao-Aryan Races, pp. 99; 1^+8 ff. MASI.

2.

See below.
\

3.

Cf. Basham. The Ajivikas. pp. 169-70.

b.

SBE. 12 .pp.XXVI; Weber IL.pp.87; Vedic Index I.pp.256.

5-

SBE.12pp.197 (SB.Ill .8 .2 .2*+) Cf .IV.l .2.19 ;IV.2 .k.l .
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Carakas suggest that the clotted ghee should be basted first,
and then the omentum; because the clotted ghee is the breath,
and they cursed Yajnavalkya for doing it the other way round.
Similarly in the Agnica2^ana, the laying down of the Pranabhrt
1
is done differently by the Carakadhvaryu.
In other sacri2

/

ficial matters too the SB controverts the Carakas, but also
3
sometimes favours their views. But the hostility is carried
on by the TB, which mentions Carakacarya as a sacrificial
victim for evil doings (duskrta) which may mean the
irregular acts performed by the Carakas in the sacrifices.
Though this Carakacarya seems to be connected with the other
type of Caraka, who was a wandering ascetic.
no interest in the sacrificial ritual.

This Caraka has

It is quite likely

that the Carakas as a whole may have taken to a completely
ascetic wandering mode of ascetic life.

That would explain

the disappearance of their school. The Caraka-brahmana,
/
5
6
quoted by Sayana,
is already lost. In the BAU Bhujyu
Lahyayani informs Yajnavalkya that he together with others,
1.

SB.VIII.l.3 .7 .

2.

Cf.VIII.l.l^;2^;IV.2.3.15.

3.

SB.VI.2.2.1.10.

b.

TB.III.^.16.1. Cf. VS.X3DC.18.

5.

On AV .VIII.66.10. Macdonell .VM.PP .*+1; Ved.Ind.l.P.2% . See

6.

III.3.1.

_c]__ 2^)2

travelled (parya vrajama) among the Madras as wanderers
1
(carakas), and came to the house of Patancala Kapya.
His
daughter was possessed by a Gandharva and Bhujyu asked him
about the ends of the earth.

The story seems to suggest

that the Carakas were concerned with spirit-possession and
phenomena of mediumship.

The Carakas confess themselves to

be wanderers and in the course of their travels they may
have tried to learn various occult arts.

2
Carakas may be traced to the A3.

The origin of these
/

/

In the Sunahsepa legend,

King Hariscandra Vaidhasa Aiksjaka is said to have no son;
advised by Narada, he worships Varuita for a son, whom he
promises to sacrifice to Varuma.

The son Rohita is born but

King Hariscandra does not sacrifice him to V a r u m immediately.
When the son grows up Hariscandra tells Rohita about his
promise to Varuwa and asks him to be sacrificed.
runs away to the forest.
his belly swells.

But Rohita

Then Varuwa seizes Aiks valea, and

When Rohita hears this, he goes to the

village from the forest. Then Indra comes to him in human
3
/
form and says, ff0 Rohita, we have heard that manifold SRl is
for him who has toiled (Srantaya).
who stays among men.
1.

He is an evil (papa) person

Indra is the friend of the wanderer

Kosambi JBBRAS. 19^7.pp.Wl-l+2.compares the names of
Pantancala with Patanjali;f,Patanjali himself warns against
the mispronunciation as manjaka for mancaka .'1

2.

AB.VII.13-17.

3.

AB.VII.l5.

IA

i

2.4^
-92(PAPO NRSADVARO
JANA INDRA ICGARATAH
I I
• SAC-A):7 so wander,'
wander (CARAIVETI, CARAIVETI)."

Rohita wandered for a year

on his advice and started to come back again.

Indra again

approached him in a human form and said, ,ftwo legs (JAKGHE)
of the wanderer are like flowers; his 'atman is well, and
fruitful; all his sins killed by toil (srama), disappear;
so go on wandering, go on wandering.*1 Rohita again wandered
in the forests for the third year, and while coming back to
the villa ;es was accosted again by Indra, who again praised
the value of wandering which aidsin building a fortune.

After

the fifth year of wandering Indra said to Rohita, "while
wandering, one obtains the honey, while wandering one gets
the tasty UDUMBARA; consider the pre-eminence of the Sun who
1
is never tired of wandering."
Then in his seventh year of
wandering in the woods, Rohita finds the seer Ajigarta with
/
/
his son Sunahsepa, whom Rohi<ta buys for "a hundred*1.
This praise of wandering as a cure for evil deeds is
typically ascetic.

The ideal of the wanderer is the S u ^

the unwearied wanderer.

The Sun has also a close connection

with the Muni and the brahmacarin.

The Car alias seem to have

led an ascetic life which seems to involve sun-worship as one
of their many religious acts.

The ideal to these wandering

ascetics may have originated in the nomadic way of life,
which was pursued at an earlier period of aryan society.

1.

AB.VII.l5. See Keith. RVB.pp.3O2-3C3

This

2
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1
productions of the Brahmanic literature.
This is also

2
proved by the hostility shown towards asceticism

where the

futility of tapas, beard, black antelope and dirt is indi
cated and the importance of the son is praised.

It seems

that by implication that there were by this time people who
doubted the efficacy of the ritual in attaining heaven, and
had no desire for sons.
3
adopted by Yajnavalkya.

This reminds one of the attitude

Another person who has been connected with Asceticism
is the Vratya.

We found in the AV that he was a religious

person with ascetic tendencies and leading a sort of nomadic
life, worshipping the god Ekavratya, who has assimmilated
/
many Poidra Siva elements. Further, we found that they were
spoken of in terms which reminded one of the Ksatriyas.
In the VS the term Vratya occurs in connection within
5
the Purusamedha, where he is given over to the gandharvas
and the Apsarasas, as the Carakacarya is sacrificed to Evil
deed.

It is very likely that the ritual human sacrifice in

the Vedic literature is only symbolic and reminiscent of an
1.

Keith. RVB.pp.29;32-33H.

2.

A E .VII.13•

3.

See below. Chap. IV.

b.

See above.

5.

VS.XXX. 8 .

X5-)
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actual human sacrifice in a remote past.
The commentator,
2
Mahidhara, quoting KaWil, explains Vratya, as one who is
excluded from the Savitri.

But this is only a later idea

which does not explain the situation.

The relationship of

the Vratya with the gandharvr s and the Apsaras/.s is more
revealing in the light of the fact that the latter are
3
connected with spirit-possession and mediumship, and madness,
*+
5
and so are related with the Muni in the RV. and the AV.
The
Vratyas, as will be indicated later, have certain Dionysian
characteristics.

Though it must be admitted that the

Purusamedha list is not systematic, it does not logically
preclude the possibility of the Vratyas connections with these
In the Purusamedha list, the reference to "DUIt ADA’1

deities.

Cthe fiercely intoxicated one” ) before the Vratya and the
reference to ffunmattan after him may support this contention.
6
The Gandharvas have definite relationship with Soma.
A
1.

Keith. H O S .18.pp.CXXVii•

2.

Manu II .39 .**0 .Cf. Yajnavalkya. 1.37.

3.

See above. Chap.II. also.

b.

RV. X.136.6.

5.

AVS.VI.III 5 AVP.V.35.

6.

Macdonell. VM.pp.l36-r37 TT.

/
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second common feature of the Gandharvas and the Vratya is
1
their licentious-ness.
Already in the RV, the unmarried

2
girls are said to belong to them.
Their love for women is
3
alluded in the later Sanhitas.
The only references to the
libertine aspect of the Vratyas are in the PB, where they
are said to be “not observing chastity11, and are described
9
—
^
—
as "Samanicamedhra".
The connection of the Vratya with the
t

n

Pumscali in the AV is not very revealing.
In the Brahmanas we come across texts called the
Vratyastomas, which were connected with special sacrifices
concerning

the Vratyas.

We find them only in three Brahmanas

the PB and theJUB, and the JB, and it is difficult to estab
lish their relative chronology.

Hotter thinks that the JB

version is closer to the AV tradition because it mentions
6

Prajapati and Isana.

Keith regards the JB version

7

as later.

8
The purpose of the Vratya-stomas

is obviously to admit into

1.

Macaonell. loc.cit.

2.

RV.X.85AOA1.

3.

k s .i i i .7.3.;TS.v i .i

b.

See R#R. Bhagavat. JBBRAS• Vol.19.357

5.

Hotter. Ber Vratya pp. 117 ff.

6.

JB.II.222;(J3.II.221. in Lokescandrafcedition).

7.

RPVU.II.P.337.n.2.

8.

P B .XVII.1-*+; JB(Loke/scandrals ea.)II.221-227

.6.
ff.

admits three
f/
/
/
stomas;C f .LSS .VIII.6 ;BSS .XVIII.2^-26;KSS .XXII . b .1-28; ASS

ix.8.25;Ap3 s . X X I I ; sss.xiv.69-73.

-
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-96 the Brahmana Community persons who are non-Brahmanical and,
in our view, non-aryan.

The seventeenth chapter of the PB,

the oldest version, starts with a legend in which it is
related that the gods went to heaven, but the "Daivas" among
them, leading the life of the Vratya were left behind. The
*
»
Daivas are regarded as those who are the worshippers of Ifthe
God*1.

Caland points out that Rudra is quite often not men1
2
tioned by name, but by the words ,fthis Goa” . Charpertier
/ 3
points to a legend in the SB in which the gods go to the sky
and Rudra is left behind.

This shows that the Vratyas had some

connections with the God Rudra which relationship has been
already pointed out.

These daivas could not find the metre

nor the stoma by which they might reach the gods.

Then the

Gods asked the liaruts to reveal to the Vratyas, the metre
"anustubh" by which they could reach the gods.
The story goes 011 to say that "Those, the deprived ones
(hina), who lead the Vratya life, who do not practise
5
Brahmacarya, nor agriculture, nor trade, are left behind."
This passage definitely shows that the Vratyas led a nomadic
6
life and that they were a sort of food-gathering
tribe. The

. 2.9 •

1.

Cf. AB. III. 31+$ PB .XIV .9.12; XXI

2.

WZKM.25 • pp. 355 seac.

3.

SB.1 .7 .3 .1 .

b.

See above Chap II.

5.

PB.XVII .1.2. See Calandfs translation opcit pp.*+55*

6.

See Keith. JRAS.I 913 . pp. 156-57.RPVU.II.pp.337 .

2^rzi

-97reference to their non-practice of brahmacarya may refer to
their licentious character or their lack of education among
1

them.

But Latyayana mentions scholars among them, which

may refer to the Vedic learning of the converted vratya.
The second sense seems to be better in view of the fact that
Brahmacarya refers to a particular system of education.
Iloreover, the fact that the vratyas led a nomadic life would
support this view.

2
Later in the same section of the PB

it is related that,

"swallowers of poison eat food, to be eaten only by a
*
3
_
brahmanq., are those who speak easy sentences (adurukta vakvan)
hr

as difficult, beating the unpunishable with the stick, and
5
while consecrated utter the speech of the initiated .11

6
Ghosh

suggests emendations in the text "CARkNTAH" for

ffCaranti!f ,fdiksitaf
f for "adiksita"
and thinks that the sen•
•
tence 11ye brahmadyam janyanfi annam adanti" is ’Mutilated".
The addition of a Ifna,f either between "ye" and 11brahmadyam 11
or between "janyam 11 and "annam 11 is, in his opinion, necessary.
Bu these various suggestions are unnecessary, as the sentence
could be understood without these changes.
1.

LoS.VIII .6 .2 . Cf. Mukherji JASB.21. "The Vratyas and their
sacrifices.

2.

PB. XVII. 1 .9 .

3.

"who eat foreign food as Brahmin's food" Caland1s trans
lation loc.cit.

b.

6.

"who call good words, bad" Caland.
Inao-aryan Origins.

5. Cf.B^S.XVIII.2*+.

2.S'S"
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Mukherji

suggests that the word “gargiro" should be

taken to mean that the Vratyas were the “drinkers of Sura11.
2
Hauer suggested that the "garagir" is the poison-eater,
the heretic, and quotes the example of the poison-eaters
3
/
among gods in TA and the story of USANASKAVYA, who takes
poison among the A Suras and has to perform the Punah-stoma
#

and the two seers GAUSUKTI and ASVASUKTI, as “two poisonswallowers".

Holler's interpretation seems correct and this

instance is quite suggestive of the poison (VISA-.) of the
/

RV.X. 1 3 6 . We may allude to the fact that Kudra-Siva of
Classical times is referred to as a poison-eater.
The phrase “BRAHMADYAM jany am annam 11 has been taken by
Mukherji as the food eaten by the Brahmanas after purification,
and cooked in the market.

This view is quite unconvincing.
5
Hotter draws three possible inferences from this sentence.
The Vratyas eat the food eatable by the Brahmanas,
•
* without
performing the proper ceremonies and here Hotter quotes the
—
5
example of the two magicians Kilata and Akuli, who eat “odana"
boiled without fire.

A second interpretation is that they eat

"janya" food, which is throught by Hdttter to be the family food
1.

JASB. 2 3 .loc.cit.

2.

Der Vratya pp.

3.

TA.1.9.3.

b.

PB. XIX A . 10.

5.

Hotter, op.cit. pp. 163 ff*

*€4
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participants.

The "janyam annam" may be the "guest food".

It seems that the phrase simply refers to the food eatable
by the brahmanas.

The technical nuance brought out by

Hot«er, indicates food of a type which is distributed to
beggars and to pious men.

The character of the vratyas as

a nomadic people justifies this supposition.

Moreover being

food gatherers some of their diet would be of a type legiti
mately consumed by the Brahmanas.
The phrase "a durukta-vakyam duruktam *ahuh" has been
interpreted by Homer, "they declare a curse, an abusive word,
1
as not for a curse". Caland1s translation is much better,
2
and has been supported by Keith, which regards "aduruktavakya"
as "good word".

Better than this would be a more literal

translation "easy speech", which is regarded by the vratyas
as difficult for linguistic and phonetic reasons.

"Durukta"

no doubt has a sense of curse in the RV, but here it does not
fit in the context.

The pssage may refer to the abusive

character of their speech, and has been so regarded by
3
Hukherji, who finds support from the dialogue between the
k
student and the prostitute, referred to by Katyayana.
The phrase "adandyam dandena ghnanta*s caranti" has been
variously interpreted.

Mukherji has taken it as a reference

1.

Caland loc.cit.

2.

RPVU.II .pp.337.Vedic Indexii .ff .PP.3l»-3, JBAS-191 -2.PP.159-

3.

JAS3.23.loc.cit.

h.

K^S.XIII.3 A.Cf.L^S.VIII.6 .9 .Mukherji quotes LSS.IV.3 where
obseene passages are given.

2^7
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tradition are unpunishable.

Keith takes it to mean that they
1
have ,fa different code of law".
Chat top a d h W a y a thinks that
t
it means that 11they walk about behabouring persons least
2
3
deserving the rod".
Homer's interpretation that it refers
to a religious custom of the Vratyas seems nearer the truth.
The correct view seems to be that they had the notion of
driving away spirit possession by beating the possessed person.
However, this may also be interpreted as a sign of ritual
flagellation among the Vratyas.
The reference to "aiksitavac" is more intriguing.

Lit-

erally Keith and Kacdonell are right in translating ,fthough
V
unconsecrated, they spoke the tongue of the consecrated” .
5
/
6
Charpentier compares it with the Diksitavada of the SB.
7
f S
Keith's objection to it should not be upheld for ia. the BSS
1.

J B A S . 1 9 1 3 . P . l 5 9 . C f . R P V U . I I . P . 337.

2.

CH. Kay 1921+.PP.289.Cf. Hillebrandt. RL.P.139.

3.

Op.cit.pp.172-73•

b.

Ved.Ind.II.pp.3^3.See other translations in Homer op.cit.
pp.1 7 3*n.3l6 .

5.

WZKM.25.pp.363.

6.

SB.III.2.1.^0.

7.

J R A S .1 9 1 3 .p p .l 5 9 .

/

8.

b

£s .

XVIII. 2b.
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ref ers to the Diksitavada.11 The real significance of this
phrase seems to be in the fact that the speech of the con1
secrated is regarded as faltering and halting,
and the
speech of the Vratya is regarded by the Brahmana as of that
type.
This passage is thus a very important document on the
religious practices of the Vratya.

Hauer sees in this

passage, a reference to all the Vratya ceremonies:
sacred meal;

(a) a

(b) cursing and fertility rites which are inferred

from the solitary reference to ,fduruktan interpreted as abuse,
a
ana referring to the hahvrata ceremony; (c) expulsion of the
spirit possession through beating; (d) and initiation.

This

interpretation of the passage is too extensive and thus dif
ficult to accept in entirety.

The sacred meal is an unjus

tifiable extension of the meaning of the phrase. The word
2
brahmadya which occurs in the PB , in connection with the
3
Atiratra ceremony, and in the AB , in connection with the
Vasat call, means nothing more than "sacrificial11 or ritual
food, or at best, the food eaten by the Brahmanas.

There is

nothing to uoint its identity with the Brahma&dana referred to
by Haller.

Bailor 1s interpretation of "janyam annam11 as the

1.

See above.

2.

PB.X.lf.5.

3.

AB.IV.ll.

b.

look above.
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Atithi-raealn is only reading the AV in the PB,

Brahmadya

may simply refer to the sacredness and purity of the food.
The relationship of f,duruktaM with the Kaliavrata again, seems
unconvincing.

"Durukta11 can be differently interpreted end

may be compared with the JB phrase "avratam amedhyam vadanti11.
_
2
This may be compared with the mumbling in the Aitasapratdpa.
It seems that the passage describes a Vratya-mystic who,
like the Kuni, drinks poison, becomes intoxicated, and speaks
phrases easy to pronounce.with considerable difficulty.

His

faltering speech is the result of spirit-possession, to get
rid of which, he is beaten with sticks.

This fits in with
3
the practices of the many early and primitive tribes.
Different from this Vratya-mystic is the Vratya-gahapati,
Dyutana, one of the Maruts, is said to be the householder of
the Vratyas.
The ^rtiapati of the Vratyas, is identified by
' 5
y
Charpentier , with Siva himself, based on the similarity of
their dress and apparatus, which interpretation is highly
dubious and uncertain.

A turban, a goad, a JYATINODA, a

VIPATHA covered with boards, a black garment, two skins,
1.

See below.

2.

See above.

3.

Gf. V. Blwin. The religion of t-fee- G n o m e

h,

Ved. Index.I.pp. 332.

5.

WZKi-1.23 .pp.15i ff; 25 . 355 ff.

|nc|,antri^<2

black and white and a silver niska, are among the property
1
of the GRHAPATI.
It is said that these articles are the
"wealth of the Vratya."

2

/

In the KSS, LSS it is said that this

wealth should be given to those Vratyas, who have not left
their vratya way of life, (vratya-carya) or to the Brahmabandhus who are from Magadha.

All these facts are too human
3

to be assimmilated in a divine personality as that of Rudra.
Moreover, Rudra dnd the Grhapati do not share the same outfit.
But Keith*s argument that the lack of the practice of agri
culture and trade cannot be upheld if it is talien to refer
to the followers of Rudra, rather than to Rudra himself.
Rudra and his followers, however, may be thought to have been
invested with the Vratya outfit and dress.
The various technical terms are not very clear.
*
Jyahnoda is interpreted by latyayana,
as a kind of "bow
without arrow", by Battdhayana,"a bow with leather quivers"
and by Katyayana as "the rod of the bow without the string1*.
The variety of opinions shows the uncertainty of meaning but
they agree on one point that it is a kind of bow.
1.

PB.XVII.1 .

2.

PB.XVII.l.l6.Cf .L&3.VIII.6.18; A p J s . X X I I .1 3 .

3.

Keith JHAS.1913.pp.157-58.

i*.

(oUcotgi m

B c tu e r . I W

Vipatha is

,|>f
y
t
a
r
V
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a kind of chariot•

Latyayana thinks it "an Eastern Chariot"

(Pracya-ratha), driven by horse and a mule with varied pace
(according to Sandilya)
or driven by two horses and two
• ♦
mules (according to Dhanasijaya).

Baudhayana regards it as
1

"a dilapidated worn-out carriage".

At the most, thus,

Vipatha can be regarded as a type of chariot, prevalent in
the east.

Two more articles, mentioned in the Vratya-wealth
2
are dama tusa,
and valukanta. Latyayana
thinks that the
•
•
passage describes the dress of the vratya and therefore, takes
VALUKANTA as a woollen garment, interpreted by commentators
а.s made of sheep* s wool, and dama-tusam as a type of "garment
with a knot on one side and a fringe on the other".
3
Latyayana takes them to be woollen garments having two
protuberances with red or black seams."
Sections II-IV of the seventeenth chapter of the PB deal
with the Vratya-stomas to be performed by special personalities.
The second vratya-stoma, the PB says, is to be performed by
those who lead the Vratya life.

K cutter

has taken the sense of

N^samsa as "magically potent invokers of curses", deriving it
/
^
,
by taking the sense of samsa as "curse". But samsa has the
*
6
/
sense of "praise" "blessing" also. N'Ksarasa
coming together
t
•
1.

PB. Caland* s translation.pp.*+58.

2.

loc.cit; Hotter op.cit .pp.95*

3.

Loc.cit.

*+.

Hatter op.cit.155*

5.

Hotter op.c it. pp.1 5 2 .5 3 .

б.

RV. IX. 81.5'} 11.26.1. Compare PW.W .P.3l6.on RV. V .1+6 .3 .
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^

with Nindita which means "reviled," "ill spoken" must be a
1
pejorative word, JJojder-Williams takes it to mean "base"

2
as Caland

does.

Winternitz translates it as "grosste
,
, rsamsa, however, may have the sense of "the

3
Ubeltater"

.

cursed among men".

The third vratyastoma was to be per

formed by those who were the youngest or of no importance
5
(kamistha) among the vratyas and the fourth, by those who
are the oldest (jyestha) and "having a quiet down hanging
/

-

*

8

penis" (samanicameclhra).

Latyayana thinks them to be those
6
"who, through old age are incapable of procreation."

BfrSgavat thinks them to be those who have made themselves
7
impotent by undue intercourse with women.
But this is
nowhere mentioned in the text.

The simple view would be to

take the epithet together with the other one, that is, the
oldest (jyestha).
••
We are not told about the particular stomas of the
Samaveda which were to be recited in these rites of Vratya
1.

Sanskrit - Dictionary. S.V.;

2.

PB. translation pp. *+58.

3*

Quoted in Homer opcit pp.l55*

*+.

Cf.KSS.XXII.^.7 • where the Grhapati
is described as the
»
Nrsamsatama.
•
.

5.

P3.XVII.3 .

6.

PB.XVII A . l . See Caland. P3. translation pp.*+59• n •1;

6.

LSS .VIII .6 .'+.

7.

JBBI-IAS.I9 .P.36O.
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Some indication of the stoma is given in the PB,

but it is obscure.
2
In the PB we are informed that "this (rite) was performed
by those (Vratyas) who were precluded from sexual intercourse.
Their Gfehapati
was Kusitaka,
the son of Samasravas."
t
•
9

There

is in this section a uolemic against the Kusitakins, who are
3
shown to be associated with the Vratyas.
The JB too shows
this.

Kusitalca is mentioned as the Grhapati of the

AISIKAPAVAS and it is said that their stoma has a pavamana
laud of 16 verses.

Caland

refers to the Nidana Sutra (VI.11;12

which mentions two types of vratyas:

the sTrsadis and the

Aisikayavins, but these, as he points out, are the two kinds
of verses handed down for the Agnistoma.
called the elder ones.

The sirsadins are

The Aisikayavins and the

Aisikapavas
seem to be identical.
•

This reference to Kusitaka
•

led to Kcttter to identify him with the founder of the KB
branch of the RV, but it is possible that they ere quite
different.

6
In the JB

it is said that "the heavenly Vratyas led a

1.

PB.XVIIA . 2 } See Caland note on it.

2.

P3.XVIIIA.3.See Caland 1s translation pp. W O .

3.

JB.II.226 (Lokescandras ed.II.227) See Caland.PB Translation
p.*+60.N#3 •
Loc.cit.

5.

The Satobrhati of the PB XVII.1.10; and the Pragathabrhati

PB

trans.ppA 5 9 •

of the PB XVII.1.11.
6.

II .221. (II.222.of Caland. JB in Auswahl;Section l'4-6 .pp. 183)
Divya vai vratya vr cityam adhavayan buahGna sthapatina.

^ 4<!r
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vratya life with Budha as their leader."

Hcttier translates

this as “the divine Vratya were once on their vratya
wanderings, under sthapati Budha." Sthanati has the sense
1
of "chief".
The phrase "Vr*5Ltyam adhrvayan" is very signi2
ficant. The phrase occurs in the PB differently. The verb
"adhavayan" seems to refer to a nomadic way of living.

The

passage further runs “these Vratyas worshipped this that
3
blows or God Isana."
Hotter amends the text, putting
"eka-vratyam" in place of “va devam".
not to have known heaven.

The vratyas are said

They desired to know it and went to

Prajapati who gave them this vrTTtyastoma sacrifice, through
which they sacrificed.

The JB adds that 'those who lead the

life of vratya-wandering are as if deluded." (MUHYA1TTIVA
VA3TE Y3 VRATYA3 DHAVAYAKTI).

They are deprived of (V(9^-

DHYANTE) of speech, who lead the life of vratya wandering.
This confirms the view expressed in the PB that the
Vratyas have assimmilated Rudra-I£ana elements in their worship
and that they lead a nomadic life.

The passage contains an

1.

SB.V AA.18:XII.8.1.17$9.33$PB.XXIV.18.2;TA.IV.36.1.

2.

PB.XVII .1.1.

3.

JB.II.221. Ta Ete Vratya aicchan imam vaiva y o !yam pavata
va devam.

This is the version accepted by Caland also
%

(loc.cit).

-108implicit glorification of Prajapati and the aryan way of
life, while condemning the vratya way of life.
1
In the JB again the vratyas are said to speak an
impure speech, that which is against sacrifice.
Bfahnanas notice many types of speech.

The 4iS

The
refers to

2
four types of speech,

of men, animal, birds, and of small

creeping animals.

There is a dif erence between the divine
3
^
p
and human speech,
and Aryan and brahmana speech . Like

6
the Asura speech, the speech
profane.

Later in

of the vratyas is regarded as

the same passage, it is said that the

vratya speaking the anustubh becomes powerful ana the enemy
of the snake Arbuda,^the son of Xadru.

It is said that

those who lead the vratya life are like 11eying persons
(mryanta iva)".

The vratyas are said to speak obscurity, like

old persons (sthavira).

In a later passage, the vratyas are

said to be Rajaputras and are referred to as injuring the

8
brahmana.

The vratyas seem to be thus associated with the
/

1.

J B .I I .222•
SA.VIII.9

5.

AA.1.,’.2: On VSc. see PatehSivigil. Vedic Utymology. pp.
196—213•
/

s a uriest in the snake festiv
ICB.XXIX.l; Ved. Ind. 1.P.37*
8.

JB.II. 2 2 3 .
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nobility which also see s to be indicated in the AV.
2
3
In the JB and JTJ3 Prthu Vcinya asks the divine
h

vrTltyas various questions.
of the sacrifice.

asks about the secret domain
5
Prthu
is
a
Ksatriya
and the ,ffirst
•
•

among the consecrated .11

He

This further shows the royal

relations of the Vratyas.
The Vra/tyas thus seem to form a distinct community
with their own religious ideas and practices.

We must here

investigate whether they were aryans or non-aryans.

Weber

regarded the vratya as the member of a community of
6
.
7
unbrahmanical Aryans of the West.
Zi|tnmier referred to him
as belonging to one of the mixed castes forming a distinct

8
social order, with allegiance to the Brahmanical order.

Roth

considered him to be one "belonging to a roving band or a
vagrant" "one moving about" or a member of a fellowship which
9
was outside the Brahmanical Order." Hillebrandt similarly
1.

look above.

2.

JS.1.77.

b.

Also in RV.VIII.o.lO.PB.XIII^^O.SB.V.S^A.Ved.Ind.II.

3.

JUB .1 .2.3 •9510 511 j1 .1 1 .2 .6 .1 .1 *+.*+.1 .

PP*33°* Geldner Ved.Studll.l 8*f.n.3 .
5.

^3.v . 3 . 5 A .

6.

Weber.IL ppll 2 .Thomas Aufrecht gives no specific opinion
but probably regarded him as non-aryan.See IS.l.1 3 9 .

7.

A L .p .216.

8. F W •sv.

9.

RL.pp. 1 3 9 * on the Skaha-sacrifices.
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thought that the Vroitya was a member of non-brahmanical
group of tribes.

Bloomfield regarded him as an aryan student

or one "who has entered the Brahmanical community after
having been converted from an Aryan but non-brahmanical
1
tribe".
Hopkins was of the opinion that the Vratyas were
"a host of still non-brahmanieed outlaws, vagrants who wander
2
about in a sort of gypsy-wagon".
Chanda thought that the Vratya was the "wandering or
3
the religious mendicant".
Keith and Kacdonell maintained
that the Vratyas were aryans, allowed to become members of
the Brahmanacommunity after the performance of the Vratya
stomas.

Chattopadhyaya however regarded them as Aryans

wandering in the regions of Asia Minor (2000 BC - 1500 BC)
entering India in the Brahmana ueriod with a distinct religion,
*

which contained no sacrifices.

5

6

"

Winternitz

regarded the

Vratyas as non-aryan, and considered that the vratyastomas
incorporated them not into the Brahraana class, but in the
7
aryan community.
Hcttler regarded them as wild tfcstatics and

8
the ancestors of the later Yogins.

B.K. Mukherji holds a

1.

Atharvaveda.p .9*+*

2.

TCA.XV."0n the gods and saints of Great Brahmana"

3.

MASI *+1 . "Survival of the Pre-historic Civilisation of the
Indus Valley".

If.

Vea.Ind.II.P.3}f2 ff.

5.

CR.192.Jf.pp.287 ff.

6.

HILIP.l^f.

8.

B.K. Mukherji JASB.23• pp. 151-179-

7* 2.fur Buddhismins. VI.
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completely different opinion held about the Vratya, and

1
sees in him the glorification of the principle of disorder.
The examination of the texts relating to the Vratyas
seems to indicate that they were probably non-aryans.
2
and Macdonell think that the word "hina" refers to a
"depressed11 class which might be non-aryan.

Keith

Thei f£et~"that

the Vr*atyastomas led to the incorporation of the vratyas in
the Brahmana caste seems very doubtful.

Hone of the Sutras

refer to their definite Brahmanization.

As Chattopadhyaya

noted, they seem to have had a different religious complex.
They seem to have practised some sort of fertility rites in
which indulgence in sexual activity and cursing had an
important role.

They had some connection with serpent worship.

Their non-aryan characteristics have been noticed by Muir
3
also.
Chanda tried to see the representatives of the Vratyas
in the Gayalas of Gaya in modern Bihar.

Moreover, it seems

that the Vratyas were related with the Bast or the modern U.P.
and Bihar, i.e. the gangetic valley.

The belongings of the

Vratya have to be given to a brahma-bandhu of Magadha.
In the
5
AV his associations with the Magadha are quite clear. The
1.

B.K. Mukherji JASB.23.pp.151-17S•

2.

Ved. Ind. II. P. 2*+2.

3.

0ST.1.PA81: SBE.Vol.25.pp.37;1+05-07;7.p.ll5.20.P.i+06 etc.
Kane. H.DL.S.Vol.II.p.385.

K.

Indo-Aryan Peaces. p.l 6*+.

5.

See above.

-112Vipatha is regarded by Latyayana as the special chariot of
1
the East (Praeya-Ratha) .
The Vratyas thus seem to be a whole non-aryan nomadic
community with an advanced knowledge of metal and cloth, who
are worshippers of Ekavratya.

The worship of Ekavrltya

suggests a Monotheism

among them, which is quite
2
possible even in primitive tribes as Lang has shown.

The

vratyas have among them ecstatic priests and shaman-like
characters.

They appear to have been very numerous in the

Brahmana period.

Archaeology has recently made us familiar

with a culture in the gangetic valley which may be regarded
as representing the Vratya culture.

This gangetic culture

is represented by copper hoards which have been found in
more than thirty four sites between the Upper Ganges and
3
Orissa, over an area of 800 miles. The copper hordes have been
divided into eight main types having flat axes, shouldered
axes, barcolts, rings, harpoon leads, spearheads, swords,
and anthropomorphic objects.

None of these objects have

been found in any stratified deposit.

The association of

the Ochre Ware with these cooper and bronze objects, though

V u S

not proved, is plausible,(which/has been found beneath the
Painted Gray Ware at Hastinapur . The Gray Ware has been
7
associated with the Aryans, and thus the Ochre ware represents
1.

See above.

3.

B.B.Lal "Further Cooper Hoards from the Gangetic Basin and
a Review of the Problem 11.AJT.No .7 (1951 )20ff;Wheeler .SIP.
pp.126-27.

h.

2.

Lang ^

See Wheeler EIP pp.123.ff.

; Radin.

(P.T.j.)

•

5.

Lai.op.cit .pp.27,37,33; Wheeler op .cit .pp .121+-25.

6.

A.I.

7.

B.B.lal. "The Painted Gray Ware of the Upper Gangetic

No.10-11;(1950-52),

Basin: an approach to the Problems of the Dark Age."
J.A.S.B. N .S.XVI. (1950) pp. 89 ff.

a pre Aryan Culture•

Wheeher has rejected any suggestion

of the association of these hoards with the Indus Civili1
zation or with the Aryans.
The predominance of swords,
spearheads, harpoons, indicates that "the hoards represent
semi-nomadic food gathering communities, capable of clearing
patches of jungle and perhaps (though this we do not know)
of some sort of garden agriculture, but living mainly by
2
hunting and fishing .11
The area of 8 0 miles is quite a large one and for
these artifacts to be spread so widely there must have been
considerable wandering of the craftsmen who made them,
who may have been “whole time experts".

Thus they may have

travelled in some sort of cart or chariot, such as that
which Latyayana associates with the east (Pracya-ratha),
3
and is called Vipatha in the PB.
The deposition of the hoards may indicate "a time of
insecurity and economic instability", which may indicate
the subjection of these people by the incoming aryans and
the aryan hostility to the Vratya way of life seems to
indicate the opposition of the Vratyas to the aryans.

The

martial character of the Vratyas, as indicated in the Vedic
literature, also seems to be suggested by these various
weapons found in the Copper hords.
Thus the description of the Vratyas as found in the
Vedic literature fits very well with the Copper hoard culture
1.

EIP.pp.125*26•

2.

EIP.pp.1 2 6 .

3*

See above.

of the Gangetic Valley.

The Aryan penetration in this area

took place during the Brahmana period, which would explain
the non-occurrence of the Vratya in the RV, and only once
in the YV Samhitas.
•-

The references to the wholesale incor-

poration of the Vratyas into the Aryan community indicates
the processes through which the aboriginal tribes of India
were incorporated in the Aryan society.

The god of the

Vratyas, their ascetic-shamanistic personalities, and
religious behaviour was synthesized with the Brahmanic system.
1
Lai suggests that the people originating this culture of
the co'ouer hoards were Nisadas, referred to in the Vedic
2
literature.

But Nisadas were probably settled aborigines.

There is hardly any evidence of the nomadic or martial
character of the Nisadas in any of the few references to
them in the Vedic literaxture.
Thus we see that asceticism in the Brahmanas is of the
primitive type.

Its nature is primarily of the type of res

trictions on the behavious of the individual, another
definite practice of physical austerities like fasting, keep
ing vigil, vegetarianism, and the keeping
gods.

vows made to

This type of asceticism is regarded as a part of the

sacrificial religion of the Brahmanas.

The Brahmanic

asceticism accepted some non-vedic elements through the
incorporation of non-vedic and non-aryan personalities,
1.

A.I. No. 7* PP* 39*

2.

Weber. Ind. Stud.IX.3^0. supported by Ved.Ind.l. p. b $ k .
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giving to their practices and ideas a Brahmanic colour.
This process of cultural assimmilation is still operative
in Indian society.

The ideas of and practices of the

aborigines were sanskritised by the Aryans at this period.
Many non-aryan elements were being adopted ana assimmilated,
as the aryans penetrated deeper in the Gangetic Valley.
They hed contempt for the way of life of the Aboriginal
tribes, which shows only the ethnocentrism of the aryans.
Asceticism was thought to achieve all desires and fulfil
all expectations.

It was a method, a technique toachieve

the Values of life, which were to have along life on this
earth, to have a large number of sons and to achieve heaven.
1
"Kama, bhoga, bhuti - these expressed Values.,f "This world

2
is good, better would be the other world’1, said the AB .
The Brahmanas
thought it possible to achieve everything
t
through asceticism, as through sacrifice.

The attainment of

cattle, progeny, victory over enemies, wealth, and villages,
however were not the only aims to be achieved through
asceticism which was also practised in order to "perceive 11
certain rituals, metres and sa ans.

Prajapati, and following

him the gods and the Asuras and men, did tapas to achieve
their desires.

Prajapati practised tapas to create the world,

to produce progeny and to achieve his food. His archetypal
3
ascetic activity was repeated by men.
Men through these
1.

Pande G.C. Studies in the origins of Buddhism.pp.278.

2.

AB.I-S'

3.

Cf.Eliade.The myth of Eternal Return.pp. 3 *+.

273
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activities wanted to feel a religious ecstacy, probably to
1
be in the company of the gods.
The drinking of poisonous
potions made from plants and herbs brought about the seme
result.

There was felt to be no dichotony between secular

and spiritual values.

To have long life and to be in the
2
world of gods wore the result of the same activity.
So all
these objects were the proper ends for which asceticism could
3
be performed.
Many Yogic ideas too are foreshadowed in this period.
The importance of psychological categories, like manas, and
speculation on psycho-physical entities like the breaths,
the sense-organs, and the heart have assumed greater impor
tance.
fold.

But the Yogic elements are still within the ascetic
Silence, meditation and concentration are important

elements in the performance of sacrifices.

1.

Cf. Creative Period, pp. 75 TT.

2.

SB.1.9.1. 12-15.

3.

Cf. S. Levi. La Doctrine du Sacrifice pp.
complains of the crass materialism of the Brahmanas.

CHAPTER I T .
ASCETICISM—IHJEHE Ia RAHIAKAS AND THE U P A N I S A D S .
*

9

The next group the Vedic^exts with which we have
to deal, is the Aranyakas, which traditionally are <2.X l~cAnI
•
/
__
only <*n three schools - Ajritareya, Samkhayana, and
Taittireya.

There are some aranyaka - like texts,

such

aa the BAU and JUB.
The reason for these texts being
_
1
called the Aranyakas is in itself revealing.
Sayana
gave two reasons for this name:

One reason, he thought,

was that they are the "form of the vow of the forest”,
~~~

(Aranyavgatarupam)•

#

2

This was supported by Weber and

3

Deussen , who thought that it was the duty of the
Vanaprastha (hermit) to read these texts, but this view
seems inadmissible for this system of the Vanaprastha is
later in origin.

But the reason given by Deussen, that the

purpose of the Aranyaka was to supply a substitute for the
sacrificial rites to be read by the Vanaprasjbhen seems to be
correct , but again this is a later development.

The second

reason given by Sayana was that these texts are so called
because they were studied in the forests.

jf

supported by Oldenberg,

1.
2.
3«
b*

6.

7.

6 ------

Macdonell,

and Keith.

See Keith. AA.pp^.15-16
Ilk. pp.tf8. i*
(foeted by Ktth.Loc.cit •
Cf Winternitz. HIL.I.pp.233-31^*
Prolegomena, pp.291 ff*
hSIi.

This has been

p.

Keith. AA.Loc-cit, RPVU.II.PF.lf89-90.

7

This seems to have been the primary reason for the use of
this term, but in the later times the texts must have
provided for the brahmanical aryan, who has retired to the
forest a symbolic performance of the ritual and its u n d e r 
standing*

The texts however, prove the fact that forest-

going h a d come into existence though it was primarily to
study and meditate on the various sacrifices,

so much so that

1
study of the Vedic texts was regarded as tapas,

and many

regulations about their study are given in the Aranyakas

2
themselves*

The AA, consisting of five books contains the

3
AU and early and late materials.

Books I, II, 1-3,

and

II. 3- 6 , and III have been regarded as earlier than the books

tb **
IV

and V

th5
•

The S A also contains the KftusftakiUp, and

6
early and late materials,

and is definitely later than the

AA*

The T A similarly is an amalgam of early and late
th
__
material.
The X
book is the Maha-riarayana - Upanisad,
w h i c h is very late,

8

_

and books vii-ix of the T A are the TU.

The remaining six books (i-vi) of the TA are quite early in
character and comparable to the oldest portions of the AA*
The allegorical interpretation of the sacrifices forms the
main theme of the Aranyakas,
•

and it seems that the "Aranyakas
#

assume that the sacrifice could be performed by mere study of

1*

Bee below*

2*

Cf.A a *v *33*

3. Cf.Creative Period pp.99.100.ff.Keith.AA.ppi.17; 73-71f.
^Oldenberg. GN.19l5»PP.375-8l; Scheftlowitz. Zll.i.58-68.
<Keith*RPyU.II.>t9©Mf.&•
5. Keith M.p.25»
6. Keith.JRAS.1908.363ffj
7. Keith Al.pp.31.
8. Keith. RPBto.II.it-99.

1
the text and be meditation*
They therefore, deal with the
^Sacrifices
2W*lfoou|-as survjing-Hitt0 n * c e .s s \Jty tbe ac+u.a| ^trjcrm atnce ti^Xhe Aatuaf ,
I wirn^tv'avAi^, the Pravargya*
and various types of mantras.

MftnmurA

The

*

ascetic practices shade off into the Upanisadic gnosis

and have therefore been dealt with together*

The Upanisads, which form the last part of the Vedic
literature with which we are concerned,
various dates*

are numerous and of

Various attempts have been made to stratify

them in relative chronology.
the pre-Buddhistic Upanigads*

We have to deal primarily with
It is very difficult to find

any reference to any Upanisads in the Buddhist literature or
to the Buddhist literature in the Upanisadsi

Howevey,many

principles have been put forward for a relative chronology.
The most ^omprehensive attempt has been made by Ranade and
Belvalkar

who give a resume of the principles for such a

relative chronology*.

The first principle was that the older

upanisads are named after some school of the Samhitas and the
newer ones are named after the initial word of the Upanisasjjor
the teacher, or the theme, or a fictitious school of the Av*
The newer Upanisads are^ similar to the classical Sanskrit in
language, vocabulary,

and style, while the older ones still

preserve the inflection,

syntax, of the Brahmanas*

third criterion is that the similes,

symbols,

The

and illustrat

ions are more ritualistic in the older texts than in the
1.
2.
3.

Keith. RFVU. II* P.^9,0.
Sl.I-II.AAI. Keith. Si.pp.73-^*
Tl.IV-V.

4*.

Cf. Walleser. Die PhilosophischeGrundlage derAlteren
Buddhismus pp.67. thinks that theTeyijjai Sutta refers
to the Ait-U!p*, theCh*Up; and the TU*
CP pp.87-88. f f } C f . Ranade - CSUP.pp.13-15*

5.

newer ones#

One comes across the fanciful etymologies of the

Brahmanas and

their mystical identifications#

%

The older

texts assign priority to the sacrificial Gods Agfji and Indra#
Deussen proposed that the older Upanisads were written in

1
prose,

and in irregular and archaic metres#

The geographical

content and reference to social conditions and peoples too
provide some basis for relative chronology#
interquotation,
stories,

Similarly

cross references, the treatment of the same

and the interpretation of certain terms can help in

2
this direction.

The result of these various tests h a s led scholars to
different conclusions and it has been found necessary to
regard each Upanisad as not belonging to one period of time
and thus containing early and late materials#

Ranade and

Beljfcalkar have divided the whole "Aranyaka and Upanisadic texts
into four main groups - Brsdimanic, Br'hhmano-Upanisadic,
Upanisadic and Neo-Upanisadic and have divided each group into
either early and late or into early, middle and late, and
have found it necessary to distribute the various parts of the

3
same Upanisad,

such as the BAU.among all the four groups#

There is great danger of tbfc subjective opinions creeping into
any such consideration#

But their results seem to coincide

wit h the opinions of other scholars#

The BAU has been

DO

1. Philosophy of the Upanisads# pp#2^~^sv criticised -by* C#R
PF*89, but partially accepted by Keith# RFVU#II#pp#H-99«
2# Pande. Studies in the Origins of Buddhism p p # ^ ^ '
3# CP.pp#135# the table of their results^; Cf#Ranade#CSUP#ppl5#

1

broadly divided by Keith into three partbooks** I-II* IIIIV*

V-VT>but by Ranade and Belvalkar, it has been broken into

many isolated sections*
one;

I. 1-3 come together in the group-

and BAU !• *+-6, in the early period of the group two;
2

BAU VI, 1,3 in the middle section of the group two.

The BAU

cu^)

and the Ch.Up* AU, TU, Kaus.Up, 1 sa* Kena have been regarded
to he pre-Buddhistic#

Keith has tried to prove that the AU

is the oldest Upi, refuting the opinion of Deussen who regarded
it as late .

The TU is later than the BAU and the Ch Up, but

TU book I has been regarded by Ranade and Belvalkar as earlier
5

than the AU but later than the AA II, 1-3,' and the first book

M6
of the TU istfmore an Aranyaka than an Upaiis^ad,
been regarded as earlier than BAU (IJ*, 5*6),

and has

Ch,U)p. (III#1-3L,

12, 13?) but TU (11,1-5,- 9) has been regarded by Ranade said
BelvAkarass contemporaneous with ChJBpt (lll.l^ff v,l-2,)

BAU (VI.113) and similarly early date is assigned to TU (111,1-6)«
Thera aee.s to t e m p l e

than the KAUS.Up.

Juatifle.tion tor tahihs I , .0 earlier

Kena, a part of the JUB, consisting of

prose and metrical sections, has been regarded as"the last of
9
the older Upa*isads^ but Kena III-IY which is in prose, can

1.
2.
3.
%
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Keith RP7U.pp.lf98.
CP.Loc.cit.
Al.pp„tf5 ff; RFVU.II.pp.lf98.
Philosophy of the Upamishads pp.23,2*f.
CP.pp.l3$.
CP.pp.97*
CP.pp..135; See also on TU.pp.97-98.
Cf.Keith. RFVU.ll. If98. JRAS. 1908. pp.363 ff«
Keith. RPVF.II.»f99.

be regarded as earlier than the metrical sections of the K e n a
(I-II), where the philosophical treatment is more developed.
2

Isa should also be regarded as one of the earliest Upanisads,

though again there is considerable difficulty in putting it in
relative chronology.
on Katha.

3
v.13.

Keith thinks that Isa Verse 8 ,dependeit

A
which has: been regarded as an unidentifiable

quotation by Raw a d e and Belvalkar.

But a close examination

of Isa and Katha does not bear out the statement of Keith.
Vocabulary,
Katha.

and content, both are different in the Isa and

But a definite approach to compromise between the

sacrificial situation and the path of renunciation may suggest

5
a later date than the BAU, C h U p X

T U and Kena.

<4
The small

Upanisads have^discovered by SchraderjWhieJ*-were known through
their Latin translation by Anquetil-Duperron and later trans
lated into German by Deussen..

TheJ are Basftkala, Chagaleya,

and Arseya Upanisads, which have been accorded a high antiquity

6
by Ranade and Belvalkar.

1.
2.

See CP.pp.91*
It is extant in two recensions Kanva and Madhyandina, see
cp.pp.90-91.

3.

RPVU. ppv500*n.3.

4.
5..

CP.Loc.cit.
Barua.
JL history of Prebuddhistic Indian Philosophy.

6.

pp.259> 424.thinks.that Isa answers MundaKa which does i*>t
seem plausible.
Isa seems to be earlier than the Mundaka;
See.Hertel. Die Weisheit. der Upanischaden. pp.25 ff* *
BaynesF. 1A,26. 1897-213 ff.CP.ppi.94-95*
Published in "Eighteen Principal Upanisads"' ed.by Limaye
and Vadekar* Poona.
1958. pp.358<-3725
Se® 011 their
structure and text CP.pp.130-132.
See CP.pp.i32.

7*

Baskala has been regarded by them^as early as the AU, but
Shageleya, as later than the Baskala but contemporaneous with
Ch UP (III.15; 16, 17; - 19;

IV.16-17).

by them as later than Katha, (I.l-iil),
parts of Ch.Up. and BAU.

Arseya is regarded
0

Mundaha and certain

However, Chagaleya seems to be

quite late as the style shows.

The whole story of the

Upanisad is summarised in the end in two verses, which remind
one of the Pali texts.
/

_,

~

/

The Katha SttBtasvaiara, Mundaka, MahanarAyana Prasna,
Maitri and the Mandukya have been subject to many divided

opinions.

However Mahanarayana, Maitri, and Mandukya must

be regarded ass very late, and have been left out of our study.
The date of Katha is also quite uncertain.

Oldenberg thought

that it is pre-buddhistic, because it contained the story of
Yafia^Naciketas which reminded one of the Buddha-Mara legend.
However Keith is quite sceptical, pointing out that the story

5

is already found in the TB.
the Maitri Up.

This Upanisad is earlier than

As the ideas about Yoga in the Katha are not
/

so developed as they are in the Maitri Up.
6

been regarded as post Buddhistic,

The Svet.Up* has

and Walleser makes it much

laterj based on the argument that the illusion theory as
found in the ^vet.Up. and the Mundaha and the Mandukya ia later
1.
2.
3.

R.Zimmerman 1A, Mf. pp.l30ff .179; Winternitz HIL.I.
pp;.238; Keith. RPVU. II.PP.^99 ff.
HIL.I.pp.238; Pande. studies in the Origins of Buddhism
P P * 575-76, Hopkins JA0S.22.pp>.336n.l.
H.Baynes. 1A 26 (1891) PPl69ff; Wintesf^z, HIL.pp238-39;
n.^;

k*
5*

Buddha pp.
^ *
RPVU.II.pp. 502.

6. Hopkins. JAOS.22.pp.336n.

I

*1

and derived from the Buddhist nihiliSnl*

But this
2

argument is not all conclusive and is refuted by Keith
3

Ranade#.

We have taken it to be pre-buddhistic.

1+

and

The

Mundaka is composed in prose and irregular metres, and its
philosophical thinking is not very consistent,

5

Hextel

shows its dependence on the AV(X*.7*8) and sees some
similarities with the Jai»a practices and ideas - shaving of
6

the head, approval of asceticism, and the concept of release*
Some parts of the Mundaka have been regarded as later than the
7
Katha*
It is quite late as Keith shows, because it
mentions the seven worlds by name, has a list of Vedic sciences
8
including the Vedangas, though that term is not used there*
Certain Mundaka terms such as Cyu, nirveda, raja, *xtara|a,
samyagjnana, granthi have been used in the Jaina literature*
Keith is quite sceptical about the priority of the Mundaka
over the Katha.

The grammatical inaccuracies of the Mundaka

have been taken by Keith

as due to ^careless composition*

rather than to the early composition of the text*

1*- Der Altere Vedanta pp.5*
2. Keith RFVU.pp.503: 529 ff;
3. CSHP.pp.5%- 23^-27-HSee.CP.pp.119.ff*
5*. S e e CP*pp*91+-95 ff*
6*. Hert el .Mundaka Upanishad 192^-*
7*. See CP.PP;$5*
o* Keith RPVU.ll.pp*503-1+.
9* Keith op.cit*pp*50lf.n»2*

®ut the wloose metrical structure11 and "inconsistent freedom
of thought"' and "halting and hesitating fulfilment of a half
conceived unity of plan and purpose" which Ranade and Belvallftr
1

notice, suggest an early date.
Frasna is more organised than Mundaka and, in Keith's
2
3
opinion, quotes Mundatfa.
Deussen
assigned it to a quite
late period which Ranade and Belvalkar push back, and put it
together with Ch.tJp (IV.1-15, V.ll-2^; VI).

BAU (II.l;*f;

III; IV. 1-20 and Ar$eya earlier than even Ka'fha (IIJ
k

/

TB (II.6-8) and Suet- (V-Vi),

because of the admixture of

Vedic quotations and Ritualistic images and identifications,

5

and eschatological ideas*
Ranade and Belvalkar have taken all these Upanisads? to
be pre-buddhistic and regard the Jaina and Buddhistic develop-

6

ments as post-Upanisadic phenomena.

But different opinions

7
have been held about this*.

It seems quite probable that

the Upanisadic doctrines had developed before the Buddha.

®io

were the authors of these Upanisadic doctrines and what aRyan
and non-aryan elements were introduced in ascetic thinking
and practice, will be discussed later*

1* CP.pp.9^*
2* Keith op.Cit. pp*500*n*9* C P .pp.9^.
3* Philosophy of the Upanishads? pp*
b. CP. pp.135*
5* CP *pp*93*
6. CP.pp.M+3-¥+ ff*
7. Keith RPVU. pp5oo-501 ff*

Tapas in the Aranyahas and the Upanisads occurs as frequently
as in the Brahmanas
and more or less,* in similar contexts.
•
the Aib.AranyaKa the root

In

/tapft - occurs only in one

cosmological story, in which creation is said to proceed from
1
the self,

’but that is only apart of the A£t-Upanisad.

In the

Taittifteya Aranyaka tapas occurs more frequently - the root
/tap as well as the substantive.

Prajapati is said to have

practised tapas, and after practising the tapas shook his body*.
For the R « s . Vatarasana, Vaikhanasa, and ValaKhilya were
formed from the various parts of his body.^

This reference

to the trembling of the body by Prajapati reminds one of the

Muin of the RV and the AV.
give the rsis

The story seems to be invented to

vatarasana (a term occurring in the RV)

Vaikteaaasa (the name used by Gautama, to designate the fourth
stage of life) an air of sanctity and full incorporation in
vedic society.
In the Taittlriya Sranya*. Tapas Is Identified with the
Puskayapsqja,

in which Prajapati was born,

identified with tapas.

and Brahmab-caaya is

Vedic study, too, is called tapas.

Tapas is said to be of gold, which is the symbol of fire, and

6
the sun and this gold is meditated upon and prayed to to save
the earth and heaven from tapas.

This implies that here tapas

has still the sense of burning andjphysical pain.

This burning

is thought to consist of intense power, which is sacred and
1+

2.
3.
S.
5.

6.

Ait.Ar.II.1*.
Taitti. 1.23*2.
TA.,1.23-1.
TA.II.1.1.
TA.II .l*f.1.
T A . l v . 5.2.^.

also. V • l+.5; loo.

potent.

In the similar vein, the tapas or beat, of the Sun

1
is spoken of.

The Mahayira cup is given in the sacrifice for

2
light, brilliance and tapas.

Tapas is closely related to speech also.

With tapas one

~
obtains

(anu + v i n d )

the power

3

(v i r ^ y a ) of speech.

To Gharma

(i.e. Pravargya) ceremony is sacrificed the speech born of
tapas.

Tapas thus need not mean only austerities but might

stand for a whole complex of religious: actions including
silence, meditation,

physical austerities.

The same deity -

who is the Lord of brahman (prayer) and speech (vac) is; also

5

the Lord of tapas (power, heat, and austerities).

This might

explain the frequent occurrence of tapas in association with
truth(satya)»

The pairs of truth and tapas brahman and
6

brilliance

(t e j a s ) and ksatra and glory are described in the TA.

In another passage tapas: occurs in conjunction with faith,
truth, support and other terms connected with welfare and pros7
perity.

Here tapas seems to have the sense of power.

In a

symbolic interpretation of sacrifice, the sacrifice is done with

8
tapas

(austerity) with the priest as speech(vac).

il
TKis^idea of tapas is consistently put forward a s ai
noble concept by the T.A.

The difficulty here is that being

rather a classificatory than a descriptive term, the word
tanas does not give a very definitive about the practices sub-

1.
2.
3.
>+.

TA.v .7.7.
TA*IV.3.1.
TA.Ill *11 ..2*
TA.IV.7.-3-

5*. loc.cit.

6* TA*IV.21.1.
5 *G.IV.1.1.
7. TA*IV
q

Tapas comes'
with brilliance^ (tejas) truth,
and prayer (brahman)•
T A. 111.6.1*

sumed under the notion.

By pointing out that the study of

the V e d a is regarded as tapas, we might draw the conclusion
that in the Eranyakas the study of the Vedic S a M h i t a s has an

1
ascetic implication for the seeker after truth and power.
We generally find these practices of tapas referred to as
performed by the Gods and aryan men.
that the demons

(r a k s a s )

We also read, however,

performed a severe austerity (u g r a

2
tanas)

to get a boon, that the Sun might become their

opponent in a battle.

The story goes on to justify the

practice of the sandhyas

by the Brahmana®* to help the Sun in

his fight against the demons.
3
In the Kausitahi Aranyaka,

the word tapas occurs twice.

Both passages appear to be late interpretations.
B A U occurs at least seven times and wit h the

If
produce)

Tapas in the

ofs Jan (to

5
and tap.

The story is related that there was

nothing in the beginning.

By death indeed was this covered,

by hunger, hunger indeed is death.

He made up- his mind,

6
maybe with a self.

He moved about, worshipping,

and created

1.
On the study of the V e d a regarded as dhatfna - see below.
2.. TA.11.2.1.
3# I X L r d - whichiothe Kaus.Up;
Xlllth Chap'.Composite and
eclectic in content, and refers to various theories of
Yajnavalhya etc.
b. BAU*1.5.1$2s
%
BAU.BAU. 1.2.6. 111.8.10.
6. BAU.1.2.1.f Cf.Radhakrishnan's trans.P.l5*l#
He takes
wtftn m a n © * k u r u t a Wt, as *116 created the m i n d ” which is hardly
justifiable; th e -t h oorie s- tfmanas k*!* ha a the sense to make
up o n e fs mind;
which is proved by the context that Death
made a sainkalpa.

water and fire

(a*ka) .

Water is identified wit h fire,

and water became solidified as the earth,
toiled (s r a m )

on which he

From him, weary (sranta) and heated (tapta) a

bright essence came forth as f i r e d . 5*2)

This fire became

threefold - the fire, the sun and the air.

In the sixth

\pSOJA

section he desired to sacrifice with a greater sacrifice#
a

He toiled and practised aus-terihies .
heated, fame and power
are the breaths.

From him - toiled and

(virval went forth.

W h e n the breaths went forth, the body began

to swell but mind was still in the b o d y ”
became the horse,

Fame and power

identified with all the

His body then
cosmic

realities.

This story is very much in the Brahmand- style of the
cosmogonic narration.

T a p a s and toil (s r a m a ) are regarded as

the prime method for the creation.

Another important and

completely novel feature of the story - not mentioned in the
Brahmanas - is the reference to the te.1o p a s s , produced from
the heated body, which becomes the substratum of Creation.

We

shall see the importance of this principle in our discussion on
the nature of Brahman.

Moreover, this is one of the few

2
cosmological stories left in the Upanisads.

3
In another section,
father

1.
2.

in metrical verses it is said , the

(i.e#. Prajapati) created t h s seven kinds of food with

Radhakrishman trans.P.l5l#^ram - in the sense of "tot est" w hich again is wrong.
I
Cf.Alt.Up.1.1.

tapas and mental vigour

(m e d h a )V 1

as the prime method of creation.

Thus, tapas is exalted
The significant absence of

tapas in the earlier X parts of the BAU and its inclusion in
later passages,

seem to suggest that the Upanisad did not hold

tapas,in much regard.

The principle of tapas had to be

included because it was the established mode in the Brahmanas.
This conservative tendency makes the BAU put tapas together
with the sacrifice as unhelpful to full realisation of the

2
Atman.

In conversations with Gdrgi

0 G&rgi, without knowing this
Oblfcition*
years, this

sacrifices,

YajNavalK^Sa says ,fWho

imperishable

(i.e. atman) pours

performs austerities for a thousand

(work) of his comes to an end;

who goes away from

this world without knowing this imperishable is pitiable
0 Gargi.

0 Gargi, who departs from this world after

knowing this imperishable he is a Brahmana."

Sacrifice and

tapas yield only perishable and limited results and the
nature of such acts is ephemeral.

In conversations with

JaflaKa, Yajnavalttya recognises that tapas,
sacrifice,

charity and fasting,

along with

and the study of the veda are

the modes of knowledge of the self, great, unborn,

and

consisting of k n o w l e d g e (v i .1qana) - knowing him one becomes a
muttf;

and desiring the same world the w a n d e r e r s (i.e.

mendicants)

go f o r t h .11

Tapas and fasting are only the lower

1. Me dha occurs in other Upanisads more or less in the same
sense.
In Ka^ha 1.2.23. Self cannot be known by mental
vigour nor by much learning.
Also H a n d 3 .2.35
A i t . 5*2. TaittL
1.H-.l. is more akin to the BAU sense, which indicates the early
date of the T.Up.
2.

BAU* III. 8 .I0 .

stages in the hierarchy of the means of self-realization*.

1 Pr«?V3ih.&nA jdivaLi says -twt
In another passage

sacrifice,

charity and tapas conquer only

the lower world, the world of the father#, from where men are>
born again*

Similarly,

the interpretation of supreme tapas

in the BAU, t o the effect that,

death,

illness,

and burning the

2
dead person on the fire are the supreme austerities,
efficacy of all other austerities*

denies the

This tapas is conceived in

the manner of a sacrifice of one's own body.

The whole life of

m a n is regarded as tapas, which means that there is no
necessity of performing physical austerities*

Moreover, the

Upanisad adds that "who knows this, wins the supreme world",
which again emphasizes that knowledge is better than all other
14&&S*

There is one obscurity in this passage, where it is

stated that the supreme austerity is regarded as carrying a
/

dead person into the forest*
to forest from the village.

Saaikara took this as retirement
We know from later sources that

the person who becomes an ascetic, regarded himself as dead to
the world*

This passage might refer to the astrial carrying

of such a person, regarded as dead into the forest and leaving
him there*

For otherwise,

there is no sense in such a state

ment w h e n after this, the passage refers to the burning of the
dead person on the fire*

In the Chandogya, the word tapas occurs in the oftejv -

1*.
2*.

B A U *.VI *.2*16*
BAU. V*ll.l* Cf.with the Buddhist tradition*.

1

quoted passage

in which, some see the reference to the

four stages of life.

"There are three branches of duties*

sacrifice, study, and charity is the first;
is the second;

Austerity (tapas)

the student living in the house of the

teacher, absolutely controlling himself in the house of the
teacher, is the third.

See these attain to the pure worlds;
2

(But) he who stands in the; Brahman goes to immortality"•
Tapas here seems to have then the sense of going to the
forest referring to those who are the forest dwellers.

In

another context Ghora Anginas teaches Krsna Deva&A^&fcitra that
man's whole life is sacrifice.

"When one hungers and thirsts

and does not enjoy himself(i.e. abstain from pleasure) - that
3
is his consecration"
"Austerity, charity, uprightness
(arjava), non-violence (aMm<|>sa)truthfulness (satya-vacana) these are his gifts"'#
1.

Ch.Up.II.23.1#.
Cf .the translation of Radhajirishman "There are: three branches
of duty, sacrifice, study and almsgiving - Austerity,
indeed as the first, the second is the pursuit of sacred
wisdom"etc, which is inadmissible as it does not accommodate
the phrase "sacrifice, study, and charity" well#
On this
interpretation these are equated with tapas. and thus
refers to the householder, the student and the BrahmaSamstha# P.371**
We follow Samkara in this, who thinks
that. See CSUP.P.5859, Hume also PP.220-201, Creative
Period P.216.
3# Ch.Up.111.17.1;^5

2.

Procreation is his new birth and his deatfc, the final bath.
When Ghora Angigasa told this to KrsHa, the latter became
desireless

(a pipasa e v a ) .

In the Pravahana Jaivafcc -

s/

_

*

Svetarfettl episode, the two paths - devayana and Pitryana are
,
*
2
discussedas in the BAU, but the reading of the Ch Up V.10.1
is different from the BAU V I . 2.15*

The Ch.Up,

says that -

"those who know this and those who medifc&te on faith as austerity
* 3
go to l i g h t " the day and to the year and the world of the Gods.
The phrase Sfaith as austerity"

(spaddha tapa iti) gives tapas

a completely different sense and therefore gives it a higher
value than that which had been given to it in the BAU.
is contrasted with the life of sacrifice,

This

public activity,

and

If
charity,

as lived in the village.

which yields only the world

of the fathers.

In the Ch.Up,

the root t/tap - occurs generally in the
5
sense of "to shine"1.
The word
"t a pta" occurs as an epithet
of the student Upakosala Kanjatayana dwelling w i t h Satyatfama_
6
Jatfaia, tending his fires for twelve years, so well that the
wife of Sabyahama Jabala asked her husband to teach him, but
7
SatyaiTama went away (pravasaon cakrej without teaching him.
The fire recognised his penance and gave him sacred wisdom*

1. ft*GrBhand a r k a r .
Creative Period P.220-21, the problem of
the identity of Krsiia, the only argument being the words; Tapas, dSna,etc, occurring in the 16 chap, of the Bh.G, but
that is a weak argument.
2. Cf.Mund 1.2.11*
3 . See Ch.Up.IV.15.5#
m *. Ch .Up .V.l o .3 •
5. Ch.Up. 1.3.1; 11.Ilf.2j 111.18.3; If, 5,6;
6. Ch.Up.IV.10. 1- 5.
7. Ch.Up.IV.lo.2.
This may well suggest that the teachers^
spent time in wandering about the country,probably teaching
the people

that "breath is brahman,
Brahman%

joy (k a m ) Is; brahman, ether is

This show® that penance had to be undertaken

1
before the student w a s given the sacred wisdom.
studentship period one had to tend the fires.

In the
We are told

the fires said that this student has been well heated (t a o t a )
and this might have significance in actual practice implying
that fire played an important part in the austerity, not only
as giving pain to the physical body but also as irradiating

2
the student with power.

The period of studentship h e r e

appears to foreshadow the third and the fourth stages of life,
where again one finds the tending of the fire as one of the
chief duties of the ascetic.

A cosmological story is related in which Prajapati is

3
said to have heated the worlds,
he extracted their essences

and from these heated worlds,

(pasa), fire from the earth,

from the atmosphere, the sun from the sky??'
Prajapati,
theSaman,

air

Then from these

after breathing on each, goes on to extract the Rk,
and the Yajus?

bhlfeh, bhuyah,

svah;:

similarly now

the root abhi-tap. occurs many times in the Ch.Up in the same
b
sense.

1.
2.
3.
1+*

But Maitreyi was instructed by YajnavalHya in w v W v W t
any such requirement}
Cf.withlater practices.
Ch.Up. V.17.1.
Ch^Up* 111.1.3}
III2.2.. Ill 3«2| 111.1)-.2}
1115.2}
lv.17.2.
vll.11.1}
II. 23.3.

In the Ait. Upanisad, a different cosmogonic story is
told with the self as the one existent being in the beginning.
"The self verily, was this, one only.

Nothing else

He thought let me produce the worlds."

He produced these

worlds, water, Light says, death, and the waters, (salilani)
beyond the heaven.

The sky is its support;

light rays the earth is the death;
waters.1

The

atmosphere is

what are

beneath, are the

self created the worlds, then

the guardians of

the worlds and from the waters drew forth the person (puru^a)
and "brooded over" him and of that person, heated and brooded
over, the mouth, broke open like an egg.
from speech, fire".

The nostrils were separated out:

them the breath, from breath, air.
out;

From the mouth,

The eyes were separated

from them the sight, from the sight, the sun.

were separated out;

The ears

from them hearing and the quarters;

skin, from it the hairs, thence the plants and trees;
heart, from it the mind, thence the moon;
the outbreath, thence death;
semen, thence water.

from

the

the

the navel, from it

the generative organ;

from it

Later on, it is related that (purusa)

fire entered the mouth of the person becoming the speech;
as breath, in the nostrils;

air

the Sun as sight, in the eyes;

and the quarters, as hearing in the ears; plants and trees
2
as the hairs with skins etc.
All these are subsumed in the

1. Ait. Up. 1.1.1 - k .
2. Ait. Up. 1.2.1 - 5.

*2/? 3

Person, which idea only underlines the unity of the
microcosm and the macrocosm;

and also the conception of

the world as the Person.1

J^PVvti"nud t?n4Ujc nocV
1. Cf. Rv.x.90., x 129.

The Ait.Up. takes only the cosmological aspect of the word
tapas and plays down the ascetic aspect.

In the Kausitahi,

the story is related, thatfiCtra Gangayami wishing to perform a
sacrifice chose Aruin who sent his son Svetaketu.

it/

/

But

/

Svetaketu was put out by Citras eschatological question,
which Citra expounded the doctrine of the two paths.

after
The

seasons are prayed to bring one to immortality through this
truth (i.e. the identity of the seasons and the self, which
takes rebirth according to its action,

and its knowledge) and

2
tapas.

In the KflLna t a p a s . along with self-control and work

(Karma) is regarded as the support of the Upanisad expounded,
"the Vedas,

and their "limbs" and "truth its abode".

This

example only emphasizes the relation of tapas w ith truth,
self control.

and

It is, at least, regarded as an important mode

of donduct to realise the Brahman regarded as Itadvana) :a s such
T a p a n i s regarded as; much more important in the Tailt.Up*.
than in all the other Upanisads.

Study and teaching is

regarded as the most important duty and moral virtue, together
with right, truth, tapas,
aguihotra,

self control, tranquility,

guestcj, children^ propogation of the race,

producing the children.^

fires,
and

It quotes the opinions of Satyavacaa^

(the man of true speech) the son of Rathitaa who regarded
speaking the truth as austerity (tap a s ) .

1.

c4 •
Kaus. 1.1-^f. Belvafcter? G^.BAU.Vl.l;

Taponitya the son' of

Ch.Up.V.,2.

feom

Unpublished texts -U p anishfadAe- te xts and t h e -Paryalrha ~¥ A 4 y a
(192 jr)-: edited-B toT r ansjatdbon.
2* Keha IV.8 (-33) Hadhakrishnan P . 592 of the 1st Chapter.
3. K eha LV.6 (-31).
4-.. Tait.Up. 1.9.1.
Cf.T.A-.

Paurusisti,

said that tapas was most important, while Naha,

the son of Mafldgala, supported study and teaching alone.
In the Hhrguvalli Bhflgu goes to Varuna to know the Brahman.
V ani n a after giving the definition of Brahman asks him to
perform tapas,

and to know Brahman with tapas,

1

for tapas w a a

2

Brahman.

Bha^u practised tapas

and successively realised

that B rahman was food (a nna). Breath (p r a n a ) . mind (m a n a s ) .
*

intelligence

(vijfiana), bliss

(anando) •

So this Bhargave,

Var^uniVidya, which procured offspring and cattle, brahmavarcas,

and great fame, w a s to be known through tapas, but,

as in other places,

the Upanisad recognises knowledge of the

Vi d y a as giving all these.
3
We have a cosmological story also in the Taitti.Up.
where it is said, that "Those who regard Brahman as N o n 
existent

(a s a d ) , become non-existent1,1•

He desired

Brahman is existent.

"let me become many, let me b e born"' (b%hu syain

iti pra.layeyeti)

He performed austerity.

Having performed
5
austerity he produced all this whatever there is..
Having

1. Tapas”! brahma viji j*5sa**>4»tapo brahnseti. Ili.2.1;
I I I .3.1,
III.lf.1; III.5.1I
2. Taitt.Up. 111.1*1; 2.1; **.1; 5*1;
3. T*U*_ 11*6.1.
samkapAthinks that tapas is called knowledge*.
(Jnama)>is thought (paryajocana)
km Kamai is the basis of creation. Ch.Up. V I . 2*1#
5. Cf. B A U . l A . 8-10..

Having created it he entered it and became.
[ In the Katha U p a n i s a d :

the conception of tapas is not

very different from that of the Taittiriya.

The austerities

1
seem to involve knowledge of the syllable a-u-m.

The self

2
is regarded as born from creative heat, from waters..

/

/

3

svetasvatara U p .
butter in curd,
sticks,

it is said 11as oil in sesamune seeds,

as water in riverbeds,

In the
as

as fire in the fire-

in the same way the self is grasped in the self,

him) who looks for it with truth and austerity.”

(by

The

universal self can be thus known as immanent in the individual
self with austerity and discipline.

The same point is made

by saying that f,the root of self-knowledge and austerity11 is
b
the Self.
In the M u n d a k a . Brahman is thought to expand by

5
tapas*

from that food is produced, from food, breath, mind,

truth, the worlds;
immortality.

(from that the works),

in the works,

These various categories of creation came^after

the other, rather than at once.

The next verse defines the

tapas of Brahman as consisting of knowledge.

6

This is

1. Ka^ha. 1.2.15* Aum-oecurs first in TS.111.2.9.6* in Ait.Br.

v .32.
2. II .1.6 (=U-.6)» .

3. S,ve t .U p .1 .1 5 •CSUP.P.3^2.
4-. Svet.Up. 116. 'atma-Udya-tapa-mulam.
5* M ^ n d . 1.1*8. tapasa cjyate brahman.
6. Mund.ll#. Y a s y a Juana-mayawn tapah.

Th i s is obviously a later conception.

In another cosmological

section, tapas, works, faith^ truth, chastity, regulations are

said to be born from brahman.

This constant relation of tapas

with karma (probably with rituals) is emphasized again, when
the Person is regarded as 11all this, work,

austerity,

and

2
brahma beyond death” .

In the third section of the Mundaka,

the self is said to be known through truth and tapas.

But

soon the self is said to be trai^Ddental which "cannot be
grasped by the eye nor evep by speech, nor by other sense
organs, nor by austerity, nor by work} being of nature purified
by knowledge, then, meditating, foe s e e s
, without p a r t ”
/
/
t
In the Svet.Up, however, the wise Svebasvatara is said to have
spoken about the Brahman, by the power of tapas and the grace
of God, to those beyond the stages
Mundaka,

(asramas).

Later,

in the

a qualification is introduced, that this self cannot

be attained by one without strength, nor through heedlessness

5
(pramad^) nor through tapas without an aa*”1, (l i n g a ) ,

So, thua,

we find that in the Mundaka there is contradiction in respect
of tapas.

At one place it says that the self can be known
6
7
through tapas
and at another that it cannot be known .
$hls

1. Mund il,i,7ab.^Pufcusa evedam sarvain~karxna tapau 'brahma Parumrta^
par&iWam->
7
2. Mund I K l . l o s
/
3. Mund. 111,1.5,.
Satyena labhedas tapasa Kye§a atma Cf.Svet*
Upil.1.5*
Samkara says that tapas is to concentrate the mind
and sense organs on one point.
b* Cp.Katha. 1.2.23* also Mund.Up.lll.2.3*
.

5- Muni.’ \\\.X-k
6. Mu^d.111*1.5.
7. M u n d . I I I . 2. b.

w-htlct’h by -Wkoiw

as

•

This may be reconciled by postulating that the immanent and
transcendental selves are spoken about in two places, but it
is of course possible that the text is a conflation from two
different sources.

In the Prasna Up, the six questioners,
__

Bharadvaja,

/

_

Satya-Kama,

sufcesa, son of

z

son of Sibi, Gargya, Kausalya,

son of

Asvala, Bhiargatoh of the Vidarbha country, KabandhS, son of katya,

99 to Pippalada to know about Brahman.

Pippedada asked them

to stay w ith him for a year with austerity (tapas) chastity,
(brahma carya) and faith (sraddha).
austerity,

This relationship of

chastity and faith,

in pursuance of the knowledge
2
3
of Brahman is quite familiar from the MundaKa,
and Chandogya,
where faith and austerity and faith as austerity are solicited
and practised.

,

But in the Prasna

^

tapas, chastity,

and faith

are contrasted w ith the conventional piety and good works and
are said to lead a man to immortality, through the northern
path;

to the Sun, to the Fearless, to the stopping

(nirodha)

(of rebirth).
K

■—

Later in answer to the question of AVaba»dhil Katyayana,
interested in cosmology, Pippalada says that, desiring
children Prajapati practised tapas and produced wealth (fcayi)

5
and breath (prana)

, that is the "material" and "the informing

principle"#
1.
2.
3.
M-.
5.

Prasna Up. 1.2.
MunqlKa. 1.2.11.
Chi.Up# ,
Cp.Prasna.Up.l.lo. see Creative Period.P#2o9*90* compare
the attitude of the BAU - against tapas.
Prasna Up.l#^f.
Both are comparable to the idea of the
duality of form and matter in Aristotle.
see CSUP.
P92-935
Creative Period. P . 289- 90.

Replying to the question of Satyakama,

about the meditation on

A.U.M.- Pippalada says that he who meditates on one letter,that
is lfa M only comes back to the earth.

With chastity,

austerity

1
and faith one experienced greatness (mahimanam)

•

This

experience of greatness through tapas shows that tapas is
closely connected w ith the ideas of the expansion of the ego,

2
an extension of the being.

In the Maitri Up. the conception of tapas is more definite.
Brhad^ratha stands,

"with uplifted arms, gazing at the sun”',

performing the extreme austerity in the forest, for a thousand
days.

For the first time in the Upanisads such austerities are

referred to.

But all this is of no avail for Brhadratha does

not discover the nature of the self.

But the Maitri U p . in

the I T section deals with the problem of the duties of the

3
stages,

and thinks that one becomes suiless through tapas, and
b
that one realises the Brahman through tapas, thinking (cinta)and

5

knowledge.

In the Mahanaryana

Up, right and truth are

regarded as tapaa$ and the upasana of Brahman is regarded as

6
austerity.

There is no higher tapas than fasting,

7

^

x

and

.

renunciation (nyasa).

l v Prasna. Up.V.1-3.
2. Cf.Zaeh%ter.Mysticism. Sacred and profance._P.128.
Creative Period interpret? the term "malipmanam" in terms
of earthly prosperity. Cf.CSUP.P.335*
3. Maitri IV*3*t.
Only shows that it could have been preBuddhist ic*
*+. M a i t r i . I V Jb*
5. MahSnaroyana. 8.1,913.1;
6. M ah an ar ay an a 21 •g.
7. M&hSnarayana loc.cit.

All this extensive study of the uses of the word tapas
shows that it has two meanings in the Upanisads;
asceticism i.e. discipline

of the body,

produced from these practices.

(1)

(2) the power

But tapas as we have seen is

not a descript iv^t^erm but rather a classificatory term,
subsuming many varying from bodily torture, to mental conVv
centration and pure gnosis(.1t>ana) sometimes.
It is difficult
to determine the precise significance of the term.
BAU, where it is compared with sacrificial practices,

In the
it

might simply mean physical austerity as carried on for gross
materialistic gains.

It might be suggested that this odium

towards tapas came about because jf the close connection of
tapas with the Brahmanic theology.

In the Ch.Up and the Mund

and the Prasua, tapas is being refined to include faith and
knowledge.

Tapas is regarded essential to achieve the

knowledge of Brahman and its realisation.

So we find that the

stage of studentship is identified as tapas.

These tendencies led to the threefold classification and
systematisation in the Gita, which divides tapa in physical,
vocal and mental.

In the

yoga-sutras, there is quite close
3
connection between tapas and the study of the Veda.
The yoga
sutras put forward the view taken from the upanisads that
through tapas impurity vanishes, which results in a perfection

!l. The same idea is existent even in the Gita* VIli.28; XL.ttfi,
53> XV1.1.XVLL.27* XV111.3.5; where tapas occurs with
sacr ifice .
2. XVII. 1*4- 16 , Relation with faith. XV11.17.
3* YS.II.lt 11.32; IV.1.
three times out of four occurrences
of the word it comes with study of the Veda.

1
of the body.

Tapas in the Ys. is primarily physical, which

is obviously different from the views of many of the Upanisads,
and also from the views of Samkara.

Tapas is closely related with satya, which in turn is

2
closely related w i t h speech as in the Brtihmanas.

Tr u t h as

a moral virtue is repeated again and again in the Upanisads*
Speech is called a tree; "whose blossom and fruit is truth, wh o s e
3
roots are u ntruth” .
He who speaks the untruth, exposes the
roots and the tree withers away;

whosoever speaks truth, wins

the blossom and fruit of the tree, and becomes famous and
glorious.

Satya is identified with aum and falsehood (aneta)

is that which is not-aum.

A man has to learn when to say "yes"

and when to say "tao11.

A man has to mix both truth and falseb
hood (satylmrte mithunikrtya) to propper- in this world.
*r 5
In the BAU truth is equated with dhama.

Again

consecration is said to be established in truth,

so the

6
concenratecb neverr speaks untruth.
7
dwellers observe faith and truth.

In the forest the forestIn the Taittirija,

Satyavac-

8
as, the son of Rathitara regards truth as the supreme austerity.
1..
.II •M-3 •£ee .Wood.t r a n s .t .i*+9•
'
2. KAUS.l.o; Ch.tfp. 1.2.3; 111.11.2; l¥.*+.5; vLL.2.1; 7.1; l & l ;
3. Ait.Ar.11. 3 .6. C f . MS.IV..8.3; KS XXV111.5* T B . 11.8.8.1;
Keith op cit.ll:P*f80s Creative Period PP.15859*
y
*+. This pragmatic approach is already foreshadowed in the SB.
11.2.2.20. Ait.Br.1.6.6. in the story of Aruna Aupavesi but
the only notices the impossibility of speaking always truth,
tyuman nature being what it is, that is false (anrta)cf.
SB.l.l.l.*f.
5. BAU*l.*f.l*f.
6. BAU.,111.9.23.
7. BAU.VI. 2 .I 5.
8. Taitt.Up.1.9^1.

The teacher gives advice to the outgoing student to speak
1
truth, and observe his duties.
The Taittireya alone among
the Upanisads, keeps the relations of Rfca and Satya.

Truth

made ineligible candidates eligible to learn the secret
wisdom, as is illustrated by the story of Satyakama Jabala and

2
Haiidrumata.

Speaking the truth is one of the cardinal virtues
3

according to Ghora Aiiigijias.
said to win, not untruth
devayana.

In the Mundaka satya alone is

and through it one achieves the

But satya has another ontological aspect, which is

noticed already in the Saenhitas and the Brahmanas.
that which exists.

In the Ch.Up. earth and iron are called

5
satya .

Satya is

6
The self is sfetya (existent).

With truth (satya)
r

7

one makes^his self existent (satya).
existent.

The city of Brahman is

Satya sometimes means the existent in the empirical
9

sense, that is, the world (nama-rupa) which covers the immortal.

10
Brahman is truth, existent •

11
The satya is the eye.

1* Taitt.Up. 1.11.1..

2* Taitt.Up. 1.1.1:

1.12.1.

3 . Ch.Up. 1 V A . 1 - 5 . CP .P. 222} CSUP. P ^312-13 •
b. Ch.up. 111.17 •*+•

5. MuQdaKa. 111.1.6.
6 . C h . U p . V l . l A . 5 : Cf.VI.1.6.
7 . Ch.XJp.Vl.8.7* tat satyam sa litmS. V 1 . 9 A . v l . l O .35 ¥1.11.3}
tl.i 3 .31vt.lb .31 VL.15.3, 16«3*

8 . Ch*.Up.Vl.l6.2.

dhaya.
Ch.Up.Vlll. 1 . 5.

10.BAU.I.6.3.
11.BAU.,V.*+.l*

Satyam TrtmSham kurute..satyenatmanam antar-

The Taittiriya gives the famous definition of Brahman.

1
f,Brahman is existent, <ji*osis, endless".

Satya appears"

in the K attsita tfe Up . in conjunction with tapas and in the

1

0

1

1

Chandogya and MundaKa.
truth speaking

12
The Yogasutra gives the result of

(as Yama - "abstinence from falsehood") as

kriyaphalasrayatva - (dependence of the result of the action).

Co> n1i nued

lU

1.Taitt.Up. II.1.1;
Cf.II.6.1.
2.Kau$ltajad. 1,2#
3.Ch.Up.111.17 «.**•
J+.MuncJaHa. 111.1.5* Cf.Maha^arayana.f.l; 13*15

5.y s ;i i »36.

p*6£ •

VRATA IN THE UPANISADS.
With the change in the religious and philosophical
ideas and practices vrata too comes to be differently
interpreted.
of "vow"*
—

The central conception of vrata now is that
In the BAU it occurs only twice.

—

_

1

"vratamimamaa11 is introduced*

upasana.

A new term

r

Samkara interprets it as

The story is told that PrajSpati produced the

active senses

(Karmani).

They began to quarrel among

themselves*

Speech said that it will go on speaking and

the ear said that it will go on seeing,
the other organs*

and so also said

Death becoming effort

(or weariness: SRAMA),

caught hold of them and held them back from work but the
middle breath (Prana) alone remained.

The other senses wanted

to know him and having known said that f,he was: the best among
them all". "Whether moving or not moving it is not pained,
not injured*

Let us all assume his form ( r u p a ) %

is

All the

other sense-organs are therefore identified with breath*

2
seems that a reference to Pranayama is alluded*

In the

Ch.Up* there is a symbolic identification of the chant of
Gayatri with the various breaths*
(protam) in the breathsl?3
all regarded as breaths,

The MGayatra is woven

Here mind, eye, ear, breath are
and it is said that who knows that

1. BAU.l. 5*21*
2* C f *CP*pp*112*See also. BAU.1.5*23*
3. Ch. U p . I I .11.1;2*

It

that the (Jayatra chant is woven in the breaths becomes one
as possessing breaths

(pr&rie).

The vow is, it is further

said, that one should be great thinker

(mahSmlna).

includes various moral and ritual rules.

Vrata

One should not

1
spit before the fire,
from the water#

during the Rathantara chant, nor sip

Comparing the process: of the Vamadavya

chant to the sexual act,

it is said, that one should not shun

2
any woman#

One should not abuse the burning one (i.e* the

sun); , nor the seasons, nor the rains, not even the worlds,

6
the animals.

One should not eat of marrow for a year, or

not at all, because marrow is the death (nidhana) of the

7
Yajnayajniya chant#

8
One should not deny a brahman a , that

is the vow#

Similar instructions are given in the T U too about
9
not abusing the food
and producing more food.
It is further
regarded as an act of virtue not to deny residence to any

10
one#.

The highest conception^of vrata mer g e s in upasana, which

is put forward in the Ch.Up.
meditate

where it is said, thatOne should

(upas) ttT am all” , that is the vrata#

1. Ch.Up#II#12#2#
2. Ch.Up.II.13#2.
3# C h . U p . L L . 1 % 2 #
4-. Ch.Up.11.16.2#
5. C h . U p U I . 1 5 . 2 #
6 . Ch.Up.II. 17.18.
7. Ch.UP.II.19.2.
8 . C h .Up.II.20.2.
9- TU»III.7*1*8.1; 9-1.
1 C . T U #111.10.1.
11. CH .UP.II •21 •4-.

io b
THE CONCEPT OF UPASANA IN THE U P A N I S A D S .
9

The idea of upasana goes back to JtjJvedic times.

The

word itself is derived from the root J i s - to sit down, or
as - to throw, w ith the prefix upa, but the former etymology
is obviously the better one and favoured by most scholars.

1
The root occurs about twelve times in the Rgyeda.
gives six meanings:

(1 ) to worship,

(3 J to pay attention to;
remain true, with dative;

Grassman

(2 ) to wait upon;

(*0 to be occupied with, (5) to
(6 );

to be put in possession of

(besitzen), to have the benefit of or to enjoy.

St.Peters-

2
burg lexicon

gives fourteen meanings,

(as a mark of sub

ordination and service) - dienstbereitbeit) - (2 ) to sit
(3 ) to halt at;
C6 ) to besiege,
to undergo,
undertaking,

(M-) to attend to,

( 5) to feed oneself,

(7 )) to practise, to perform (8 ) to suffer,

(9 ) to endure to the end, to persevere;

in an

(10 ) to wait for, to sit nearby waiting,

(erwartend dabeisitzen) etc*

It seems that the original

meaning of the verb must have to sit near, which was extended
to further meanings in course of time.

In the RV.persons

are described as sitting for and soliciting the alms of the
3
flesh of the horse.
It seems that the idea of sitting and

1.
2.
3.

Grassman WR.P.I 89- 9O.
S.V.l. P.732.3^*
RV.Xa62.12.Gel<toer 1.P.223. wto wait f o r 11.
PW. takes the
same sense.
Cfs.Schayer.
Uber die BedeHtung des wortes
Upanisad. R O . 1 1 1 . 57*67.1925> who takes it to mean to press
for ,fu n werbenfl.

soliciting silently might have been further promoted by the
association of the word with ritual and sacrifice,

in which

the sacrificer sits down and performs the sacrifice,
soliciting and desiring the desired object*

intensely

People solicit

1
and propitrate Agiai*

and Ni^ryti solicits and propitiates the

2
three Gods for sacrificial offerings,
to know it*

and the Gods are said

This relation between two verbs upasate

and

vi-.ianati. to know has a continuous history up to the Upanisads*
3
Serna is propitiated by the wise ones with speech
and in the
same w ay Indira too is solicited and propitiated.

Gods while
£
5
sacrificing solicit faith, and wit h faith w i n wealth.
The

6
departed fathers are described as soliciting melted b u t t e r •
The Gods solicit the instruction of the Hiranyagarbha.
The idea of Upasana in the RV, seems therefore, one of
intense solicitation of a desired object through a mental con
centration and through speech and prayer.

The idea of

worship is vaguely hinted in the hymn to faith*

1*. RV.1.36.7*
Sayana takes it in the sense of "performing
sacrifices11, but it does not seem correct for later on in
the verse, the sacrificers are definitely said to be as
"kindling the fire" w ith oblations.
2. RV.X.11^.2.
3. RV.lX. 86 .39 .
4. RV.X.153.1.

5. h v x .i Ji A .
o. RV.X.l5l+.l. in the later verses, 2 and 3i the fathers a r s
described as performing tapas. Cf, AU.X.631.
7. HV.X. 121.2 = AV.Xiii.3.24. see Henry V.P.19 “to revere" is
taken the meaning of the verjft /upas;. Also compare HV.X. 191.2.
(= AV.V1.9*+.l.cd) •

The chief idea is thus of sitting down in thought of the
desired object and it is assumed that the object will be
attained#

The same tendency is continued in the Brahmanas
•

and in the Atharvaveda.

A man fixes his attention on the

object and directs his will towards that object or God#
_
_ is
Thus up as ana .ja sort of mental austerity aa tapas is rather
a physical austerity.

The idea is similar to the later one

of adoration and devotion (B h a k t i ) but w ith important dif
ferences, which will be discussed later.

In the Atha$j>veda an amulet

(madii) is thus solicited

2
for its powers of healing and so is breath
other persons#

by Gods and all

& type of symbolic solicitation and
3

meditative adoration is alluded to in the AU, which might
is worshipped and solicited a a the model (p r a t l m a )# for the
year#

The cow,

adored.

identified with death,

and the immortal,

is

The sacrificial objects too are solicited and

if
adored#

These upasanas seem to be carried out to get the

powers and qualities of the objects solicited and meditated
upon#.

The Brahmanical doctrine of symbolic identifications

is still rudimentary in the AV#

The meditative solicitation

of the Rk was coming into existence,

and he who knows not

1# AV#X#6.31# This word throughout the present section is
2. AV#X1
11 • 12•regularly used to translate/upas
-similar to the Upanisadic Upasanas (see below)
3. AV.111.10.3# Whitney p.100.
b. AV*XVlll#if#36_#Cf.also AV.X1.5.9. 111.10.3. X.7.27. £**
KrtUa s am i d h ayttpasatftj,t .R ,£ 2 »

that, what will he do wit h the verse?

They who know that

1
sit together y o n d e r ”

Further, upasana is to be carried on

2
together with faith,

an idea already familiar to the RV#.

The ideas of the meditative solicitations and adorations of
the Gods and the physical objects, which are thought to be
filled w ith power and qualities, are more developed in the
/
3
Brahmanas.
In the Satapatha Br~ahmana the priests are asked
m

to solicit in meditation (up~as) the Gandharva^ in whatsoever
form, for Gandharva will be able to assume that form,
who knows this
saman, uktha,

and he

(ya-evam v e d a ) should solicit him with yajus,
and magic power

(ma>Ja)#.

Meditative solicitions

|M

*+

on the ttktha are recommended with the SB, but one has to know
the various elements of the uktha, which is expatiated on in
the text#

UK is the Sun and "thane" is the moon (8)

is the Agni and thane is the oblations,
•’t h a n e 11 is the food#

"leka"

and uk is the breath

W hen one solicits meditatively this,

he solicits and adores the Person (pur u s a ). Agni-like, Arka-like
*

and Uktha-like#

st.g e of a a o s i
this.
upasana

ro.ohed 1„ tta 4

la high.r

One is asked to perform upasana on the Brahman.
of breath, often identified with fire,

The

and with "the

1. A W l X . 1 0 . l 8 .
TekrtvtS samidhauup*5sate. ^.8.22. wKich
might be taken to mean that after assembling the words,
theybsolicit" which shows that upasana has to do rather
with the worshipping and soliciting aspect than the
sacrificial aspect of V e diG religion.
2. A V # X 1 1 •2•51•
Agni should be solicited not without faith.
Whitney#P.681#
3# SB.X#5*2.2o SBE*f3#P373, translates it w i t h "to serve" but
that does not bring out the essential significance of the
term#.
k. SB.X#6.2.87lo. ,

5# SB.X.6#3#1#2# Sandilyavidya. Cf•ChJJp#III#llf#

1
immortal 1,1 h a s also become widespread#

/
Sakayani* thought

2
that wind is fire and so solicited and meditated on him#
Brahman is the truth (satya)• But these concentrated
adoration and meditative solicitations are later in time and
more developed than the upasanis. as: mentioned in the
aatapathoL,

and in the other Brahmana texts#
The Fire is
# 3
solicited as the symbol of the east#
The King in the
k
Rajasu^ya is solicited by the people standing beneath his
throne,

and even the Br'Shmanctdoes the same*

The SB. gives

the instruction to the adhvaryu to do the meditative
solicitation while awake#

In the Ta»dya only a special type of Upasana is prevalent#
The various samans are to be meditatively solicited and
_
7
adored.
The sage Abhipratarina becomes the most powerful
(ojistha)
• •

among his kinsfolk a s a result of this practice.to T h e

B h a l l G v C y a s too did the same solicitation on another saman and
they too do not fall from returyi#

Theses upasanas w e r e

undertaken for the purpose of obtaining long life: and on one
9
occasion to obtain a house-chaplainship.
This meant that the

1. SB.X.X.6.19.X.3A.5.
2 . SB. X A . 5 . 1 ; X.5.2.2o; 6 .3 .1 .2 ;
3 . S B .111. 2 .3 .16.

X I A A . 9- 12 ,H I . 2 .3 .

4. S B a . 3 A . l 5 .
5. S B . X l v A . 2 . 2 3 .

6* SB*111#9#311# jagrad halvadftaryte upaseta#
7# ^Pttdya II#9#I+. Coland translates the verb, as Hto practise”
w hich is only a derived sense#
The solicitation and
meditation on the saman w a s to be carried on by recitation
probably but it is never expressed.
g

TtfVldy*

C| T & n t y

1 . 7.-M . *4- E •
I

D

* Cj

•

mastery over the saman w a a to come through concentration of
attention and meditative solicitation.

This tendency led

to the meditations on the UdgTtha as practised in the;

1
Ch,Up,.

through the phase of the study of the Vedas which

is so much extolled in the Aranyakes,

Thus in the Brahmana period upasana has acquired the
basic characteristics which predominate in later times.
Faith was thought to be necessary from the very beginning.
In meditative adoration one had to realise the various
symbolic identifications of the symbol - which might bethe
uktha, or the fire,

and this led to the achievement of the

powerssand qualities of the object meditated on, by the person
who did this uplsana.

As we saw, generally this meditative

adoration was not of a high order, the terms of later in
religion.

It was more magical than religious,

in time with

the spirit of the magico-ritualistic conception about the
potency of the sacrifice.

The symbolism of this period was ph

ilosophically higher than that of the Al/, but only in certain
/

later portions of the SB,

The problem of upasana in the U p a n i s a d s where it overshadows all other methods of religio-j>hilosophical enquiry,
attracted the attention of ftldenberg.

He thought that the

verb upas meant lfto worship, to adore” , and the upanisad

1,
2,

See below,

Vedische Untersuchu^gen E6,ZBMft .Vol, 5Q.P»M7*Die Lehre der
Upanishaden und die Aufattge des Buddhismrtil9l5.P.37.3l+8*

1
was; the "formula of adoration"*

Keith

criticized him on

the ground the verb Upa-sad hast already lost the meaning to
"worship" long before th§ upani^adlperiod and.he further
attadked the idea that.the concept of worship and reverence
was possible in the Upanisadic philosophy.

.It is quite true

2
to say that the Vedic un5sana has not the sense of "worship* ,
as we have seen in the Brahmanas*
0 ' that it is more of a
solicitation of the God or the object for the psychic
absorption of its powers by the subject through concentration
of mind and meditation.

But there is a basic similarity in

the concepts of the Upanisad and the Upasana.
of the realisation of the reality,
Upanisads-is upasana*

The process

as preached by the

and Oldenberg w a s right in so far as he

3
saw this identity.

Senart

thought the verb originally

meant "to knowifL" and upasana therefore stands for knowledge.
K eith rejects, the interpretation, but Senart was, we think,
in one way right.
symbol,

As we saw the object of upasana was a

a symbol with a~ meaning, which w a s to be known in all

its various elements to get the desired result.

But that

aspect of intellective gwtfcsis was the part of knowledge
(vidya) which was systematised in v i d y a s . for instance,
^andiljyaividya. MadhuvidyaT Savittrattmdya«

The process of

upasarfa started with knowledge but ended in an emotional,
int(l\j)tive realisation of the identity of the ego with the
objects of meditation.

This will become clearer later.

In the Upanisads there are still various ends of life,
which are sought after,

and a spired for.

All jaej.fiff.na do
p.t.o.

RPVU.II^PA92.
C f .Scha y e r .R O #I V .157.58.1925•
Up'Ss^Upanisad JELfcrile-gium Melchon de Vogue.P*575>
quoted in Keith_loc,cit*14.2 * also in Marjla Falfc^
ROlS-lM*. Upasana et Upanisad.P*128.129*

Loc.cit.

S 1>

not want liberation from life and its pleasures.
few desire the highest brahma.

Only a

So the objects of these

upasanas are material objects, psychological entities,
physiological organs and metaphysical realities like Brahman
and Atman.

In the ChandogytfUp., the first chapter is devoted to
the Udgithavidya.
aum,

The Udgltha,

identified with the letter

is to be meditated on and solicited.

The explanation

given is that the essence of being is the earth;
essence of the earth is water;

the

the essence of the water is
♦

plants;

the essence of plants is a person;

a person is speech;

the essence of speech is the R*K. the

essence of the Rk is the saman;

2

the essence of

the essence of the saman is

’

the U d g i t h a ” .

The udgitha is therefore, the quintessence of
3
the essences” the supreme, the highest”
The Udgitha is the
symbol of speech and of the vedas.

The^result of this

upasana is the fulfilment of all desires.
the letter aum should be done with knowledge

5
and upanisad.

The meditation of
(vidya), faith,

—
The Udgitha was not to be identified with

6
the breath in the nose, or speech, or the eye, or the ear, or
the mind, but with the main breath.

Then it yields immense

1. Ch.Up.1.1.1.
Oviity etad aksaraHfr udgftham upSsTta.
2. Ch.Up.1.1.2.
C h . U p *1.1.3•
b.. Ch.Up. 1.1.7.
5. Ch.Up. 1.1.10.

power and nobody can do anything against the man who attains
1
it, or he himself will be destroyed.
We are further
informed that the Angirasas, Brhaspati, Ayasya and BaKa
_
’
_
2
Dalbhya, all performed upasana on the Udg<tha. The Udgitha*vidya goes further than those identifications.
The Udgitha.
3
is identified with the Sun and it is said, that as the rising
sun dispels fear and darkness, one who knows (vid-) this
becomes the dispeller of darkness and fear*

The word UdgTtha

itself was meditated on, by identifying the three syllables
ud-gi-ths^ with breath, speech, and food, heaven, the
atmosphere, and the earth.

The symbol of the udgitha

Upasana might have been thus either the syllable AUM or
Udgitha.

The process of Upasana, involved identifications,

their knowledge (vidya) faith and intense contemplation to
realise the unity of the diverse elements, which might have
produced an "audible” mystical experience, when it is said,
b

that "the sun goes continually sounding aum"

The ends of

such a contemplative adoration of the Udgitha are materialistic.
Meditation on the udgitha, identified with space (aKas'a)
the source and end of all beings, the final goal (parayana)
5
gets one the highest and the best of the worlds!
This was
What Atfcidhawva. S aim aha taught Udara' Sandilya.

1. Ch.Up.1.2.7.8.
2*. Ch.Up. 1.2.10.13«Cf.1.8.1-8. the discussions of SipaKa
^alavatya» Eaikitana Dalbhya and PravahaHa JaivaH, on the
3. «h.Up.l.3.1.Cf.1.5.1.
#
UdgTtha.
b . Ch.1.5.1.
5. Ch.Up.l.9.1#V. In Ch.Up.1.5*2. b* KausitaKi says to his son
that if he solicits and adores the rays of the sun he will
have as many sons.

1

Later in the Ch.Up.

five types of Saitrahare mentioned as

symbols o# earth as himkara. fire as the prastava. the
atmosphere as the Udgitha. the sun as the pratihanfoand the
heaven as the Nidhana.

These were only symbolic upasarias,

which were to yield one the consciousness of the unity of the
cosmos, the cosmic elements being present in the saman, which
waa therefore to be solicited meditatively.
Besides these, another type of upasana dealing with the

2
ritual has come into existence.

In the BAU, the horse
3
sacrifice is given a cosmic interpretation and is made to
account for the creation of the cosmos.

Instead of doing

the sacrifice formally, the symbolisation of the organs^ of
the horse as the elements of the universe makes it a knowledge.
5
which when meditated upon, yields full bnefit to the thinker.
In effect the necessity of performing the sacrifice is
obviated, but its benefits are gained through meditative con
templation.

This is the same idea as is fonmd in the citia;

(piling up ceremonies), and is quite prevalent in the
Aranyakas.
The Uktha, too, as "the most Weautiful, the most famous,
/s
7
most potent among the satrasJ* is meditatively solicited and

1. Ch.Up. II.2.1. also in 3.1; *f.l; 5*1; 6^1$ also in II.3#
II.7.1., and in II.8.1. seven types of Saman.
2. BMJ.1.1.
3# SB.X111.1-5 deals extensively with the horse sacrifice.
h-. This idea of sacrifice as a means to explain the creation
goes back to the Purusa Hym RV.X.90.129*
5. TS*V11.5.25* the same sort of allegorical interpretation of
the Horse sacrifice is found.cf.Taitt.Up.15.
6. See bdlow.
7. Kaus.II.6.

3 1^

adored.

It again is identified with various forms of

1
Prana

2
and even with Brahman.

u p asanas

These three symbolic

in which there is also a symbolic interpretation of

the ritual as well as the exercise of mental concentration,
are, so to say,
schools;

sectarian,

i.e. they belong to three different

the udgitha, to the SamaYedins, treated in the Ch.Up;

the Horse sacrifice, to the Yajurvedins, treated in the BAU,
and the Uktha of the R ^ y edius. treated in the Ait.Aranyaka and the
Kausitaki Upa n i s a d ^ .

These are the only type of the

meditative solicitations, whi c h form the base for the later
__

Brahman and At man-up asanas: as the most fundamental reality in
the universe.

There are various tenatative and limited
3
conceptions of the Brahman.
In the BAU , the story is told

that Yajnavalky,® goes to the court of Janaka, who wants to
know the nature of the Brahman.

YajSavalKya starts with the

definitions of the Brahman taught to him by various marters;
and shows the benefit of meditating on them.

JitYan Sailismnf

taught YajnavalKya t h a t 1speech is b r a h m a n 1, and this speech w a a

1. Alt.Sr.II.1-3*
2.. Kaus.Up.II.6.
3. b a u .a v . 1-7.
M-. B A U . I V .1.2. Cf. Ch.Up. Vll.2.1.2. by speech all the vedaa,
history, ancient love, vidya, the upanisads, verses,
aphorisims, explanations, commentaries, various sacrifices
food and drink, this world and the other _are known. Cf.Ch.
UP.III.13.8. drstam ca £rutam ca ity upasTta#

identified with intuitive knowledge

(prajna).

Yajnaval^Hya^

says that one who meditated, adores such a Brahman, becoming a
God, goes to the Gods, but he remarks that this Brahman is
only one-footed (eka-pad).

Brahman then is identified with

2
breath,

a doctrine taught by U d a i r k a S a u l bayana , regarded as

the "dear o n e 11 (p r i y a ) but Yajnvfavalfcfcya commented that this
upas a n a is done out of love for "breath"

(i.e. life).

FrbVl

the sake of the breatfc, one offers sacrifices for him, for
w hom one should not sacrifice, one accepts gifts from one from
who m they should not be accepted.

One has the fear of killing

(vadhalaiikam) for this breath (i.e.. life).
breath (n r a n a )

to get a full life.

So he meditates on

If one identifies the

Brahman with the eye and worships him, as theseer Barku
3
V arsnya teaches, then his eyes do. not leave h i m and he
«•

becomes as a god, goes to the world of the Gods.

But

YajnavelKya again regards it as one footed (ekanad - i . e .
k

_

partial) definition of the Brahman.

Gardha vipita Bharadvaja

1. Radhakrishnan (Trans.P.2 ^ 7 0 thinks that his conception is
related to the Greek concept of prognosis and is different
from Sa^jr'5 (or knowledge by observation) which .seems quite
plausible.
Cf.Taitti.Up.il.5.1. VijNaiiam..Brahma^es>tham.

Upasate.

_

_

2. B A U . I V .1^3* Cf.Taitt.Up.II.3.1» Prana as the udgitha in the
C h .UP.1.5.83.
3. BAU.JV-1.^. The eye is regarded as the source of the
knowledge of truth.
It is therefore.identified with truth.
B A U . I V . l . 5* Cf.Ch.Up.1.9.2.
The UdgTtha identified with
the space is called the endless. T a i t t . I I .1.1. Katha.l.3*l5.
Sv-UP.1.9*

taught that the Brahman is the ear and the endless (ananta)
because it is identified with the quarters (dik) and that if
one meditatively solicits this brahman, his ears never leave
him, and all the beings come to him.

Yajfiavalkya again adds

that this is only a one-sided definition.
taught that Mind (Manas) is Brahman;
(an and a )1 .

Satyakama Jabala

and the mind is bliss

Vidagdha Sakalya taught that the heart (hrda.va)

is the Brahman,

and is regarded as stability (sthiti).

In

each case Yajflavalkya thus gives only a limited encomium to
the principle propounded as the highest and regards these
upasanas as yielding only the powers of those organs and
objects and giving the person who meditates on them a stay
in the heaven of the gods - a very Brahmanical conception of
eschatology.

It seems, that these inadequate and partial

definitions of Brahman were solicited and meditatively
adored to get these benefits and powers attributed to them,
in spite of the fact that the higher definitions of the
Brahman may have been known.

In another section of the BAlK

1. BAU.IV.1.6. Cf.Kau§Itaki. Up.1.8. BAU.111.9.23. Vijfllnam
anandam Brahma, Cf.TU.II.5.1; III.6.1. Mind as brahman - in
II.2.7.
2. BAU.IV.1.7. C f .BAU.V.3.1. Prajapati is the heart. Cf.Mund.
II.1.J+. hydayam vidvam. There is a very close relationship
between heart and mind. Ait.5.2. The Moon becoming the mind
entered the heart. 2 . k *
The self is in the inner heart
(antar.hydaya) Ch.Up. III.1U.3. Heart is the world. BAU.III.9.
11; One knows the forms through the heart BAU.III.9.20. One
knows faith through the heart. BAU.III.9.21. and so also the
faith is in the heart. The self is said to be in the truth.
Ill .9.23.
3. BAU.II.l! Cf. Kaus. Up. IV.

the story of Ayata£atru Kaikeya and Gargya Balaki is related.
Balaki said to Ajatasatru that he would tell the latter the
nature of Brahman.

He said1 that he meditated and adored

CtfYth'nue4 on iW^e ] r ^ r
1. BAU. II.1.2. Cf. Ch.Up. III.19.4* Adityam hrahma ity
upasite.

the person in the sun.

Ajfciasatru replied that he

regarded that person as"the head and king of all the being"
and who worships and adores him as such becomes the king of
aTl.
moons

Balaki then said that he adored the person in the
whom AJatasVtru identified with Soma declaring that

1
who meditated on him, got libations of some every day.
Baftaki then went on to say that he adored and meditated on
the person in the lightning who was said by Ajatasatru to
be the brilliant one (tejasvl), and he who meditates on him,

2
becomes himself the brilliant person.
The meditative
3
adoration of the person in apace
as the Brahman yielded ara
only children,

in the opinion of AjatasVtru, while the

adoration of the person in the mind only made one victorious,
^
5
for thatBrahman was only Indra.
The person in the fire,
6
7
in the watery in the mirror, the person who produces sound
8
9
10.
while going, the person in the quarters, and the person with

1.
2.
3.
5.
5*

BAU. II.1.3.
BAU.. 11.1.5.
BAU.II. 1.5.
B A U . I I *1.6. Cf. Kaus.Up. V I . 1-18.
BAU.II.1.7 - who i s ’only the forbearing and one who
meditates on him, has forbearing children.
6. B A U . I I .1.8. who is regarded by Aj1ata£atru as likeness
(Pratirupa)
7. BAU.II.1.9* identified as the shining one and one who
meditates on him, outshines all others.
8. BAU.II.1.10. he is the "Asu" (life) and one who meditates
on him gets a full life (ayu).
,
9. BAU.II.1.11. he is regarded by Ajatasatru as the second who
does not leave us"
10.BAU.II.1.12.
he is identified by Ajatasatru aa t h a Death.

a shadow are all regarded by AJatasatru as inadequate and
partial.

He repudiates the person in the self (or body)

(atman) as only self-possessed and not the real Brahman.
He himself maintained that the Brahman was the person con
sisting of intelligence" who rests in the space within the
heart, taking within himself even the consciousness of the
dream-world in dreamless sleep.

He has reached then the

summit of bliss (vatighnim ~a.andasva) like a great king or
a great brahmana.

The purpose of the story is, it seems,

to show the primacy of a psychological principle over cosmo
logical and physical forces.

But it seems that these

different conceptions of Brahman were employed pragmatically
to w i n the particular purposes, which are indicated so
profusely by Yajnavalkya and Ajatasatru,

So on this view

we come to a striking conclusion that in spite of there
existing a higher conception of Brahman, people knew of the
Upasanas of different types which gave control and power
over certain spheres of reality, which, though not regarded
as the highest, were productive of earthly benefits and
prosperity.

This at least disposes of the accusation of

2
wanton pessimism directed against the Upanisads.

Besides this we have another type of the Brahman-uplsaria,

3
in which the Brahman 4s identified with Satya.

1#
2.
3.

Cf. The Constructive Survey.
P.187-88.
Cf.Radhakrishman. IP T.P.IM d- ^ .
BAU.V.*f;5.1.

The

philological nature of Satya is enquired into and it is
identified with the person in the Orb, the Sun, and the
man in the right eye*

This person consisting of mind,

is the nature of light and is the ruler of all, the Lord

2
of all, and governs all this whatever there is*

By

meditating and soliciting Brahman in the form of mind, we
attain him in that form.

The Gods are said to meditate on

that round which the year revolves with the days wthe light
3
of lights, as immortal life*.
This Brahman is regarded as
f,the breath of the breath, the eye of the eye, the ear of
b
the ear, and the mind of the m i n d ” .
In the following
verse it is emphasized that the Brahman can be perceived by
the mind.

There is no diversity in this Brahman (neha

nariasti Kimjcana) •

This higher type of B r ahm a- Up a s ana

allowed very deep extension of his individual ego, and made
him as a part of the single whole.
In the Chaudogya too, similar tentative identifications
of and meditations on, Brahman are made, especially in the
third and the fourth chapters.

Here, the taj-jalan doctrine

of Brahman is put forward to be meditated on and is one of
the deepest pantheistic conceptions of the Upanisads.

This

all, indeed, is Brahman from which he comes forth, without

1. BAH. V.'5.2i3ik.
2. BAU. V.6.1.
3# BIU. IVA.3i6.Cf.Maitri V I . 1^. The time is brahman and is
so meditated on by persons, but the source of the time is
the sun (surjpo y o n i V kalasya).
b. BAU.IV.*+.18.19*
This up"asana is thought to give a long
life. Cf.BAU.II.1.10.
5* Cf.The statement in the RV. Ekam sad vipra bahudha vadanti*

which he will be dissolved and in which he breathes"!

A

person is asked to be tranquil and to meditate on it.

One

is again enjoined to meditate on mind as Brahman with regard
to the self:

and on space Catfasa) with reference to the

2
divinities.

Again we see that meditations and adorations

of Brahman are conditioned by interests in physical existence
and we think that this tendency must have tended to perpetuate
lower levels of metaphysical thinking, turning the thought of
certain groups of religious peoples away from the supreme
principle of existence.

Brahman is regarded as the four3

footed one (catuskolam padam)
0

one(orakasavan)

and is solicited as the shining

and^one who meditates on such a Brahman wins

the shining worlds•

The Fire told SatyaKama that the four feet

of the endless (ananta) Brahman are the earth, the atmosphere,
the sky, and the ocean.

One should know this and perform

5
meditation and solicitations and thus one wins endless worlds.
The swan taught him that the fire, the sun, the moon and the

6
lightning formed the four parts of the Brahman
on him win luminous worlds.

and upasanas?

The diver bird told that the

breath, the eye, the ear and the mind were the four parts of
the Brahman and one wins a support who, so knowing, mediiatesv
7

and solicits this Brahman.
17
3.
4-.
5.

6.
7.

Cp.Maitri Up. IV.6.
27 Ch.Up. 111.18.1.
Ch.UP. IV.5.3.
Ch.Up. IV. 5.1.2.
This was the teaching of the Bull to
Satyakama J&bola - the four quarters were the four parts
of the Brahman.
Ch.Up. IV.6.1.2.
Ch.Up.IV.7.1.2.
Ch.Up. IV.8.1.2. Cf.St.Bernard "What I know of the divine
sciences and Holy Scripture, I learnt in the woods, and
fields, I have had no other masters than the beeches and
the oaks" quoted in Radhakrishuan trans(P.l+11.12).
Cf. Ch. UP. III. 18.1. man* brahma fti/jup'ssit a) also Ch.UP.
VII.3.1.2.

All this extensive investigation has proved only that the
Upasana,or.Br,atoan existed at different levels.

It mainly

consisted in a sort of mental austerity - the sheer direction
of onefs will to a particular object and identifying the
object asBrahman.

This has two results in effect.

One is

that the man extends his intuitive knowledge of the hidden
mystery of the world and realises the immanence of the
supreme principle.

The other result is that in making

symbolic identifications and meditative solicitations he
achieves the powers and the qualities of these particular
objects.

Sometimes one feels that these upasarias on

Brahman as the various organs of the body, as natural
phenomena such as the sun, the moon, etc, and as psycholog
ical entities were systematised in order to wring out of
these principles their magical power.

But at the same

time one cannot help feeling that the highest mystical
realisations and psychical experiences were also being
realised through the up~asarias.
The Up*5sanas on the 'atman as found in the earliest
Upanisads show the same tendencies.

In the Chandogya the

story is told that Prainasala Aupamanyava, SatyayajSa
Paulusi, Ivdradyurnna Bhallaveya, Jana Sarkawaksya and
Budila A^svatarasfc - great householders and deeply learned,
wanted to know the self, the Brahma and went to UddalaKa.
1

Aguni
who directed them to Asvapati Kaikeya.
«

1* CH. Up. V.ll. 1-7.

Aupamanyaya meditated and adored the f,heavenrt as the self,
which Aivapati identified as the self called the good light
a.

(sutjas)

1

saying that the upasana on him yielded food to him

and his family*

Satyayajwa Pracina Yogya (the man of the

old Yoga) meditated on the sun as the self, but that was only
the Universal Form (visvarupa) self, in Asvapajis* opinion
2

and yielded only chariots, female slaves,etc*

Indra dyuttna

meditated and adored the Air (Vayu) as the self which was only
the universal self of varied courses (Pr?thag-Vat>tman^) and
so it goes on that adoration of space, CSiflrasa) which is the
b

self called the Many (bahula)* yields only children and wealth*
Adoration of Water as the Self called the wealth (ravi)
5

yields only wealth*

But UddalaMa meditated on the earth as:.

the self which is called the support (pratistha) and it
(>

yielded him only material prosperity*

Asvapati takes an

eclectic and pantheistic view of the self and recommends one
7
to meditate on such a self.
This self is ftof the measure

1. Ch.Up. V*12.1.2.
2*. Ch.UP* V.13.1.2. Cp. the wealth with the wealth promised
by Yama to Naciketas* Katha* 2.23*2^*
3 . Ch.Up.V.m-.1.2.
M-* Ch.Up.V.15.1.2. the doctrine of Janam Sarkaraksya.
5* Ch.Up.V.16.1.2. Budila1s doctrine.
6 . Ch.Up.V.17.1.2.
/
7. Ch.Up.V.18.1.2.

^2 k

of the span or as identical with the self'1 (nradegamatram
abhivimanam)1.

This atman is later, in the second passage,

conceived as a cosmic Person.

This story shows only how the

Upasana on the self as the being of a span's measure existing
in the heart as to be done.

This conception was higher than

the previous conceptions and more subtle.

In the Ait. Upani^ad

too the solicitation and meditation on the Atman are described.
The fifth section starts with the query "who is this one, whom
we worship as the self"

and the analysis shows that the self

is to be identified with all the mental operations, all the
deities and beings and is identified ultimately with intelligence
(prajfianam)
In the Chandogya another type of upasana - nama-upasana,
is briefly touched upon but is given only a limited value
Name (Nama) is identified with the Brahman and one is asked

1. Brahma Sutra (BS). 1.2.30 thinks that the Supreme Being is
being described as of the measure of a span because he is
adored by the mind as situated in the heart as of ameasure
of a span. "Jaimiini holds that prade^a-matra is intended to
teach samnatti or sampad-upasana. i.e. the realization of the
non separation of God from the objects of sense".
Cf.Samkara gives five explanations and says this is to rea
lise the non duality between the perceived world and the ab
solute through meditation. Cf. Angu^thamatrah puru§o madhya
atmani ti§£hati.
2. Ait. Up. v.l. Ko'yam atmrfti vayam upasmahe.
3. Ait. Up. V.2.3.

?27

to meditate on it*1
world.

Narn£ generally stands for the existent

Another type of upasana was the sexual intercourse

with a woman, which must have given rise to the later tantric
ideas

1. Ch*Up. VII. 1.4.5*

This must have given rise to the Namajapa of later mystical practices.
2. BAU.VI. 4.2.3.

S

Besides these

*

upasarias comes the highest
yoVmcV)

conception of upasana in the Ghandogya, in Aone is to
extend one*s mystical vision through one|:s upasana as to

1

include the whole (Sarvanri asm ity upaslta fad vaatam it*11)
This is the actnre of the Upanisadic mystical realization
through Upasana of the self (atman) This is very much the
Yogic type of self-realization.
In the slightly later Upanisads, the word Upasana is
prevalent.

In the Taittriya Praclnayogya is advised to

contemplate the Brahman, who is the Person consisting of
mind, immortal and golden (manomayafrh. amrto hiranmayah)
2

_

5

within the heart, identified as Bhlih in the fire and as
0

Bhuvah
in the air, as suvah in the sun, as maNah in the
•
9

Brahman (prayer).
Other inferior types of Upasarias: of
3
*+
Prana as brahman, and of food as: brahman are referred to.
Brahma is identified with intelligence (vl.ifiana) too, and
thus meditated on and adored,

mundaKa recommends the

Upasana of the person without desires (kama). Sveiasvatara Up,

is more devotional in its attitude and recommends one to
6

adore and worship the God within his intellect*

The Kena
,
7
is quite contemptuous of the adorations of the falsebrahman
1. "Chandogya. li.21«f. Cf .BAtf.l.^.B. Atmanameva pri.vam up^sTta
that is the best conception of Up’SsariS of tne self in the
BAU.

2. Aristotle too thought the seat of the soul is in the heart.
Aristotle's Psychology. Ranade. CSUP.P*131* Cf.Ch.UP.vIII.
1 -6. III.l>f.
f
j*. TU. 11.3.1.
-• II.2.1. 5*Mundaka. III.2.1.
5. VI.5. Cf. OuUP.Vll.5.2. Cittam Upassa.iti.
6 . ».f.Kena.5.6.7.8.

and says that "That which is not expressed through sppech
but that by which speech is expressed; know you that as the
Brahman;

not that which (people) adore"•

That Brahman

cannot be thought by the mind nor seen by the eye nor heard
by the ear, nor breathed by breath, that is Brahman, that
one should know.

Here we should note that this absolute

brahman is distinguished from the general brahman which
people adore and meditate on*

This seems to be a descriptioh

/

of the Nirguna-Brahaman
r

1

of Sankara.

This Brahman is to

be known (vid) and not solicited (Upas) and meditated on.
This leads to a very important distinction in the Upansadic
method of religious and mystical life*

In other places too

this distinction between knowledge (vidya) and meditative
adoration (upasana) seems to be maintained when the concept
of the highest characterless(nirguna) brahman is discussed*
In the BAU, when Yajnavakya defines the self in terms of Pure
consciousness, the Pure Subject, in conversation with Maitreyi
he says that "there is no knowledge(sam.lBa) after death" and
remarks "when there is a duality, as it were there one smells
another, there one sees another, there one hears another,
there one speaks to another, there one speaks of another,
there one thinks of another, there one knows of another, but
where everything has become the S&f, then by what and whom
should one smell,...see,..*speak,...think,...and know.
1* Cf*Samkara on 1sloka

By

By what should one know the knower?

The verba used are,

in this connection man (to think), and vi-frTa (to know).
There is no reference to upasana.

It seems thatijupasana

is of the conditioned Brahman (in the later Vedantic
2

terminology) of the Saguna Brahman).
%

The mystic starts

with a duality but by meditating on the conditional Brahman
knows

the unity - that is the Brahman and in that

condition nothing else exists*

This realisation is the

result of upasana - which is knowledge (vidya)*
was not something which was purely intellectual;

Knowledge
3

moreover,

the knower (vidvan) has a very close relationship with
>
/.
upasana* Sankara thinks that there is no difference between
dhyana and upasana

and that both are different from knowledge.

While knowledge yields immediate release, the other

brings

5
about only release by stages (kaamamulcti) *
regarded by him as one pointednesff (ekag ratal

Meditation was
and he does&nfcto

remark on the nature of this meditative practice.

Ramanytyi

1. BAU*. l l . k . l b . Cf. Ch.UP.VII . A . I .
2. Ch.Up.VII.2lf.l. The Same Absolutist position regarding
Bhuman the Infinite, also cp.Ch.Up. VLL.25#1*
3 . Cp.BAU.III.5*l* also BAU^l.^-.lo. ya evawi^vedaham
brahmasmiti - In the Katha 1.3*6.-9 on Vijwmet, also 1.2.9*
nai§a -tarkena matir *&pineya.
b. Cf.Ch.Up.I.9.‘2 . 3 A .
H . 2 . 3 J IH.19*^-,
BAU. l.*f.7;
[More intellectualistic interpretation of vidya in Maitri.
iv.*+. \
5. Comm.on B.S. 1V . 1 .8 «__
6 . On BS.III.l+.26. (Siibhasya P. 696.ed.by V.S.Abhyankar
191*+ B o m b a y }

though distinguishing between knowledge (vidya)

on the

one hand and dhyana and upasana on the other, interpreted
the latter in terms of devotion (bhakbi) •

He implies that

dhyana is pure meditation while Upasana is meditation with a
worshipful attitude.

It seems to us that in the Upanisadic

context Ramanuja's interpretation is correct.

The upasana

though meditative, is emotional in its nuances in spite? of

2
its •active1

and mechanical aspect as revealed in the

Upasanas? of Mind, Breatfc, etc, as Brahman.

We are not told

anywhere^ in the Ups. how to perform the Upasana, but we only
gather the inadequate information that it should be done with
faith.

The main upasanas are the symbolic ones and the

Upasanas of self knowledge.
In the symbolic upasanas we
3
**
meditate on a symbol (jaratika). like the syllable 'aum, or
5
the fivefold saman, which was identified with various cosmic
forces of the world.

In the upasanas of self knowledge, we?

take the symbols like Breath, Mind, thought, the sun, the

6

other natural symbolst and identify them with the self.
But
7
the Brahmasutra lays down that only those? who meditate on
1 ♦' Cp.M.Falk
R0J13-lM-.^note on the btiaj. as it
occurs in theBhagadvadgitalP&l53»n.2i)
2. Cp.S.Schayer op.cit. the translation of the very upas - as
"umwerben" •
3. The word pratika.
k . Ch.Up. 1.1.1.
Ch.UP. II.2.1.
6 . BS.III.*+.¥+.6l5* givesregulations regarding theupasanas
on the sacrificial objects to be done by the priest and
not by the sacrificer, that is another type of upasana
different from the_two discussed abjove.
7» BS.1V.3.15. *Apaatikalambanan nayatiti badarayanah^ why?
because both the one meditating (diva) and the other,
meditated on (i.e. Brahman) are pure (adosa) Cf.lV.3 .16,
says that meditations on different symbols yield different
results. cf.Ch.Up. VLL.1.5* Vll.1.2.

S 3
Brahman without a symbol attain the Brahmabha.

This

aspect seems to be a systematisation of the concept of the
syllable AUM in the Mandakya, where the brahman is regarded
I
as the fourth beside the three letters a-*rt-m.
Upasana contained originally the idea of sitting down and
then adoring, as we saw earlier.
sitting might have continued.

It seems that this idea of
The Brahma sutra too gives

the regulation that one should meditate while sitting because,
thus the state of trance is more easily induced.

There

seems to be the idea of mentally muttering the symbol (japa)
_3
involved in the Upasana. Tapas also was involved in Uplisana.
Thus Unasaria

seems to have completely evolved within the

Vedic circles and there seems to have been no outside nonvedic influences introducing this idea of meditative
adoration and worhsip.

Starting with the simple notion of

meditating on the desired deity to get his or grace and
kindness in the earlier period, the practice develops into a
meditation on certain forces principles objects to obtain for
oneself their powers and qualities.

But this magical

conception was superseded by the mystical experiences of the
Cosmos by the extension of the self or the realization of the
T. Maridukya 12,' Am'atras' caturtho vyavaha^yah prapancopasamah,
s»uo dvaita evam aumkara atmaiva samvisaty aturarua tnanaru
ya eva
veda.
2. Cf. Ch.Up. 1.5.1. The Sun goes continually sounding A.U.M.
3* Cp. Ch.Up.V.10.1; BAU. VI.2.15. Prasna 1.9* Istaputra as
Upasana

immanence of the transcendental Brahman.

This transition

was bridged over by the AranyaKa and later Brahmana
practices of the Cayanas (piling up) and the study and
thought on the sacred vedas, of which, the latter figures
so much in the earliest of the Upanisads.
The origin of Yoga and its relation to Upasana will be
dealt with in the following pages.
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YOGA IN THE UPANISADS.
The word "yoga” is used in the Samhitas in the sense
1
of "yoking11 or harnessing.
In the Brahmanas too more

2
or less, the same sense predominates*

By$ the time of

the Upanisads the very “yuj" comes to have a technical
3
sense and is used generally as a past participle."YuKta*
3
^
in the sense of "attached firmly*.
In the Taittiriya.
the brahmanas are described as "controlled" (yukta)« who
are to decide in cases of doubt about deeds (karmavicikitsa).
The same sense of attachment is predominant in the katha, and
the Svetasvafcara.

In the Katha, he who has no understand-

ing (vijuana) with undevated (ayukta) mind,and with un
restrained (atfasya) sense organs, is compared to wicked
horses harnessed to the chariot*

'

f

In the svet mind and

6
thought have to be concentrated for truth being (saftva)
_ 6
even by God Savita.
This idea of attachment and union
which eeems to be the dominant note in the word Yoga, givea
— r : 5 : s : 1 . 30 . 7 .------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. RtM.3lf.9j VII.67.8 t X.30.11; X.11^.9; lll.67.8j 1V.2'+A.
2 . Tandya VI.5.21; 8 .6 ; Vll.6.9; lo; TB.lll.^-.lo; Gopatha.
1.1.28; SB.V1.3.2.»t.
3 . Ch.Up. VIII.I2 .3 . BAU.II.5.19. V.13.2.
If. T.U. 1 .1 1 . 4 5.
5* 5 atha. 1*3*p*
6 . Svet.Up. II.1 . from TS.1V.1.1.1* VS.X1.1*SB.V.3.1.1.2*
In Svet II.2-5 various forms of the very occur in clear
technical sense. Yuktamanas in SB.XI.5.7*1*

S3i>
way to "concentration" and "control"' clearage in the idea.
X
This was recognised by Pauini
in giving two roots
'yuj samadhaii1 (yuj in the sense of concentration) and the
root "yujir*1 in the sense of connecting (yoge).

This

symbolic development may already be noticed in the Upanisads,

2
if not earlier.

Etymologically, therefore, the word yoga

has the sens of ‘union1; attachment, control and concentrat
ion#

In the Upanisads, especially the later ones, we find

a sort of classification of these yoga - samnyasayoga. asE
3
practised by the yatis in the M undaka ; adhyatma yoga in
^
/
5
the Katha, dhyana yoga, in the svet.
The term yoga, as
used in the Upanisads, is primarily, the adhyatma-yoga of
the Katha, the purpose of which was to make an intuitive
realisation of the self possible.

This yoga was completely

different in purpose from the practices of previous times,
which were primarily intended to dfctain heaven, miraculous
powers and other mundane ends..

The way to this intuitive

realisation involved bodily purification, austerity, intense
mental discipline, direction of the will-power(kratu), and

1. S.N. Dasgupta Hist.of l>*Ph.vol.I.P.226. also inw.6.
2. Dasgupta notices the same duality of the sense in the
Bh Gita.p.cit.P.227*
3* Mund. 111.2.6. Cf. Bh.Gita. IX.28. In the Maitri.Vl.lo.
One has three persons. Samtiyasi, Yogi, and Utmayaji*.
Ka^ha. 1.2.12. Cf.Xtmayoga in the Gita.XI.
Svet.Up. 1.2.
o. Creative Period. P.606. N.

b.

5

and concentration, butrthe term yoga is not very precise
and its content is not specified in any of the earlier
upanisads.
Dhyana in the Upanisads.
9

The root "dhyai"

to meditate (from which the word "dhyana”

is derived,)occurs through the Brahmanas*
*

In the Ait.Up^

it is said that "(the person) desired to seize it (i.e. the
food) by the mind.
the mind.

He was not able to take hold of it by

Had he indeed, grasped it by the mind, meditating

(dhyatva) he would have been satisfied with food".

Food

coult not be had by mind (manasj-thinking faculty).
In the
2
Ait.Up. as seeing is through the eye, so hearing is through
the ears, speaking is through the speech, touching is through,
the skin, dhyana (i.e. dhyaiam, thinking, meditation = does m
seem to be the meaning still) - is through the mind (manas)
«
breathing is through the outbreath; the auther then concludes,
who am I" (Atha Ko*ham iti).

In the next passage it is said

he (Prajapati) breaking open (vidarya) the very end

(sumanaro)

of the head£, by that way reached; that is the opening known
as vidrti.
of him;

This is the pleasing (nandanam), three states

3

three dreams; this is the place, this is the place

1. 1.3.8*
2. 1.3.11. Manasa dhyatam.
3 . Cf.the SahasrS, the thousand petailed lotus - situated in
the brain-centre.
see Samka^a's Comm.

3 (

(avastho1 yam):

this is the place11*

This passage

described the intense meqnttal activity by which a seer
practically "breaks open1' into the highest position of
awareness!

This is a new birth for him,

•.. he has seen
1
this person brahman, all pervading "I have seen this11,
This is a highly mystical yogic condition, which! is beyond
is
thinking and/meditation, where one only sees.
In the
Chandogya dhyana has to be performed "entering into one's
self, without any pramada (forgetfullness aprarimatteh)
thinking of the desire one should sing £/stu)•

The Sama-

chant is sung, thinking (dhyayan) with mind (manas) on
these (immortality, for gods, offerings for the fathers,
hope (asa) for men, grass and water for the cattle, the
3
world of bea n for the sacrifice, food for myself") . / I n

r

the Mtad, the Self is to be reflected upon as the syllable
a-u-m.

Reflecting on the Paifcless (miskala) one sees him
5 -i
(i.e. the self). \ In the KausitaKe it is said - that this
~4

'

6

Brahman shines forth, as one reflects with mind.

There is

a superior excellence in the vital breaths (prapa) as
compared with the mind, for when mind thinks the vital
7
breaths also think.
The root dhyai, thus it seems has the

i. M t .Up. 1 .3 .13^
_
2*Ch.Up.l*3.12. Atmanam aufcetia Updsrtya stuvTta kan$am dhyayan
apraviatto
_
3*Ch.Up.ll.22.2. etam amanasa dhyayam apranattah Cf.V.l.g.
M%nd reflects (dhya^fi) in the dispute of the sense organs:, the
<Jto*^.Miind thinks* 9;10> Cf .Kaus.II.l^f.
l+.Mupd.li:2.6.
5.Mu$<j.lll.l.8.
o.Kaus.Up.II.13.
7*Kaus.III.2»
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sense of "thinking" and "reflecting" and "concentrating",
but it has still not evolved into the fullfledged intuitive
practice.

It is primarily mental and intellectual*

This

is proved by the association of the verb and the substantive
dhyana with raanas - which is a cognitive faculty.

Dhyana

appears to be a concept, a thought, which is.thought by mind
1
after achieving a unity, with the breaths, and mind goes to

2
the Prajnatman (conscious self) with all its concepts (dhyana)
3
after one dies.
Controlling the mind by consciousness
(prajfia) one obtains all thoughts (dhyana).

But soon dhyana

begins to acquire the technical sense of contemplation and
intuitive activity with intellectual elements and the aspect
i
i
of thinking is given to the term citta, a word which occurs
only in later passages of the UpanijgadSE.

In the Chandogya,

dhyana (contemplation) is regarded as higher than the citta
(thought).

[This yogir aspect of dhyana is more definitely

6
recognised in the svetasratara, which refers to dhyanayoga.
Again it says "by making onefs body the lower friction stick
and the syllable aum the upper friction stick, by practising
the drill or friction (nirmathana) of contemplation, one may
"7
see the God, hidden as it were (nigudhavat). In the Maitri
m

dhyana is used in very advanced terms.-----1. Kau§.Up. Ill.2. the Conscious Self is identified with
Breath by the Kaus. The relationship of Prana and Prajna.
2. Kaus.UP.III.3. see CP.P.276.77.
3* Kau^.Up.III.o.
b . Ch.Up.VLL.5.1-3^ Murjd. 111.1.9. Prasna/. IV.8. Maitri.
VI.19.2.
5. Ch.Up. dhyanam hi cittat bhuyah.
6. Cf. the Gita. XV111.52.
1.

"The wise are said to praise the mind absorbed in practice
and in meditation" - when one meditates on the breath and
the sun as in the self and sacrifices in his self.1

It

enumerates the six fold yoga - pra^ayama, pratyahara, dhyana,
2l
dhara^a, tarka, samadhi. 3
-

The significant term "nididhyasitavya" occurs only
■3

once in the BAU

where Yajnavalkya instructs Maitreyi "The

Self should be seen, heard, reflected and meditated on by the
seeing, hearing, reflecting, and by intuitive awareness
(vijfiana) all this is known".
noteworthy.

Here the "Nididhyasana" is

"Vi^flana" the process of intuitive awareness,

seems to be the closest concept to the Buddhist Jhana and
the highest

Upani§adic Upasana.

It is important to in

vestigate in the nature of this concept.
The root "vi-.ifla" occurs as many times as does the root
upas.

Vijfia means to know with the mind.

In the BAU it is

said that one knows with the mind, when touched on the back.^
Again it is said that "whatever is to be known, that is the
form of the mind, the mind itself is to be known".^

This

shows that the mind is only an active element in knowledge
which is intellectual but mind itself is to be known, by the

1. Maitri. VI.9, 2. Maitri VI.18 Cf. Yoga Sutra 11.29.
BAU. II. 4.5*
BAU. 111.2.4; Ch.Up. 1.29; 111.93.7; Ait.Ar.V.l.
Ch.Up. V.111.6.3.11.1.
BAU. 1.5*3> without the mind one cannot see, cannot hear.
BAU. 1.5.8.

c

self.

The self itself is to he realized, not known.

Therefore yajfiavalkya says - that with which all this is
known, how will one know that - the knower.1

L m \\y w U

1. BAU. II.4.14. IV.5 .15.

Irw

^

t e x t jp*5
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In the Ch.Up. Upako£ala "knows" that Pra^a is Brahman.1
But the fires told him that he did not "know" the Ka and
the Kha Brahman and the fires explained it to him and he
knew.
Uddalaka Aru#i emphasizes the importance of the
knowledge of the self "to know" the unknowable and to bear
the unbearable.

Svetaketu asks him to go on instructing him
3
about the nature of the ultimate being? and Uddalaka asks
4
him to know ( id-) it.
Manana and Vijhana seems to go
together but it seems that this immediate direct knowledge
comes after thinking and contemplation.

Vijflana is better

than contemplation^ and with vijfiana one "knows" the Rqueda etc.
This vijhana is thought to lead to power (bala).

6 Bala is

akin to Indriya which occurs in the sense of sense faculties,^
8
Q
and power of the sense organs.
Breath is regarded as bala.
Pood is regarded as higher than power1^

Sanat Kumara says

that "one must desire to !knowf the truth".11 and one who
does not know the truth will not be able to speak the truth.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7*
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

12

Ch.Up.IV.10.5*
Ch.Up. VL.1.1-7.
Ch.Up.VI.11.3.13.3.
The verb vid is identical with vijfla. Cf. in Ch.Up.VI.3.4s
4.7 vl.8.1:3*
Ch.Up.Vll.7.1.
Ch.Up. VII.8.1.
Katha. 1.3.4.5; 8. Kaus. 11.15: Svet UU.8.
Ch.Up. 111.1.3;
111.2.2; 3.2; 4.2; 5.2; BAU.VI.4.7;8.lo;
BAU.V.14.4.
Ch.Up. Vll.9.1.
Ch.Up.Vll.16.1.3. 0h.U. Vll.17.1.
Ch.U. Vll.17.1.

Sanatkumar says that "when one sees nothing else, hears
nothing else, understands nothing else, that is the "Bhuman"
VjfLana, therefore, seems to he not merely an intellectual
knowledge or understanding, hut has together with this an
immediate intuitive awareness.

To achieve this one must

have to undergo penances, as Upako^ala did for twelve years.
f*
Pippalada asks the questioners to stay with him observing
3
tapas faith and charity.
Indra and Vairocana lived for
thirty-two years at his teacher*s house.^
for twelve years at his teacher’s house.

2

Svetaketu lives

5 P

It is believed

that "No one can attain to the knowledge of the Self through
intellect (Prajfiana) who has not desisted from evil conduct
who is not tranquil, who is not concentrated, who has not a
composed mind".^'

Therefore cultivation of moral qualities

are preliminary to spiritual cognisance.

7

But the process
Q

of vijfiana was to he preceded by seeing, thinking (manana).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ch.Up. Vll.24.1.
Ch.Up. 111.10.1-3.
Prasna. 1.2.
Ch.Up. V.111.7.3.
Ch.Up. VI.1.2.
Katha. 1.2.24; 1.3.7.
Radhakrishnan. P.223.24. Cf. Keith. P.587. n.5. speaks of
"fundamental moral indifference" of the Upanisads.
8. Ch.Up. VII.15.4. VII.25.2; 13.1; 18.1; In the BAU. 15.3
One knows with mind (manas);
II.4.14. IV.5.15; III.4.2.
IV.3.30, 31; IV.4.2. IV.5.6; Taitt. III.2.1. One has to
know Brahman with *tapas* also in 111.3.1; 5.1, 5.1.

Faith too is essential in the process of understanding and
this intuitive gnosis.

In the Chandogya it is said that

when one has faith, then he thinks "One who has no faith,
1
2
does not think".
Faith requires steadfastness (nistha)
and work (karma).

The connation of the word sradha was

not emotional in tone and faith it seems was in the nature
of intuitive and intellectual conviction,"

as its seat is

said to he in the heart.
This enquiry has attempted to show that vijflana is not
simply intellectual knowledge hut has intuitive import; it
is a faculty to he achieved after the cultivation of faith
(sraddha), charity, calmness, austerities and goodwill.

The

BAU says one who calm (santa)^ controlled (danta) withdrawn
(upacate), patient (titik^u) collected "(sam ahita) sees the
5
self in the self, sees all the self".
1. Ch.Up. Vll.19.1.
2. Compare BrahmanisthaJLn the Muqcjaka. 1.2.12. 111.2.10;
Prasna. 1.1. Cf. Gita, two types of nistha. Chap. III.3;
XV11.1.XV111.1+0. (
3. BAU .111.9.21. hut its relations with mind in BAU 1.5.3*
One practises faith in the forest. V I .2.15.Mund.l.2.11.Ch.
Up.v.10.1. It comes together with chastity, truth, regulation
TU.II.1.7; 1.11.3* Charity should he given with Faith. Cf.
Ch.Up .lv.l .1. sraddhadeyo hahudayi. The place of faith in
the interpretation of ancient philosophies - in Burnet Greek
Philosophy pp.1-2; Radhakrishnan p p .679*690-91.
U* Cf. £ama in TU.1.9.1; also Mahanarayana 21.2; 22.2, santi is
the desired goal katha .1.1.17 • svet Up.IV.11; li4-:111.12.
5. BAU.IV.4.23*

This intuitive knowledge, which comes after intellectual
efforts, requires yoga for its achievement.

The later

Upanisads, Katha, Mundaka and Svatasvatara, have referred to
systematic Yogic practices, while in earlier Upanisads, Yoga
is dealt in an unsystematic way.
^Breath-control in the Upanisads is not very clearly
referred to though the breaths (prana) are very important, as
we shall see•

We are given, however some ideas about the

process of breath control in the Katha.1

"He leads the out-

breath upward, he casts inwards the inbreath (apana).

The

Gods solicit (upas) and meditate on that dwarf who is seated
in the middle" •

In the Mundaka Up breaths are thought to

enter in the cetas "The subtle self is to be known by Cetas
in which breaths of five kinds (prana, apana, vyana, samana,
udana) have entered.

The whole thought of men is pervaded

by (etam) by breaths, after whose purification this self
becomes powerful"•

Thus purification (visuddhi) of thought

through the purification of breaths is already a fact known
to the Upanisads.

This purification is different from the

purification attained by gnosis (jnana) I n

the svetasvatara

1. Katha. 11.2.3* It is quite likely that this might be simply
referring to mere physical fact of inbreathing and outbreathing "Urdvam pranam unnayaty apanam pratyag asyati"
(ab). But this phrase "pranam unnayati" occurs only once
in the Upanisads, it lends support to interpret it in a
technical sense. The other expressions with Prana are
"pranam pranantam" "pranantah pranena" Kam III.2. Ch.Up.V.
1.8. BAU.V11.8-12; "pranesu utkrantesu BAU.1.28.
2. Mundaka.Ill 1.9* Eso nu atma cetasa veditavyo yasmin pranah
pancadha samvivesa pranais cittam sarvara otam prajanam,
yasmin visuddhe vibhaty esa atma.
3* Mundaka 111. 1.8.

the practice of Yoga is more developed and the instruction
about Yoga exercise the most detailed to be found in the
Upani^ad "Repressing his breathings hard, let him, who
has controlled all movements breathe through the nostrils#
with attenuated breath.1

While doing this breath control

the wise man must hold his mind without forgetfulness.

tnx

HcC kjO<f

1. Svet Up. Prapan PrapI<Jyeha Samyukta ce§tat k§ipe prane
Sgikayo *cchvaslta.

'
i/yyv^v
In this idea of breath control, the nil HftT Agnihotra must
l/wyu^
have played an important role. The
Agnihotra is
cabled self-restraint (samyamanamff)
he is not able to breathe.
in speech.

Then he is sacrificing breath

As long as a person is breathing so long he is •

not able to speak.
breath.

"Asjloflgjas, a man is speaking

He is then sacrificing speech in

These two endlessjimmortal oblations, one is making

continually, whether waking or dreaming11.

Knowing that all

other oblations consist of works (karma) and therefore must
come to arjend, they did not offer the actual Agnihotra*
Eliade has attributed this "ritual interrogation11 as due

2
to yogic influences

and tlis tendency, as "a pattern for

comprehending the process of assimilation by Brahmanic
Orthodoxy of a&e*\ ideologies and practices."1

But the idea

is as old as the earliest period of Vedic thinking.

These

assimilations and homologations were inherent in the
philosophy of the sacrifical rite, especially in the piling
up ceremony(citis).

We do not think that this was due to

an outside influence but believe that it is essentially vedic.
It might have worked as a mode of assimmilation.

A

similarity has been noticed between the "inner Agnihotra"

1. Kaus. II.5* Prataadanas teaching, see CP.PP.2-75-76.
one of those free thinkers who disbelieved in external
ritualism".
2. Yoga - Freedom and Immortality; PP.110-11; So in Sarokifl
P.A.;Forms and techniques of altruistic and spiritual
growth. (Eliade) ipL*."The Problems of the origins of the
Yoga".P*66*67*

^

and the theory of "Ajapajapa",
|>©>th$ being based on the

central idea that "one might be automatically performing a
spiritual act with each breath".

This means that breathing

interpreted in this way becomes a sacrifice.

This idea is

touched on in the PrasVa, where "the inbreathing (ucchvasa)
and the out-breathing (nibsvasa) become two oblations and
the mind as the sacrificer.
Brahman 2.

This leads the sacrificer to

This is quite similar to the idea of

Pranagnihotya, as advocated in a later text, the
__
3
Vailfoaiiasq* Sfraehe-sutra.
Thus it seems that the idea of
respiratory exercises and breath control was becoming
important.

But it cannot be traced to the earlier vedic

sources where in spite of the extensive speculation on breath
and its identification, the idea is not carried forward.
Though it should be insisted upon that the idea of sacrificing
breath in speech and speech in breath must have given a great
fillip to the practice of breath-control.
Concentration of mind was practised as we have seen in
our discussions of Upasana..
the Upanisads.

The (Nadis) are spoken of in

Physical speculations on them had mystic

and yogic imports.

In the BAU they are said to number

seventy two thousands, called hita.

extending from the

1. Pande. P.301.h.305* On Ajapaja^ra.
2. Pra£na Up.lV.^f; In IV.3 . the three breaths are identified
with the sacrificial fires.
3. 11.18.
,
i
b . BAU. 11*1.19* Kaug. IV.19 Ajatasatru - BalatfA dialogue deep aieep phenomena

3

heart to the pericardium.

In deep sleep the man sleeps

in the pericardium# which is similar to the repose ex
perienced by the great brahma^a# reaching the summit of bliss.
These veins are the paths for the movement ft>r the male
person of the right eye and the female in the left eye.
The vein is the Channel (samcarani ) which goes upward from
the heart;

like a hair divided a thousandfold# so are the

veins (nadis) called hita. "established in the inner heart"
(antar-hrda.va):

through these that flows, which flows

(etad agravad agr&vati)"}

They are filled with white, blue,
p
yellow# green and red (fluids).
They are connected with
the Sun, who also is regarded as of these varied colours
and both are connected with each other through the rays
of the Sun.
channels.

3

In

dreamless sleep one enters in these

Later

it is suggested that there are only

one hundred naglis

and one of them goes up to the crown of

the head.

upward through that# one becomes immortal;

Going

the others serve for going in various directions.1*'

These

1. BAU. IV.2.3* Yajhavalkya to Janaka. This idea of flowing
Adrava in the philosophical systems - esp. in Janism - the
process of "flowing" the course of the "binding" influx of
the soul.
2. BAU.IV.3*20. Cf. Ch.Up.VIII.6.1. Odds yellow (pita) colour.
3. Ch.Up. VIII. 6 .233.
i+. Ch.Up.VIII.6.6. This reference to the crown of the head
refers to the suture, the brahma-randhra of the Ait.Up.
1.3.12. through which Brahman entered in the body as
spirit.

na^is are centred there (within the heart) like the spokes
in the centre of a wheel, and he (i.e. the self) moves about,
manifold in his birth, who should be meditated on as aum.1^

1. Mu#<Jaka. 11.2.6. Ara iva ratha-nibhau samhata yatra
nadyah sa e§o nt as car ate bahudha jaayamanatL.
Maitri Up. refers to the Su^umna na<3.ias going up (urdhvaga)
VI.2.; VII.11)

/ 1
In the Prasna the hundred and one nadis
are said to
m
be in the heart; to each of these belong a hundred smaller
arteriesrand to each of these belong 7200 branching nadis.
In all these descriptions the heart plays a central role,
which was emphasized by the Yoga,

jln the CKandogya, this
,
2
heart is said to consist of an inner space (alSasa). The

3
self(atman) is in the heart.

The heart is identified with

^
Brahman.

5
The heart is the seat of the person as the light.

p

The same person - as the inner self (antarattfman) is spoken
6 —*
as of the size of a thumb.
We already saw the close con
nection between the nadis and the heart.

This physical

7
heart is called a red ball, covered with a net.
8
Alt.Up, mind is said to be born from the heart.

In the
Therefore,

9

rThis meant that the mind was to be
mind and heart are one.
jo
✓
/
centred in the heart for yogic purposes, which the SvetAvatara
reccomends:

flholding the body steady with the three erect,

causing the sense organs (tndriya) and the mind to enter into
the heart the wise man should closfi all the fearful streams on

10 a
the boat of Brahmanrt
1• Prasna Up.III.6.
2. Ch.Up.111.12.9. Vll.1.3. In the BA#. II.1.17.IV423•
Ya e$o 'nfcara hrdaya afcasah; T.U 1.6.1* C f .Maitri.Vl.27*
3 . Ch.Up.Vlll.3 .3’
. H l . 1^. 3 / esa ma atma antarhpdaye:
*+• BAU.lV.l.u. Mund.11.1.4-. hrdayam visVam; BAU.V.3.1.
Prajapati is the*heart.
5. BAU.IV.3 .7. hrdjjyautar lyotiBbpurusah.
6 . Ka^ha^II.3 .17*ab.Angus3tha^matrah. puruso\ nkratima sada
janan^jn hpdaye samlvistalj. also see the'^vet Up.V.8;9*
7. BAU.IV.2.3.
8 . Ait.Up. I.1.1+.
9. Ait.Up.1.2.
*+.Cf .Kaus .11.8.
10 Ait.Up.111.1.2.(=5.2)i
lo.

.

S v e t «Wp«li & .

In the Katha the self is said to be known through heart,
l-i
2
thought and mind* JS The heart is the abode of all^idyas.
It contains all the forms (&upa), faith, truth, semen(retas)
3
speech.
All these physiological and metaphysical conceptions give
an inkling of things to come,

jrhe Yoga^i n the Upanisads,

esp, the later ones, was becoming systematised.

This Yoga

of breath-control, of concentration and meditation was to be
done at a place, which according to the svct - should be "level
(sama)clean. free from sand, fire and gravel, favourable to
thought by the sound and water and other features, not
b

painful to the eye, in a hidden place, free from the world 11
This passagemight explain the reason of going to the forest,
away from the world.

This Upanisadic yoga leads to

experiences of forms, lights sounds and colours, the
redirection of the Self and the God.

The Upanisads speak of

5
the mystical experiences of lights, sounds cdbursr and forms1,
as produced from yogic exercises,.

"Fog, smoke, sun, wind,

fire, fireflies, lightning, crystal, moon - these are the
1. Ka^ha. Vl-9.

___
____
2. BAU.II.^-.ll. Sarvasarn Vidyanam hrdayam ekayanam.also

IV.5.12.

•

3. B A D .111 .-9• 20; 21; 23 ; 23, also BAU.111.9.11}
heart is the world.
b. Svet.II.ll.Cf.BHG.Vl.il; Mait£?. V I . 30.

5. Ranade. CSUF.ISP.SM-fS-U-.^.

~

1^.16.17,

preliminary forms -i.which manifest (abhivyakti) Brahman in
1
Yoga11.
All these various sights are thought to manifest
the absolute in various f o r m s . ^ The mystical experiences
were primarily morphic or photic.

There are a few

references to 'avidfle' experiences also, especially in the

2
BAU

but they were regarded as the result of the process of

digestion and assimilation, such as could be heard by
3

closing one's ears.

But this "audile" experience seems to

be only natural without any systematic striving after it.
Probably, as Ranade observes,

the sounds heard by the

mystics were wrongly explained by these mystics as dependent
upon physiological processes.
The photic mystical experiences were more vivid than the
audile experiences and are described in various Upanisads.
The golden person with golden beard, with golden hair, is
seen within the sun.
nails.

All is gold up to the tips of the

(^Similar experiences described in the Mumtka.tiP.

"brahma, painless, stainless (viraja) in the highest golden
sheath, that is pure, the light of the lights".
is generally the vehicle of such experiences.

\ The sun
In the

ChShdogya the white form (su&la ggfea.) of the Sun is related
to the brooding on (abhi-tapas) the 'Jfajus, which produced the

1. Suet. 11.11.

2. BAU.V.9.1.
,
3. Cf.CH.Up.111.13.8 . speaks of the hearing (sauti)
experience: like the {roar. (ninada) ^ t h e - peajrl-ef the
peal(ntdatJTutythunder1, the burning of the fire; the
seeing(drSti) and asKs (ustojmeditatively worship and
solicit ^upas) this - what has been heard and seen.
^f. Loc.cit.P.^^*
5. Ch.UP.1.6.5.

6. Mundaha. II.2.1o.

essence, uniting both*

In the ChUndogya Up another
CQ
mystical experience, a result of Brahma^ya is described in
which" on crossing the bridge (i.e. the self), if one is
blind, he becomes no longer blind, if wounded, he becomes
no longer wounded, if afflicted he becomes no longer afflicted;
therefore, on crossing that bridge night appears as day for

2
that Brahman - world is always s h i n i n g A g a i n it is said,
that the Sun does not set there, nor does he ever rise, and
for him who knows this sun neither ever rises nor sets;

it is

3
always day for him.

After saying that there are two forms

of Brahman, the formed (murta) and the formless(amllfcta), the
mortal (martyam) and the immortal (-immortal), the moving and
the unmoving;

the existent and the true, the BAU goes on to

describe the form of this person (purusa)a^1 a saffroncoloured robe, like yellowish (pandu) white wool, like the
Tnfdragopa. insect, like a spark of fire, like a white lotus,
b

like a sudden flash of lightning11 and his name is the "truth
of the truth"(satyasya satyam) and he is also "not this,not
thia(neti neti)•
^JEn the Katha similar mystical experiences are expressed.
"The person of the size of a thumb resides in the middle of
the body, like a light (j'yoti)

without smoke.

He is the

Lord of the past and the future and he is the same today as

5
tomorrow.

This indeed is that1
.1

In the Katha instead of

1 . '<Sh.tip. 111.2 .2-3 . Cf. The dark form (krsna rupaT of tVie
Sun in Ch.Up.111.^.2-35 111*3*3*
2. Ch.Up. V111.M-.2.
1. Ch.Up. III.11.2-3.
b . BAU.BII.3 .6 .
5. Katha H . l . 1 3. This speculation on the size of the
antaratman.
See in Katha, II.1.12;
In BAU V.5*l* the
self as small as a gram*of rice or barley"; and in ch.up.
v.lo. as pradtsa nfetr^a. Cf. a later version in Maitri

/

IVA "U,:,

V I . 38 . Cf.Sw«t.Up.lll.l 3 . Similarly in Katha, II. 3 .17.
Taitti. Ar.X.-38 .1 . (or PP. 183- 85)
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Upasana, the properly formulated system of Yoga is thought
to be the mode of realisation
and
experience. •
•
*
•

This yoga

is defined as "the steady control of the sense organs.
Then one becomes undistracted (anramatta) because Yoga
1

comes and goes9

This verse giveS two points to discuss

about the notion of Yoga in the Katha.

Dharana in the

2

Yoga-Sutras, is called that practice by which the mind is
bound to one place, but in the Katha.this practice is
rather different and one in pursuance of this practice has
to restrain one's sense organs.

It is quite likely that

the mind might be regarded as one of the sense-organs and
so it may be construed as comprising thepractice of concentration and restraint of mind.

3 1

The—tdera Pramada

(heedlessness, inattentiveness) is uniformly condemned in
the Upanisads as later on in the buddhist texts and in the
Yogic nnes.

Meditation should be carried on without heed-

b

lessness

and chanting of the Saman - together with mental

5

meditation should be carried on without heedlessness.
In
6
the Yoga-sutras pramada is regarded as one of the obstacles of
the mind, together with langour, doubt, worldiness, and so
forth.

In the Sutta mind is to be concentrated and
7

restrained (dhy) without heedlessness.

The self cannot be

li Katha II.3.11. Tam yogatu iti manyate sthiraM indriyadharanam. Apramatbas tada bhavati yoga hi prabhava-pyayau.
2* YS.lll.l.Desa-baHdhas cittasya dharana Cf.
3* Dharana occurs in T.U. 1.^.1. also but there it has com
pletely different sense.
In Maitr4i Vl.l8;20, the idea
of dhSrana is completely yogic,
See Deussen PU.389-9°•

h.
5.

C h.up. 1 :3 .12.
Ch.Up. 11.22.2.Cf.MundaKa II.22.2. Brahman the target

should be bet by the*arrow of one's self on the bow of the
syllable aum, without heedlessness.
Then one becomes
united with him (tanmayo)
p.t.o.

'Yoga-Sutra. 1.30*
,
Svet.Up. II.9, The rise of the root j f a h f is
connected etymologically and semantically with
the word dhSrana as used in the Kajha II.3 .11.
which, both the cases, foreshadow the Yogic
definition.

realised through pramada, or through austerities with
1
practical aims.
The Yoga as portrayed in the Katha, is
better defined in another verse.

"When the five knowledges

(i.e.senses) together with the mind stand still, and the
intellect (buddhi) does not stir, that is the highest

2
state11.

This highest state (parama gati) seems to bet the

state of Samadhi where there is a complete suspension of
3
"thought11 and "feelingV This verse alludes to the
b

practice of "withdrawal" (pratyahara).

This shows that

this "pafcama gati"

is akin to the conception of "Jhana"
*+a
as put forward by Mrs.Rhys Dairds.
The nature of the
sense organs was to be understood by the contemplative
(dhira).

The person is beyond all the psychological

principles, mind^ intelligence, the (empiral) self, the
great immanifest, and could not be seen by the eye and
7
apprehended by heart, thought or mind.
This state of mental inactivity is one of non-discursive
clear consciousness.

This has nothing to do with ecstasy,

1. MundaKa. 111.2.4-. C f .' the Gita. XIV. 8 .Xl.\l.
2. Katha. II.3 .10.
3* Cflthe Bh.Gita. VI.2L»--25* describes the highest state of
Yoga which culminates in the 1non-thinking" state of yogaCf.Maitrei. VI.30.
k . Cf.Yogasutra.II.?1*-* Cf.Ch.Up. V111.15, refers to the
"establishing (or concentrating of all the senses in the
self". (atma»i sarvendriyani pratisthapya")
J+a.Sakya P.166.
5. Kafha 11.3*6.
6 . Katha.II.3*7.8.
7* Katha 11.3*9.

frenzy or comma.
The yogic states as described in the Mundalfa
are similar
t •
in nature.

The samadhi - awareness of the all-wise - all
1
knowing self-established in the ether (vyoman) of the vast
divine, subtlerthan the subtle self - of unthinkable form

2
(acintya-rupa)

is felt by the contemplative and meditating

persons.

Thought is to be purified from the breaths so
3
that the self might shine forth.
In the MundaKa
too the
.*
fire breaths are to be stilled in the self and then by
consciousness the latter is known.

The character of the

culminating awareness is again senseless, thoughtless,

and

non-discursive. (The M undaKa. it seems, has emphasized the
doctrine of Grace also but it is rare).

This state of

samadhi

comes after the purification (vis'uddhi) of the
5
f)
nature (sattva) through saimiyasa-yoga. (the yoga of the
T
*
renunciation).
The contemplatives after realising (prapya)
the self become passionless (vitara^a), tranquil (pras^iata),
IV MundaSa 11.2 .^.
2 . Mund. 111.10.7.
3* MundaKa. III.1 .7.9* This importance of citta as a limit
ing ‘principle is seen in Buddhism too. The stillness of
the citta in the fourth Jhana in AN.111.98.loos MN.lll.
111-112; (quoted in Pande P.53^ n.128).
In {he Upanigads
citta and buddhi are separate principles of mental activity.
*+. MundaKa, 111.2.3$*+; Cf.Katha 1*2.23.
5. CflSattya in Katha. 11.3 .7 *
6 . MundaKa. 111.2.5.

(prassmtsr), satisfied with gnosis.
His deeds and his self, consisting of consciousness only
(vijSana maya) become one (ekibhavanti) in the Supreme
Immutable, and all his senses and fifteen parts dissolve

2
into their elements.
/

In the Sveta Up, the doctrine of Yoga is more developed
than either in the Katha or in the MundaKa.

It prescribes

3
for the place and atmosphere of the Yoga practice!* (prayoga)
and also the processes.

The senses (indfiiyas) have to be
5

put in the heart with mind.

The result of the yogic

exercises is described on physical and mystical planes.
Physically one attains lightness, diseaselessness, desirelessness; (dbluptva)

clearness of complexion, pleasantness of

voice, pure smell, slight exretions, these are regarded as

6
the first results of the yogapravKtti.

There are five

qualities of yoga in accordance with the five eLements - earth,
water, fire, air and ether, and then there is no sickness, no
old age, no death to him who has a body consisting of the fire
7

of Yoga.

What this shows is that Yoga must, in the svet up,

have definite relations with the elemental fire which is
1 . MundaKa. H1.2.&.
2. MuqdaKa. 111.2.7* Cf.III.2.8. the image of the rivers
going into the sea, leaving behind their name and form.
Cf.Pra^na.Vl.
3* qvet.II.lo.Cf. Bh.Gita.Vl.il;
*+. Svet.II. 8 ;9 .

sitting posture,

and breath-control.

5. loc.cit. The simily of the horses and the chariot is used
in II.9. Cf.Katha.I.3.
6 . Sveta. Up. H . 13.
7. £vet.Up. 11.12.

1
increased by the practice of yoga.

On the mystical plane

2
experiences various visions

as manifestations of
3
It has been suggested by Radhakrishttan that the

Brahman.
A
Svet.Up, has given four stages of the Yoga practices, as
described in the Chap.II.13-16.

In the Thirteenth verse

(and also the twelfth) the beginning of the Yogic process
is described, resulting with a physical fitness, and health,
and the body being purified one becomes without sorrow
t
^
(vitasoka) realising the nature of the self - this is the
second stage called exertion (ghata).

In the third stage

called cognition (paricaya) the nature of Brahman is known

5
by realising the nature of one*s own self, and the person
is released from all fetters (pasa).In the fourth stage
the identity of the self with Brahman is realised.

The God

6
is known through Samkhaya and Yoga.

We are not satisfied that

these four stages represent a formal division of the yogic
practise of the time of the Upanisad and can be regarded as a
later development.
1." The idea that tapas too increases one's power as described
in the section on tapas.
This idea of physical effects of
Yoga survives in later times too.
2 . Svet.Up.II.il.
3 . fjadhakrishnam op.cit.P.723*
b* Svet.II.l1*, the simile of the mirror (biwba) is used which,
when cleansed .of the stairs, shines brightly. Cf. the
simile in Kaus.lV.2; Kai;ha. II.3.5. Gita.111.38.
The
person of themirror as a metaphysical entity in BAU.II.1.9;

Jli.9-15.

Svet Up.11.15* the simile is used as one sees by a lamp
j[dipopama) •
6 . Svet.Up.Vl.i3 . Samkhya is mentioned for the first time in
the Upanisads.

This discussion on Yoga in the Upanisads
leads us to certain
0
conclusions on its nature, 2, The processes of Yoga are known
to the Upanisads but not schematically in the earlier texts,
such as Chandogya and the Brhadaranyaka, where the practice
of Upasana predominates.

In the verse Upanisads - Katha,

/

Svet:

and Mundaha, one finds a more systematic account of a

yoga closer to the classical type.

The processes of dhyana,

pratyahara and samSdhi seem to be known to them.
The idea
1
of “asana must have been known to them and so also of breath
control.

Speculations on the sense organs and their control,

2
and their submersion in the heart as in yoga have been
noticed in the Upanisads,

The samadhi - consciousness is

3
similar to the buddhist Jhana.

This state seems to be

divided into two categories - that in which the consciousness
of duality exists and that in which there is no awareness of
the subject or the object..

The latter is one such as that

which Yaynavakya described to Maitreyi.

Zaehher- has tried

to equate the mystical experience derived from Yoga to
"praetesnatural experience akin to manic condition”, which

1. The definition of ^sana should be that of the Yoga-SUtra,
11.W6. The idea £f Isana must have__something to do with
practice of Upasana but the idea of asana became confined
to the idea of sitting down in later times and the idea,
was also to wait upon a deity and thus to worhsip the deity
as well.
2. YS. ll.ifl; III.*+75 11.55; II. 5^5
3. Pawde op.cit.535.
b. BAU.II*m-.13;1^.
5. Mysticism sacred and profaned P.128 also PP.97 that it
resembles acute mania.

does not seem to be the case in the Upanisads•
#

The

Upanisadic yoga seems to be primarily directed towards
union of the individual with the Cosmic self, which begins
1
to take a theistic tinge in the Sveta Up.
This was done
through the proper discipline of the Will and control of
mental activities.

The attainment of 11supernatural powers”
2
of which Belvalkar and Ra*ade speak, may have been one of

the incidental results rather than the whole motive of the
Upanisadic Yoga.

There seems also to be the same cathartic

effects believed to result from yogic practices.
The origin of yoga is a knotty problem which cannot be
decided unless the ends of Yoga are decided.

There some

purificatory and cathartic practices were also advocated by
3
Patanjali, together with ascetic practices.
They were
likewise ethical practices and mental discipline.

The

relationship of all these practices was emphasized in the
classical Yoga.

The aim of this system was far removed
b

5

from that of the magical practices and shamanistic ideas
of earlier times, though the historical relationship of the
two has been pointed out by many scholars.

The connection

1. Cf. lUC.Zaehrie*' (PP.9 7 ) question^jaf mind mysticaj thinks
that the goal of Y°ga is 1isolation*,better expressed as
"Enstasis** - by Eliade. Yoga freedom and immortality PP
This is the f,state of pure intelligence1** S.N.Dasgupta.
Hist.of lud.Phil.l.P.272, but Hitler die Ifyfange der
Yogapraxis. PP1-2 "ecstatic practices are Yoga and ecstasy
is an abnormal mental condition**.
2. The Creative Period. P.MD5*
3. US.II.1,32.
b . Garbe ERE.Xll.pp.832-3.
g. feiade^illhaimanis^ae
5 S'Oldenberg LU..259*

Yoga:

of the Upasanas which we surveyed above, with the Yogic
meditation seems very close#
intellectual

b u t &lso

The Upasanas were not only

mystical and astonishingly close

to developed yoga.

The yogic tradition has been noticed
1
in the Harappan civilisation, which is pre-aryan and non-

aryan.

The term Yoga never occurs with its later technical

connotation in the pre-Upanisadic period.

So it seems that

2
Yoga should be derived from a non-aryan source.
But Upasana
v
did largely contribute in the later rep«|(toire of Yoga, as- -tt
fracficcs
was practts^4-*ven by
Preparatory Ascetic prahees,
as subsum6fcl under the classificatory term tapas
incidental to yoga as was the

were

requisition of supernatural

powers.

For the Yogic practice ethical practices were
#
essential, as vijnana and upasana.
In some passages there
seems to be some sort of a forQgjHation of four stages of Yoga,

but the idea was not very well developed.

All this leads to

peace (£aiati) and gnosis (vi.iSana).

1. look above.Chap.I.
2. k suggestion is made by Paul Masson-Oursel in "Forms and
techniques of Altruistic and Spiritual Growth (ed.P.
Sorokin) = The origin of Yoga is not Brahmanic, not Indian,
but Mongoloid”(P. 57) and|points to the resemblances between
the respiratory exercises of Taorsin and the breath-control
of Yoga: About the respiratory exercises in Taoism - See
Fung-yu-"6an Hist.of Chinese Philosophy I.P.2*+2.n.2; A^Waley.
The Way and its power P
; Three ways of thought in
China p.
3. Svet up.JMS-lt
which is comparable to the Buddhist
Jhanas, but with obvious differences.

5><*

THE A S R A ^ THEORY NOT IN THE UPANISADS.
The word As ram a does not occur in the Samhitas or in the
/

Brahmanas*

But the root

from which the word is derived,

v
occurs many times in the AthajULvedai, and in the Brahmanas, in
^
•
the sense to exert, to labour, and sometimes to wear oneself
i
out*
So the word asrama comes to mean the stage where one
exerts oneself*

The idea behind the asrama theory was to

come to terms with asceticism culminating in the complete
renunciation of social life with all its pleasure in pursuit
of the higher goals of life (as £fc&y be conceived by the
person).

We already have the Student's stage and the houses

holder's stage in the Saiphitas and in the Brahmanas*

The

third and the fourth stages are the post-Brahmanic conceptions.
By the time of the growth of the texts and the regulations
enjoined in them to read those texts in the forests, the third
asrama - that of the forest dwellers, may have been virtually
recognised*

As we said earlier, there seems to be no

definitive formulation of the four stages theory but the
practices of the four stages were in existence, as were the
people who would have been predisposed to the systematic socia 1
theorising which we witness in the Grhya and the Bharmasatfcas*

2
In the BrhadaranyaKh

there is a whole passage breathing

of a noble Ideal of asceticism.

Kahola Katisitakeya asks

Yaynavalkya the means to know Brahman who is the "soul in all"

1

BAU»1.2.2.

2

BAU 111.5.1.

1.5.21; IV.3.19.

(garvantara’"atr^a). present and not hidden, who goes beyond
hunger, thirst,

sorrow, delusion, old age and death111*

"The

Brahmanas: knowing this self, overcoming the desire for the
world, desire for wealth, the desire for soafs, live on alms".
In another passage:Yajna^Valkya repeats the same ideae
about the complete voluntary renunciation of all desires by
one who knows the self and lives on alms*

The root B h l ^ g - to beg occurs in the Kattsitaki and the
_

2

*

Chand o gya*

In the Kausi-Ufci

meditatively worships

it is said that one who

(U p a s )the breath as brahman, does not

need to beg, for as the divinities (i.e*mind,

eye, ear, speech)

bring offerings to the breath without being asked by the
breath,

so men bring alms to him*

So the Upanisad (the

instruction) is "do not beg"' (na yaced iti)".

"As a man who

has. begged through a village and sits down without getting
anything saying;

I will not eat anything given from here*

then those who in the beginning refused him invite him"*
becomes the dharfttan of him who does not beg

(yac)*

T WLs

The

givers of food then invite him saying "let us give to you"*
This shows two ideas - that the ascetic should not beg
3
but should pass through a village without asking food*
The
proper practice of one's religious meditations will make:
people themselves respect him and give food to him*

This begging was different from the begging done by the
b
student y
1. BAU. itf.4.22.

I*. l ^ d e ^ f ^ A d u c t

4. cf.ch.uff»iv..35.

practised by the Buddhists too. 9**

though both these personages, the student and the mendicants
led the same type of life*

This similarity is more than

accidental*
Ideas of wandering and "going forth" too seem to have
come to be recognised.

The root pra-vjiaj - to wander forth

occurs a good many times in the Upanisads*

It is found in

the Chandogya , though, it does not seem to have acquired any
/ 2
technical significance, or even in the Prasna*
But in the
BAU it appears in its technical ascetic significance, which
3

is taken over in the Buddhist texts too*

The wanderers "go

forth" desiring only the self and the Brahman- YajSavalkya
had two wives Maitreyi and Katyayany*

Of these Maitreyi was

a discourser on brahman (brahmavadiM)

while the latter had

the knowledge as possessed by women (stri-p^aJqa)*

Yayuavalkya

thought to go on another mode of life (anyad-virt§am) •

He said
_

to Maitreyi*

"I am going forth away from this state" (sthana)

The following conversations established that the whole earth
filled with wealth (vitta) would not make one immortal*
"There is no hope of immortality through wealth".
m*
_ ,
6
7
(awetatvasya tu nasasti vitteneti).
Naciketas* too haa the
same view about the worldly possessions and worldly pleasures.

1. Ch*Up.VIII.8.3.
In the Pra;)apati-Indra*-Vaifcocana story.
2. Prasna* VI*1.
VIII.9*2; 10.3; 11*2*
3# B.C.Law Comm.Vol.193°•
h . BAU.IV. b . 22;
_
5* BAU.IV.5.2. Pravnfltjisyan vi are^'ham aspfat sthanftd astHi

6 . BAU.1V.5.3*
7. Katha.1.1.26-28.

5

"Man is not to be contented with wealth".

"Worldly

✓

possessions are ephameral (svobhavsO*

Having given a long

monologue on the nature of the self

and recommending the
2 _
method to realise and know the self Yajnavalka^a went away*
This going away and wandering, was the precursor of the
Buddhist paba.i.
1a *

This disgust^ with material wealth, non

attachment to anything which is not self, formed the core of
the supreme religious consciousness in the age of the Arawyatfas
and the Upanisads.

We do not here have any consciousness of

the misery and pain of life, which became the motive force of
the development of the Jaina and Buddhist ethics*

We find

reference to the fact of renunciation (sam-nyasa) in terms
#

different from those of the M S •

The verjp fjjkyas-does not occur

seem in any of the early Upanisads but in the late MahaUaaayana
3
Up).
The substantive nyasa occurs three times.
In the
_

a ra

*+

Mahansvana

_

Nyasa (renunciation)

is identified as the Brahman;

and said to be better than all the other ts^pas*

In the

earlier Upanisads this idea of renunciation was equalled in the
idea of charity (d a n a ) which figures quite prominently.

In the

6
Taittl.Up. the teacher urges the outgoing student to give with

i/w
faith, and not to give without faith, to give with p l e n t y

1. B A U . IV.5.6-15.
_
,
2*. BAU.IV.£. 6 .Xtma v a are drastavyah s®otavyo.mantatfyo,
nididhyasitavyo .(.Atma should be seen, heard, reflected on,
and mediiated onfl
3 * It constitutes the Xth Chapter of the TS; very developed
ideas about tapas and B h a f c H
kvfo
Included by Keith in
his list of the l*f Upanisads.
RPVU.II.P.

..

21 2

5. Cp.Mahanagayaija. 23*lf* 2*+.l.

6 . TU.1.11.3. CSUP.PP.310.11.

with modesty,

(hrX), and with fear, with sympathy

2
(sam-vid).

In the Chandoyga , it is said that those who in

the village observe. (Upas a t e ) sacrifice, works of public
utility and almsgiving”, go to the swak-e ,

onwards on the

path of the fathers and do not reach immortality and are
reborn again.

This path is contrasted with austerity and

faith, which leads man to the path of the Gods.

Giving of

food to men was regarded as meritorious, but it led to

3

if

material prosperity only.
Prajapati,

Men praise those who give.

after the completion of the studentship of his three

offspring, gods, demons,

and men, lettered three syllables,

da da da. which meant that they should control themselves, give
5
and be compassionate.
^ 411 men are asked to practise self
control (damana) giving (d a n a ) and compassion (d a y a ).

This

triad may be compared with other s^piilar t r i a d s i n the
anc/^Yvt't)^ OuT)J fr>e
,Scxcfc<‘-ffc<*giving,
Chandogya. sacrifice, study ^ and austerity.7
But charity and
almsgiving were primarily the duty of the householder.
_

The

/

Katha relates the story of Vajasravas, who gave away all his

•

8

wealth*

But this idea- of charity and almsgiving was still

short of absolute renunciation, whichyaja/navaltfya performed

1*. Cf .Radhakiush»an Trans.P.538| Hume, p . 283*
2. Ch.Up.V.10.3.
Atha ye ime grame istapuate dattam ity upasate.
3 .. BAU. I**f.l6 .
M*. BAU.111.8*9*
5. BAU. V.2.1-3. CSUP.P*308.
6 .. Ch.Up. 11.23*1 •*
7. BAU.IV.lf*22$ V I . 2.16. Cf.MahanaYayiaa 8.1j Gita.II.WJ.

8 .. Katha.1.1.1.

XVII.7.27,XVIII.5.

But at times such absolute renunciations must have been
in process of becoming an established custom among religious
people.

This idea is quite aiKifn to the idea of Vairagya, which
word does not occur in the early Upanisads but appears first

1
in the Maitrfcyaae. Up,

where,

it is related that King Brhadratha,

reflecting that this body is non-eternal,

reached the state of

d

non-attachment

(v a i r g y a l and went forth into the forest#

story is very similar to the story of Yajnavalkya,

The

and Maitreyi,

both of whom are completely detached from the desires of the
wealth-filled earth,

Yajnavalkya even interprets all human

relations on the hypothesis that lffaot for the sake of

the

husband is the husband dear
but a husband is dear for the sake
3
of the self” .
This detachment from the world is the
precursor of the later ascetic developments,

Desire-l'essness

was prized as a supreme virtue because if the mind is attached
to a particular object, the
deed, being attached to it.

subtle self goes together with the
Exhausting the result of the

deeds which he has done, aman*s self comes back again to the

b
world for work.
5
desire (K a m a ) .

This means that the cause of rebirth is
So it is said that a man not desiring, who is

deslreless (akaiwa), has. banished all

desires. (H i s k a m a ) , whose

desires are realised,

only the self;

and who desires

his

6
breaths do not depart, being brahman he goes to Brahman,

1 ,. Maitri, I . 2,1YairAjfgam Upeto^rajiyarri tfirjag&na.
2» BAU, II, b*
3, BAU, II,.*f,5* Cp.Katha. The Naciketas story,
b. BAU. IV,V, 6 , CSUP,P,303.
5, Cf, the Buddhist ideas of rebirth, tanha (attachment) the^ r^
cause in the twelve nicfSnas,
*
S
6 , BAIT, loc.cit.

This desirelessness of the worldly things, and desiring
1
only the self is illustrated by an analogy elsewhere . -"That
is: hia this form, of past worldly desires (aticchandas)
from evils, free from fear*

free

As a man, embracing his beloved

wife knowa nothing about outside or inside, so the person when
embracing the intelligent self knows nothing about outside or
inside.

That, verily, is his this form, in which his desire

is fulfilled, in which the self is his desire, in which he is
2
_ _
without desire, without sorrow11.
Yajnavalkya, in conversation
with Janaka says that "When all the desires of that dwell in
the heart, are cast away, then does the mortal become immortal,
and attain Brahman here?

This state of desireless^is compared

with the condition of the snake which has cast off its slough,
lies on the anthill as dead, and then this disembodied body is
immortal^
J ”.

1.

And light (teja), is Brahman.

bau \v"3.zi .
Compare the erotic element in mysticism in Radhahrishman
Trans (P.2635) quotes Richard of St.Vicar - who speaks of
four phases of spiritual marriage - espousals, marriage,
wedlocks, child-bearing’, Ruysbtteck^ work
The Adornment
of the Spiritual Marriage1
.1 *"
CSUP.
argues against the identity of the both
experiences of bliss, the erotic one, being thought
justifiably to be of an inferior type.
But this is an
expressive analogy only comparable to the late vaisuavic
and sufi ideas too.(Cf. His vehement attack on erotic
mysticism in 7th vol of the Indian Philosophy - The Mystics
of MahSrastra.Introduction)#
9 •

2.

I

BAU.IV.^.7. Cf.Katha.VI.l^.
also.Cf.BAU.IV.^.12.

RadhaKst'l span Trans.P.273*

THE ASCETICS IN THE UPANISADS.
There are four terms which are used to designate an
ascetic in the Upanisads:

Muni, yati. Smamana. and

parivfca.iaka^

Muni occurs twice in the BAU, used by

Yajnavalkya.

Replying to KahflU Yajnavalkaya says that

having know the self that is beyond hunger, thirst, sorrow
and delusion (moha),

the Brahmanas transcend the desires
1
(esana) for sons, for wealth and for the worlds, and go

about begging.

Then having done away (nirvidya)

with

learning (panditya)the Brahmana should live like a child;
having done away with learning and the state of childhood;
(he becomes) a. mufrri:

and having done away with silent

meditation (mauna) and non-silence (amana), he becomes a
BrAhmana.
m

How does theBrahmana behave?

behave, he is so;

Howsoever he may

everything else is full of suffering".

The muiJt seems to be one who leaves behing the state of
la
2
learning and the state of childhood and probably becomes a
contemplative meditator.
the muni.

But the brahmana is better than

Wisdom is regarded as superior to meditation.

But meditation leads to knowledge.

In a similar context

Yajiaavalkya again says that "knowing the self one becomes a
3 r
^
muni". / In the Katha Upanisad it is said that "just as
1. The root nirvid in the RV'.i.l^^#^. has the sense of
"finding out".
la.Panditya obviously means sacrificial learning which yields
one various heavenly worlds and long life which is useless
as one transcends these desires.
It is the only occurrence
of the word in the Upanisads. See Radhakrishnan.trans.
P.222.Deussen Phil, of the Up.P.58 = Cf. (VIVA. 21* Katha.
1.2.23.
2. "It is a question of becoming as children". Radhakrishman
loc.cit.
3. BAU.1VA.22.
b . Katha
II.1.15.
.

pure water poured forth into pure becomes just the same
(tadrg eva bhavati): in the same wav, 0 Gantama, the self
»

of the knowing muni (miiner vijanata^becomes".

This

verse again emphasizes that the muni has to know the identity
of the self and the self.

This shows that the Upanisads have

changed the connotation of the term muni completely in
comparison with the Brahmanas, which still preserve the
Shamanstic aspects of the term. ^

But as we see, the Upanisada

narrow down the sense of muni to a silent contemplative#

The

2
terms makna, occurring in the BAU, is simply muni-hood#

The

Chandogya, dealing in the importance of the period of student3
ship, says that "what people call manna, isreally the period
of studentship, for only by knowing the self through
b

brahmacarya does one meditate.(manute).

This shows that the

idea behind mattna is silence and meditation#

This further

shows the close patterning of brahmacarya on the ascetic mode
of life.

The importance of silence in the Upanisads is

reflected in the corresponding importance of the Brahma priest
5
who does the sacrifice mentally and silently.
As speech was
1. tSaHrka'n 'hold's the complete 'identity between the individual
soul and the cosmic self while
regards the
individual as similar (samana) to the universal Self#
2. BAU*111#5*1« See A.K. Coomaraswamy.
The Vedic doctrine of
Silence. I.C.3# P.563-63 . He interprets this passage in
terms of rlneti, neti11, formula.
3 . Ch.Up.V111.5. 1- b . ,
£f# Ch.Up.Vlll#5*2# Samkara too, takes "manute" as "dhyayati"#
5# In the Ch.Up.lV.17 -l-lo.

X

important in the sacrificial religion, in the Upanisads the
yowof silence comes to have the same position.

In the

ritual sitting silently, restraining one!s speech (vacanyamah)
the sacrifice was to release his speech, expressing his
1
- /
2
desire.
There were many "silent p ^ y ey,6,,(tusnim-sairesa)•
C

b o m a Y * S'womy

terms - U p a n ^

draws one*s attention to the significant
(secretly; silently) and tusnim (silently) ,

and connects it with the problem of "divine nativity" in the
Vedic and the GJ^stgc (i.e. Upanisadic) works, and thinks
that silence represents the unmanifested, unspoken
aspect of the supreme reality which goes even beyond silence
5
and speech.
So far as we are concerned with the practical
application of the doctrine, silence had to be imposed over
oneself because of meditation; because the restraint on
speech was thought to increase the power of speech.

It must

be noted that silence was thought to be the best expression
of the supreme reality, even by the Buddha.

Silence and -

7
not-silence (mauna and amauna) are left behind by the Brahmana.
But in its practical aspect, silence has to be cultivated by
the seeker after truth.
The word Yati occurs in the Kausitaki and the MUnda&a
1.
2.
3.
*+,

SB.iV.6.9.2^. Vacamyam?ah
Kausitaki Br.XIV.T; Cr.Ait.Br.II.31-32.
loc.cit.PP.559-69.
Colours on PB.V11.6.1. takes it as Vacamyamah.
occurs in the Kaus II.3* Ch.Up.v.2.8.
5. Coomaraswamy.
‘loc.cit.
6. See Radhakrishraan. I P I - P P ^ •
7. BAU.III.5«1» Cf.Coomaraswamy.Loc.cit.

Vacamyama

Upanisads.

In the Kausitaki we find the old story of the
t
\ ^
Yatis being given to the hyanas, "told by Indra himself to
A
Pratardana /<and referred to as an act of evil consequences*
But Indra adds that he who knows him in this light, will be
free from sins(p"apaJJ’* ^JEn the Mundalia the yatis, with
attenuated imperfections see him (the self) who is within

2
the body, consisting of light, and pure"

In the first line

it is said that this self is seen through truth, austerity,
chastity, and right knowledge.

This means that the Yatis

must be practising all these acts.

Later on the Yatis are
3
regarded as "of pure nature" (suddhasattva) through the yoga
of renunciation (samayasa-yoga)•

This shows that the concept

of yati has come back to its etymological sense "one who is
restrained". ]But the word Yama does not occur in the Upanisads
except in compounds Vacam-yama.

The root yam - to restrain -

occurs in the Ka^ha, which says that the intelligent person
b

should restrain his speech and mind, and should be restrained
5
in the self. \ In the BAU, Uddalaka Aruni talking about the
thread (sutra) of the world, which is the air, the inner
controller (atttar yamin).

"who, the inner one, controls all

the beings(sarvani ca bhutani y o fntaro yamayatiti)". The sense
of controlling is quite common in the Upanisads.
lVlCaus'. 111*1.
2. Mundafia* lll.l*5*cd.
3 * Mundalla 111.2.6.
see Deussen PU.P.36I. sees in this verse
the doctrine of Kramanutkti.
b . Katha. 1*3.13«
5* BAU*111.7.1, Cf.Ch.Up. Vlll.3 .5.

L ramana

occurs in the EAU only.

this term is used.
who toils”•

This is the first time that

Etymologically it should mean tfa person

The ascetict toiling(sraraa) is already referred

to in the Atravaveda and the Brahmanas.
The same sense is
1
repeated in the BAU also.
In that state when a man has
realised Brahman he transcends all relations and designations,
then 11A. father is not a father, a mother is not a mother.. ••

2
a sramana (toiler) is not a srarmna11.

There is no indication

whatsoever that this sramana is an outsider, an intruder in
the Upanisadic world, except his rare appearance in the Vedic
literature.
This term was later championed by the Buddhists
e •
3
and
who use it to designate their own associates.
The last term is tapasa or tapasv^i.

Tapasv^I occurs in a

later Maitri passage, where it is defined as one who is not
5
attached to the stages.
Tapasa is referred in the BAU and
probably implies the older type of the traditional ascetics,
r'
6
The Samnyasin and the Yog'ui are also met in the Maitri.
There were another type of ascetics who were wanderers (in
later terminology - parivyajin or parivfajaha - which word
does not occur in the Upanisads) who were not interested in
wealth or sons or worlds;

who went about begging and preach

ing the doctrine of the self.

These are called in the BAU

1. BAU*1.2.2; 6; 1.2.21; jSE.3.19.
^AU.IV •^■•22.#
o i»tv/•4
v
3* Buddhist references jh rd-U
it is quite likely
that this term might have been used first by the Buddhist
than by the BAU.
But this section seems to be one of the
earliest Upanisadacpassages and pre-buddhistic.
k . Maitri. IV.3 . Astfamesu eva>\avasthas tapas^fl. vety ucyate.
5. BAU. IV.3 .22.
6. Maitri. Vl.lo^post Buddhistic Upanisad_)

1
p*av*a/in (wanderers).

There were forest dwellers the

hermits^who had their asraneas in the forests, where the
students of Brahman flocked to sit near the master and learn
from him the secrets of sacred gnosis.
2
3
and truth or austerities and faith.

They practised faith

This habit of going to the forest and living there is
given in technical terms in the Chandogfc^ja - that is
aranyayana.

But (aranyayana) - forest dwelling - is thought

by it as identical with Brahmacarya.

The word is divided

into two elements - Ara and nya, regarded as two seas in the
Brahmaloka in the third heaven above the earth, where are
the lake Alrammadiya and the tree showing soma, the city of
Brahma Apatfajita and the Golden Hall built by the Lord
(prabhu).

This passage might imply that the BrahmaloKa
5

may be achieved through going to the forest.

The importance

of going to the forest became greater in course of time, as
a place of right and befitting to the ascetic, away from the
worldly relations and entangling connections.
one an opportunity to live at unity with nature.

It afforded
This must

have excited a powerful romantic influence on imagination,
which, disgusted with the degeneration of things, would have
T7

BAU. 1V.M-.22: the root vraj with pra - in Kaus.lV.19;:
Cha.Up.7111.8.3; 9.2; 11.2; in BAU. IV.>+.22; 5.2;
Prabua; with pari-Kaus 11.15; BAU. the Carakas wandering
going forth in the BAU.111.3.1.
2. BAU.V1.2.15.
3. Ch.Up.V.10.1; Mund.1.2.11. Cf.Mahanarayana Up.21.2*
which records the'muni's as practising tranquility (£ama)
in the forests.
b. Ch.Up.Vlll.5.3*/
5. Kaus.Up.1.3. Ara is the sea;
SamKara regards Aparajt^a
as a resting place. (^Ayatana^ seeRadhakrish^an trans.
P.M-99.

- .
±
started the cry - Back to Nature11 like Rousseau.
Thus we already have the materials of the As^ama - theory.
It is very difficult

to prove that the Aararaa theory already

existed in the Upanisads.

The word astama does not occur in

the Samhita and the Brahmanas^

except in the Svetas.Up. in

the compound "atyas^amibhyah".

But the word "atyasfamin"

implies that the person referred to is outside the asTanas.
This means that the mendicant is regarded as outside the
asrama system existing at that time.
Kafle believes that
5
the Ait.Br. refers to the four asrarnas in the passage "What
is the use of dirt, of antelope skin, of the beard, and of
tapas?

0 brahmanas, desire a so# he is the best praised
#
world".
Kawe takes "a.Una" to refer to Brahmacarya,
"smasruai"
1tapas1

to Vanaprasthas, " m a l a m " to the householder and
6
to the Samnyasin.
This is a completely mistaken

interpretation, though based on Sayana, and many abjections
could be raised against it.

The householder’s stage is

never regarded as "dirt" in the Samhitas or in the Brahmanas
7
and not even in the Upanisads.
How could one condemn the
householder's stage when one wants children?

Identification

1. Cf. the story of Brhad'ratha in M ait r i . 1.2; also in V1.8.
quite late passages.
2. Cf.Kane. Hist, of the Dh.S.ll. Pt.l.P.Ui8.
Svet Up.VI.21.
:. Kane op.cit.P.4-20.
>• Ait.By.Vll.
KUfft* pti)_malam kirn ajumfti kimflt smasruai kun
tapaifci.. .Putram Brahmana icchadhvam sa vai loko vadadadah.
5. Kane ‘loc.cit.PA20.fl.li malapq. as referring to sexual
intercourse, tapas either to a Vanaprastha or a(Gautam.
111.25), a Samnyasin (basedon MatflUVI. 75**) Sayana too takes
the same view.
6. Cf.Taitl.Up.1.11.1.Prajatantum ma vyavacchetsih.
7 • Children regarded as bliss even in the Upanisads.T^itt.Up.
111.10*3; Kaus.Up.1.7; II .15«HI #15*
But in the BAU.
1A.8.
8 . See Pa^de PP.323. n.69*

s '*
of tapas with the stage of the Vanaprastha again is fanciful
and the same thing is true about the term "ajina" which
could be explained differently*
not correct.

The order of the asramas is

We think that the whole passage should be

regarded as a polemic against the ascetics and asserts the
importance of the householder in the Brahmanical tradition.
Actually, we have here for the first/;ime in Vedic literature,
a description of an ascetic.

He wears, or sits on an
2
3
antelope skin (ajwa), is dirty (mala) grows a beard and
practises austerities.
Brahmanical circles there

This further proves that within
were ascetics who were against

the Brahmana theology and eschatalogy which put such a
premium on mens1 going to heaven and remaining there without
hunger and thirst, fed by their sons.

These ascetis must

have been regarded as a threat to the social order.

These

ascetics have their direct descendant in YajnaValfcya, who
5
regards with contempt the desire for son, wealth and world.
1. But in the BAU l.if.b.
2. Cf.RVX.i3 6 . Muni is also described as dirty.
3* This practice might have been the origin of the injunctions
given by Mftnii quoted by Kane,
if. See Keith, RPflW. 1.P .283.
5. BAU^IVA.22; /BAU thinks that only the world of man is won
111.5.1.
Ithrough a son (BAU 1.5.16), But the desire for
sons in B A U . V I A . A . 20.
17.

S f (

The four asramas are also thought to be referred to in
I
the Chandogya.
The passage runs - "there are three branches:
of duty (dharna)j
is the first;

sacrifice, study (adhyayana) charity, that

austerity is the second;

the student, living

in the house (kula) of the teacher, restraining himself to the
utmost, in the house of the teacher;

all these go to the

meritorious world.
(brahmasamstha)

But he who stands firm in Brahman
2
3
attains immortality",
Ranade, and the

b

Creative Period, think that the passage refers to the four
aszanaa, but that is inadmissible.

The Brahmasamstha is

beyond the three aszanas which are listed.
He is probably
i
the atyasqamin of the Svet.Up. who has nothing to do with the
systems of asramas at all.

He is simply the grower of

brahman, who has no father, no mother, no relations and can5
not be categorised among men at all.
The passage may be
taken to mean three orders of people - the student, the
householder, the ascetic, but there is no ground to suppose
that there is any differentiation between the third and the
fourth asrama here.

And moreover the three are not in the

6

correct order of the later system.
Brahman-Knower•

Beyond these three is the

As we saw earlier, the ascetics included

1. Ch.Up. 11,23.1, see a different interpretation by
Radhakrishman trans.P.37^» who regards the three branches
of duty as sacrifice, study and charity and then tapas as
the first,studentship as the second and controlling one
self in the house of teacher, as the third, but then there
is no real difference between the second and the third, and
there is no correlation with the part of the statement and
the third and the first come to have the same meaning.
2. CSUP. P.60.
b . CP.P.216,
5. Cf,BAU„lV.3.22.
6, Cf,Ka*e.Bp.cit•P.l+19.l6yII,pt.2.P.930,

various types - the wanderers (prav^ayin), the forest
dwellers, the shaven-heads (rnvuDdakat), the persons who had
renounced everything.

But all this does not imply any

fixed scheme of the four asramas.

It seems that even in

the Dha*amasutras the idea is a new one and it is difficult

2
to say whether the sutras are pre-buddhistic.

Any process

of systamaiisation must have taken notice of these ascetics,
the study of the forest texts, deemed so important, as to be
read so secretly, might have induced them to categorise this
stage as of the forest dwellers.

But there is no indication

of the existence of the Vanaprastha stage in the Upanisads.
The Vaibhanasasastra is said to be read by the Vanaprasthas,
by Baudhayana?

O n t h l s basis,

the forest dwellers*

tab.s it to stand for

Baudhayana, however states that these

four stages have been divided by Asura Kapila, the son of
Pfcablada, and it may not be kept up by the wise for this
scheme of four stages as not seen in the Vedas.
mentioned in the Svet.Up.

Kapila is

Perhaps^ only an e\>ot\y vn_

7
for the Kapilas or the tawny coloured (or clad) ascetics#
through it might have been a name of a particular person
also.

It is doubtful whether Vaikhanasa was ever really

the name of the forest dwellers, but some support is lent to
it by Gautama's nomenclature - of the four ~asramas 1. Mundatfa. 1117276#
— —
2. Cf^Hopkins (in CH.1.1.p.2^9 dates them between 7th Cent
and 2nd C.B.C#
3# Baudh’ayana II. 6#l6#
k . Kane, op.cit.part II#P#917*l8#
5# Baudh. Dh.II.b#30-31.cf.Gautama. 1*3.3#
6. 6vet.Up.V#2. Cf.
7. Cf.BAU.Vl#^.!?* It is desired that a son - Kapila or
pingula may be born.

i 7*1

1
Brahmacari/i, Gahastha, Bhiksil, and VaiKhinasa.
3

/
2
Vasistha

#

and Battdhayana have - Brahmacari. Gahastha. Vanaprasrtha. and
IVL
■
—
PaRfca.iaka. Apastdnjba gives a completely different terminology
in a different order, garhasthya. "acarvakkla. m a u n a . and
b

vanaprasthya.

The discussion only proves that the four -

asrama theory had still not evolved in the time of the
Upanisads.

There was a practice of going to the forests,

often noticed in the Upanisads.

But the systematisation and

classification came later.

O v d i K u M fru'K*
1• G
a*fa•1 •3 •2 •
2. Vasistha. Vll.1-2.
3. Baudhayana H.6.1^.
b . Ap.Dh.SU.
II.9.21.1.

THE CONCEPTION OF BRAHMAN AND ATMAN
_______ IN. THE. UPANISADS.______ .
•
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To understand the nature pf Yogip practices,, the
development of Upasanas and Vidyas, and the growth of the
ascetic ideas of renunciation, detachment and desirelessness,
it is necessary to know the philosophical background and to
1
correlate this with the yogic and ascetic ideas prevalent.
We must first examine the Concepts of Brahman and'atman.
Brahman is the supreme cosmological principle, accepted
2
by the Upanisadic philosophers.
But there is a good deal
of controversy about the original sense of the term and its
3
derivation.
B'ohtlnigk-Roth, regarded the original meaning
of the term as (1) ,fthe godward striving devotion that
appears as a passionate longing and as an exhuberance of
spirits, particularly that pious expression of it in the
b

service of the divine;11 (2)
holy symbol or formula;

So the term came to mean the

the potent word of magic, (3) the

sacred learning or theology embodying the same.

Max Muller

derives it from /vfch in the sense of "grow11, that which
^ •
5
expresses itself in speech or as force in nature, against

6
Deussen*s
origin*

view^jf Brahman as "prayer" giving it a ritualistic
But this prayer is f,the human will striving upwards?

towards the holy or the divine.
This view has been
7
criticised by Keith though it seems that the psychological
1* Cf .Keith RPVU.ll.P.^V.
on the correlation of the
philosophy of Yajuaralkya and "foolish asceticism"•
2. See below*
3. St.Petersburg.Lexicon also Re^fe*
2jD-.Mt6tl.PP*
b * translation quoted from the Creative Period, PP*3lf6.
Compare Geldner*s view which is similar* Glossar*PP*122 H.
p *t *o *

5# Six.Systems. PP.68.ff.92fU
6. All•Ges.den.Phil.1.1.PP.239-^1• Cf.the views of
Bergajne La Religion Vedique i.P.273*
7. Op.Cit.pp.MM.H)*- •

t .1iJ:j ClS

»

»

*

*

element in prayer may have something to do with it.

But

it is doubtful whether it had the sense of prayer originally.
Hang derived the word from the root^/6rih - to grow or to
be strong, and so brahman coming to mean growth or upward
extension.

This may have been connected with a sacrificial

object such as the sacred twigs of the Zoroas^rion (barezman)
or the objectified prayer.

later produced

the view of Hang in identifying Brahman with the Ira»an
A
Barsoiu.

Brahman and Baghis were derived from the Indo-

traman bharzh-man and bharzh-is.

The meaning of the term

was, in his opinion, "spell", from which the idea of "Holy
H*
word" developed.
Oldehberg put forward the idea of

5

magical fluid as being the original sense, but he later
changed his view and thought that it meant originally "Holy
6
7
word".
Similar is the view of Keith who thinks that it
1. brahma und Brahmanen Munich.1871*
'
2 . This view was followed by Hillibrandt. ERE Z.P.796-99*
Pischel Gottingemsche Gelchrte Auzregen. V1.1891*. PDA19H.
Griswold attempted a detailed examination of Brahman based
on the views of Hatig, in his Brahman, a study in the
History of Indian Philosophy, N.Y.1900 he differentiates
between "objective" prayer as developing into the subject
ive Brahman as holy wisdom and the latter developing into
the immanent power which produces the world order.
3 . Brahman 1932*
4-. Cf .Bloomfield rejected the original meaning being "spell"
(in Rel. of the V©da.P.273) and regarded it as a secondary
sense. Keith too rejected this view (see Jha Comm.Vol.
P.202-03).
5* LU. P.^9* He compares (LttPM-6 .n.l) with (irislnlbricht•
Cf.Wft.P.133. the magical interpretation of Brahman in the
RV and AV contexts;
also Noten. on RW.1.82.6; II.2.7*
2if.3; v C m d .6.
’
6 . NNGW. 1916.pp.715.&
7. RPVU. 11.P.450.

meant, in the A^ueda, prayer and its development in later
texts was due to the importance of this conception in the
ritual and religion, but not as a psychological principle.
This view is substantially similar to the later view of
Oldenberg.

But in a later article, Keith seems to accept
1
the "psychological element", which is inherent in prayer.
A completely different view has been taken by Hertel who

2
derives the word from the root bhraj - to shine

and brahman,

therefore based on certain indo-Eurapean similarities,was
taken to mean all fiery substances, force or power.

Brahman
3

is identified with the bodily warmth of the human body,
which is identified with the self and with tapas (the cosmic
h

light), the latter being very closely connected with tapas*
Brahman has associations with the fire and the Sun.

Hetftel

has done an important and useful service in pointing out the
significance of the Sun and the fire-worship and its legacies
1. Jha Comm. Vol. PP.207.JU He thinks that in the Brahmanas
it might have a sense of "Holy Power" in contrast to
"Royal Power" (Ifcatka), even in the RV.X.61.7.
Hopkins.
Ethics of India. P.85, taken its original sense as "Holy
Power" while Oldenberg (WB.PP * ^ . ^ ) denies the existence
of any term which may stand for supernatural power
immanent in the universe comparable to the idea of "mana",
but Keith contests, and we think rightly, this view.

(RPVU.II.P.¥i6) •
2 . IF.XLi.l923.PP.i85&**P.229); See.esp.P. 206.Cf.Henry.
Introduction to his trans. of the AV.(Les Livres X.X1.X11.
Paris 1896 P.Vll)gives the
same idea (Quoted by Hertej)
3 . Cf.Ch.Up.III. 13 .7.85 III.i 9 .l 5 V I I I . 3 .I+; M u i ^ I I * 2.8 .
Katha. II.2.15.
Prasna 1.6. BAU.IV. 3 .Is M u n d . I I I .1.5*
*+• Cf.Ch.Up.Vll.ll*2. BAU.IV.^f.7. Kaus.II.6 . tapas as

Brahman; 11.12. the tapas of Brahman in the Sun, the Moon
etc. 11.13 (=Cf.Katha. 1.1.26) in the human organs.lV.2.
(Ch.Up.vLL.ll.l; Vll.12.1) tejas in the waters; also Kaus.
IV.lo. connection with the self. Tejas is identified with
breath in Prasna III.9; with space in Ch.Up.Vll.12-1;
Tejas has a metaphysical basis as an element Cf.Svet.II.
12 also Prasna III.lo. Cf.the idea of iyotis as in BAY.
K ^ ^ ? f Ufe^

en Janaka and ^ a v a l k y a

the concept of Brahman.

But this in no way justifies either

the impossible etymology or the different senses in which it
has been used in the earlier texts.

Brahman,

in the #<jy*eda,

has undoubtedly the sense of prayer or holy word.

More

over the idea of power as born from brahman took shape in the

2
concept of brahma-varcas.

Bj*haspati, as the Lord of Speech,

who is so closely connected with Brahman, is quite dissociated
3
from the fire or the Sun.
He is himself identified with
b
Brahman, in the Brahmanas.
Moreover, it is quite improbable
that this scythe concept could explain the complex concept of
5
Brahma*
In this connection it must be said that the tapas
carried on by Prajapati, to produce the world, has associat
ions with fire and when Brahman came to be the first cosmo
logical principle, the association of tapas and fire was
further strengthened.

Thus fire asceticism can be regarded

1. RV.1.82.6; 113.19; 12^.13; 165.2; M-;'
if.12.Pf* 16.7;
111.18.3; 52.12; 13; lV.lf.6 ; V.3I.I0 ; *4-0.6; Esp.Vl.38 .

3 .if. Brahman owes its origin to the Gods. RU.I. 37 A 5 I*
105.15. X.bl.7;
to the seers.
1.165.11*; 177.5; vll.22.9;
1.105.15. X.bly;
to the seers. 1.165.1^; 177.5; vll.22.9;
1.105.15. X.bl.7;
to the seers. I.l65.11+; 177*5; vll.22.9;
28.2; 31.11; X.89.16. It originates from the seat of the
Rba (rtasadana) RV.VII. 36 .I. Kj*tabrahman may*efar to some
sort 6£ theological riddle of later texts; like the brahma**-odydfcs. The verbs associated with Brahman in the RV. are
^ / a r c 11 to praise, fl/ir to incite, ^/taks flto cut” , ^/kr to
make,^Vjinv, to impel,^/pra bhr, to deliver, v/yujr, to yoke,
^ A anis, to recite; c/nu, to sacrifice.
2. AV. XIX.71.1. Cf.Brahman tejas. SB. IV. 2 .2.16 .;X1 .2.7.lo,
X 1 A . 3 3 * Brahma varcaskama.
TB.II. 1 .3 .2 ; A B . l . 5 A . 1 1 ;
SB.II. 3.1. 31; IV.1.1.l*f. also Kaus 11.15.IV.8 : Ch. Up.

11.16.2 . III.I3 .3 . 111.18 .3 .V.12.2 ; BAU.VI.if.28.TU.III.6 .1 .
3. RPVU.plflf9.5o.
*f. TS.111.1.1.If. AB.1.19.1; SB.111.9.1. 11;
5. See further criticisms .Keith R P V U . P A V 7 ; Jha Comm.Vol.
PP.199-201. 1937. Poona. CP.PP.3>f8-ifSf^

as: giving this element in the Brahman complex and an
emphasis which it would not have received otherwise*
x
1
Another improbable theory is that of Dumezil, who tries
to establish the existence of a root bhelghfrom which he
derives the words brahman, barbis, ba*ha (tail of a peacock)
and upabaahana (matizess), latin flamen, Greek pharmabos- and

2
pharmabon.

Keith however objects to the equation of brahman

and flamen, saying that if flag-men gives flamma, then
flag-men would not be represented by flamen but by flammen.
Dumejtil attempts to establish the relationship of both the
concepts - Brahma and flamen by a reconstruction of religious
/
/
3
beliefs, by interpreting the liquid of Sunattsepa as implying
the former practice of slaying the son of the king or a sub-

b
stitute, referring to the accounts of victims treated as kings

5

before sacrifice*

/

/

But there is nothing in the Sunoihsepa

legend to show that the son was to be sacrificed as a royal
victim to revive the life of nature.

Dumezil puts the view

that owing to this practice of slaying a victim for this
T. Tiamen-S^ahmari,' A "nuales du Musee GuimetTi. 193!? •
2 . This comparison is supported by Kretschurer - see Keith.
The Comm.Vol.P.208 n.15; Keith quotes Meillet Historic
dela Langue Latine.P.78, as a support, but faith entices
the Greek equivalents.
3* Dumezil. op.cit.pp.21-26.
He draws on Frazer*s investigation about the conversation
between the king and vegetation, and the ritual death of
the king to evive life in nature each year.
5. He quotes the PurusamedhflL. But no evidence of an actual
offering of a Brahmana or ksatriya see. Keith.RV.Br*ahmanas.

I .pp.3i+7-if8.

*

"

6 . See also Keith, Jha. Comm.Vol.PP.210-11.
.■7.-For this-he quotes the Pnrnsar-sukta PP.66-96.

*

purpose the Brahmana came to be regarded as the highest
caste and theyjacheva/their high ritual position.

This variety of opinions shows only the complex problem
of the original sense of the word.

It seems that Brahman

originally did denote prayer or holy word and the mental
attitude that induces prayer.
of holy prayer.

In the RV. it has the sense

But soon it came to stand for the Veda, the

2
totality of all prayers.
Brahma came to be identified with
3
**
speech and its various parts.
Brahma had already acquired
the cosmological sense which led to the conception of brahman
t

as absolute in the Upanisads.

In the Satapatha Brahmanait
5

is identified with sacrifice.

Brahman by the end of the

Brahmanaperiod comes to have the sense of First Cosmic Principle
In the Aranyakas Brahman is extolled to the skies.

The

Athaujaveda already considers Brafeman to be the source of Sat
and Asat % the bearer of the earth, the atmosphere, and the
1. For this he quote s^the PurusasuktaPp.86-9&•
2. TS.V11.3.1.1*. Pairmita v& ^cai parimitaiii Samanl parimitatli
y a j u m s y athaitasyaivanto nasti yad Brahma .Cf.M.Muller.
Six systems pp.85.also n.i. PP.85-86.
3. Ch.Up.Vll.2.2. BAU.1.3.21$ IV.1.2. speech as the one fourth
part of Brahman Ch.Up.111.18.3 .
b* As Cat^hotrs TB.ll.lA.lo; as Vyahrtis SB.II.lA.lo;
as Uktfta Kaus Up II.6: as aum in TU.1.8.1;
5. SB. 111.1.^.15$
also in t;he AV.1X.6.1. See Bloomfield
(Athanraveda. pp.88-89) Correlates Brahman with the BrahraanPrajapati- Samvatsara continuum.CF.Creative Period.P.353*
6. F.Oldenberg. LU.PP.^07-52. TA.1.23; 27; II.9; VII.5.
Oldenberg LU.P 1*7-52.

j.
--2
heaven. Brahman is identified with wind and breath, with

3
the Sun and the fire.

The connection between the Sun and
5
the fire is quite clear in the Upanisads*
Brahman,having
close connection with the fire and the sun, and therefore:

6
with tejas, comes to be regarded as immanent in all elements*

7
Brahman is food*

8
Other cosmological principles such as space are identified
with Brahman.

Psychological principles like unide (manas).

intellect, (prajnana) and consciousness too are regarded as
Brahman. 9
T. AV.lvYl; also' x*2;" x8
2. Ait.Br.Vlll*28. the Brahmanah parimara section.Cf.Kau§.
II.12: BAU.II.1.2: for breath Pra£na. 1*5; 111.8.Ch.Up.
III.16.
3* S B . V l l A . l . A ; Xlv. 1*3*3; BAU.11.1.2.(= Ch.Up.l.6.6.Kaus.
IV •2 j3 5) Ch. Up.Vlll. 5.3*7,
lll.19.lAj Kau?.II*12. The*
Sun is identified with breath Prasna 1*5. Ch..Up.Ill*.16.6.
III.13.1.SB. X.3 .5.11.
b . Cf.Kaus II.12.IV.^.BAU.II.1.7; Svet.II.17.Mund.II.1A ,
BAU. l A . 15; tad agninaiva devesu brahmabhavat.
5. Ch.Up.11.21. TU.1.7.1. Svet.iv:2. Prasna II.15; BAU.1.2.2.
6. The tejas of Brahman, Kaus .Up. II. 12-13. tejas going to the
son, the moon, lightening', the eyes, etc, in Kaus LV.2;
also Ch.Up.111.13; tejas in food ch U p .111.13.1;"fcejraxtx
the form of tejas C h * U p . V I A .1; tejas born of the waters,
tejas is brahman vll.11.2. (tejas as one of the five
elements); Cf. the concept of light (suftra) as Brahman
Katha. 11.2.8.3; 3*1; Svet.lV.2#
7. Ch.Up.Vll.9.2. (BAU.1.3.18 etavad va idam sarvam yad annam)
BAU.V.12.1.TU.II.2.1; III.2.1. The foodeater is tejas =
Ch.Up II.A-.2i III.13.1;
8. Ch.Up.1.9.1; III.I2 .7 .9 . Kaus IV.8; II.1.5; II.5.I0 ,
111.18.1; Prasna II. 2 .
9. Mind, Ch.Up. 111.18.1; VII.3 .I; TU.IIlA.l; Vijnana BAU.
111.9.28.Tu.II.5.1. III.5.1; intellect.Ait.Up.V.3.KCNa.l.2.8

Thus Brahman appears as the source of the energy by

means of which the fire burns, the wind blows and all
cosmic activities take place.
We have numerous dialogues
1
and texts which examine a large number of incomplete views
about Brahman and reject them as inadequate.

But these

various categories defined as Brahman are meditated on and

2
realized to gain results arising from these principles.
The absolute Brahman, however was regarded as immortal,
fearless,

3

^

5

blissful, immortable.

There were lower and

6
higher forms (rupa) of Brahman which were meditated on.
The ultimate Brahman is regarded as beyond all qualities,

7

8

infinite, and as is expressible only in negative terms.
Another stream of philosophical thinking culminated in
regarding atman as the highest principal.

The etymology

of the term is again a matter of controversy.
Bahtlingk 9
Roth derive the word from the root an - to breathe, and
Grassman, from the root /av -to blow, and Weber, from the
10

root /at - to wander - the last one probably having a ref
erence to transmigration and having relationship with the
1. Bsi^i-Aj^ta^atru BAU. 11.1.1-20: fcau^ .lV .1-20; Jan aka YajBa=>valKW* BAU IV.1-2; SSkalya - Yajnavalkya dialogue.
BAU. lll.lo.lo-ll, the Vaisvanara vidya Ch.Up.V.ll; the
Arseya Up.
2. See the sec.on Upasana;
also Creative Period 355-56.
3. Ch.Up.IV.15.1; VIII.3 A 5 S O X . 7 A . vni.8.3.
b . B A U . A . 9 .28. TU.111.6 .1 .
5. MVud.II.2.2. Katha. 1.2.16. Ch.Up.II.23*3; Vlll.3.5.,

6. BAu.n.3.1-6.

;

7. Katha. 1.3.15. Svet.V.11.19.
8 . BAU.II.3 .6 .
9* PW.s.v.
10.quoted by Deussen. see below.

germanic atum.
It seems that the etymology of B«htht*gk is
1
correct..
Deussen has suggested that the grammatical form
"atman refers to "one's self11 i.e. "this 1" (diese&ch) by
taking the "Itman as t which means "this" and ma as me, and
thus atman becomes only an extended form of this reflexive
pronoun.

This is quite an ingenious view and may indicate

influence of the language on thinking.

But this concept

"one's self11 as a linguistic form in the term "tman" would
be helpful only when the idea of the abstract innermost
being residing in the body is arrived.

So the origin of

2
the concept, of the self should be traced, as Keith does
from the "wind",the "breath" and the "self", which is
identified with the body, specially in the Brahmanas. In
3
_ *
the RV. Atman has the sense of wind.
In the Brahmanas the
atman is definitely a psychic principle opposed to the
physical elements.

*Atman is regarded as necessary for

b

life.
Prajapati desires to be the self of
There is a definite separation between

all

5
creatures.

the divine self and

the human body.
It may also have the sense of body, and
7
8
life,
and of "one selff
The idea of "making up" or
9
"purification" (samskara) of the atman is familiar.
The
1. Deussen All.Gesch.Phil.l.i.285j also ^lis article on
Atman in ERE II.P.195-97; Creative Period pp.357-58,
Keith RFVU. II.ppA50-5l.
2. Keith RPVU.II.PPA50-51.
3. RV.V11.87.2; 1.3^*7; x .93*13; 1 6 8 A .
b . SB.1X.1.33*
5. SB.xA.2.3;
6. Sb .v 1.$A.5*
7. SB.lll.8.3.37; xl.2 .26; IX.5.2.16. the atman (body) of
the sacrifice - See TS.V.5*8*3•
8. TB.1.7.1.5* III .l0 .ll.l5_Ait.Br.il *3.9$, VI.27. 5.SB.XA.
2.22.
9* Ait.VI.27.5* Atmasamskrti. SB.X.5.1.5.P*§>®^y^^
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1
atman of the horse is thought to be the atmosphere.

2
Sacrifice is thought to be the self of all persons*

Atman

3

**

however is regarded as breaths as established in the mind*
5

The Fire was regarded as the self of all the Gods.

The

6
self has close connection with the eyes.
of knowing the self;

who knows how many are these; breaths

7

in the self”

People despair

_

But the atman has also close relationship

with the body in most references .

Atman, however, has;

by now shed its earlier bodily connections and comes to be
9

regarded as breath.

(Already in the Brahmanas ) This led

to an intensive speculation on the nature of breath*
In the Upanisads, !j^ana forms a party with mind, speech,
the eyes, another ear.

The supremacy of breath over other

11
organs of body is described in detail .

Breath is for the

12
human beings as the hub is for the spokes.

Prajapati after

1. Vaj.Sam.XI.26.
2. SB.X.1V.3.2.1._

3» SB.V1.2.1.21*-. Atman is in the middle arount it are the
breaths (madhye hi ag*tn atma abftit^H prarisdi) Cf.also
gB.Vll.3.1.2.
ayam
■ '
k. £b.vL.7.1.21.
5. gB.SLV.3*2.5.
y
6. AB.V1.53.2} XlX.5l.l.Cf.SB.X.3.5.7} X 1 1 1 . 3 . 8 A .
Atman moves about through the eyes.
7* SB_^V11.2.2,20. ko hi tad veda yaVanta ime antar atman
p ran ah.
8. C f . S B ’
. Xll. 2 . 3.6 .
9* See above.
10-.Ch.JJp.il.7; II. 11.111. 18s lV.8.Tif.l.7. Oblations to Prana
as the teal sacrificing Ch.Up.V.19.2*f; CSUP.P.7*
11. BAU.Vl.l.l-llf;
Kaus.III. 3 . Ch.Up.V.l-l+.
Praina.il.1-12;
AU.II.tf;
Prana in the A.V.Xl.lf. might have inspired the
Prasna version;
Prana identified with the Vfcatya in
Prasna 11.11;
12. Ch.Up.Vll.15.1; Cf.Pra^na II.3; identified with Indra. the
Sun, the fire, etc .Prasna. 1.5;6*.

- I~
_ ££.
practising penance, creates Prana, as the enlivening

formal princinle of the cosmos*] ^'Breath is regarded as the
life (ayu). v Prana was identified with intelligence (Prajna)•
Some ideas about the relationship of the breath with the mind
are put forward.

Speech is merged in the mind, and the mind
3
in the breath at the time of death.
Mind, is bound to the

breath and the breath is its resting-place.

This led to the

ideas of breath-control, the purpose of which was to steady
the mind.

Elsewhere the mind is regarded as basis of the

breathy but it is also thought that the senses together with
5
_
the mind have their basis in breath.
Atman is identified
with the uktha and the uktha is identified with the breath in
6
_
man.
Prana and frpan» then are identified with various
*

entities.

Soon Atman is substituted for the breath and is

identified with earth, wind, ether, water and the lumineries,
of which each one is the food of that which follows it*.
Atman is exemplified progressively in plants, trees, animals
and man.

This is quite a developed viewof the self.
In
7
the Ait.Up. a boldly original cosmogomic story is related, in
which atman is regarded as existing alone in the beginning
and creating the whole universe from itself.

Here "atman

1. Prasha. 1.1:4.
la.Kaus.III*2;9*
2. Kau§.3*l;4.
3. Ch.Up.Vl#8.6.Cf.BAU.l*5.3#
urn
4. Ch.Up.Vl.8.2. Prana-bandhanam hi saimya manah._
5* Kath.S.284.85. SB.1.275*6. ll.l424.Manoyai/ prananam
adfiipatify.
6. BAU.1-5.21.

5^1

transcends the sense organs but is seen to have the closest
1
connection with the outgoing breath (apana).
The self
concerned as breath is thought to be the substratum of the
2
3
food.
In the Taitt from the self conceived as the zeal
Gnosis(jiaana) the infinite (aaanta)

Brahman - placed in

the highest secret space - the sky is born, from the sky,
wind is born, and so on, till the person is born.
These and other cosmological ideas disappear in later
Upanisads as soon as the self was recognised as the arche
of the cosmological process.

This ultimately led to the

postulation of the identity of atman and Brahman.

The

self, primarily an internal principle, had primary relation
with self-knowledge and vigorous investigations identified
the self with various cognitive principles.

This develop

ment was due to the introspective tendencies, incU.
by felm

Upasana and yogic practices.

5

Min^( was thought to

.

6

be the Self, and so also awareness' (cetta).

In the

individual the self is thought to he in the inner heart
7
(antar
It is regarded as being of minute size
^ hrdaya).
- (anu) of the size of the human thumb, or of one span
1. Ait.l.3.1o. This_disproves t'he' point made by Belvalkar
and Ranade that atman transcends the breath here. See
CP.PP. 361.

2. Kaus.Up.lV.^.
The self of food is identified by
Atfata^atru with the moon;___ For the connection of the
food philosophy with the atman philosophy. See Ait.
Ar.1.3.11-12.
■J. T.Up.11.1.1.
M-. Cf.T*+. II.2.1.2. different from this person, consisting
of the essence of food, is the self within consisting of
breath.
5. Ch.Up.Vll.3.1*
6. Ch.Up.Vll.5.2.
7. Qi. Up M l . l U . 3 s*f. VIII.3 .3 A : Vlll. 8 .3 ; Katha 1 .2 .20,
Svet.Up.III.20; PraSna III.6 .

3^*2-

(uradegamatra).

This self is thus identified with the

empirical individual self."1, It is thought that the real
nature of this self is known in the state of the dream2
consciousness hut it is realised that it is only the
individual empirical self.

The individual soul and Brahman

merge together in the state of deep sleep.

In this state

it is said that the soul rests willing the space in the
heart which is covered by seventy two thousand arteries
called the hita.
(v i n a £ a ) W h e n ,

Indra described this state as annihilation
thus, the duality of subject-object

disappears, how can there by self-consciousness?

How

can one know that by which all the other things are known?
But Yajflavalkya himself admits that even in that state there

1. Mund. 111.2.7. distinguishes vijfianamaya, from the
Paravyaya;
and Pra^na (IV.9) distinguishes him from the
Paraksara; Cf. T.U.II.1.5*
2. Ch.Up. VIII,10. Indra-Prajapati Dialogue Svapne m£uhyamana£
caratye^a atma.
3* Ch. Up. VI11.11.1. Cf. BAU.IV.3*21. Pra jfienatmana Sampari§vakto na bahyam kimcana veda nantaram;
see also IV.3•19*
Cf. also the view of Ajata^atru Bau. II.l.Kaus IV. See also
Uddalaka - Svetaketu dialogue. Ch.Up._VI.8.1.2. "Yatraitat
puru^ah svapiti nama, sata saumya tada sampanno bhavati.*1
Cf. Pra^na. IV. 2. Pippalada - Gargeya dialogue:
11In mind
all activities become one (ekebhavati) as all the rays of
the setting sun become one in that circle of light.
In
that state of sleep the person hears not, speaks not.
takes not, rejoices not, emits not, moves not, (then) they
say he sleeps. Cf. BAU. IV.3*23.3.1H.
i+. Ch.Up.VIII.7-121 esp.VIII.11.2. Vina^am evaplto bhavati,
Cf.Maitreyi - Yajfiavalkya diologue, esp BAU.II.UJU. also sanat
kumarad. characterisation of Bhuman in Ch.Up.VII.21+.1• also
BAU.111.7.23. Isa.lo; Kena.l.h* thinks that the self is other
than the known (vidita) and also beyond the unknown (avidita)
cf•Yajfiavalkya - Gargi dialogue.BAU.Ill.8.11.__________________

2<?5

is consciousness and knowledge, because of the non-cessation
of the knowing of a knower, as the knower is imperishable.1
This is the state of the “objectless gnosis which is realised
through the yogic practices and which is not derived and
given different n a m e s ^ T h i s

is called later the fourth

state (turflya) in the Mandukya^ .
t

Atman is identified with Brahman.
as "all this" (idam sarvam).^

In this highest state
4

The Belf is regarded

/
(

This concept of the self

cannot be expressed in plain language, and is, therefore,
expressed by analogy,

6

7
"8
by negation and by Paradoxes

dialectically said to be the juncture of all opposites.

9

1. BAU.IV.3-30. vijflater avina^atvat Cf.Kena. 1.5.9.
2. Ka-fcha. II.3* 12.13* Kau.II.4. This state of self cognition
is called Pratibadhavidita, which is knowledge of the self
by the self. One finds the self and is awakened (pratibudd
ha) to the self:
see. BAU.IV. 4. 13*
3* Na^ujukya. 7*12. In the 'SB. 1.624. In the fourth world only
silence is acceptable (tu§$Im caturtham)
4. Ch.Up. Vlll.14.1. BAU. 11.5* 19* Ayam atma brahma sarvanu
bhufc; TU.1.5.1. BAU.IV.4.5.
5. Ch.Up. Vll.25.2; Ch.Up.Vll.26.1. Pra^na IV.7. Cf.BAU.11.4.6
The self is all-pervading 3vet up.1.16.
6. BAU.IV.3.7.
7. BAU. 11.3.6. iV.4.22.V.2.4; 5.15. 1.3.15. Tu.II.7.
8. I£a. 4.5.9.10. 12-14; kena II.1-3; Kajha 1.2.21; Svet III.

19.6 .

9.

^-

(III.9.26) BAU IV 3-22. IV.4-5; TU II.6. Isa 5 Ka*h.

.. .

1 2 20

Going beyond all contrary and contradictory characterisations.1
The Upanisadic absolute is therefore, the unity of Brahman and
atamn expressed in aphoristic sentences like tadvana, ta,i-.1alan
2
or phrases as long as in the Tait,
which are cosmological.
Psychologically it is called the irreducible subject, as pure
consciousness.^

It is considered as bliss.14

These dis

cussions on the nature of Brahman and atman suggest that there
were varieties of opinions held about them based on personal
experience through yogic exercises and upasanas.

It was

suggested earlier these highest conceptions were not achieved
suddenly and might have been gradually acquired, suggesting a
"sort of a ladder of spiritual experience",^ but it is hard to
determine that was the order of such mystical experiences.

It

was suggested ^ that the prevalence of various limited cosmo
logical conceptions of Brahman were meditated on not only as

1. BAU.111.8.8; Ch.Up.111.14.3. II.l.lo; ll.Kena 1.3, I6a.
ja.13; Katha 1.2.14. Svet. IV.18.
2. TU. Ill.l.Cf. BS.1.1.1. also III.1.2.
3. as un BAU the terms Vijhanaghana BAU.II.4.12; Pra jnanaghana
in IV.5*13; prajfia atman. IV.3-21; Brahma also is said as
vijfiana BAU.111.9.28. II.4.11; III.4; 8.11;
the self as
consciousness Ch.Up.II. 11; VIII.304. 12.3-4; Ait. Av.III;
Kaus. III.IV.
4. BAU.III. 9.28., T4. II.III.6; Ch.Up.IV.10.5.
5. CSUP.
6. See above.

a mode to realise the highest reality, but also to gain
the particular gains, if someone so wished, arising from
that

meditation.

But with the development of the

Upaniscdfrdic psychology this tendency must have deteriorated
as the most important and became the realisation of the self
and so therefore^the development of the various mental
faculties through yogic exercises..

In the Upanisads, as

we saw earlier, there is little speculation on the waking
consciousness or even on the dream state.

The deep sleep

state must have so become so important because of the yogic
experiences which are akin to it in which there is no
subject object consciousness, identified by the Upanisadic
yogins is the state of the union of the atman and Brahman.
In this yogic epistemology tapas, or physical austerities
can only help as a purificatory process but will not yield
the ultimate gnosis.
BAU

This was the attitude adopted by the

while the Ch.Up tried to explain the concept of tapas

2
away as faith.

It is quite likely thabthis attitude was

due to a hostility against the orthodox Brahmanic morality
which admitted asceticism freely.

But there still lingered

the Brahmanic tradition making tapas a prime principle in
3
cosmological stories.
It could, however, be explianed in
two ways;

either that these cosmological stories are

earlier, belonging to the Brahmanic times, or that the
tradition of telling a particular cosmologicafi story in a
<2f.BAU.111.8.lo. IV.4-.22. See above.
2. Ch.Up.V.10.1.
3. Cf.BAU.12.2;$; 1-5.1} Cf.TU.II.6.1.

certain way was so strong that it could not be done away
with.

These possibilities are not mutually exclusive and

may be true at the same time.

But the Taittiriya up, puts
1
a premium on tapas and the study of the Vedas as cardinal

virtues leading to knowledge of Brahman and self-realization.
2
The Kena seems to be in agreement with the Tu. \ The MundaKa
has two different traditions about tapas.

In accordance
3

with one it interprets tapas as knowledge, which is comparable
to the attitude taken by the C h .Up. but it also takes the
other view, in which tapas is physical austerity.

It is

however quite likely that the MundaKa suggests that the word
tapas, in connexion with Brahman means "knowledge, while in
connexion with human beings it has the sense of austerity.
This, however, does not seem to be the case.

Tapas has a

very wide connotation, as we have already notices.
Mundaha it is crystallized into two meanings.

In the

The Prasna

also regards tapas as preparatory to Brahman-knowledge and

1. TU. 1*9; III.let# See above.
2.. Kena IV.8 *
3 . Mund.1.2.11; II.1.7; 10; III.1.5; 2 .*f.
4. Prasna. 1.2;10; v.3 .
5. Prasna 1.15«

continence as regards tapas. ) Thus it seems that in the
earlier Upanisads, with the development of the techniques
of Upasanas, together with Yoga in association with the
deeper philosophy of the self, in which the prime goal was
to realise the self and experience it, austerities were
thought to be futile and useless.

|a1oJ)
Physical asceticism/of

as little value as the sacrificial path.

But the later

Upanisads, like the MundaKa, while decrying the sacrifice
3
as "rickety boats11 and as "inferior act"(avaram karma) recognised the Cathartic efficacy and purificatory value of
asceticism.

This was quite a different conception from

that which was prevalent among the Brahmanas,
where
*
asceticism was primarily intended to achieve the material
goods and pleasures of life.
The new ideas in the complex of asceticism were those of
if
5
6
"going forth"m renunciation, and mendicancy, and spending
the whole life as an eternal student, which state was
7
regarded as supreme asceticism.
The means of subsistence
for the mendicants was begging.
1.
2.
3.
4-.

There is no particular

Prasna. 1.15.
Cf.BAU.lA.10:
111*9.6; 1.5.l6._
w
Mund. 1.2.7* (olava tov etc adrdha ya.inarupa)
BAU;IV A . 22; if .5.2.
~

5. B A U . I I A . 1; I I I . 5.

6 . BAU.III.5.1.
7. See above, on the stages of life.
8. See above.

description of the dress of the ascetics, but probably one
1
group of them were clad in tawny garments, and some were
.

2

shaven headed.

•

* ' *■

These ascetic ideas of non-attachment

(nirveda) desirelessness (niskamata). and detachment
(vairagya) were given a depth by the doctrine of transmi
gration (samsara).
ions:

This involves two fundamental concept-

the one, the doctrine of an immortal self which is

pure and different from the human body, free from all taints
and evils;

and the other, the doctrine of karman.

The

concept of such a selfls for the first time visualized in
the Upanisads.

The concept of^KarmaiL_±oo is a new develop

ment in the Upanisads.

It is the corrupting principle

which infects the self, resulting in the enchainment of the
self to the continued process or rebirth from which one has
to find release(wukti
3
The idea of transmigration does not exist in the Rgveda.
Some have tried to see the origins: in the Brahmanic s p e c u 
l
ations about the after-life, which regarded the birds as the
forms of the fathers who move about in those forms;

Further,

it was thought that the dead pass into an insect that buzzes
round the last resting place of the

; that the fathers
5

creep about the roots of the plants.

That human souls may

assume animal and plant forms, is a plausible view among a
6
people of this stage of development; but it is quite
T. See above.
2. Cf.the word &€ MundaKa.
3. Keith. RJtVU.II *P 570-71* See.esp.RV.I.^-.lo; I.l6^f.30;38$
V11.33;
*+. Oldenberg. Rel des Veda. P. 563*581; LU 273$& 105 ft;
see
Bloomfield pp.252 ft; CP.P.82. (ftcl-of -the-Veda)
p •t .o .

These interpretations have been rejected by
Deussen. PU.P.316; but accepted by Kfcrth.loc.cit•
See HV.X.I6 3. See.Keith Loc.cit.

3 -7*7
different in character

idea of transmigration

The doctrine of repeated death (punar metytt)

has been

1
respected as the possible source of the doctrine Samsara.
There are however a few Tandya
M.br.passages which seem to
* •
be familiar with this.

"Now it is said that by means of

six mouths they come back (punar “Syanti).

Where, then, is

the world of heaven, for the desire (Kama) of which they
2
hold the Sattra."
Again, "As they climb on a tree from
here, so they come down;

similarly having ascended the
3
world of heaven they find support in this world".
In the
TB. there seems to be an awareness of the concept.

These

ideas, however, are not taken in the Upanisadic sense and
do not induce any pessimism towards the world.

The pre

dominant note of the Brahmanic eschatology is long life in
this world and heaven in the next.
fore for that purpose.

Asceticism was there

In the Upanisads the doctrine of

Karman was associated with the doctrine of transmigration,
5
as is clear from the BAU where Yajiaavalkya explains that
after death Karman alone remains.
as he behaves, so will he be born.

Just as a man acts, Just
He who does good will

be born good and he who does bad will be born bad.

The

iV PoussinV L 1inde. Jusqu1ai §00 aVant J C .pp.282 ft; but '
also Keith. RPV.ll.P.573; See also Garbe.ERE.Xll.PA 31*.
2 . Tandya. IV. 6.17. Cf.IV. 3. if.-9; also IV. 3 .10.
3 . Tandya. IV.7.10. Cf.Vl.o.l5.1or The ideas are not clear in
Tandya XIV.9 .3I-32. See Catand trans.pp.376-3775 but
clearer in Tandya XV111.10.10.
b* TB*111.9.15. Cf.T.A.1.8;
This may lend much support to
the theory of Oldenberg that transmigration doctrine was
evalyed in the Brahmanic circles if it is taken that the
passages are of the Brahmanic times and are not due to the
outside influence

5. III.2 .13 .

■—1t/l/
self makes for itself more and more beautiful (Kalyana)

forms like that of the fathers, or of the gandharvas, of
the Gods, or of Prajapati or of Brahmanflor of other
1
.
beings#
The self at the time of death becomes one with
intelligence and intelligence, knowledge* work and past
2
knowledge f,take hold of11 the self.

*
xhe Isa commits those

who have destroyed their selves to demoniac regions, as a
3
result of evil deeds and evil knowledge.
The doctrine of
the two paths - that of the fathers and of the Gods leads
to the idea of punishment or reward in the next world and
then of rebirth in this world, for those who are still
ignorant.

In the opinion of the BAU, the way of the

fathers is the destiny of those, who perform tapas and
sacrifices;

in the opinion of the Ch.Up,

(V#lo#3-*f) it is

for those who do the works of public utility and sacrifice;
(in the opinion of the BAU) the path of the Gods is attained
by those who practise truth and faith in the forest, but in
the opinion of the Ch.Up, by those who practise faith as

5

austerity in the forest, and in the opinion of the MundaKa,
by those who practise both*
The doctrine of Karman was thus the keynote of the

1. BAU.IV.^.3 .^. Keith (RPVU.II.P.573n.ll) compares this with
the doctrine of Kapnsadefc'as - of BAU IV.3 .33; TUII.8 .
2 . BAU. IV.h * 2 . also in BAU.III.-9.28; Deussen Seehzig.P.lf75»
on the roof'anvarabh11.
3. Isa. 3; also 9> cf .BAU.lV.lf.il.
4-. Cf .Deussen. P4-.PP.334-37H; CSUP.P. 519-60 ft; Keith.PP. 57576. Devayana in the Ch.Up.lVl5*5»6t the path of the
fathers in Ch.Up.V.lo.1-6: the path of the fathers in
Kaus 1*3; that of the fathers in Kaus 1.2; see also
Prasna 1.9-lo; BAU.vL.2; the Five Fires doctrine;
esp.Vl.2.15; 16.
5. Mundatfa. 1.2.11.

Upanisadic ethics.

Austerities (tapas) yoga and upasaria

were acts (karman) in the widest sense of the term, am was;
sacrifice an act.
changed.

But the ultimate values of life had

The goal of life was immortality (amrtatva).

which, it was thought, was to be attained by knowledge of
the pantheistic unity of the individual with the absolute.
In such a case all acts were useless except those which
could be of assistance in gaining knowledge.

So knowledge
1
is exalted and asceticism is put on a lower level, and all

2
these acts were regarded impermanent(adhruva).

However,

this extreme love for immortality and therefore for the
self incalcated the spirit of desirelessness and renunciation,
until the rhetorical question was asked - flof what use is
progeny, if it does not lead tis to immortality1
.*

YajSavalkya
3
gave a very eloquent expression to this philosophy of life.

There were,however, other doctrines, like that of the Isa,
which tried to synthesize this attitude of non-attachment
with full participation in life.

However this was only the

beginning of the course leading to salvation which was to be
achieved only through knowledge.

1. See Keith op.cit.PP.578.
2. Ka^ha. 1.2.10.
3. BAU.II.4-., and elsewhere in the lVfth Chapter; 17.2:3:4-;
the ideal of desirelessness; See Keith.RPVU.II.P.5o£;
See above.

The end of the Brahmanic period saw the emergence of
various diverse philosophies, which were subversive to the
path of the sacrifice, and chief among them was the path of
knowledge which was to be accommodated in the Brahmanas.
The AranyaKa and the early Upanisads tried to do this more
successfully by developing the symbolic sacrifices, the
,piling-up ceremonies (citis)

which had internalized the

sacrifice and freed the^individual from society to pursue
his non-religious ends.

The whole life is thought to be

2
allegorically a sacrifice of which sceticism is the fees.
An eternal sacrifice was thought to be contained in the
3
sacrifice of the speech in the breath, which is the internal
agoihotra.

But this could not satisfy the Upanisadic phil-

osophers.

The concepts of higher (para) and lower vidyay
4were developed.
The lower vidya consisted of /apara)the
7
study of the Vedas etc,
"mere name11 as samatkumara.
5

designated it.

_

Narada himself confesses thathe is only a

knower of the t\yuns (mantra-vit)
(atma-vit).

not a knower of the self

However, the study of the Vedas was one of

the fundamental duties for which the stage of studenship was
formulated and which called for rigorous discipline (jaiys4oiajL§
The whole life of the student was to be one of strict
1. See.Agnicayana Chap .III .compare also the NaciletSLgvoicayana the Arunaketu cayana in T .A*I.Section. Sfavitragwicoy ana.
2. Ch.Up.III.1.6.1.
3. Kaus.II.5.
4-. Mund. 1.1.5*
»
5. Chi(Jp.V11.1.3* See R.K.Mutherji. Ancient Indian Education.
PP.110-11. see The futility of traditional learning - in the
case of Svetaketu.Ch.Up.V.3-10; BAU.V1.2: Kaus I,
6. GB.II.1.2.1-9.

1
2
The student was to spend, twelve, thirty-two,
3
or hundred and one years, to attain the knowledge of the
austerities..

scriptures as well as self-knowledge.

For this Tapas was

a necessity together with self-restraint (dama) and sacrifice*
5

He had the duties of begging, of tending the fires which were
at the harth of the Master and tending his cattle.

[ Tapaa

and continence are the means to the knowledge of the syllable
8
aum.
The Mundaha recommends faith, tapas, truth, contin9
ence and rules (vidhi).
Pippalada asks his pupils to observe
austerity, chastity and faith for one year 10. 1! Sometimes
however, the doctrine could be given without this preliminary
discipline as in the case of Maitreyi, Janaka, Gargi, and

11
Artabhaga in the BAU

or the five householders taught by
12

Asvapati in the Ch.Up*.

But it must be remembered that in

each case the person was devoted to the knowledge of the self
or Brahman.
be a "knower*1 .

teacher was a necessity, and had himself to
'.Together with the external, physical

1 . Ch.Up.Yl.i; Svetaketu; Ch.Up.IV. 10 Upakosala; TU.1.9.
2 . Ch.Up. Vlll.7.3. Narada.
3 . Ch.Up.V111.11.3.Indra.
*+. Kena.IV.8 *
r
5. Ch.Up.lV.3.5* Kau?.ll£.Cf.SB.X1.3.3.5.
6. Ch.Up.1V.10.1.2*
7. Ch.Up.lVA.5. SAVII.I95 Ait•AK.III.1 .6 .3-l+.
8 . Katha 1.2.15.
9* Mundaha II.1.7.
lO.Pradha. 1.2.
11.i m * IV. 1-2 ; 3-^-: III.8 . 2 .I3 .
12.Ch.Up.V.11; See.R.K.Mukherji.op.cit.PP.88-89
13.Katha. 1 .2 .7-8 .

austerities carried on by the student, a type of internal
austerity was to be practised, which meant self control,
imperturbability, self denial (unarati) patience (titiksa)
and collectedness.

Non violence was preached.

The

realisation of the “internal11 self and immortality was
achieved by the "contemplatives" (dhira) "with eyes turned
inwards"(avfttta-caksu) which suggests meditation with closed

2

eyes.

•

• *

A man should be "without will" (akratu) with the

tranquility of the elements (dhatus); and of pure nature,
/
3
(visuddha-safcva)« purified through the light of gnosis
(juanapraKas'a).
Desirelessness, however, was the main theme of the
Yajnavalkya passages.

The"desirous of the soul "(atmakama)

man was desireless (akamayamana).

When the self became the

most prized of all entities, the\«erttable logical conclusion
b

was to desire nothing but the Self.

y

The self could be

realised only when all the desires (karaa) of the human heart
5
were cast away.
This complete negation of desires should be
viewed in the background of the Brahmanic values where
desires predominated.

This desirelessness, therefore was

not a result of morbid pessimism, and the consequent attitude
of world-negation, but in part at least reaction to the
stronger aims of the Brsdiraanas.

There is of course, a

Cf.BAU.lv7if.23; Katha, 1 . 2 . 2 b .
MundaKa 1.2.23.Svet.VI.22.
Katha. II.1.1.
MundaKa III.1.8;9*
BAU;iA^8. I V . b . 6: IV.3 .21; (niskama) Katha 12.11;
Cf.MundaKa III.1.6.
5. Katha'll.3.1^.
6. See above.
1."
2.
3.
b.

consciousness of the impermanence and evanescence of worldly
pleasures.

1

i

Isa forcefully advocated the detached fulfilment
2
3
of one's duties. Ghora A l m i r a s preached the^same view, while
the BAU emphasized the importance of dharman.

This shows the

eclectic nature of the Upanisadic prescriptions.
The ideal ascetic was not one who was bent on torturing
himself by all sorts of physical austerities.

His duties and

acts werejbegging, poverty, self restraint, continence, truth
speaking, wandering, fasting, dwelling in the forest;

the

study of the Vedas, inner purification through various mental
exercises, especially, concentration, and Upasana "introversion",
withdrawal from sensuous experiences, inner calm and spiritual
honesty.

,

_5

Truth speaking, non violence (ahinjsa), non-posses

sion are universal values, which would characterize any
morality.

These various ethical virtues were systematised by
6
7
later Grftya and Dharma Sutras:.
Jacobi thought that the

Brahmana asxetic provided the archetype on which the Jau^fcuid
Buddhist ascetics modelled their lives.

It must be admitted

that it is difficult to decide the archetype of the Aryan
ascetic as there isnb evidence

of developed asceticism among

1. Kai^ha. 1.1.28; 1.2, Cf.Maitri.1.2.
2. Isa. 2: Cf.TU.1.11; Kena. lV.8 .Ch.Up.II.23.1.V.2**.
3. Ch.Up.III.17A *
b . BAU. l A .
5. It occurs only once in Ch.Up.111*17.
6. See Batid Dh.S.KI.10.1.8; 1-2, SBE, 22.XXlll-XXX.also
Max Muller.Hibbert Lectures.P.3?1.
7. 0pst.22. Loc.cit.
SB E .

ar
the byana when they entered India.

Asceticism is generally

a phenomenon of settled societies but not of nomadic groups*
So the development of asceticism has been autochthonous and
native to the Indian soil*

We do not find in the Br^hmanas

the ascetic mores - of non-violence, voluntary poverty,
desirelessness for worldly goods, and so forth*

By the

Upanisadic times the non-vedic influence has come in full
force so that we could not gather from the Upanisadic
evidences whether the main impulse to aceticism was Aryan or
1
otherwise.
Jacobi believed that the Jainas and the
Buddhists were contained in the fourth stage, which as we

2
showed above, did not exist.

The argument of Jacobi is

based on the similarity of the moral virtues inculcated by
the Jainas, the Buddhists, and the dharmasutras.

But

generally they are of general character and of universal
3
validity.
The ten vows given by Baudhayana:
are five
great ones - abstention from injuring living being, truth
fulness, abstention from appropriating the property of
others, continence, and liberality;

and five minor ones:

abstention from anger, obedience towards the guru, avoidance
if
of rashness, cleanliness, and purity in eating.
These
b

could well be compared with the Jaina and the Buddhist vows.
1.
2.
3*
H-.

Op.cit.PXXX.il.
Look above*
BAUd.Dh.Sutra.il.10.18.1-2-3.
See Jacobi.loc.cit*

SBE.22.XX111 - XXX.

v

There are differences in moral codes, among them, on the
1
2
point of liberality, regulations about begging, and on
3
the problem of nudity.
But these in no way prove the
borrowing by the Jainas, from the Hindu ascetic type,
b

The ascetics were divided into many classes, as is shown
by the existence of various terms - muni, y at i , tapas a,
s ftam ana, pravaft.iiri. Bhiksu. Vaikhanasa,

so categorised

either from their mode of life and habits, or from their
5
particular associations.
In the Dharmasutras there are
discussions about the position of the ascetic in society,
which is not dealt with elsewhere,

Battdhayana says that

the ascetic cannot be a witnessJin any legal case.

Vasi§tha
7
exempts the ascetic from the payment of tax to the king.

About his eating food there were a few regulations.
Battdhayana thinks that his food should consist of daily of
8
eight mouthfuls, while that of a hermit, sixteen mouthfuls.
9
The Ascetic was fed on sfcaddha days and he should not refuse
even meat when invited to eat at the house of a layman, or he

1.
2.
3.
*+•
5.
o.
7.
8.
9.

Op.cit.pp.xxlv,
OP.cit.ppxxv.See l ^ l ? ,
Op.cit.pxxvll,See 22, <
,
,
Look above .Cf.Rhys Davids. Buddhist India, pp. l*4f-6$
B.C.LaUV.India as depicted in Early texts of Buddhism and
Jainism. pp.229*3°5 also Jaina Sutras.SBE.22.P, 12$.(c.n.i*
Baud.Dh.S.III.1.1.1-2*
^
Baud.Dh.S.1.10.19.13.
VAS. XIX.37.
Baud.Dh.S.II.13.7 . Vas.VI.19-20.
VAS'.XI•17••

1

would go to h e ir#

His other duties are discussed in
2
detail elsewhere in connection with the fourth stage.
These various types of ascetics, however, were, by the

end of the Upanisadic and the use of the Buddhistic period,
3
mainly divided into two classes - Brahmanas and S^amanas those who followed the Vedic and the Upanisadic traditions
9

and those who followed the heterodox traditions.

These

b

two words generally occur together.

The orthodox ascetics

may be divided into the ritualistic and the non-ritualistic*
The ritualistic ascetics must have continued the sacrificial
religion in its actual and symbolic forms and it is quite
likely that the emergence of the symbolic-forms of sacrifice
were due to them.
The non-ritualistic ascetics must have been an upholder
of the BrahmanJatman philosophy, despising the sacrifical
5

path - Rhys Davids

regarded "the intellectual movement

before the rise of Buddhism" as a "lay movement not a priestly
one" and thought that this resulted in the growth of wander
ing bodies of religieux, the Paribbajakas of the Pali Pitakas.
1. V a i S . X l . 3 b*
’
2. Baud.DL.S. II. 6.15-26. Gaut .III.26-35.
3 . The "Samana" see g.k.Dutta EBM.PP.h-I-^. Pande op.cit.
p.328.29.
b.

SamanB»a - phala - sutta 1*+; Jaina Sutras.SBE.Pt.II#P.39«
pa-»f T P 09

5. BuddhistjIndia.

PP.159.

It is hypothetical to speak of a lay or a priestly movement.
1
This movement does not seem to have any such character. That
there was a bursting forth of intense intellectual life at
this time is doubtless true and it led to intense philosophical
2
activities.
But it has no class character as such. Deussen
regarded it as the practical results of the metaphysical
teachings of the Upanisads.

Deussen^ argument holds true, it

*

seems, at least with a class of ascetics whose representative

3
was Yajnavalkya.

He realises the pantheistic unity of all

beings in the Absolute, the love of which is so intense that
one leaves the world in search of it.

Knowledge of the Atman,

where there is no consciousness because of the absence of
subject and object, is of course essential, but asceticism and
desirelessness prepare the ground for the realisation of this
knowledge.

The Upanisads have been thought to be primarily

intellectualistic and theoretical in their approach to reality.
This seems to be true but, at the same time, they also
emphasize ethical virtues and asceticism as preparation for it.
But this alone cannot explain the whole phenomenon of
asceticism.

The doctrine of Maya, in the classical vedanta

sense which could have given a pessimistic outlook, and bred
asceticism) had not yet gained ground in the Upanisads.

No

doubt idealistic absolutism is one current of the Upanisadic

T
.
2.
3.
i+.

See Duttr. EBM.P4£H{ •
PU.P.36I.
also PPAll-12.
For a contrary view see Keith RFVU II.P.59^-95*
Cf .CP.P.l+01; EMB.PPA9-50

M

thought1

2

The world however, was still a reality.

Any

such world-renouncing movement must involve deep social
distress and considerable social change.

By the end of the

Middle Vedic Period there were various changes in the political
3
set-up of the country and the tribal unities were breaking up.
,fThe feeling of group solidarity which the tribe gave was
removed, and men stood face to face with the world, with no
refuge in their kinsmen*

Chieftain were overthrown,their

courts dispersed, their lands and tribesmen absorbed in the
greater kingdoms.

A* new order was coming into being.11

The

complete assimilation of nomadic tribes like those of the

5

Vratyas must have created considerable social tensions and
such groups, unused to living a settled life, must have sought
an opportunity to lead the good life as they conceived it.
Asceticism thus became a mechanism for resolving social and
individual conflicts.

Nomadism involves generally an equality

of persons which is denied in an agricultural economy under a

6

hereditary king.

The caste system

had sufficiently evolved

to make matters worse for such assimmilated aboriginal tribes#
We find intense intellectual activities carried on in the east
ern parts of India.

1. See BAU. I l A . A } IV.3 .31: IV A.19. (Cf.Katha II.l.lo)lV.5#l5.
Ch.Up.Vl.1.3; Deussen TU.Sechzig(jRf!l56: I^a 1.12-l^.S^et.
IV.lo; (Deussen* s Comment S®chzig P. 52/) Oldenberg.LU.3^3.
Mf.H.; Keith RPVU.II»P?«29-30; CP.P.359*66.386.
2. Radhakrishuan IP.l.PP.
3» Basham. The Wonder•pp•2 b 6 .
Loc.cit.
5. See above.
(
,
6 . Vedic Age pp.
5
N.N.Duff.Caste Systems.

'-I

M

The geographical centre of the main religious develop
ments of the times is the East.

The land between Kuruksetra

and Mtthila saw the re-affirmation of the equality of all
individuals in the metaphysical sense which might be expected
to influence social thinking.

The emphasis on the unity of

all beings foreshadowed the emergence of the great unifying

1
empires of the later times*

Already in the Ait.Br*

country was divided into five parts.

the

The Kaus.Up is
2

cognisant of the northern and the southern mountains,
the SB, of the "eastern and the western oceans"

3

and

Some of

the tribal movements and assimmilations may be delineated*
The BhAratas of the Rgveda (of Illrd and the HVth mandalas)
had come on bad days and in their land the Kurus and the
Pancalas were reigning;
—

it has been suggested that the k^rus
b

assimmilated the Bharatas.

5
i
/—
The vasas and the usinaras

occupied the Middle Country along with the sfcugayas, who were

6
closely associated with the Trisus.

Gel&ifier suggested that

Trtsu of RV.vll*l8*13 is sudas and that he concquered the
’1
7
7
Bharatas*
The Kurus,however, do not appear in the RV, but
their King Pariksit
1.
2.
3.
4-.
5.

8

and his son Janamejaya

9

appear.

f

They

Ait .Br.Vlll.m-; anticipated in Atf.XLX.17.1;9 .9.SB.Xlll.$.if.
Kaus.II. 8 .
3 B .i.t.3 .n .
Keith.Ancient India (Cambridge) P.118.
AB.II.7.5. VI. 63 .9; X.91.1^. See also Ved.Ind.

6. RV.V1.V7.
7 . Ved.Stud.II.136.RV.Glossar.
8. AV.XX.127.See Ved.Ind.l.PR.l67.
9 . S B .X 1 1 1 .5 .V .

are thus a new tribe emerging in the Middle Vedic Period,
conquering the old-established tribes, and assimilating
them*

They being firmly established in the Middle Country,

must have, sooner or later, conquered the Vasas and the

2
UsrtfaRas and sgfcjayas.

The Kuru-Pancalas are constantly

referred to together, which again suggests some sort of unity
3

or coalition.

The Pancalas themselves were a conglomeration

of tribes and it has been suggested that they might represent
b

five (pancajana) tribes of the RV, but this does not seem
correct.

The Pancalas, however, seems still to be existing

6

in the time of the Upanisads, but the Kurus seem to have
suffered a terrible calamity.

In the Chandogya there is an

obscure reference to their being saved by a mare;

it is said

that a hailstorm or a shower of locusts afflicting them, and
there is a prediction in an old sutra that they will be
7
8
driven away from Kuruksetra.
In the BAU a riddle is made
1. Cf. Olderiberg Buddha. PP4030V. Ved.Index. 1.P.167-68.
2. The Srnnjayas and the Kurus had a common purohita, which
shows some unity of the two tribes,
see SB.II.V.V.5.
3 . Ved.Ind. I.PPH68-69 Kings of the Kuru-Pancadas in Ait.Br.
Vlll.lV.
V. Weber Ind.Stud.1 .202 .Goldner Ved.Stud III.108.11.1.
5. Ved.Index.s.v.
6 . BAU.VI. 1 .1 : Ch.V. 31 .
7. Jacobi JRAS.1911.P.510..
8 . BAU.III.3 .

on the disappearance of the descendants of the Kurus*
These
1
people must have perished in some great calamity.
Such
terrible happenings must have led many people to despair cf the
ephemeral nature of the social life and inducing the particular
attitude of the times toward the world and life.

By the end

of the Vedic period, organised kingdoms must have engaged in
bloody wars, battling against each other, involving terrible
upheavals and disorders.

That these wars occurred, seems a

certainty in view of the ideals of Universal Kingship, as put

2
forward in the Royal sacrifices*
These political changes must have been a result of economic
changes, which would have occurred during the Middle Vedic
Period.

The appearance of various towns like Asaudivaiit, the

Kurvt capital, kampila, the Pancala capital, Kau^apabi, KasI,
Mithila, the town of Vinasana, presage the process of urbangrowth which was to come and indicate the high development of
agricultural economy to give a surplus production which could
support a large population including numerous wandering monks
and ascetics.

The introduction of a money-economy may

already have begun at the end of one period, bringing with it
3
considerable social distress*
i* Cf* the excavations at Hastinaptir Ancient .India N o •5 lo-il.
2. Beni-Prasad state in Ancient India PP.*+9 «.K.P.Jayaswal*
Hindu Polity. pp.195
3 * Cf.N.C.Bandopadhyaya. Economic life and Progress in Ancient
India. l.PP. 26lQ.ft; 2 5 b ft.285 ft. CH1.PP.205H; 21.11;
see also D.R.Bhandarkai-.Ancient Indian Nuatrtetinatics:
(Lect II)traces the use of coined money to the earliest vedic
times.
The introduction of the money economy results in
considerable social change and distress. Sec.Sansom.G.B*
Japan.PPl+7 o
(quoted by Pande.op.cit *P.31*+. 11 *.27) •

All these various happenings must have awakened the

interests of all classes in the problems of life and death,
such as would have given rise to asceticism.

As far asr

the Upanisjiadic doctrines|are concerned it has been suggested
that fcsatriyas formed the main authors, supporters and
patrons of this philosophy.

No doubt Pravahayia Jaivali of

Pancala, Asvapati of Kekaya, Ajatas^tru of Kasi and Janaha of
Videha are not only patrons of philosophy but are themselves
philosophers.

Pravalmana, moreover speaks of a special

_2
ksatriya-vidya.

But this does not support any such theory

3

as that of Garbe.

^

Formici, on the other hand, puts forward

a theory of an opposition to the Brahman-doctrine by the
Ksatriyas simply because the word Brahman does not occur in
✓
/
any of the lengthy discussions of Ajatasatr**or Asvapati#
The At^fon theory, in his opinion, was developed in the
Atharvan, circle and was given a rational treatment which
caught the imagination of the laity and thus became a popular

5
doctrine.
1.' Garbe, Beitrage zui iud.Kulturgeschichte p p .3 H ; Winterintz.
HIL.Vol.I.PP*
2. BAU.Vl#2#8#Cf.Bh.Gita.IV.1-2#
3. See Keith.JRAS. 1908.Bloomfield RO(.of the Veda PP220 ft;
Oldenberg" Buddha 7pp#73»u *i*LU.PP.166.ft; The question of
Drairdrain influence - G.W.Brown*
Studies in honour of
Bloomfield. PP.75
^# Journal of the Department of Letters. XV*P.106.
5* Loc.cit.

A theory, supplementary to this theory, is that of Kosambi,^
who puts forward the view that the Brahma#as were non-aryan priest*
2
with the cult of a pre-aryan and non-vedic deity - Brahma.
Both the theories are unacceptable in their extreme forms.
As is clear from the story of Pravaha$a Jaivali, the
K§atriyas were adept in the philosophy of the sacrifice.
Yajfiavalkya, on the other hand, discourses on the Self.^4
Gargya Balaki and other Brahma^as are concerned about the
problem of Brahman-atman.
great philosophers.

No doubt, K§atriyas appear as

Brahman cannot be accepted to be a non-

aryan deity.

Henning has tried to prove its relation with the
5
Iranian Barezman.
The Upani§adic philosophy can only be

regarded as a synthetic product of combined labours of the
members of the most classes of the society - non-aryans
included.

Similarly, the ascetic movement included members

of all classes and cannot be regarded as only aryens£ or nonaryan^.

Religious movements do not accept any such racial

distinctions.

1. JBRAS 23. 1947 PP.39 ff.
2. Kosambi repudiates any distinction between Brahma (masculine)
and Brahman (neuter), op.cit. pp.44. but this cannot be
accepted linguistically.
3. Ch.Up. v.3.7. BAU. VI.2.8.
4. BAU. IV.4.
5.

the.

ga

I 1 *5.0jci&ty

idles.

Cf. Renou and Silburn-.Sur La Notion Brahman JA. 1949. pp.7 ff.

CHAPTER V - CONCLUSION*
In the preceding pages we have attempted to reconstruct
the history of Indian Asceticism up to the early Upanisads.
In the Indus valley civilization we found certain traces of
asceticism as represented on the seals but owing to extreme
rarity of such records and materials as may throw some light
on this problem, we could not say much about it in the context
of the Indus Society and its religion.

The most that we can

say is that there were probably ascetics in the Indus cities
of both of the two types - primitive and mystical.

The fierce

onslaught of the aryan warriors resulted in the destruction of
the organised urban culture and its lingering existence in
peripheral regions until the aryans assq>mmilated it.

The

aryans themselves had ascetics in their societv, but these
1
were of the type of the shaman and raagician-priest,
The
character of the Muni, whether originally aryan or non-aryan,
testifies to this,
Vedic asceticism has been studied linguistically by examin
ing those passages where tapas, srama, vgrata, and other related
ethical terms occur and thus see the whole complex of ascetic
ideas and practices.
Vedic Asceticism as exemplified by the term tanas shows

I1 Cf.Oldenberg. Rel.des Veda.
Keith RPVU.pp.lf02.

pp.^Olff

*+06, Arbman Rudra pp.297

an obvious connection with the God Agni.

In the beginning

tapas was regarded as an activity in which the ascetic exposed
oneself to the fire and imbibed the power radiated from it,
A

which could be used by the person as a weapon.

Tapas there

fore came to stand both for this practice and for the power
developed by it.

The exposure to fire - whether the four

fires of the sacrifice, or the fire which is the Sun, has been
regarded as power-giving in other societies as well.

Tapas as

an ascetic activity within Vedic society must be regarded as
completely aryan because the fire cult is Indo-european.

In the

beginning, therefore, Vedic asceticism was self-mortification
1
2
such as was Jaina asceticism, or AjMika asceticism.
The
Ajivikas too performed the penance of the five fires (pancatapana).

Tapas was closely connected with the fire-austerities

even in the early Vedic times and cannot be dissociated from
3
^
Jaina tapas.
Tapas as a power was later connected with the
magic beat which could destroy an enemy and we hear many times
the aryans praying to Apni to destroy the asuratf with tapas.
But the idea of tapas developed along with the fire-philosophy
in the Brahmans^.

It was not only thought of as destructive

but was also regarded as a creative force and stories are told
that Prajapati undertook tapas to produce the whole creation*

1.
2.
1.
k*

5.

Jacobi. SBE.22.pp.xxiii ff: Cf.Winternitz.
p.*+52. Pande op.cit. pp.360-67.
Basham. The Ajivikas. pp.10^-15.
Basham, op.cit. pp.110.
Cf.Pande op.cit.365-66.
Basham op.cit.pp.60-6l.ff.
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Tapas was regarded not merely as self-mortification in pur
suance of certain material ends, but in the Upanisadic
1
2
literature as self discipline, much as in Buddhist literature.
'

The ascetic way of life thus in the early Upanisads fore
shadows the trend given to it by Buddha, by his rejection of
3
physical mortification and his insistence on self-discipline.
This aspect of self-discipline is more strongly emphasized in
Vedic religion in such concepts as vfcata, and dharma which show
the importance of action in accordance with one's own will as
well as of acts as done according to the will and commands of
the Gods wjlich are

laws to human beings.

Vtfata in vedic

literature continues to have a wide prevalence and is regarded
as efficacious as tapas.

As the meanings of a term change

according to historical situations Vyata displays a variety of
meanings which are of great help in understanding the later
usjiages of this term in Jaina and Buddhist literature.

These

two aspects of self mortification and self-discipline were
related to moral behaviour and were gradually more and more
dissociated from material to specifically spiritual and mystical
ends.

Asceticism in the Vedic period, seems to assume a form

which develops into Yoga.

This consisted primarily of mental

discipline through contemplation and inner purification through
breath-control and food-purity.

The ideas and practices con

cerning diksa in relation with sacrifice helped to a great deal
towards this end.

Diksa, as an ascetic activity, arrived at

1.ERE.2. PP.70.
2.N.Dutt EMB.II.pp.20-21.

purification.

In Vedic circles the diksa was a necessary

rite performed before the performance of the ritual.

It is

quite likely, as judged from the sources, that the diksa was
performed for its own sake when it was realised that the diksa
itself could yield all the gains-spiritual as well as material which are yielded by the performance of the full sacrifice.
The diksa itself was felt to be tapas.

Sacrifice itself

involved many austerities which helped towards providing the
repertoire of asceticism.

Silence is an important element in

2
many ritual activities.

The sacrifice itself became symbol3
ic and could be performed mentally.
The ideal of selfsacrifice itself may have prompted even actual religious suicide

which is not noticed in the vedic literature, except simply as
interpreted symbolically as "death to the world11.

The mental

sacrifice thus materially aided in the development of the
practice of meditation.

But knowledge through meditation of
5
the realities of the world schematically enumerated which are

recognised as a unity through the citis - savitra, "arunaketu,
naltiketa - comes to have growing importance and these practices
led to the development of the practice of Upasana and Yoga, in
which meditation, intuition and intellect play an important part.
Here we may reject the suggestion made by Masson-Oursel that
Yoga should be derived from Mongolian sources.
1.

No doubt in the

See Chapter 3; Cf. the Ajevika initiation. Basham op.cit.
pp.10lf-105.ff.
2. Cf.Coomaraswaitiy. The Vedic doctrine of Silence.IC3 .April.
1937•Pande.op.cit.p p .509^1°•
3 . Cf.Coomaraswarny.
Atrua-yajna: Self sacrifice HJ0S6.19lf2.
*f. Basham. The Ajivikas. pp.106.
5£{Nadel.Nupe Religion.pp.265-67. on schematic enumeration of
the objects of the world and their understanding.

H X e
Taoist literature breath-control, physical exercises, and
1
dietary regulations are recommended tof f,maturing life11,
but this literature is generally regarded as later*

The

physical exercises - such as the bat-penance - are found in

2
early Indian literature*

The importance of the breath and

of its control, developed not only because of empirical
observations of its physiological functions but also along
3
with the singing of the s'Smans.
There is only a gradual
awareness of the importance and functions of breath, and
especially in the ^rahmanas and the Upanisads.
The ascetic personalities make only a gradual appearance
a.v»cj

on the Vedic scene*

Yatia^Muni, occur very infrequently in

the Samhitas but in the AV and the Brihmanas they occur
frequently and we know more about them.
a medicine man especially in the AVP*

The Muni occurs as;
This character of the

ascetics continue even in the Ja?na literature.

In the

Upanisads the muni has a more chastened and spiritual character
as has the yati*

New types of wandering ascetics such as the

carakas appear during the Brahmana period, and are referred to
•
^
/
in the Jarna Canons also*
A very infrequent term, sramana
T1 A Waley.
The way and Its Power pp.67-69 •
2* Basham op.cit* pp.110.
3*CfFung.Yu-Lan. History of Chinese Philosophy Vol*I.pp;.2l+2-n.^.
J.C.Jain*, History of Ancient India as depicted in Jain
Canons, pp.192 ff; Cf.R-C.Brown.
The Andaman Islanders
pp.176-77**
the shaman has magical powers to cure diseases.
5* Jain, op.cit. pp.203-0lf.

occurs as an appellation of an ascetic only once in the
y
Upanisads, as does the term "Praviajin11.
This shows an
undoubted ascetic movement by the time of the Upanisads?
(sixth century B.C..) which is amply evidenced in the Jaina
and Buddhist literatures.
quite large scale.

This ascetic movement was on a

Forest-going had come into prominence

with the development of the Vedic studies and symbolic
sacrifices during the later Brahmana period.

Already in the
1
R.V. there is a hymn on the goddess Aranyarii seen by a muni.

2
Otto

attributes the practice of forest-going to the feeling

of terror and of the uncanny in the wood.

Wandering was

another mode of living as practised by the carakas, which
YSjnavalk^Jna attributed to the love of the self.
It has been suggested that the origins of asceticism are
3
pre-aryan and non-vedic, coming down from the Indus Culture.
No doubt we find many traces of incorporation of non-aryan
peoples who had shamans and a type of ecstatic ascetics such
as the vj(atyas.

We also find that the VaiWhanasas and other

ascetic persons are treated as a novelty.

J a i n i s w of a sort

b
already existed, probably a hundred years before Buddhism.

No

doubtthe non-vedic sources contributed much to the making of
the Indian culture at this period.

But most elements of the

1..

RV*X,146.

2.
3.
b•

Otto. Gottheit und Gottheiten der Arier.pp.22-2^.
G.C.Pande.op.cit. pp.326-27*
Jacobi. SBE22

ascetic complex:existed already in the Vedic austerities*
The great religious movements of the sixth century B.C. were
largely the product of the impact on Aryan culture of nonaryan influences which were already operative from the earliest
period, and not simply a new cultural "item11 added to the Vedic
religion.

Moreover, as "the clash and interplay of two
1
cultures produce new things", the situation in the sixth

century B.C. cannot be attributed merely to the impact of the
non-aryan culture.

Over the years the values of the aryans

were themselves changing, towards a religious attitude such as
that eloquently put forward by Yajnavalkya.
life included a redemption from the sanxsara

These values of
and the realisation

of the ultimate reality through mystical experiences.

As if by

logical consistency asceticism was put forward in a new key and
this "end-state" was a novel situation.

During the course of

its development it has been suggested that asceticism might
have been an instrument of the cultural integration of alien
elements.

Mystical experiences as felt by the aryans through

their own ascetic techniques would have psychologically con
ditioned them to incorporate other non-aryan techniques of evok2
social purpose,
ing these mystical experiences.
Asceticism came to serve, a /
besides the intrinsic purposes of evoking mystical experience
and of successful self-destruction and subordination of the evil
that is body or karltia.

This was especially the case in the

sixth century B..C., by which time the class system had become
TZ

B.Malinowski,

2.

Cf.Nadel.

the Dynamics of Culture Change. 19*+5*PP«21;2J>.

Nupe Religion. pp.256-57 who speaks of three:

reasons of cultural integration: utility, logical consee also.op.cit.pp.
sistency, and psychological fitness,
re
he
argues
that
any
adoption
of alien observances
217-18 whe
must satis fy some pre-existing need and musthave novelty(pto

and congeniality also

more or less rigid, by providing an outlet for more sensitive
beings, during this period of social dislocation, break-up of
tribal unity, and major wars.

It fulfilled an important fun

ction at this period.
With this we must end this study of Indian asceticism,
conscious of the tenatative conclusions arrived at.

Asceticism,

as a part of religion, is primarily adopted to satisfy human
1
needs at particular periods of time, and its practice waxes and
wanes, as the historical conditions require.

As a technique of

mystical experience it will however ever retain its fascination
and charm for individuals of a certain psychological type.

1.

Cf.Nadel.op.cit.. PR.259-60.
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